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Abstract
Unclean Lips: Obscenity and Jews in American Literature
by
Joshua N. Lambert

Co-chairs: Jonathan E. Freedman and Anita Norich

This dissertation examines Jews' literary, social, and legal interventions in
controversies about obscenity in the United States in the 20th century. Scholars
acknowledge obscenity debates as crucial in the development of modern American
literature, but the roles Jews played in this history as publishers, lawyers, judges, and
authors have not yet been interrogated. Insisting that no single explanation adequately
accounts for the range of American Jews' influential interventions, the dissertation
proposes four ways in which obscenity mattered to American Jews, as Jews, given their
specific historical circumstances. The production and defense of obscenity contributed to
Jews' attempts to counter sexual anti-Semitism; to obtain cultural capital that was
otherwise denied to them; to defend contraception; and to advocate for minority rights.
The decentralization of authority in Diasporic societies and resulting diversity also helps
to explain the vigor with which some American Jews intervened in these debates.
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The body of the dissertation presents a series of literary case studies. Analysis of
the legal, literary, and linguistic contexts of Henry Roth's Call It Sleep (1935) clarifies
that Roth's emphasis on dirtiness and use of "dirty words" represent an attempt to atone
for his personal sexual deviance—which he, like other modern writers, understood as a
Jewish trait—through the techniques of Anglo-American modernism. Close readings of
Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint (1969) and Adele Wiseman's Crackpot (1974) propose
that these novels radicalize a set of sexual allegories common throughout Biblical,
rabbinic, and ethnic American literature. Attention to visual and to legal sources reveal
how in the late 1970s, Will Eisner and Jules Feiffer deployed explicit visual
representations of sexual frustration to realign comic books in the field of cultural
production and establish the "graphic novel" as a genre of literature suitable for adult
readers. Through these case studies, the project proposes that obscenity and the debates
surrounding it have been a crucial element in the development of contemporary Jewish
culture in the U.S, and, no less strikingly, that the interventions of Jews have been vital in
the development of American attitudes about, policies on, and treatments of obscenity.
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CHAPTER 1.
Introduction: The Story of the Shmutz

One need not have read very deeply in the literature written by American Jews to
notice the extensive attention these texts devote to sex. Indeed, at the end of a college
course on American Jewish writing in the early 1980s, Mark Shechner's undergraduate
students at the State University of New York, Buffalo, cited "sex" as one of the few
"recurring themes of Jewish fiction." 1 These students' observation has regularly been
affirmed by professional critics. Recently, for example, Ruth Franklin observed that
"while the literature of eros has always been multicultural … it is hard to think of another
culture as consistently, persistently obsessed with the subject as Jewish America, circa
1950-2000." "What is it," Franklin wondered, in her review of the most recent novel by
Philip Roth, "with Jews and sex?" 2 Half a century earlier another critic, Theodore
Solotaroff, asked a similar question of Roth, who was his classmate in the doctoral
program in English literature at the University of Chicago and had begun to publish
fiction about American Jews. "When [Roth's] strong but over-the-top story, 'Epstein,'
came out," 3 Solotaroff has recalled in a recent memoir, "I was put off by all the ugly

1

Mark Shechner, After the Revolution: Studies in the Contemporary Jewish American Imagination
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 1. The other two themes, for the record, were "selfishness"
and "misogyny."
2

Ruth Franklin, "Back to School: Philip Roth's Indignation," The New York Sun (September 10, 2008)
<http://www.nysun.com/arts/back-to-school-philip-roths-indignation/85500/>.

3

The story was first published in The Paris Review 19 (Summer 1958).

1

physical detail of this aging family man's first and last fling. As I put it, 'Why all the
shmutz?' To which he snapped back, 'The shmutz is the story.'" 4
The Yiddish word "shmutz" can be translated simply as "dirt" or "filth," but,
especially in its American Yinglish 5 usage, the word carries the connotation of its English
etymological cousin "smut"—that is, a meaning of "indecent or obscene language." 6
Thus, when Roth told an interviewer in 1969 apropos of his novel Portnoy's Complaint
that he hoped "to raise obscenity to the level of a subject," he was reiterating in a more
conventional English phrase his private remark to Solotaroff about "Epstein." 7 For the
sake of terminological clarity, it is worth stating outright that this dissertation selects the
term "obscenity" to refer narrowly to taboo words and the graphic representation of sex. 8
4

Theodore Solotaroff, First Loves: A Memoir (New York: Seven Stories Press, 2003), 209. For Roth's
memory of being posed a similar question in a letter from a reader in Detroit, see Roth, "Writing About
Jews," Commentary 36:6 (December 1963), 447.
5

On Yinglish (i.e., hybrid Yiddish-English), see James Loeffler, "'Neither the King's English Nor the
Rebbetzin's Yiddish': Yinglish Literature in the United States," American Babel: Literatures of the United
States from Abnaki to Zuni, ed. Marc Shell (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), 133-62.

6

"Smut, n. 5," OED Online, <http://dictionary.oed.com.proxy.lib.umich.edu/cgi/entry/50228782>. Uriel
Weinreich, Modern English-Yiddish/Yiddish-English Dictionary (New York: Schocken/YIVO, 1977),
384/409. For an example of the two words being used interchangeably, see Wallace Markfield,
Teitelbaum's Window (Champaign, Illinois: Dalkey Archive Press, 1999), 121-22.

7

George Plimpton, "Philip Roth's Exact Intent," New York Times (February 23, 1969), BR2. In the same
interview, Roth recalls that "some people"—perhaps he was thinking particularly of Solotaroff?—found
"Epstein" "very disgusting in its intimate sexual revelations."
8

It is a commonplace that obscenity is difficult, or impossible, to define. In fact, it has been a traditional
legal argument that "obscenity" is impossible to define and thus too vague to be a constitutional exception
to the First Amendment. See, among others, Theodore Schroeder, 'Obscene Literature' and Constitutional
Law: A Forensic Defense of Freedom of the Press (New York: Privately printed for forensic uses, 1911), in
which Schroeder argues that "it has been, and always will be, impossible to state a definition or test of
obscenity" (14), and Morris Ernst and William Seagle, To the Pure…: A Study of Obscenity and the Censor
(New York: Viking Press, 1928), which proclaims that "it is quite impossible to clarify the intrinsic nature
of obscenity by definition" (63) and that "there is no definition in the entire law that so clearly violates the
fundamental principle that a criminal charge must be clear, precise, and definite in all its terms and details"
(9). Justice Potter Stewart's remarks in Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184 (1964)—i.e., that "perhaps I could
never succeed in intelligibly" defining "hard-core pornography," "but I know it when I see it"—have
become a standard reference for writers who wish to convey the idea that a concept is impossible to define
in precise terms, but nonetheless self-evident in its application.

2

That was what the term "obscene" signified in American law for much of the 20th
century, from Swearingen v. U.S. (1895)—which affirmed that "the words 'obscene,'
'lewd,' and 'lascivious' … signify that form of immorality which has relation to sexual
impurity"—to Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield's explanation in 1959 that Henry
Miller's Tropic of Cancer was obscene and not fit for transmission by mail because of its
"descriptions in minute detail of sexual acts" and use of "filthy, offensive and degrading
words and terms." 9 Obscenity, in this specific sense, has many synonyms and
cognates 10—including at least a couple in Yiddish beyond shmutz—and Solotaroff's
discomfort has plenty of precedents in Jewish culture, stretching back to the prophet
Isaiah, who protested that he was unfit for prophesy because he was "a man of unclean
lips" living "among a people of unclean lips," and who characterized among the most
egregious of his people's failings that "every mouth speaks impiety." 11 What I would like
to emphasize particularly in the quotations from Roth's conversation is that in neither
case does the author deny that his literary work consists of obscenity. Unlike Isaiah, he
does not see the uncleanliness of his lips as a failing. On the contrary, he insists that his
fiction is obscene and should be understood as such.
If the shmutz is the story, for Roth and other American Jewish writers, this
dissertation addresses itself to the story of the shmutz, exploring what obscenity has
9

Swearingen v. United States, 161 U.S. 446 (1896); Charles Rembar, The End of Obscenity: The Trials of
Lady Chatterley, Tropic of Cancer, and Fanny Hill (New York: Random House, 1968), 114.

10

For rich etymological histories of the terms "obscenity" and "pornography," see Joan DeJean, The
Reinvention of Obscenity: Sex, Lies, and Tabloids in Early Modern France (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2002), 1-28, and Walter Kendrick, The Secret Museum: Pornography in Modern Culture
(New York: Viking, 1987), 1-32.
11

Isaiah 6:5, 9:16; Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures, The New JPS Translation (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1985). The latter quote is the translation of "פֶּה דֹּבֵר נְ ָבלָה-—"כָלa source of the term
nibul peh that signifies "obscenity" in rabbinic and traditional Jewish texts, as well as in modern Yiddish.
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meant, and why it has mattered, to American Jewish lawyers, publishers, and authors.
What has been at stake for Jews, as Jews, in legal and literary debates about obscenity? 12
This question merits consideration not simply because obscenity has been a central
concern in American Jewish culture—in the readings Shechner assigned to his students,
in Roth's stories and novels, in the works of Norman Mailer, Allen Ginsberg, Lenny
Bruce, Erica Jong, and many others—but also because pernicious stereotypes about
Jewish sexuality contributed so lamentably to late 19th and 20th century history, and
likewise because of the understudied interventions of Jews as critics, lawyers, judges,
publishers, and other cultural agents in the development of modern American literary
culture. In short, ethnic and religious affiliations often complicated the issue of literary
obscenity for American Jews, and Jews' dynamic responses to these complications have
profoundly affected American culture. The legitimization of the explicit representation of
sex and the use of taboo words by authorities dramatizes how demographic and
ideological shifts in culture are prompted by, and registered in, literary production, and
this dissertation proposes that literary scholars and historians can better understand the
story of these social and literary transformations in the United States by considering why
it was that Jews were, so often, at the very center of that story.
In the last two decades, obscenity has developed into a major area of interest of
literary and cultural studies, and more recently, a discrete subfield of "obscenity studies"
has begun to cohere. 13 In a broad sense, this has been one of the particular outgrowths of

12

My formulation "Jews as Jews" here deliberately echoes Hannah Arendt's "The Jew as Pariah," The Jew
as Pariah, ed. Ron H. Feldman (New York: Grove, 1978), 68.
13

For one scholar's efforts to recognize the study of pornography as a discrete field of inquiry, see Linda
Williams, ed., Porn Studies (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004). Collette Colligan, meanwhile, situates
her research in relation to "the field of obscenity studies." See Colligan, The Traffic in Obscenity from
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the academic turns to questions of gender and sexuality, on the one hand, and questions
of popular and everyday culture, on the other, that have revolutionized virtually all
humanities and social science disciplines since the 1970s. Linking literature, visual
culture, law, gender, and the market, the question of obscenity—of what limits culture
imposes on the representation of sex, and how those limits come to be transgressed—has
thrived during a period of interdisciplinary scholarship in the academy, such that the
subject has by now been addressed by scholars working in a wide range of periods and
fields. 14
The current phase of obscenity studies also owes its particular direction to a
profound shift in academic thinking about censorship. Since the early 1920s, American
trade publishers have regularly issued polemical or triumphant historical surveys of
obscenity and pornography in modern culture and law that treat censorship as reactionary
nonsense and freedom of speech as a paramount American virtue. The paradigm of this
genre was Morris Ernst and William Seagle's To the Pure… (1928); excellent examples
from more recent decades include Paul Boyer's Purity in Print (1968), Walter Kendrick's
The Secret Museum (1987), and Edward De Grazia's richly documentary Girls Lean Back
Everywhere (1992), whose subtitle, The Law of Obscenity and the Assault on Genius,

Byron to Beardsley: Sexuality and Exoticism in Nineteenth-Century Print Culture (Basingstoke, England,
and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 6.
14

Earlier academic studies that inform this field include Michel Foucault's History of Sexuality 1, trans.
Robert Hurley (New York: Pantheon, 1978) and Steven Marcus's The Other Victorians: A Study of
Sexuality and Pornography in Mid-Nineteenth-Century England (New York: Basic Books, 1966). Some of
the more useful recent scholarly sources that treat obscenity and pornography in periods prior to the 20th
century include Amy Richlin, ed., Pornography and Representation in Greece and Rome (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1992); Lynn Hunt, ed., The Invention of Pornography: Obscenity and the Origins
of Modernity, 1500-1800 (New York: Zone Books, 1993); Joan DeJean, The Reinvention of Obscenity; and
Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, Rereading Sex: Battles over Sexual Knowledge and Suppression in NineteenthCentury America (New York: Knopf, 2002).

5

offers a clear sense of the attitude that characterizes such works. 15 In the culture wars of
the 1980s and 1990s, a new round of controversies about art, censorship, and
pornography arose, and while many of these arguments simply rehashed stale battles,
some controversies—particularly, it seems to me, those that dealt with "political
correctness" and campus speech codes—proved unsettling to many literary scholars.
These debates tended to position liberal and progressive academics on the side of
censorship (i.e., the regulation of abusive, misogynist, and racist expression), while
cultural conservatives defended what they characterized as absolute freedom of speech,
that beloved American value. 16 This upending of conventional positions spurred
influential literary theoreticians, including Judith Butler and Stanley Fish, to reconsider
the question of censorship and free speech, applying the insights of Freud, Foucault, and
Bourdieu on these topics to contemporary American law and culture. The results were
subtle, complicated responses to controversies on campus and across the country that
eschewed any simple notions of censorship as evil and free speech as unalloyed good. 17
In the wake of these retheorizations of censorship and freedom of expression,
literary scholars have reexamined the modern controversies about obscenity, bringing
15

Ernst and Seagle, To the Pure; Kendrick, The Secret Museum; Paul S. Boyer, Purity in Print: The Vice
Society Movement and Book Censorship in America (New York: Scribner, 1968); Edward de Grazia, Girls
Lean Back Everywhere: The Law of Obscenity and the Assault on Genius (New York: Random House,
1992). Rembar's The End of Obscenity is another worthwhile entry in this tradition.
16

The University of Michigan's speech codes sparked one such debate; see John Doe v. The University of
Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989), and President George H. W. Bush's commencement
address of May 4, 1991, http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/public_papers.php?id=2949&year=&month=.
17

See Judith Butler, Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative (New York: Routledge, 1997);
Stanley Fish, "There's No Such Thing as Free Speech, and It's a Good Thing, Too," There's No Such Thing
as Free Speech, and It's a Good Thing, Too (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 102-19.
A good, concise overview of how the censorship debates interacted with literary theory and scholarship in
the early 1990s is Richard Burt, ed., The Administration of Aesthetics: Censorship, Political Criticism, and
the Public Sphere (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), which is based in part on panels
that Burt organized at MLA conferences in 1990 and 1991.
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more complicated models of textual production to bear in readings of novels including
James Joyce's Ulysses and Richard Wright's Native Son. 18 Many of these studies have
investigated censorship as intertwined with discourses about cultural value and have
drawn upon "book history" methodologies to demonstrate how the interactions between
censors, legal professionals, and authors influence the production and circulation of texts.
Not simply reproducing conventional blather about the dangers of censorship and the
value of freedom, these studies reveal the ways in which literature benefits from the
attention of censors. In an excellent and richly documented study of erotica publishing in
early 20th-century America, Jay Gertzman emphasizes "the symbiotic relationship"
between bookleggers (book smugglers and erotica publishers) and smuthounds (anti-vice
crusaders); 19 Celia Marshik argues that "in the context of British modernism, censorship
was repressive and also had productive effects"; 20 and Loren Glass proposes that
obscenity trials in the United States served "as a mechanism … whereby the champions
of high modernism in the academic, journalistic, and publishing community could
establish and affirm the authority of their aesthetic standards." 21 Unclean Lips builds
upon this body of work by addressing a question implicitly raised, but not satisfyingly
answered, by any of these studies: why was it that so many Jews were involved in the
major American controversies about obscenity in the 20th century?
18

Allison Pease, Modernism, Mass Culture, and the Aesthetics of Obscenity (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2000); Katherine Mullin, James Joyce, Sexuality and Social Purity (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003); Florence Dore, The Novel and the Obscene: Sexual Subjects in
American Modernism (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005).

19

Jay A. Gertzman, Bookleggers and Smuthounds: The Trade in Erotica 1920-1940 (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 1.
20

Celia Marshik, British Modernism and Censorship (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 4.

21

Loren Glass, "Redeeming Value: Obscenity and Anglo-American Modernism," Critical Inquiry 32:2
(Winter 2006): 344.

7

As I describe in fuller detail in Chapter 2, a striking number of the key players in
the disputes about obscenity in 20th-century America were Jewish. The case of James
Joyce's Ulysses provides one example of how prominently Jews could intervene in such
controversies, in roles parallel to those of somewhat more frequently studied female
editors and publishers. 22 Ben Huebsch, a pioneering American Jewish publisher, had
been the first person in the world willing to issue Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, in 1916, after twelve English printers refused to set the book in type. But even
Huebsch was not willing to publish an unexpurgated edition of Ulysses after the New
York Society for the Suppression of Vice successfully prosecuted The Little Review, in
1920-21, for the serialization of the "Nausicaa" episode of that novel, in which Leopold
Bloom masturbates in his pants while gazing at Gertie MacDowell. A couple of Jewish
publishers expressed interest in publishing the novel in the U.S. during the 1920s 23—one,
Samuel Roth, infamously went so far as to pirate the book—but it would not be until the
early 1930s that a publisher would seek a court's assurance of the book's legality. The
1933 vindication of the novel in Judge John Woolsey's famed decision resulted from the
collaboration of Bennett Cerf, a young Jewish publisher who bankrolled his operations
with his inheritance, and Morris Ernst, a Jewish lawyer who had developed a specialty in
free speech cases. 24 That decision made the novel available to thousands of readers of

22

Sources on the crucial female publishers of modernist literature include Shari Benstock, Women of the
Left Bank: Paris 1900-1940 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986) and Jayne E. Marek, Women Editing
Modernism: 'Little' Magazines and Literary History (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1995).

23

Horace Liveright, for one, offered Joyce a contract in 1922 for an unexpurgated American edition of
Ulysses, but the deal fell through because of hesitations and misgivings on both sides. See Tom Dardis,
Firebrand: The Life of Horace Liveright (New York: Random House, 1995), 88-90.
24

For the most focused history of the trials of Ulysses, see Paul Vanderham, James Joyce and Censorship:
The Trials of Ulysses (New York: New York University Press, 1998).
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English worldwide. In 1934 and in the following decades, a person could walk into a
bookstore in London or New York or Sydney or Toronto and purchase Ulysses without
fear of arrest thanks to the interventions of these American Jews.
Other Jewish publishers were responsible for issuing and defending most of the
infamously obscene novels of the 20th century. The defendants in many of the trials that
established legal precedents about freedom of expression and censorship, from Abrams v.
New York (1919) to Roth v. U.S. (1957) and Cohen v. California (1971), were also
Jewish, as were the most influential lawyers specializing in the defense of obscenity,
from the 1920s through the 1990s, and several key judges whose decisions redirected the
course of obscenity law. These American Jewish men tended to succeed where the mostly
Protestant-born free thinkers and anarchists who agitated against American obscenity
laws in the late 19th century had failed, 25 and in areas from which women were still
largely excluded, 26 but they were not uniquely or exclusively responsible for
transforming American obscenity law. On the contrary, quite a few of the most influential
civil libertarians and free speech advocates in the U.S. were Protestants and Catholics.
Nor, as I argue, contrary to the stereotypes promulgated both by anti-Semitic demagogues
and by well-meaning observers of Jewish culture, was there ever a singular or essential
attitude toward obscenity or sexuality in American Jewish culture. Yet by interrogating
the stakes of Jewish involvements and their literary complements, I hope to illuminate

25

On these important free speech pioneers, see David Rabban, Free Speech in Its Forgotten Years (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
26

On the general exclusion of women from American law until the 1960s—in the mid-1960s, men still
outnumbered women in law school classes 20 to 1—see Fred Strebeigh, Equal: Women Reshape American
Law (New York: W. W. Norton, 2009).

9

both the meaning of obscenity in American Jewish culture and to assert the centrality of
Jews in the development of American literature as a cultural institution.
Historians and literary scholars have regularly treated as relevant the religious and
ethnic backgrounds of figures who supported, or opposed, the censorship of obscenity in
the U.S. when those figures were born and raised in Catholic families. The origins of
Margaret Sanger and Justice William Brennan, for two prominent examples—not to
speak of Cardinal Spellman—have been understood not as predetermining their actions,
but as important data in understanding their contributions, given the outspoken and
dramatic perspective of the Catholic Church on obscenity in literature. 27 I argue that the
Jewishness of particular individuals often mattered in disputes about obscenity—it could
inflect their opinions, encourage their convictions, or enrich their writing—even though,
and partly because, Jewish communal and cultural authorities were never as consistent in
their responses to these issues as the Catholic hierarchy was.
Indeed, while Morris Ernst, one of the most influential American Jewish voices
on the question of obscenity in the first half of the century, often claimed that the sexual
mores of America derive directly from the Biblical laws, 28 recent scholarship on Jews
and sexuality presents a picture of dynamic, regular change in Jews' attitudes to sex.
There is, in other words, no clear or essential Jewish sexual ethic. Impressively surveying
thousands of years of history, David Biale's foundational Eros and the Jews highlights
how differently Jews of various eras registered their own divergent theological and
27

On these figures, see, for example, Samuel A. Mills, "Parochiaid and the Abortion Decisions: Supreme
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34:4 (1992): 751-74, and Ellen Chesler, Woman of Valor: Margaret Sanger and the Birth Control
Movement in America (New York: Anchor, 1993), 40, 135.
28
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ideological principles and social circumstances in their textual accounts and
representations of sexuality. 29 Other scholars, contributing to a vigorous and expanding
field of interdisciplinary scholarship—a "corporeal turn in Jewish textual studies," if not,
as some have noted, quite a turn away from the study of texts to the study of bodies qua
bodies 30—complement Biale's broad survey by addressing in greater detail the dynamics
of gender and sexuality in ancient, early modern, or modern Jewish cultures. 31
By arguing that Jewish approaches to sexuality and its representation have been
crucial in the development of the American laws and social conventions about how
sexuality can be discussed and represented, then, I do not mean to suggest that some
essential element of Jewish sexuality has flowered in modern America. 32 Indeed, Nitsa
29

David Biale, Eros and the Jews: From Biblical Israel to Contemporary America (New York: Basic
Books, 1992).
30
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Jewish Social Studies 1:1 (Fall 1994), 117.
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Ben-Ari's recent study of censorship and obscenity in modern Israeli literary culture
demonstrates quite clearly how differently Jewish attitudes towards sexual representation
could develop in a situation with other pressures and institutions. 33 Like Biale and other
contemporary scholars of Jews and sexuality, I attend to the resonances of rabbinic and
traditional sources as they play out in modern literature, and I emphasize that Jewish
attitudes toward sexuality in general, and towards the textual representation of sex in
specific, have always developed in conversation with social and demographic factors.
This project examines a series of such transformations, in which American Jews
responded to and shaped American culture while grappling with their relations to Jewish
traditions. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the issue, surveying both the involvements
of American Jews in obscenity debates and various discourses, both anti-Semitic and
well-meaning, that have posited an essential Jewish sexuality. Countering these
essentialist perspectives, I propose that four factors made engagements with obscenity
especially attractive to American Jews as Jews. Obscenity contributed to Jews' attempts
to counter sexual anti-Semitism, to obtain cultural capital that was otherwise denied to
them, to defend contraception, and to advocate for minority rights—all of which were
concerns rooted in the particular historical experiences of Jews in 20th century America.
In making these cases, the chapter also argues that the decentralization of authority in
Diasporic societies helps to explain the vigorous interventions of American Jews in
obscenity debates, and I contrast the model of sexual "modesty" that has operated within
latitudinarian Diasporic Jewish communities with the "censorships" that tend to be
imposed by hierarchical authorities.
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The remaining three chapters deal in chronological order with a series of
American Jewish texts that dramatize, in finer detail, how these engagements with
obscenity functioned. Chapter 3 rereads Henry Roth's American Jewish classic, Call It
Sleep (1934) as an obscene novel. The chapter situates Roth's novel in the moments of its
publication and circulation, analyzes its multilingual text closely, and compares the
trajectory of Roth's career to those of Henry Miller and Sam Roth to argue that Henry
Roth's emphasis on dirtiness and purification represented his own struggle to atone for his
personal sexual guilt, and Jewish sexuality generally, through the techniques of AngloAmerican modernism. Chapter 4 presents close readings of two novels drafted during the
legal transformations of the 1960s—Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint (1969) and Adele
Wiseman's Crackpot (1974)—which radicalize a set of sexual allegories common in
Biblical, rabbinic, and ethnic American literature. Portnoy's Complaint wears its allegory
on its sleeve ("to me," Portnoy announces, "… America is a shikse") and anticipates A. B.
Yehoshua's infamous remark that "Diaspora Judaism is masturbation," while Crackpot
rewrites this gendered allegorical tradition from a radical feminist perspective,
representing the problematic of Jewish communal reproduction as mother-son incest.
Shuttling ahead to the late 1970s, Chapter 5 recuperates the role played by Jews and by
explicit representations of sexuality in the inauguration of a literary tradition for the
comic book. Sketching the history of anti-comics activism that perceived the medium as
appropriate only for children, and concentrating on pioneering graphic novels by Will
Eisner and Jules Feiffer, the chapter argues that Jews used explicit representations of sex
to realign the position of comics in the field of cultural production and to establish the
graphic novel as a genre of literature for adult readers.

13

The individual studies contained in these chapters do not, by any means, exhaust
the subject of the representation of sex in the literature written by American Jews or the
encounters of American Jews with the American law of obscenity. It would have been
possible, with more time and space, to devote greater attention to any number of other
American Jewish authors and performers whose more or less explicit representations of
sexuality brought them into conflict with American legal suppression and social protest,
from Sholem Asch and David Pinski, to Ludwig Lewisohn and Maxwell Bodenheim, to
Belle Barth and Allen Ginsberg, or even Annie Sprinkle and Ron Jeremy. Yet I hope that
the readings and historical sketches I have gathered here collectively demonstrate that
obscenity and the debates surrounding it have been a crucial element in the development
of contemporary Jewish culture in America, and, no less strikingly, that the interventions
of Jews have been vital in the development of American attitudes about, policies on, and
treatments of obscenity. In assembling this project, I have kept in mind David Hollinger's
important caution about the "booster-bigot trap" that bedevils studies of Jewish
prominence and "tempts the scholar to choose between the uncritical celebration of
'Jewish contributions' and the malevolent complaint about 'Jewish influence.'" 34 The story
of Jews, obscenity, and American literature is emphatically not a tale of Jews perverting
America, nor one of sexual Jews rescuing the country from its worst puritan tendencies. It
is, as I hope will be clear from the pages that follow, a story of individuals struggling to
reconcile shifting, contradictory values about art, culture, ethnicity, and sexuality.
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CHAPTER 2.
Unorthodox Jews: Decentralized Authority and the Stakes of Obscenity

I. The Prominence of Jews in American Obscenity Disputes

In late April 1893, a letter arrived at the offices of Broadway, a "witty New York
society journal," 1 from a frustrated subscriber named George Edwards. "Upon my return
from Cincinnati yesterday I received your paper," Edwards wrote. "Some boy or printer's
devil has been playing a joke on you, as the paper on three pages is marred with a black
substance marked over them. … Please see that this is made right." 2
A young assistant on the Broadway staff named Arthur T. Seymour knew exactly
how to respond, thanks to instructions from his boss, Lew Rosen. "There has been no
practical joke played on you at all," Seymour wrote, "as we were compelled to black the
whole addition [sic] up in the same manner. It is only lamp black, however, and is easily
removed with a piece of bread." 3 If Edwards had been a loyal subscriber to the magazine,
Seymour's advice should have amused him: when he scrubbed away the lamp-black, he

1

Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, vol. 4, 1885-1905 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1957), 386n15. This Broadway, which Mott records as having run from 1892 to 1894, should not be
confused with later weekly and monthly periodicals of the same name. See Mott, 67, 152.

2

Rosen v. United States, 161 U.S. 29 (1896), Transcript of Record, 16.

3

Rosen Transcript, 14.
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would have found beneath it "pictures of females, in different attitudes of indecency." 4
Alas, Edwards was a pseudonym for Anthony Comstock, America's most notorious antivice crusader, and the letter he had sent was a stratagem for accruing evidence against the
publication. Soon, Rosen, the publisher of Broadway and thus the responsible party, was
tried, convicted, and sentenced to thirteen months at hard labor for sending obscenity
through the mail, the lamp black notwithstanding. Though Rosen appealed his conviction
all the way up the judicial ladder, in 1896 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld his sentence.
Rosen's trial has often been mentioned, at least briefly, in histories of obscenity in
American law and culture. The literary scholar Walter Kendrick, for one example, refers
to it to illustrate how powerfully the Hicklin test—the standard for determining obscenity
established in the British case Regina v. Hicklin (1868), that is, whether the material
tends "to deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such immoral influences"—
was in force in turn-of-the-century America, and how emphatically and clearly the courts
drew a line between pornography, including Rosen's magazine, and legitimate art. 5 Yet
Rosen's larger story has not been told, and attending to a few details of this publisher's
background complicates the picture Kendrick and other scholars have painted.
Rosen was born Lewis Rosenthal in Baltimore, Maryland, on September 10,
1856. After graduating from Dartmouth College in 1877, he relocated to Paris, where he
tutored an American diplomat's son and contributed to newspapers. He published a book,
America and France: The Influence of the United States in France in the Eighteenth
Century, with the respectable firm Henry Holt and Company in 1882, and he contributed
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essays to major publications on what we might refer to today as transnational literature
(examples included "Poe in Paris," "Rousseau in Philadelphia," and "Bret Harte in
Germany"). 6 Like an increasing number of the men arrested for obscenity in New York
City in those decades, Rosen was Jewish, and the foreignness this conferred on him in the
eyes of his accusers did not go unmentioned during his trial. At one point, a prosecutor
asked an employee of Rosen's whether he and his boss had gotten "the idea of blacking
[the magazine's pages] from the system of press censorship in Russia." 7 Despite his being
a native-born American, then, Rosen was seen as suspiciously foreign.
Rosen's story contradicts assumptions scholars tend to bring to the data about
Jews and obscenity in the U.S. Though many impoverished immigrant Jews arrived in
New York City in the 1880s and 1890s, and while it was from their ranks that some of
the most influential Jewish book-leggers and smut-peddlers of the following decades
would emerge, Rosen was hardly one of them. He does not seem to have been a "pariah
capitalist," to use Jay Gertzman's term, willing to break the laws and print pornography
out of institutionalized economic desperation. 8 Rather, Rosen held a prestigious college
degree, had published serious criticism widely, and maintained personal relationships
with many respectable professionals and politicians. 9 He nonetheless became one of the
many Jews who left their marks on the legal, literary, and social history of obscenity in
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the U.S., suggesting that the role of Jews in determining the course of these developments
cannot be understood as a simple socioeconomic phenomenon.
In fact, American Jews from many backgrounds participated in debates about
obscenity. If one were to ask a lawyer or legal historian to list the five or ten most
important cases on the question of obscenity decided by the U.S. Supreme Court before
1980, for example, the resulting list would certainly include Winters v. New York (1948),
Roth v. U.S. (1957), Cohen v. California (1971), and Miller v. California (1973). Murray
Winters (né Wishengrad) was arrested for selling sensational magazines, Samuel Roth for
marketing erotica including works by Aubrey Beardsley, Paul Robert Cohen for wearing
a jacket with the words "Fuck the Draft" on it into a courthouse, and Marvin Miller for a
wide range of pornographic publications. 10 All of these men were Jewish, as were the
defendants in other infamous obscenity trials of the period, including Burstyn v. Wilson
(1952), Freedman v. Maryland (1965), Mishkin v. New York (1966), Ginzburg v. U.S.
(1966), and Ginsberg v. New York (1968). 11 In short, the American obscenity trials that
set the most authoritative legal precedents frequently concerned the criminality or legality
of the cultural and business practices of American Jews.
In a more general sense, American Jews were also among the leading publishers,
writers, social activists, and artists whose work occasioned obscenity controversies.
Though the novelists associated with the history of literary obscenity in America include
non-Jewish writers like James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence, Radclyffe Hall, Henry Miller, and

10
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William S. Burroughs, virtually all of the pioneering American publishers of those
authors—Ben Huebsch, Bennet Cerf and Donald Klopfer, Alfred and Blanche Knopf,
Thomas and Adele Seltzer, and Barney Rosset, as well as Edward Titus, Jack Kahane,
and Kahane's son Maurice Girodias, who published banned English-language books in
Paris 12—were Jewish, as were a great many of the bookstore owners and clerks who were
prosecuted when the obscenity of literary works was called into question. Gertzman
calculates that Jews were arrested for obscenity in New York City more frequently than
anyone else in the early 20th century, at least according to the record kept by the New
York Society for the Suppression of Vice (NYSSV): in 1905, 54 out of the 90 people
arrested for obscenity there were identified in the organization's ledgers as Jewish; in
1933, 29 out of 35; and in 1939, 28 out of 32. 13 Long before figures like Philip Roth,
Woody Allen, Lenny Bruce, and Erica Jong intertwined frank sexuality and Jewishness in
many observers' impressions of post-World War II American culture, the explicit
representation of sex already constituted a crucial and controversial concern in literary
works in Yiddish and English by American Jewish authors including Sholem Asch,
David Pinski, and Ludwig Lewisohn. As political activists, too, from Emma Goldman at
the turn of the 20th century to the young leaders of the so-called "Filthy Speech
Movement" at UC Berkeley in the 1960s, American Jews have frequently led the charge
for freedom of speech, particularly with respect to the question of obscenity.

12
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Jews participated in these obscenity trials not only as defendants, but also in key
juridical roles. Rarely did Jewish judges write pivotal obscenity opinions at the highest
level of American jurisprudence. In a few cases Jewish Supreme Court justices Benjamin
Cardozo, Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurther, Arthur Goldberg, and Abe Fortas wrote
decisions, concurrences, or dissenting opinions in obscenity cases—of particular note was
Frankfurter's quip, for the majority, in Butler v. Michigan (1957) that to prohibit the
circulation of all material deemed inappropriate for minors would "burn the house to
roast the pig," a major early strike against the central tenet of the Hicklin test 14—but
more often these judges simply signed onto the opinions written by their non-Jewish
colleagues. Brandeis, for example, joined the crucial dissent in which Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Jr. inaugurated the modern tradition of defending speech through the First
Amendment, in a case involving Yiddish-speaking anti-war activists in 1919, before
going on to write a series of dissents himself that refined and elaborated Holmes's
reasoning and extended the legal principle of free speech. 15 Goldberg and Fortas
concurred regularly with William Brennan's transformative obscenity decisions in the
1960s. With subtly anti-Semitic undertones, conservative U.S. senators and anti-vice
crusaders claimed in 1968 that Fortas was personally responsible, more than any of his
colleagues on the bench, for the court's decriminalization of explicit sexual representation
(see figure 2.1). Yet legal historians have dismissed this canard as unfounded in Fortas's
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record, and credited the crucial string of decisions to Brennan, a practicing Catholic. 16
Living in distant eras, shaped by radically different backgrounds, opportunities, and
experiences, these influential judges were hardly of one mind on the question of
obscenity.

Figure 2.1. In fighting Justice Abe Fortas's nomination to the position of Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, his political opponents linked him, without any particular justification, to "pornography" and "filth."

Still, several Jewish lower court judges exerted substantial influence on the
development of the law of obscenity. A decade after Woolsey's famed 1933 decision
freeing Ulysses, the legal suppression of literature remained fairly common. In 1946, the
New York City courts suppressed Edmund Wilson's collection of short stories Memoirs
of Hecate County. Oddly, neither the original court, nor any of the three successive courts
that examined the book on appeal—all of which affirmed the suppression—deigned to
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issue a written decision justifying their rulings. The single opinion to emerge from all
four trials was a dissent by Justice Nathan D. Perlman, who presided along with two
other judges over the book's first trial in New York. 17 The transcript reveals that trial to
have consisted largely of Lionel Trilling's testimony regarding the merits of Wilson's
fiction and the nature of literary obscenity more broadly. More than a judicial proceeding,
the discussion resembles a literary seminar in which Perlman listened with particular
care. After reading some objectionable passages from Wilson's book, the prosecuting
attorney asked Trilling, "Now, do you think it is necessary to describe people's
movements and parts of sex organs to make a book great literature?" Trilling answered,
"Literary necessity is very hard to define. … What is necessary is what it is that will give
the effect that the writer intends." A few moments later, as a defense attorney attempted
to clarify this point regarding literary "necessity," Perlman interrupted to reiterate
Trilling's observation, sounding almost like a dutiful student. 18 In his dissent Perlman
insisted on the point again, affirming the importance of authorial intent in his observation
that Wilson "is evidently and honestly concerned with the complex influences of sex and
of class consciousness on man's relentless search for happiness." 19 Perlman also
concretely anticipated Frankfurter's dismissal, with his roasted pig metaphor, of the
central tenet of the Hicklin test, when he argued that "to adopt a standard of obscenity
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which would disregard the interests of the mature and ignore the positive and vital
contribution which books can make in their lives, is to needlessly sacrifice the welfare of
a vast portion of our community." 20
In the 1950s, a dissent by another Jewish judge, Jerome Frank, in the case of
Samuel Roth (which I discuss in more detail in Chapter 3) called for the Supreme Court
to reexamine the law of obscenity. The resulting decision, Roth v. U.S. (1957), began in
earnest the transformation of American obscenity law. In Chicago in 1960, Judge Julius
Hoffman, who would preside over the trial of Abbie Hoffman and the Chicago Seven
later in the decade, acknowledged the consequences of the Roth decision in a decision
about Big Table, a literary journal that had been founded by Irving Rosenthal and Paul
Carroll, with the help of Allen Ginsberg, after the University of Chicago refused to let
them print pieces by Jack Kerouac and William S. Burroughs in the Chicago Review.
Freeing the journal from suppression, Hoffman opined that judges "should observe,
without prejudice, what is going on in our changing society, averting through such
alertness treating law as a petrified body of shibboleths." 21 These Jewish lower court
judges were hardly alone in countering the suppression of books for obscenity and in
laying the groundwork in jurisprudence and legal theory for a First Amendment defense
of the representation of sexuality in literature. Non-Jewish judges including Learned
Hand, Augustus Hand, and John Woolsey had also been crucial contributors, as were
non-Jewish legal scholars including Theodore Schroeder, Zechariah Chafee, Jr., and
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Harry Kalven, Jr. But Jewish judges contributed in substantial, resonant ways to the
freeing of virtually all books from obscenity prosecutions in the mid-1960s. 22
As lawyers, Jews often defended artistic obscenity even when other free speech
advocates would not. The leading legal defenders of obscene literature and freedom of
artistic expression in America included Jews such as Harry Weinberger, who defended
Emma Goldman and maintained ties with the Free Speech League; Arthur Garfield Hays,
an early ACLU stalwart who defended H. L. Mencken and Theodore Dreiser in Boston;
Morris Ernst, who defended Ulysses and served for decades as a board member and, after
Hays, as the general counsel of the ACLU; Ernst's associate Harriet Pilpel, who advised
Planned Parenthood and won Alfred Kinsey the right to import sexually explicit materials
for his research, while also contributing a regular column on legal affairs to Publisher's
Weekly; Charles Rembar, who told his cousin Norman Mailer to bowdlerize "fuck" to
"fug" in The Naked and the Dead (1948) and served as lead counsel for Barney Rosset's
Grove Press in its publication of Lady Chatterley's Lover and Tropic of Cancer; Ephraim
London, who tried and won key film censorship cases in front of the Supreme Court and
defended Lenny Bruce; and Martin Garbus, a contemporary leader in First Amendment
law and energetic spokesman on the subject. Aside from their legal work, these figures
wrote and edited popular books that agitated forcefully against the suppression of
literature for obscenity, introducing the relevant arguments to audiences outside of the
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legal profession. 23 Along with their non-Jewish peers, most notably Edward De Grazia,
these lawyers insisted on the rights of authors, publishers, and filmmakers to represent
sex explicitly. They facilitated the legal and social transformations that were concretized
first by judicial decisions and then by the novels and films that brought home those
decisions to American audiences.
In short, as lawyers, judges, witnesses, and defendants—authors, publishers,
booksellers, film distributors and exhibitors, protesters, and performers—Jews have been
central to the history of obscenity in the U.S. The question of why American Jews were
so prominent, or "overrepresented," in the use and defense of obscenity, seems like an
obvious one to ask. Yet serious scholars of obscenity have typically not asked it, because
doing so leads straight to what David Hollinger, analyzing the role of Jews in the
development of American university culture, has called the "booster-bigot trap." As
mentioned in the Introduction, Hollinger construes this trap as "tempt[ing] the scholar to
choose between the uncritical celebration of 'Jewish contributions' and the malevolent
complaint about 'Jewish influence.'" It explains why Jewish prominence in some fields of
American culture, such as the natural and social sciences, has generally not been taken up
by the most serious historians of those fields. "The best way to avoid both boosterism and
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bigotry," Hollinger observes, "was, and is, to avoid talking about Jews." 24 The finest
histories of obscenity to date have done precisely that, treating many of the figures listed
above—and, more specifically, the basic details of Lew Rosen's case—but rarely, if ever,
mentioning that they were Jewish. 25
Rejecting silence, bigotry, and boosterism in equal measure, this chapter describes
and analyzes the key roles that Jews played in the history of obscenity in the U.S. As
Hollinger suggests, the rejection of essentialism—that is, a vision of the group in
question as timeless and unchanging—facilitates avoidance of the booster-bigot trap.
Indeed, as Rosen's story helps to demonstrate, and as the sheer number of Jews involved
affirms, it was never one particular type of American Jew who played a role in obscenity
disputes. Nor did Jews find themselves involved in these controversies for any single or
consistent reason—because, as historians have shown time and again, American Jews
have never formed a coherent, homogeneous demographic group. 26
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There has never been a single Jewish perspective on literary obscenity, then, but
rather a number of different values that attracted both Jews and non-Jews from different
walks of life to the use and defense of obscenity. Instead of asking why Jews were so
prominent in these disputes, this chapter investigates what has been at stake for Jews, as
Jews, in the debates and controversies about literary obscenity in American culture. Why
has the explicit representation of sexuality and the freedom to use taboo words mattered
to American Jews like, and very much unlike, Lew Rosen?

II. Bigots, Boosters, and Scholars: Obscenity, Anti-Semitism, and Anti-Essentialism

Before I turn to a series of case studies with which I answer this question, the
following two sections of this chapter elaborate its historical and theoretical grounding.
First, this section advocates for an anti-essentialist approach by demonstrating how the
booster-bigot trap stymies scholarship about the Jewish role in the development of
modern obscenity. As Hollinger remarks, "the booster-bigot trap is … potentially a
problem for scholars studying virtually any cultural enterprise in which any group
marked by a history of prejudice has attained a presence." Yet "multiculturalist scholars
have proven much more willing to accept the risks of appearing akin to the booster than
the risks of appearing akin to the bigot," and quite sensibly so. 27 In recent decades,
scholars studying the roles played by Jews in particular subfields of American popular
culture (e.g., movies, Broadway, comic books) have been particularly willing to embrace
the booster role, redressing the neglect of Jewishness in previous studies by boldly
27
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asserting, for one powerful example, that "the Jews invented Hollywood." 28 Anti-Semitic
groups, meanwhile, continue to see the Jewish control of these industries as nefarious, so
boosters and bigots continue to agree about the facts and disagree about their
interpretations. Because the issue of obscenity continues to provoke controversy and
discomfort, it provides perhaps the sharpest example of how bigots and boosters can
dominate the perception of the contributions made by Jews to American life.
The bigot's view of Jews and obscenity in the U.S. has a long and unpleasant
history. Having originated in the ancient Middle East, 29 sexual Judeophobia resurfaced
powerfully in the works of the European and American demagogues who founded
modern anti-Semitism in the 19th century. As a subset of the accusations of Jewish
sexual deviance during the fin de siècle that have been carefully catalogued by scholars
28
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including Sander Gilman and George Mosse, 30 Jews were also accused specifically of
smut-mongering. Gilman demonstrates how an abjuration of interest-bearing loans as an
unnatural form of reproduction led anti-Semites to characterize Jews as the bearers of
unnatural lusts, 31 and, as Allison Pease has suggested, because "pornography was and
still is characterized by interest, both in the sense of sensual desire and commercial
profit," some anti-Semites perceived "both the pornographic and the Jew [as] always
'interested,' always commercial in relationship to the separate, symbolic economy of the
aesthetic." 32 Fin de siècle anti-Semitism concretized this affinity in the accusation that
Jews were responsible for the production and distribution of pornography.
One prominent proponent of this view, Édouard Drumont, fumed for example in
La France Juive (1886) about a "guerre pornographique" ["pornographic war"] waged by
avaricious Jews against Christian France. 33 Telemachus T. Timayensis, Drumont's
American counterpart, plagiarized much of Drumont's work in an American edition, The
Original Mr. Jacobs (1888), published by his own Minerva Publishing Company in
Manhattan. 34 According to Timayensis's translation and plagiarism of Drumont,
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Nearly all obscene publications are the work of the Jews. … The historian of the
future who shall attempt to describe the catalogue of the filthy publications issued
by the Jews during the last ten years will scarcely believe the evidence of his own
eyes. Scenes of gross debauchery, representing drunken monks in the society of
girls, priests lashing nude women, filthy groups, and other outrageous pictures,
are displayed on all sides, with Jewish effrontery, in the windows and stores. 35
Paraphrasing Drumont's attacks more broadly, and adding a crucial detail peculiar to the
American scene, Timayensis remarked in another passage that "If Anthony Comstock …
instead of treading upon the sacred domains of art, of which he is entirely ignorant,
would try to bring to justice the Jew editors that disgrace public morals by their filthy
articles, he would be applauded by the entire Christian community, and would win public
esteem instead of censure and ridicule." 36 Indeed, as mentioned above, under Comstock
and his successor, John Sumner, the NYSSV arrested Jewish printers, authors, and
publishers for obscenity much more frequently than their non-Jewish peers. Yet far from
supporting Timayensis's claim, these records demonstrate that Comstock and Sumner had
the sense to follow Timayensis's implicit logic: while arresting a college professor or
wealthy Protestant publisher ("the sacred domains of art") often resulted in the NYSSV's
looking foolish, few Americans seemed to object when Comstock harassed and
persecuted socially vulnerable Jewish immigrants. 37
The NYSSV was not alone in its crusade against alleged Jewish smut. By the
early 1920s, the editors of Henry Ford's Dearborn Independent were elaborating on the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion with charges that, in the United States, Jews "have
35
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degenerated the movies and debauched the popular song movement," as well as the
theater. 38 Like Timayensis, the paper characterized Comstock as a victim of Jewish
perfidy: "There was once a man named Anthony Comstock who was the enemy of public
lewdness. … It was a very familiar triangle—the morally indignant non-Jew fighting
against public lechery, and the Jewish instigators of it hiding behind ribald Gentiles and
Gentile newspapers." 39 The attacks consistently linked Jewish sexual immorality with
Jews' lust for money. As the Independent phrased it, "the men who profited from the
commercializing of much of the vice which [Comstock] fought, were Jews." 40
These bigoted visions of Jews as essentially hypersexual offer nothing of value to
a responsible scholar of American sexuality or history, of course. Yet even sympathetic
observers of Jews and sexuality in the U.S., taking on the role of boosters, have often
relied on a structurally similar essentialism. Take Hugh Hefner, whose abiding respect for
Jewish intellectuals can be traced back to a college class with Samson Raphaelson, and
whose Playboy magazine hired and promoted many Jewish editors including A. C.
Spectorsky, Nat Lehrman, Arthur Kretchmer, and Sheldon Wax. 41 In the "Playboy
Philosophy," a ponderous series of articles that he published to air his beliefs about
sexual morality in the early 1960s, Hefner asserted admiringly that American Jews "while
not nearly as sexually permissive as the Hebrews of the Old Testament—are more liberal
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than either American Catholics or the mainstream of American Protestantism." 42 Hefner's
claim suggests that sexual permissiveness and toleration is not a personal or familial
characteristic, but a cultural one, and he conflates Orthodox rabbis with members of the
Ethical Culture Society as essentially Jewish in their openness to sex.
Similarly, when the celebrity sexologist Dr. Ruth Westheimer claimed, more
recently, that "Judaism is intensely sexual" and that "sex, in and of itself, has never been
a sin for Jews, or something not to discuss," she reveals how self-conscious Jewish pride
can enforce an essentialist perspective that runs in parallel to that of anti-Semitism. In
describing rabbinic Judaism as a monolithic entity and the lives of Jews as lived entirely
within the boundaries of that tradition, Westheimer, like Hefner, neglects the tensions and
diversity that exist among Jews. 43 Even in a study that admirably insists on "differences
between Jews of different national origins—that is, between Russian Jews and German
Jews, Spanish Jews and Polish Jews, and so on," the amateur sociologist Enrique Hank
Lopez nonchalantly compliments "Jewish men and women" as "far more willing to
discuss their sexual behavior than either Catholics or Protestants." 44 Such boosterism,
complimentary as its intentions may be, not only smacks of parochialism in many cases,
but also reproduces the structure of thought that enables racism.
These visions of Jews, whether positively or negatively charged, err grievously in
their essentialism—that is, in their assertion that all Jews share the essential feature of
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hypersexuality. 45 The structurally parallel and mutually reinforcing dynamics of philoSemitism and anti-Semitism in general have been effectively theorized by Zygmunt
Bauman and analyzed by Bryan Cheyette,46 and the case of obscenity provides a highly
concrete and pernicious example of those dynamics in operation. In 2004, for example, a
British scholar of American Jewish culture published a somewhat boosterish article
arguing that "secular Jews have played (and still continue to play) a disproportionate role
throughout the adult film industry in America." Immediately contemporary anti-Semitic
publications leapt on the story and folded it into their accusations about an "international
Jewish child porn/murder operation," grimly evocative of the accusations that circulated
in Europe and the U.S. in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 47
Recognizing the pitfalls of both bigotry and boosterism, serious scholars have, as
Hollinger observed and as mentioned above, usually remained silent about Jews in
histories of obscenity in the U.S. In a few cases, a parenthetical comment within a larger
work speculates on this question, but not in a way that provides much enlightenment. In
passing, for example, Irving Howe characterizes the embrace of "vulgarity" by Jewish
"comics and entertainers" in the early 20th century as the reaction of "ill-lettered Jews,
those condescended to in Yiddish as di proste," to freedom from "the repressiveness of
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old-world moralism." But, as he points out, "old-world moralism" had little purchase in
America, and many of the American Jews who used or defended obscenity had virtually
no exposure to the social dogmatism of religious authorities. Did men and women pursue
forty-year-long careers, sometimes going to jail repeatedly, to repudiate moral strictures
that had never influenced their lives in any concrete or immediate way? 48
Gertzman's Bookleggers and Smuthounds comes closest to addressing the
question effectively. Yet while his conceptual category of "pariah capitalists" accounts
sensibly for the "German and eastern European Jews" who marketed or created erotica
after being barred from other opportunities and branded as "cunning social climbers," 49 it
does not offer much insight into Jewish judges, like Felix Frankfurter or Jerome Frank—
who responded to genuine anti-Semitism in their environments not through aggressive
rebellion or gleeful transgression, but by positioning themselves in respectable industries
to defend the rights of minority groups—or, for that matter, into authors who wrote in
Yiddish rather than English and represented sexuality graphically in that language. In one
chapter of his admirable Eros and the Jews, David Biale sensibly emphasizes the
"tensions, contradictions, and conflicts" in American Jewish attitudes toward sexuality.
But Biale's suggestion that these multiple forces can be understood as "all dedicated to a
common struggle: to harmonize the Jewish experience with American culture and thus to
negotiate the integration of Jews in American society," likewise applies only partially. 50
To posit a desire for harmony at the center of American Jewish engagements with
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obscenity does not adequately account for the vehemence with which some Jews battled
against the government's regulation of expression as part of their fight to bring the
revolution to America, as in the case of Emma Goldman, or to repudiate American
values. 51
To assert that Howe, Gertzman, and Biale's books do not comprehensively
address the roles of Jews in the obscenity debates in America is not to devalue these
important studies, since none of them set out to do so. 52 While appreciating the work of
these scholars, and acknowledging the degree of stylization that is often unavoidable in
cultural analysis, I argue that is impossible to discover and unproductive to propose or
conjecture any essential consistency in the lives, behaviors, or ideologies of all Jews who
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made crucial contributions to obscenity debates in the 20th century. Yet I propose that
this Jewish diversity does not render a consideration of Jewishness irrelevant to the
history of obscenity, as previous histories have silently implied. No one motivation or
quirk of culture can sensibly account for figures as richly diverse and contradictory as
Adele Seltzer, Samuel Roth, Harry Kahan, Harriet Pilpel, Maurice Girodias, Belle Barth,
Paul Goodman, Gershon Legman, Abe Fortas, Ruth Westheimer, and Annie Sprinkle, but
considering them as Jews does often offer insights into their interventions.

III. Hierarchy, Censorship, and Modesty

An anti-essentialist approach to the question of Jews and obscenity makes sense
because of the one relatively static feature of Jewish culture in the U.S. throughout the
20th century: an absence of consistent and centralized Jewish authority. In The Temple of
Culture, Jonathan Freedman remarks, parenthetically, of the Jews who revolutionized
American publishing early in the 20th century, that "if there is a common denominator
among these figures, linking Horace Liveright, [Emanuel] Haldeman-Julius, Bennett
Cerf, and later Jewish publishers like Barney Rosset of Grove Press, it would be a strong
antipathy to censorship and a questioning of authority over the dispersion of words,
which has been a strong impulse in Jewish culture from the Haskalah forward." 53 Bearing
out this striking insight, Freedman's study demonstrates one particular set of motivations
that encouraged Jews' employment and defense of obscenity in America, a point that I
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will discuss in greater detail below, when I analyze four particular motivations that drew
American Jews to engagements in obscenity disputes. First, though, the following section
proposes an explanation for the "antipathy to censorship" that Freedman observes in
Jewish culture. It would not be reasonable to argue that the attitude toward censorship of
a figure like Cerf, for one example, stemmed in any concrete sense from knowledge of,
attention to, or loyalty to the values of the Haskala. If not, then why and how did this
"antipathy to censorship" arise in so many, very different, American Jews?
To answer this question, it is necessary to propose a definition for "censorship,"
and to explore briefly the relationship of that key concept to the hierarchical organization
of institutional and communal authorities. For, simple and familiar as it seems,
censorship has been so widely discussed in literary and cultural theory that it has become
powerfully overdetermined and generalized to the point of confusion.
It is provocative to understand censorship, as Freud does, as a process that
operates within an individual psyche, or, as Bourdieu does, as an effect of the forces that
structure social, economic, and linguistic institutions and behaviors. 54 Yet to the extent
that censorship has come in cultural theory to refer to any curbing of behavior by internal
or external forces—as it begins to do in Freud and Bourdieu, and certainly does in much
of the scholarship that elaborates upon their approaches to the subject—the concept of
censorship blurs and loses its specific usefulness for literary historians. Is it censorship
when you walk into a bookstore, browse a number of titles, and choose to buy and read
only one of them? Yes, in the Freudian and Bourdieuian senses, this certainly constitutes
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censorship, and likewise censorship occurs every time an editor at a publishing house
chooses to publish one manuscript and not another, or when that editor corrects the
spelling of a word in a manuscript before publication. As Stanley Fish has insightfully
noted, in an essay informed both by deconstructionist theory and by the American
political correctness debates of the 1990s, censorship operates every time anyone speaks,
as a person always chooses to utter specific words and not others. 55
Yet, useful as it may be for theorists and cultural critics to employ the term
"censorship" to interrogate the intertwined operations of discourse and power in these
broad and resonant senses, it seems worthwhile to retain in selected contexts the
distinctions that such work purposefully obscures. 56 While Foucault's "repressive
hypothesis" subsumes censorship as only one of the "negative elements" that are only
"component parts" in the discourse of sexuality he analyzes, 57 this should not prevent us
from attending to the history of censorship itself. While censorship of a sort may operate
every time a person speaks or buys a book, it remains worthwhile, in other words, to
distinguish between those subtle forms of censorship and others that, for example, result
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in the brutal murder of poets or the locking of novelists in prisons for years along with
thieves and murderers—or, more prosaically, the mass burning of books.
Bourdieu himself suggests caution in this regard: "The metaphor of censorship
should not mislead," he writes, emphasizing that it is only a metaphor to say, as he does,
that censorship "is the structure of the field itself which governs expression by governing
both access to expression and the form of expression." He makes clear that he
distinguishes his own metaphorical use of the term from a more literal understanding of
censorship as "some legal proceeding which has been specially adapted to designate and
repress the transgression of a kind of linguistic code." 58 Again, the figurative censorship
identified by Bourdieu matters, but it should not obscure the importance of literal
censorship, that is, the formal, legal, and institutional enactment of censorship. This
dissertation, and this chapter in particular, concerns itself much more with the latter, more
literal, censorship, established through a formal proceeding and enforced by a central
authority over a dispersed population as per the etymological source of the term "censor"
as a government office in ancient Rome. For the censorships that Freud and Bourdieu
describe are inevitable: one cannot imagine a functioning society without Freudian
psychological censorship, nor one without a system of relations that conditions speech
and behavior in Bourdieu's sense. As Fish demonstrates, a world without censorship, in
these wider senses, would be a world in which utterances are made at random, yielding
no meaning. "Some form of speech is always being restricted, else there could be no
meaningful assertion," as he phrases it. 59 Yet, on the contrary, one can easily imagine—
and hope to create and inhabit—communities that avoid or minimize censorship in the
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narrower, more specific, sense of the term. The difference, for literature and culture,
between a community in which this narrow and literal form of censorship controls the
production and dissemination of literature and culture, in addition to the inevitable, more
subtle, psychological or structural forms of censorship, and a community in which the
only battles of censorship to be fought are the ones against structural and psychological
censorships is deeply significant. Just ask any publisher who has spent a few months in
jail, or any writer whose books have been burned.
If there is an "antipathy to censorship" in Jewish culture, it is an opposition to
censorship in this formal, institutional sense. This narrower type of censorship is
dependent for its existence on the hierarchical organization of a society, and particularly
on the ability of a central power—a government, a religious group, a professional
association—to exert authority over the channels and technologies of literary
communication. To ban a book, an authority must assert its influence over at least one
node in the "communications circuit" that Robert Darnton has influentially described as
characterizing the system of literary production. 60 American courts, for example, cound
wind up playing the role of book censors because of the enforcement of their
pronouncements by customs agents, postal service employees, and police officers. The
Catholic Church could censor books and films in America with considerably less, but still
significant efficacy, because of the hierarchical organization of Catholic religious
authorities in the U.S. 61 While neither the American courts nor the Catholic religious
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hierarchy ever established complete control over the populations under their authority,
the vigor of the censorships they managed to impose can be understood as directly
proportional to, or symptomatic of, the strength of their hierarchies.
In stark contrast to the organizational structure of the Catholic Church and the
American legal system, centralized Jewish authorities have rarely established much
control over the lives of individual Jews. Raphael Patai asserts this emphatically:

Judaism has never developed a monolithic structure which could superimpose its
authority upon all Jewish communities in the many lands of their diaspora. …
Jewish doctrine and practice, although derived from one ultimate source, the
Bible, differed from place to place, because, lacking a coordinating and
sanctifying central authority, their precise formulation was left to local religious
leadership. 62
Patai may overstate the case somewhat in his effort to correct the view, commonly
accepted in traditional Jewish circles, of Judaism as a monolithic and unified culture.
Recently, David Biale has nuanced Patai's line of argument, describing "a dialectic
between, on the one hand, the idea of one Jewish people and of a unified Jewish culture,
and, on the other, the history of multiple communities and cultures." Biale asserts that
"on both the elite and popular levels … the Jewish people were, at once, one and
diverse." 63 There have been cases throughout Jewish history when the aspiration toward
unity and centralization of authority has been powerful, though it has not resulted in an
extension of hierarchical authority on the same scale as the Catholic church. 64
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Modern America serves as the paradigmatic example of Jewish heterodoxy and a
lateral, anti-hierarchical structure of Jewish communities. Jonathan Sarna's American
Judaism, a recent overview of American Jewish history, returns again and again to this
quality of American Jewish life. Even in the 17th and 18th centuries, when the relatively
hierarchical "synagogue-community" model dominated American Jewish society, Sarna
describes "the determined congregationalism of American Jews and their reluctance to
cede authority to any single congregation," and notes that "Jews in the new nation
resisted the hierarchic model of organization that characterized" local Anglican and
Presbyterian communities. 65 As early as 1791, a Jewish immigrant wrote to her parents in
Hamburg that "there is no rabbi in all of America to excommunicate anyone" (45). This
feature of Jewish communal organization, Sarna explains, developed in parallel to the
latitudinarianism that characterized American religious life more generally. Contrary to
"the Western European pattern where church and synagogue hierarchies persisted … in
free and democratic America, congregational autonomy largely became the rule" (59).
Even as latitudinarianism typified American Christian churches, though, Jewish
communities were particularly prone to this form of organization; the debate about
slavery within the American Jewish community, Sarna argues, reveals "the difference
between Judaism and hierarchically organized Christian denominations," and notes that
"the Jewish community did not speak with a single voice" (112). By the late 19th century,
"latitudinarianism reigned supreme in Jewish immigrant circles," and as "courts, for the
Amsterdam Jewish community in the 17th century, which exerted authority—to some degree, at least—not
only over Dutch Jews, but also over communities throughout the far-flung Sephardic diaspora. See Yosef
Kaplan, "The Social Function of the 'Herem' in the Portugese Jewish Community in Amsterdam in the 17th
Century," Dutch Jewish History (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1984): 111-55. I'd like to thank Hilit
Surowitz for pointing me to this source.
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most part, refused to intervene in internal synagogue affairs," American Jewish life
continued to manifest an extraordinary latitudinarianism in contrast to "the hierarchic
British model of Judaism" (161, 242, 239). Summarizing and synthesizing these
observations, Sarna insists that a defining feature of American Jewish life has been that
"no ultimate authority in American Judaism—no rabbi, no court, no lay body—makes
religious decisions that are ever broadly accepted as final" (368).
The degree of hierarchical community organization, on the one hand, or
latitudinarianism, on the other, determines the amount of censorship that can be imposed
by a particular communal authority. 66 Thus American Jewish communities have provided
particularly poor support for censorship. In an admirable study, Censorship and Freedom
of Expression in Jewish History, Moshe Carmilly-Weinberger argues a similar point with
reference to Jewish communities in early modern Europe: "There was no single supreme
authority whose decisions were accepted by all Jews everywhere in matters of internal
censorship," he observes. "If a rabbi in a certain country was moved to ban or forbid the
reading of a book, even if he succeeded in persuading other rabbis to join him in this
stand, his ban did not automatically apply everywhere." 67 In fact, as Carmilly-Weinberger
demonstrates, the Shulkhan Arukh [Set Table]—the textual codification of Jewish law
produced by Joseph Caro in the 16th century, which has become by far the most
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authoritative guide to halakha, or the traditional regulations governing Jewish life 68—
specifies a single book that is "forbidden for reading on the Sabbath day" and "even on
weekdays" because it is filled with "erotic remarks." Yet even this unmistakable attempt
to impose textual censorship did not prevent that scandalous book, Immanuel of Rome's
Makhbarot [Cantos] (1491), from being permitted and even recommended by some
rabbis, including Rabbi Joseph Delmedigo (1591-1655). "If one rabbi felt free to express
a view opposing that contained in the Shulhan Arukh itself," Carmilly-Weinberger
argues, "that is a clear indication of the degree to which freedom of speech was practiced
by the Jews" 69—or, more precisely, how inimical the organizational structures of Jewish
communities have been to censorship.
This does not mean, of course, that traditional Jewish culture has never imposed
limits on acceptable speech. On the contrary, a rich halakhic tradition prohibits l'shon
hara [evil speech], including categories such as rekhilut [gossip] and nibul peh
[obscenity]. In B. Shabbos 33a, in words ascribed to R. Hanan b. Rabbah, the Talmud
insists that although everyone knows why "a bride enters the bridal canopy," it is a
punishable offense to speak "obscenely" about what follows. Thus the central text of
normative Judaism forbids quite clearly an explicit representation of sex and favors
euphemism. An affirmation of this stance appears also in Maimonides's Moreh nevukhim
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[Guide of the Perplexed], one of the most influential Jewish texts of the medieval
period. 70 Later rabbinic texts have also decried obscene speech as sinful. 71
In America, too, Jewish institutions have imposed limits on speech. Sarna has
pointed out, for one example, that in the 1940s, the editors of the Jewish Publication
Society of America were so sensitive about offending their readers' delicate sensibilities
that they asked the Canadian poet A. M. Klein to remove the phrase "nine months" from
one of his poems, perceiving that as an overly explicit reference to pregnancy. Klein
stood his ground, but similar cuts had been made in both the Reform and
Reconstructionist Passover haggadot. 72 More famously, the American Union of Orthodox
Rabbis excommunicated Mordecai Kaplan and gathered to burn copies of the
Reconstructionist Sabbath Prayer Book in 1945. 73 Still, rabbis rarely have had the power
to enforce pronouncements about proper speech on wide populations or on publications
outside their personal control. In the U.S., rabbinic authority was weak at best, and with
very few exceptions, no Jew's ability to publish could be decisively restricted by a Jewish
authority. Reform and Reconstructionist rabbis could not control the dissemination of
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haggadot with the phrase "nine months" in them any more than the Union of Orthodox
Rabbis could compel "all Jewry," as they hoped to do, to shun Kaplan and
Reconstructionist Judaism. Even to the extent that some such censorships have been
imaginable, they reinforce the general principle: only because of the hierarchical
organization of contemporary haredi [ultra-Orthodox] communities, which concentrate
religious and communal authority in the hands of few major rabbis, for example, have
their attempts to ban books raised concerns. 74
For the most part, diasporic Jewish communal leaders, as a consequence of their
powerlessness to impose censorship, have emphasized the value of modesty (tsnius in
Yiddish or tsniyut in Hebrew). This practice shifts the burden of enforcement from a
central authority—that is, the imposition of censorship in the formal or governmental
sense—to the conscience of the individual (that is, censorship in the Freudian or
Bourdieuian senses). "Modesty" can, of course, become a euphemism for brutal
impositions of censorship, as has happened to some degree in contemporary Israel with
the advent of haredi "modesty patrols" who roam the streets imposing their beliefs about
acceptable norms of behavior through violence and intimidation. 75 At least in the United
States, though, Jewish calls for "modesty" have implicitly acknowledged community
leaders' inability to impose their preferred standards formally on the population. A group
of recent tracts advocating modesty, written by Orthodox Jews in America and
England—by Manis Friedman, Wendy Shalit, and, to a somewhat lesser degree, Ruth
Westheimer and Shmuely Boteach—never go so far as to suggest, or wish, that modesty
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be imposed on Jews by U.S. courts or other government agencies. 76 These authors
expound upon the benefits of modesty, conceived according to their lights; and indeed,
for modesty to be construed as a personal virtue, its practice cannot be imposed by the
police. These modesty advocates do not tend to appreciate that the difference between
their "traditional" calls for modesty and other "revolutionary" ones inheres entirely in the
definition of the term and one's beliefs about whence the principles of modesty should
derive. A more detailed discussion of such calls for modesty would benefit from attention
to Freud, Bourdieu, Foucault, and other theorists who have attended to the repressive and
constructive operations of culture. In terms of the current discussion, these calls for
modesty simply emphasize the diversity of attitudes toward obscenity in the American
Jewish community, and the absence of any one view imposed on all Jews by a central
religious, judicial, or communal authority.
The latitudinarianism and anti-hierarchical structure of Jewish culture, and
particularly of American Jewish culture, did not in itself impel individuals toward any
particular course of action or principles on the question of obscenity. As much as it may
have allowed some American Jews and Jewish institutions to use and to defend
obscenity, it equally allowed others to agitate against obscenity and in favor of
censorship. Prior to WWII, for example, Reform rabbis regularly joined and supported
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local and national anti-vice organizations. 77 Individual American Jews who have
intervened on the side of the censorship of sexual expression include Harry Kahan, a
member of the Committee of Fourteen and operative for the NYSSV; Andrea Dworkin,
who with Catharine MacKinnon famously campaigned against pornography in the 1980s
and 1990s; Judith Reisman, who has described Kinsey as a pervert, testified in favor of
censorship, and decried homosexuality; and Irving Kristol, who articulated the
neoconservative case for censorship of pornography in 1971. 78 As much as other Jews
might contest the arguments of these figures, no one could sensibly claim that in holding
such views, these men and women vitiate their Jewishness or contradict Jewish theology
or legal practice. Moreover, in no way did being Jewish mean that any American was less
subject to American law, which for much of the 20th century roundly proscribed the
77
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representation of sex. Yet, unlike the Americans from Catholic backgrounds who made
brave and crucial contributions to the repeal of obscenity strictures, like Margaret Sanger
and William Brennan, the American Jews involved in obscenity disputes never had to
suffer the indignities of excommunication by their religious leaders or peers, nor did
rabbis or Jewish leaders usually wield much influence over publishing or publicity. 79
This, I suggest, helps to explain why some Jews responded with such alacrity to the
factors that have tended to motivate people in America to use and defend obscenity.

IV. The Universal Stakes of Obscenity

Fewer restraints on engagements with obscenity are one thing; having a
motivation for such engagement is quite another. To understand the different ways in
which the use and defense of obscenity could be meaningful to American Jews,
particularly as Jews, we must acknowledge that some motivations for doing so were
universal and not, in any meaningful way, Jewish. Among the most common and most
79
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personal reasons that Americans of any background have engaged with obscenity, for
example, were to make money or to be offensive purely for the sake of being offensive.
Obscenity charges generate enormous attention for works of literature and art,
often leading to phenomenal sales. 80 Though this is by no means a modern
phenomenon—Tacitus remarked as early as the second century CE that "banned writings
are eagerly sought and read" 81—the classic but apocryphal American anecdote on this
theme concerns a publicist, Harry Reichenbach, and lithographs of Paul Chabas' painting
"September Morn." As Reichenbach told it, the story goes that an art dealer in New York
had imported thousands of these lithographs and had not been able to sell them.
Reichenbach claims that he cannily posted the print in the shop window, hired a group of
young children to stand outside and ogle it, and then anonymously informed Anthony
Comstock of the situation. Comstock arrested the dealer, newspapers reported on the
event, and the print sold like hotcakes forever after. Reichenbach's story isn't quite true—
the painting's obscenity was adjudicated in Chicago before it aroused controversy in New
York, and while Comstock complained about it, he never took any action 82—but it is
clear that such tactics have worked in other instances. Esar Levine, an American dealer in
mail order erotica, exploited such marketing strategies for his publications. In a 1930
letter, he suggested to the wife of a cash-strapped author, "Have a French printer set up
80
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the … volume of short stories. Have it 'privately printed' by the author. … If you do this,
the public will buy hundreds of copies. … You have no idea … what a magic effect
'privately printed' on the title page of a book of snappy stories would have!" 83
Some American Jews, having been excluded from mainstream industries and
denied economic opportunities through quotas and anti-Semitic hiring practices, found
the remarkable selling power of obscenity attractive, but there have always been plenty of
Americans from other ethnic and religious backgrounds, like Larry Flynt and Gerard
Damiano, for whom obscenity has held exactly the same promise. 84 In the memoirs,
histories, and reports of Jews who produced and defended obscenity in the United States,
I have not been able to discover anything that makes their interest in these fields as
financially rewarding meaningful or distinctive for them as Jews. 85
Similarly, some Jews have embraced obscenity as a means for venting their
personal rage, for expressing anger about their lives that does not seem to have any
particular stakes or resonances for them as American Jews. Anti-social anger is by no
means uniquely Jewish, even if its literary expression can be construed as embracing
rhetorical techniques discernible in various Jewish textual traditions, from the Biblical
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prophets to modern Yiddish poetry. 86 Moreover, what distinguishes obscenity in this
mode is its frank and self-conscious uselessness: generally, an embrace of obscenity as
transgression for its own sake, for the simple pleasure of catharsis and violence,
implicitly acknowledges its own lack of instrumentality. The shouting of a four-letter
word in a moment of sudden pain or loss does not, as far as I have been able to tell, mean
anything more or different for American Jews than for any other English speakers.
Al Goldstein, publisher of a pornographic newspaper called Screw, furnishes a
more elaborate example of obscenity-as-rage. He published the first issue of his tabloid
on November 4, 1968, at a point when publishing pornography was no longer a
particularly revolutionary or culturally meaningful gesture—indeed, the years between
1966 and 1973 are generally recognized as the most favorable for the producers and
publishers of sexually explicit materials in American history—and it is unclear to what
degree, if any, Screw innovated in specifics of representation, Goldstein's many selfaggrandizing claims notwithstanding. 87 Goldstein has regularly referred to the money and
prestige he earned from his publishing activities, and he has often cited with pride his
many trials and arrests, though few of these were for obscenity per se; he has also
frequently invoked the language of Judeophobia, as when he describes himself proudly as
"a walking caricature of anti-Semitism." 88 Yet in the tone of Goldstein's editorials and
interviews and in later reflections on his work, his signature has not been any of these
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concerns, but an obsession with his own implacable anger. "What motivates me is not
love, but hatred," he remarks in his autobiography. "Screw was always fueled by anger.
Unlike others who reach success, I was not warmed or tempered by it. I remained angry
and only got crazier." 89
Philip Roth captures Goldstein's attitude perfectly, ventriloquizing him, in The
Anatomy Lesson (1983). In a couple of memorable scenes, Roth's protagonist, Nathan
Zuckerman, introduces himself to strangers as "the pornographer Milton Appel,"
impersonating a respected Jewish literary critic who has attacked Zuckerman's fiction and
questioned his commitments. Roth does not attempt to disguise that he has based Appel
on Irving Howe, who published attacks on Roth's mid-career work, as many scholars
have noted. 90 It is equally transparent, though less remarked upon, that the dialogue
Zuckerman-as-Appel spews derives from three days Roth spent observing and
interviewing Goldstein. 91 Referring to himself as a "kike-pornographer" and noting that
"Jews gravitate to pornography," Zuckerman-as-Appel emphasizes that his aim is not
financial, not cultural, and not political. "With me money is not the paramount issue," he
insists. "The defiance is. The hatred is. The outrage is." 92
One cannot easily distinguish the use of obscenity as personal, apolitical rage
from its use as either a political or aesthetic tool. Indeed, dickering over whether value
inheres in a particular allegedly obscene text or speech act has often made judges look
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ridiculous. An apposite sample case occurred in March 1965 in Berkeley, where the
insistence of a few students that "free speech" included obscenity troubled the leaders of
the Berkeley Free Speech Movement (FSM). On March 3, John Thompson, an aspiring
poet from New York who had been hanging around the campus, decided he was bored.
"Nothing was happening in my life worth writing about (or so I thought), and what's a
writer without a story to tell?" he has recalled, describing that fateful day. "Well, maybe
if I got put in jail overnight, or for a few days, I'd have a story." He wrote the word
"FUCK" on a piece of paper and sat on the corner of Bancroft Way and Telegraph
Avenue, at the edge of campus. After a few uneventful hours, a local policeman arrested
him. That night, having been bailed out by a friend, Thompson attended a party at the
house of a graduate student in education named Art Goldberg. Goldberg had been a
"high-profile spokesman" for the FSM during the previous semester, and was delighted
with what Thompson had done. He organized a rally for March 5 in which students
asserted their right to use the word "fuck" as much as they liked. Thomson, Goldberg,
and others spoke, as did the professor of English and literary critic Mark Schorer, a
frequent witness in obscenity trials and the author of the foreword to the Grove Press
edition of Lady Chatterley's Lover. One student read from Lady Chatterley's Lover. Nine
arrests followed, and Goldberg was arrested twice on the same day. 93
Goldberg's cause was not sympathetic to the majority of the Free Speech
Movement's leaders, because the defense of obscene speech did not seem sufficiently
worthy an issue to them. As David Goines explains, "most FSM veterans, prudish as
dedicated politicos often are, were dismayed" by what came to be dubbed as the Filthy
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Speech Movement. Mario Savio, a leader of the FSM, recalled, "somehow the issue
seemed too abstract to people. People didn't want to associate themselves with the
problem of obscenity." 94 "Most of us thought the whole thing was silly, not political,"
another member of the movement recalls. 95 The FSM emphatically distanced itself from
Goldberg's rally and from the issue of obscenity in general, releasing a statement the
following Monday, March 10, to insist that "only in the recent controversy over 'obscene'
words can students be said not to have acted responsibly. The FSM did not initiate or
support this controversy." 96 Finally, Art Goldberg received a sentence of 90 days in jail,
and was expelled from the university. Just a few years later, the U.S. Supreme Court
declared in its ruling in Cohen v. California (1971) that "the State may not … make the
simple public display here involved of this single four-letter expletive a criminal
offense," speaking to the facts of Goldberg's and Thomson's cases almost directly, and
seeming to efface the distinction that the FSM leaders and others made between
Goldberg's protest, which focused on the word "fuck" in isolation, and a political one,
like Cohen's wearing a "Fuck the Draft" jacket in a courthouse. Was Goldberg's gesture
apolitical and Cohen's political? On some level, the distinction is moot, as Goines argues,
from a rather absolutist perspective, as "all forms of speech become political when they
are restricted or forbidden." 97 For the purposes of this dissertation, though, speech like
Goldberg's or Goldstein's—obscenity for thrills or catharsis, divorced from its contexts
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and consequences—is so universal that, like obscenity motivated purely by profit, it is
not of central concern.
Instead, the following sections of this chapter focus on four ways in which
obscenity has been meaningful to American Jews as Jews. Obscenity could (1) disarm
sexual prejudice in dramatizing, through sexological and psychoanalytic discourses, that
all human groups share the same basic sexual characteristics; (2) confer cultural capital
on its users and defenders as members of an artistic avant garde; (3) accompany a fight
for birth control and contraception that was especially relevant to the Jewish community
in the early 20th century; and (4) form part of a defense of minority rights, and
particularly of a legal defense of such rights. None of these motivations for or values of
obscenity mattered uniquely to American Jews, nor can they be said to have applied to all
Jews in America. Yet they were relevant to significant numbers of American Jews given
specific historical or cultural contingencies. These factors did not operate in isolation,
either, but often intertwined, in unexpected ways, in the cases of individual artists and
cultural agents. Nonetheless, each section below deliberately highlights one particular
value of obscenity in order to clarify the stakes of obscenity for Jews in a broader sense.

V. (1) Obscenity and Sexual Anti-Semitism

As noted above, anti-Semitic views of Jewish sexuality circulated widely in
Europe and America during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. What became known
as the "white slavery panic," cresting between 1909 and 1914, for example, consisted of
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fear that Jewish pimps sold Jewish and non-Jewish young women into sexual slavery. 98
As observers have pointed out, such claims were consistent with older notions about
Jewish difference, money-lust, and sexual immorality. 99 An even purer expression of the
sexual anti-Semitism of the period was the claim, echoing Tacitus's contention that Jews
are "prone to lust," that Jewish men are extraordinarily likely to harbor uncontrolled
sexual desires. In the U.S., Timayensis led the hateful charge, as usual, proclaiming in his
follow-up to The Original Mr. Jacobs, titled The American Jew (1888), that, "Next to his
lust for money, the strongest passion in the Jew is his licentiousness." He closes his
chapter on "The Licentious Jew" suggesting that "such is the insatiability of [the Jew's]
carnal appetites, and to such an extent does he give rein to his lasciviousness, that his
debauches only too frequently exceed the ordinary limits of lust." 100 In other words,
Timayensis implied, Jewish hypersexuality leads to rape and murder. In Timayensis's
vision, a stereotypical Jewish economic exploiter, the sweatshop owner, could quickly be
98
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transformed into a sexual exploiter: "Not long ago," he claimed, "in New York, the
officers of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children neatly trapped a Jew
employer who was in the habit of inducing little girls under fourteen to remain after
work-hours, and debauching them." 101 Two decades later, in an infamous case with
uncannily similar details, Leo Frank, the superintendent of the National Pencil Factory in
Atlanta, Georgia, was accused of the murder of a 13-year-old employee named Mary
Phagan. The suggestion that Frank was a sexual deviant, possibly a homosexual, whose
lust for young girls led him to murder Phagan, constituted a major tenet of his accusers'
case and his unjust conviction, and played a large part in the organization of a mob of
Atlanta residents to kidnap and lynch him after he was granted clemency by the governor.
These lamentable events have been discussed by historians of American Jewry in
detail. 102 What I would like to emphasize is that such visions of Jews as sexual
deviants—as sexual predators and child molesters—appeared not only in the rantings of
populist anti-Semitic demagogues, but also in popular and literary fiction written by
European and American authors in the same period. H. Rider Haggard's adventure tale
Benita: An African Romance (1906), for example, features a German Jew, Jacob Meyer,
whose "insane passions" for riches and for the heroine drive the novel's plot. Like
Svengali, the frightening Jewish antagonist of the wildly popular Trilby (1894), Meyer
practices a form of mind-control that could gain him access to the body of vulnerable
Benita. "In the beginning," she explains fearfully to her father, "Mr. Meyer only wanted
the gold. Now he wants more, me as well as the gold. … I have read a good deal about
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this mesmerism, and seen it once or twice, and who knows? If once I allowed his mind to
master my mind, although I hate him so much, I might become his slave." 103 Linking
such visions of Jewish mind-control to the white slavery panic, Reginald Wright
Kauffman's muckraking House of Bondage (1910) features a Hungarian Jewish sexual
exploiter of an innocent non-Jewish girl. In the novel's first chapter, Max Crossman ("not
my real name, because I vas born in Hungary an' nobody could say my real name ofer
here") lures sixteen-year-old Mary Denbigh away from her parents' small-town home
with promises of urban luxury, and sells her as a "slave" to a brothel keeper. 104
In more prestigious literary culture of the period, the same Jewish sexual deviance
tended to be subtly represented or simply implied. This was not only a matter of delicacy
or subtlety on the part of writers, of course, but also an imposition of anti-vice societies
like the NYSSV. Still, many novels featured Jews who, like Haggard's Jacob Meyer and
Kauffman's Max Crossman, combine acquisitiveness, vulgarity of one sort or another,
and an extraordinary lust for non-Jewish women. Émile Zola's Nana (1880), for one very
prominent example, features a German Jewish banker, Steiner, whose desire for wealth,
and skill for acquiring it, is trumped only by his insatiable sexual lust:

The terrible German Jew, the great hatcher of businesses whose hands founded
millions, became quite a fool whenever he had a hankering after a woman; and he
wanted them all. One could never appear at a theatre but he secured her, no matter
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at what price. The most incredible amounts were mentioned. Twice during his life
had his furious appetite for the fair sex ruined him. 105
Zola does not particularly distinguish Steiner's "furieux appétit des filles" from those of
other non-Jewish characters entranced by Nana—and, of course, other portraits of Jews in
Zola's fiction, and his reaction to the Dreyfus affair, exculpate him from any claims of
simplistic anti-Semitism—but Steiner, as a Jew prone to lust, nevertheless reproduces the
common stereotype of Jewish sexual deviance.
Other characters followed suit in naturalist American fiction. Simon Rosedale, the
"plump rosy man of the blond Jewish type" in Edith Wharton's The House of Mirth
(1905), for example, conflates economic desires with sexual ones ("if I could get Paul
Morpeth to paint [Lily Bart] like that," he is reported to say, "the picture'd appreciate a
hundred per cent in ten years"). Of course, Rosedale, unlike Steiner, finally prioritizes his
financial and social aspirations over his sexual needs, agreeing with Lily that his "idea of
good friends" would be "making love to [her] without asking [her] to marry [him]." 106
While it must be noted that Zola's and Wharton's complex literary characters can be read
in multiple ways, and to dismiss Rosedale or Steiner as anti-Semitic caricatures would be
a reductive mistake, 107 it is only sensible to acknowledge that these authors traffic in
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representations of Jewish lust that share features with the stereotyped characters of
Haggard's Benita, Kauffman's House of Bondage, and even Timayensis's screeds. 108
These stereotypes did not disappear with the ascension of literary modernism, but
the works of some celebrated modernist authors defanged the stereotypes with the
assertion, underwritten by attention to sexologists including Freud and Havelock Ellis,
that sexual deviance is not the particular burden of any single demographic group. Most
famously, James Joyce's Ulysses, as scholars have often discussed, presents Leopold
Bloom's nominal Jewishness with sympathy, if characteristic ambivalence. Joyce's
evident identification with Jews throughout his life, and with Bloom as a character,
intimate that far from a despised sexual deviant, the masturbating, cuckolded, fantasizing
quasi-Jew who is represented explicitly and controversially in the novel represents
Joyce's thoughtful portrait of what Judge Woolsey referred to as an "homme moyen
sensuel"—that is, "a person with average sex instincts"—in his decision on Ulysses. As
Neil Davidson phrases it, "in Bloom, one of the era's most prevalent stereotypes—'the
degenerate Jew'—has been transformed into the great paradigm of complete
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characterization." 109 Joyce's election of Bloom as the exemplar of modern sexuality
implies that Jews are no more or less lustful, or "degenerate," than anyone else. 110
Theodore Dreiser's play, "The Hand of the Potter" (1919), serves as an even
starker, and much less well-known, example of how the stereotype was both reproduced
and undermined by a leading writer. Composed during WWI, based on sensational
newspaper stories and a research trip to Jewish neighborhoods that Dreiser took with
Mike Gold as his guide, 111 this four-act tragedy centers on Isadore Berchansky, a young
Jewish man who has returned from two years at the state penitentiary to his parents'
apartment at 1727 First Avenue, in East Harlem. 112 He had been arrested for "assaultin' a
little girl" (21), and his time away has not dampened his unhealthy sexuality: "It's their
faces an' their nice make-ups an' the way they do their hair," he says, describing the lure
of young women he sees on the street. "That's what's the matter with me. It's their
stockin's an' their open shirtwaists an' their shoulders an' arms. I can't stand it no more. I
can't seem to think of nothin' else…" (34). Isadore's "uncontrolled and unnatural sex109
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interest" (42) so overwhelms him that he makes overtures to his own sister (36). Dreiser's
stage directions have him stare at an 11-year-old neighbor in a "a greedy, savage, halfinsane way" (49), and these adjectives link Isadore's uncontrollable lusts to the
stereotypes of Jewish avariciousness, primitiveness, and mental illness that were common
during the fin de siècle. 113 The drama's first act ends with Isadore raping and killing the
11-year-old girl, offstage, and the remaining acts detail the police investigation and
Isadore's suicide. Combining sexual stereotypes that surfaced during the Leo Frank trial
(Jewish perversion leading to rape and murder), and, earlier, during the Jack the Ripper
scandals in England (the notion that Jack's poor Jewish peers shielded him from the
police), 114 and folding these in with conventional trappings of literary representations of
Jews in the period, including dialect speech and a reference to a "mezuze," "The Hand of
the Potter" presents a concise literary embodiment of the sexual anti-Semitism that had
been popular in the previous decades.
Yet Dreiser's play does not demonize lustful Jews. On the contrary, the author
didactically expounds his theory that sexual perversion can be understood as a medical
illness that needs to be studied and treated by doctors, like any other malady. "I've been
readin' up on these cases for some time," Quinn, a reporter for The Sun, remarks about
Isadore's crime,

an' from what I can make out they're no more guilty than any other person with a
disease. Did ye know … that there's something they've called harmones which the
body manufactures … which excites us to the m'aning ave beauty an' thim things
… Now if a felly is so constituted that he has more ave that an' less ave
113
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something' else—something' which balances him a little an' makes his less
sensitive to the beauty of women or girls—he's likely to be like that. He can't help
it. … If ye'd ever made a study ave the passion ave love in the sense that Freud an'
some others have ye'd understand it well enough. It's a great force about which we
know naathing as yet an' which we're just beginnin' to look into … (193, 200) 115
Importing into this character's rather ham-handed speech an explicitly Freudian
perspective on human sexuality, Dreiser implies that Jews are no more "prone to lust"
than anyone else. Ascribing Isadore's lust to hormones, rather than to his environment or
culture suggests that his problem is a human one, no more likely to befall a Jewish family
than any other—a view expressed in Dreiser's contemporaneous work. 116 The play's
relatively explicit discussion of abnormal sexuality raised the hackles of some critics,
including Mencken, despite Dreiser's careful elision of the most violent and sexual scene.
Some reviewers felt that a written or staged play was not the forum for an analysis of
sexual abnormality. 117 Those objections notwithstanding, Dreiser aimed with The Hand
of the Potter to present modern sexology on the stage.
One of the relatively few reviewers to appreciate what Dreiser had accomplished
when the Provincetown Playhouse briefly staged The Hand of the Potter in 1921 was
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Ludwig Lewisohn, the most prominent Jewish writer in interwar America. 118 That
Lewisohn appreciated this controversial play accords perfectly with his own views of
sexuality. Even more directly and emphatically than Dreiser or Joyce, Lewisohn
predicated his fiction on modern sexological theory, and his fiction advocates Jewish
sexuality as not simply unremarkable, but as uniquely healthy.
Lewisohn had been analyzed briefly by Freud and counted Otto Rank among his
close friends, and in his fiction sexual dysfunction mirrors and reflects social dysfunction.
Lewisohn's most well-known novel, The Island Within (1928), for example, deals in its
final third with the failing marriage of Arthur Levy, a Jewish psychologist, and his
Christian wife, Elizabeth. Lewisohn emphasizes that the couple's cultural disaffection
manifests itself as sexual malaise and frustration, reporting how sex becomes a "weary
and deliberate and joyless process" for them. 119 In Lewisohn's next two novels, Jews turn
out to have remarkable insights into sexuality. Stephen Escott (1930) features David
Sampson, a Russian Jewish lawyer who specializes in procuring "freedom" for married
couples suffering miserably from "the lack of sexual satisfaction," despite the
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extraordinary strictures of New York's divorce laws; 120 as a New York Times reviewer
pointed out, "one gets the effect from the book that [his firm] is a firm of psychoanalysts,
not a firm of lawyers." 121 In An Altar in the Field (1934), the wise advisor to a couple of
unhappily married American bohemians is an "up-to-the-minute psychologist," Dr. Weyl,
a German Jew who rejects assimilation for Zionism. 122
Deeply familiar with the discourses of modern sexology—Sampson has heard all
of Greenwich Village's sexually "libertarian theories … years ago expressed in Russian
and Yiddish at the old Café Monopole on Second Avenue" 123—these two Jewish gurus
bemoan the current state of American sexuality and offer a singular prognosis of it.
According to their theories, modern women's feminism and Jews' assimilationism are
parallel and similarly misguided pursuits, flawed because they contradict the essential
nature of the Jew and the woman. "What ailed Elizabeth," Lewisohn notes in The Island
Within, "as it ailed many women of her type and precise period, was not wholly unlike
the thing that ailed so many Jews. She had an inferiority complex as a woman." 124
Lewisohn's theory quite directly echoes Rank's short essay "The Essence of Judaism"
(1905), which proclaims that Jews "are, so to speak, women among the people." 125 As if
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echoing this statement, Dr. Weyl remarks that "so-called modern women often remind
me of Jews." 126 In reaction to the oppression they have each suffered, both feminist
women and assimilationist Jews in this view deny their essential natures and, in doing so,
they erode their natural sexual vitality and strength. This odd and frankly disturbing
theory—speaking for Lewisohn, Weyl anticipates being criticized as "reactionary" 127—
cannot be treated in the detail it deserves here, but I would emphasize Lewisohn's
adoption of modern sexology to portray traditional, unassimilated Jewish sexuality as
uniquely healthy. Rank wrote that "the essence of Judaism is its stress on primitive
sexuality," 128 and for Lewisohn, this Jewish "essence" positioned American Jews
perfectly to defeat anti-Semitism and cure the sexual ills of their society by embracing
their own healthily "primitive sexuality."
An even more dramatic case—one Mark Shechner has shown to be of utmost
importance to an understanding of American Jewish literature in the years after World
War II 129—is that of Wilhelm Reich. Particularly relevant is his The Mass Psychology of
Fascism (1934). 130 As Reich's associate and biographer Myron Sharaf has written, "Reich
believed that the only political answer to the distorted 'sex-politics' of Hitler was his own
positive sex-politics. One did not answer Hitler's use of the Jews as scapegoats by
pointing out the intellectual fallacies of his argument or its function as a diversion from
Weininger and Sigmund Freud: Race and Gender in the Shaping of Psychoanalysis," in Jews and Gender:
Responses to Otto Weininger, eds. Nancy A. Harrowitz and Barbara Hyams (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1995), 112.
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other issues. One countered by directly dealing with the people's sexual longings." 131
Much of the sexual utopianism and amateur sexology that appeared in the fiction and
essays of Norman Mailer, Saul Bellow, Allen Ginsberg, and Isaac Rosenfeld in the 1940s
and 1950s elaborated upon Reich's attempt to cure the sexual ills of all of Western
civilization, and, in so doing, to relieve Jews of their role as scapegoats. As Rosenfeld put
it in 1949, as if transcribing from Reich, "I regard anti-Semitism as a symptom of a
serious, underlying psycho-sexual disease of epidemic proportion in our society." 132
Whether or not other writers and sexologists have articulated a treatment of such
"disease" as an aim for their criticism and fiction, this has been one of the stakes of their
involvements in obscenity disputes, which can be understood as running parallel to the
debates about forms of therapy more generally in the postwar United States. 133 Cure the
sexual ills of America, the argument goes, and one cures its anti-Semitic tendencies. 134
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A second way in which obscenity could be meaningful to American Jews was in
its ability to confer artistic prestige and to position them within a cultural avant garde.
This function of obscenity is suggested by Michel Foucault's observation, in The History
of Sexuality, that the representation of sex carries a "speaker's benefit." Noting how one's
willingness to speak about sex has come to confer advantages, Foucault describes,
somewhat skeptically, the development of "a discourse in which sex, the revelation of
truth, the overturning of global laws, the proclamation of a new day to come, and the
promise of a certain felicity are linked together."135 In other words, artists and theorists
who discuss sex, simply by doing so appear to be undertaking brave, unexpected, and
deeply valuable tasks. The automatic ascription of these qualities to the artist or critic
who treats the question of sex is what Foucault refers to as the speaker's benefit.
Recent scholarship has more thoughtfully exhibited how directly Foucault's
insight can be applied to literary history. Celia Marshik, for one example, has argued that
in the case of British modernism, while "censorship was repressive," it "also had
productive effects," one of which was to enable "writers to construct public personae—
such as that of martyr (in the case of Rossetti) or enfant terrible (as in the case of
Joyce)—that exercise a strong hold on the imagination of readers even today." 136 Rossetti
and Joyce, in other words, enjoyed the speaker's benefit—their engagements with sex
burnished their images as trend-setting and risk-taking artists. Speaking to this point in
somewhat broader fashion in her excellent study Modernism, Mass Culture, and the
Aesthetics of Obscenity (2000), Allison Pease details how "in the hands of modern
artists," particularly Beardsley, Joyce, and Lawrence, "the body of pornography is
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transubstantiated into high art," and how effecting this transformation was crucial to the
development of these authors' prestige. 137 Pease and Marshik demonstrate that one of the
ways to assert oneself as an artist in the 20th century—to manifest the inspiration, truthtelling, and rebelliousness expected of artists—was to represent sex frankly and to be
branded by cultural conservatives as having produced obscenity. 138 Literary scholars
have not yet described in much detail, however, the degree to which this dynamic
operated for publishers in addition to writers. For many American Jewish editors and
publishers, this "speaker's benefit" made engagement with literary obscenity a
worthwhile risk.
Freedman has described the appeal that "high literary culture" held for American
Jews in the early 20th century: "What marks Jewish assimilation," he suggests, "and
differentiates it from that of other immigrant groups before or after is the crucial role that
engagement with the canonical tradition of high Western literature—especially the
literature of England and America—played in this process." 139 This engagement with
high culture appeared particularly in the group of Jewish men and women, children and
grandchildren of immigrants, who revolutionized American publishing in the 20th
century. 140 Of these influential publishers, perhaps the most iconic and fascinating was
Horace Liveright, and brief attention to his career dramatizes how an engagement with
obscenity could help to establish one as part of the American cultural avant garde.
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When he was a young man, Liveright found his attraction to high culture, which
had been inculcated during his childhood, frustrated by his lack of talent, persistence, and
money. His father, Henry Liveright, a German-Jewish immigrant, owned Pennsylvanian
coal mines that were only intermittently profitable, so the family's aspirations toward
wealth tended to outstrip their purchasing power. While Henry maintained an exemplary
personal library and exposed his son to the classics of English and American literature,
there was not enough money to send Horace to a college preparatory school, which his
cousins attended. Horace considered his parents "poor relations" compared to his
extended family, remembering later, "not dimly but clearly," how his family bought ice
cream at a second-rate store, while his wealthier cousins ate the very best. Even as a
teenager Liveright understood writing as a less expensive avenue—than, say, college—to
cultural respectability. At age 16, in 1900, Liveright had a popular song that he had
written published, and by 1902, he had interested a Broadway producer in staging an
operetta he had written in the style of Gilbert and Sullivan. The production fell through
due to a lack of funding that the young Liveright could secure from his relatives. For the
next 14 years, Liveright's cultural aspirations were shunted aside as he attempted to make
a respectable living in finance and, after marrying the daughter of a wealthy paper
manufacturer, in the sale and the development of consumer products. Only after
displaying general ineptness in many such endeavors, Liveright, at a loose end and
having met another young Jewish literary entrepreneur Alfred Boni through one of his
cousins, secured funds from his father-in-law to found a publishing house. 141
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From the very start of this venture, Liveright was willing to publish risky
material. He promised Dreiser in 1917, for example, that he would publish The Genius,
the suppression of which by Sumner and the NYSSV had been widely reported in
newspapers the previous year. 142 This seems to have been less a matter of Liveright's
bravery, though, than desperation. Alfred and Blanche Knopf had begun their publishing
line in 1915 with ten translations from European languages, and only five books written
in English, as they had been at first unable to attract a robust list of English-language
authors. How could Liveright—unable to outbid the venerable American houses or even
upstarts like Knopf and Ben Huebsch, and with no cultural capital of his own with which
to lure well-known authors away from their current publishers—attract top literary talent?
As late as 1920, H. L. Mencken noted in a letter that Liveright had "offered" him and
George Jean Nathan "a blank contract, including even 50% royalty. But we are too
comfortable with Knopf." 143 To establish his or her list, an aspiring publisher needed,
among other things, to search for respected authors who were not comfortable with their
current publishers. One reason that authors, like Dreiser, were uncomfortable in those
years was that their publishers were not willing to endure harassment and legal battles in
order to publish unexpurgated works.
A remark by Adele Seltzer, who with her husband Thomas published and then
defended in court D. H. Lawrence's Women in Love (1922) after several publishers had
blanched at publishing the author's work unexpurgated, 144 makes clear how far a
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willingness to publish a controversial but critically acclaimed novelist could take a newly
established publisher: "Lawrence is a Titan," Seltzer wrote, "and I go about with an everpresent sense of wonder that we, Thomas and I, little, little Jews, should be the publishers
of the great English giant of this age, publishers of him, not because with Jewish
shrewdness we outwitted some other publishers & got Lawrence first, but because
Lawrence's Women in Love went begging for a publisher." 145 Seltzer's "wonder" is
understandable: publishing Lawrence in 1922 was somewhat of a financial and legal risk
for the Seltzers, but not by any means a cultural one, given Lawrence's reputation.
Likewise, Liveright's offer to publish The Genius can be understood given the respect
Dreiser commanded in American cultural circles. The Authors League of America had
stated, clearly and unequivocally, their opposition to the ban on that novel, 146 so a
publisher willing to finance a legal defense, and risk a possible jail term, had the
opportunity of earning the regard of a vast number of American writers. There was, in
other words, a powerful speaker's benefit to be had by publishers in the defense of
allegedly obscene works, especially if they were written by critically acclaimed authors.
The 1923 "Clean Books crusade," and Liveright's response to it, can also be
understood in this light. In late 1922, the outrage of several Christian religious groups at
the "immorality" and "coarseness" of contemporary fiction swelled, and Sumner,
responding to these outcries, ramped up the NYSSV for a more aggressive than usual
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bout of book suppression directed against "a certain element in the publishing
business." 147 The nascent coalition responded with censorious enthusiasm when Judge
John Ford of the New York State Supreme Court discovered to his horror that his 16year-old daughter had been given a copy of the Seltzers' edition of Lawrence's Women in
Love. In February 1923, with Sumner's assistance, Ford gathered the support of more
than a dozen religious and social groups to form the Clean Books League, which drew up
a bill to revise the state's obscenity law so as to ease the conviction and punishment of
publishers. 148 Given how drastically it would have ceded editorial authority to the
NYSSV, the bill received surprisingly little opposition from established publishers and
writers. The National Association of Book Publishers, for example, refused to oppose the
bill (while Sumner claimed that several of the city's "reputable" publishers had helped to
draft it), and fading literary eminences of the late 19th century welcomed the bill in the
nativist spirit of the day. Henry Walcott Boynton criticized the cultural influence of
"persons with alien names and frankly alien standards," while Mary Austin complained
that "neither the Russian nor the Jew has ever been able to understand … that not to have
had any seriously upsetting sex adventures may be the end of an intelligently achieved
life standard." 149 Major authors and critics, such as Hamlin Garland and Bliss Perry,
came out explicitly for censorship, viewing the Clean Books League's bill as salutary.
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Liveright manifested considerable courage in opposing the Clean Books League
bill with little support from his colleagues, but it should also be clear what he stood to
gain in the dispute. In a short article published on March 17, 1923, Liveright compared
would-be censors with "little, if any, sense of value in literature, drama, and art
generally," to publishers, who display "the highest quality of intellect and understanding"
and who can be "severe and competent censors [who] judge by intelligent standards." 150
Opposing the Clean Books League was Liveright's opportunity to assert his position
among the latter. While national opinion did not necessarily support him, he did have
some cultural authorities on his side: the bill had been opposed by literary eminences like
D. H. Lawrence and Henry Seidel Canby, and the New York Times never vacillated in
deploring it. 151
Liveright, who unlike some of his fellow Jewish publishers never seems to have
obscured his ethnicity, could also count on support from the Jewish community. While
the name of Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, the most prominent Jewish leader in the country, had
been mentioned as one of the founders of the Clean Books League in March 1923, by late
April of that same year, Wise had changed his mind and attacked the bill in a sermon
quoted at length in the New York Times. "If we assent to censorship, we will find all our
freedom gone," Wise said, and in a remark consistent with the tradition of Jewish
latitudinarianism described above, added, "It is the easiest and cheapest way out of an
obligation to ask the State to do everything for us, and censorship is one of the stupid
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strategies of democracy to find a way out of responsibility." 152 Knowing that both
cultural authorities and Jewish communal ones would support him, Liveright devoted
time, energy, and money to defeating the bill, and when it was voted down in May, he
reaped his reward: a congratulatory dinner in his honor attended by literary celebrities
including Carl Van Vechten and Mencken, who just a few years earlier had said he would
not publish with Liveright even for a 50% royalty. Senator James J. Walker, who had
given a widely quoted speech against the bill, credited Liveright as having been "solely
responsible for defending the freedom of the press." 153
In half a decade, Liveright transformed himself from an unknown parvenu to one
of the most admired publishers in the country, and while his defeat of the Clean Books
League bill was not the singular stimulant to his growing reputation—before that episode,
he had, after all, already published T. S. Eliot's "The Wasteland" (1922) and Freud's
General Introduction to Psychoanalysis (1920), two of the most influential books of the
decade—it certainly helped the cause. In the following years, Waldo Frank featured
Liveright in an exuberantly celebratory profile in the New Yorker, 154 and Liveright soon
added Sherwood Anderson to his stable of writers and published the first book-length
works of fiction by both William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway.
Liveright's commitment to freedom of expression parallels Huebsch's publishing
of Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man a decade earlier, Seltzer's defense of
Lawrence, Bennett Cerf's later defense of Ulysses, and, to shuttle ahead to the late 1950s,
Barney Rosset's defense of Lady Chatterley's Lover and of Henry Miller's Tropic of
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Cancer. In most of these cases, the funds that covered the legal defenses of these
important novels came not from within a publishing operation, but from Jewish families
who earned it in other trades, including tobacco, finance, and, in Liveright's case, paper
goods. 155 The publishing of obscenity, in other words, was one available means for
converting financial capital into a very precious form of cultural capital, and it was a
technique often pursued by American Jews after they had been stymied in attempts to
embrace Anglo-American high culture on the terms of its conservative authorities.

V. (3) Obscenity and Contraception

The pursuit of cultural capital was often, though not exclusively, the province of
Jews with money, but the stark poverty of Jewish immigrants in the U.S. in the early 20th
century provided a wholly different motivation for an engagement with obscenity. The
so-called Comstock Act of 1873 criminalized, along with any "obscene, lewd, or
lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, print, or other publication of an indecent
character," the dissemination of information about birth control. To be precise, the act
prohibited the mailing of "any article or thing designed or intended for the prevention of
conception or producing an abortion … [and] any written or printed card, circular, book,
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pamphlet, advertisement or notice of any kind giving information, directly or indirectly,
where, or how, or of whom, or by what means either of the things mentioned may be
obtained or made." 156 The Comstock Act, in other words, yoked literary explicitness,
birth control, and abortion together into a single category. 157
For economic and social reasons, contraception was a central issue for the
American Jewish community in the early 20th century. Hundreds of thousands of
impoverished Jewish immigrants lived in desperate conditions in urban ghettos, and no
absolute opposition to contraception inhered in traditional Jewish culture. 158 Many Jews
felt responsible for disseminating birth control information to alleviate the suffering of
their co-religionists and particularly of poor Jewish women. Emma Goldman, for one, felt
that information about birth control was particularly relevant to Jewish immigrants. In her
autobiography, she recalls that she decided "to make public the knowledge of
contraceptives, particularly at my Yiddish meetings, because the women on the East Side
needed that information most." 159 Goldman's many clashes with the Comstock Act were
not limited to her dissemination of birth control information, of course, as the act had
been tailored in 1908 to target anarchist publications, but the illegalization of birth
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control by the Act offered her another reason to oppose it.160 Goldman's associate
Margaret Sanger, the famed Catholic-born crusader for birth control in America, often
explained that her inspiration to devote her life to disseminating birth control information
was the tragic experience of "a small, slight Russian Jewess, about twenty-eight years
old," named Sadie Sachs, who died from complications related to pregnancy after being
refused information about contraception by a doctor. 161 While historians have raised
doubts about the historical veracity of this anecdote,162 that Sanger chose repeatedly to
tell it this way, with a Jewish rather than an Italian or Irish immigrant woman as her
representative martyr to Comstockery, reflects the prominence of Jewish women in her
thinking. Sanger founded the first birth control clinic in the country in Brownsville,
Brooklyn, on October 16, 1916, later noting that she selected the neighborhood because
"here in this Jewish community I need have no misgivings over breaking of windows or
hurling of insults." 163
The receptivity of the American Jewish community to the discussion of birth
control can also be observed in the range of Yiddish-language texts and plays that treated
the subject. Ben-Zion Liber's Dos geshlekhts lebn fun man un froy [The Sexual Life of
Man and Woman], for example, devotes attention to topics including anatomy, venereal
diseases, and birth control. Having begun its life in articles, and as a pamphlet in 1915,
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the book was reprinted several times in the following decade.164 Liber noted that he could
have simply translated a book on the subject—indeed, Sanger's What Every Girl Should
Know and August Forel's The Sexual Question were both translated into Yiddish 165—but
he had instead written his own book because his goal was "to speak from the perspective
of the Yiddish reader, and for the Yiddish reader, whose needs I know so well." 166 The
Yiddish theater likewise treated birth control in several productions. A play titled Birth
Control or Race Suicide premiered in New York in July 1916, while Chicago's Yiddishspeaking audiences could attend A Woman's Duty in Birth Control. 167 As I will discuss
below, except for one brief attempt to censor Liber's book, these books and plays, like
virtually all American Yiddish texts, seem to have been spared from censorship.
The need for birth control in the American Jewish community may have
encouraged Jewish entrepreneurs, doctors, midwives, and scientists to contribute to the
production and distribution of contraceptives, and to advocate their use, even though
doing so placed them in opposition to the Comstock Act's prohibitions of obscenity. The
leading American producer of condoms in the first half of the 20th century and the
creator of the Ramses brand 168 was a German-Jewish immigrant, Julius Schmid, who
began to manufacture condoms in 1883 as a black-market sideline while earning seven
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dollars a month cleaning animal intestines at a sausage-casing factory. Schmid's
workshop was raided by Comstock in 1890 and he was arrested, convicted, and fined for
his activities, but by WWI he had become the official vendor of prophylactics to the U.S.
military. 169 On the far other end of the spectrum of respectability was Dr. Abraham
Jacobi, likewise a German-Jewish immigrant. Rather than a black-market entrepreneur,
though, Jacobi was a recognized leader of the American pediatrics movement. As the
president of the American Medical Association in 1912-1913, he became one of the first
leaders of the profession to speak out for birth control. Later, in his introduction to a book
on the subject of contraception, Jacobi derided the Comstock Act, remarking that "our
Federal and state laws on the subject of prevention are grievously wrong and unjust. It is
important that these laws be repealed at the earliest possible moment." 170 Decades later, a
Jewish physiologist, Gregory Pincus, led the development of the birth control pill,
alongside a conservative, devoutly Roman Catholic colleague, John Rock. 171 These
medical professionals and entrepreneurs may, of course, have been motivated in their
work by any number of considerations, but the Jewish community's relatively welcoming
attitude toward contraception may have played a role for them, as it did for Sanger.
As social conditions in the Jewish community improved, and as access to
information about birth control and to contraceptives themselves spread, birth control
would no longer be thought of as a topic of special relevance to the American Jewish
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community, though the subject remained prominent in works of fiction by major
American Jewish writers at midcentury. 172 Yet the association between obscenity and
women's reproductive rights established in the Comstock Act could not so easily be
broken, and their persisting link is reflected by the career of Harriet F. Pilpel (19111991), whose influence in both areas was at least in some institutional sense the result of
previous efforts by Jews. 173 Pilpel graduated Vassar in 1932, having written a senior
thesis on censorship, and went on to Columbia Law School, where she stood second in
her class and served as the articles editor of the Columbia Law Review. After she received
her J.D., the New York judge who regularly hired Columbia's second-best student told
her that he refused to work with a female clerk. Most New York law firms also
discriminated against both women and Jews at the time. Though these rebuffs dismayed
her, Pilpel's sights had long been set on joining the Jewish firm of Greenbaum, Wolff,
and Ernst, where Morris Ernst had made a name for himself through his successful
defenses against obscenity charges, both for authors and publishers—most famously in
the Ulysses case—and for birth control advocates like Mary Ware Dennett. 174
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Pilpel devoted herself to defending obscenity, in both senses, for the rest of an
impressive career. She is mostly remembered now for serving as general counsel to
Planned Parenthood during the decades in which abortion was legalized, as well as for
her leadership role at the ACLU, which she insisted, in a 1964 address, should concern
itself with abortion and with gay rights. 175 Yet she was also an early and tireless anticensorship advocate in professional and popular forums. She argued against movie
censorship of any kind in the New York Times in 1946, anticipating explicitly that the
Supreme Court would reverse an important 1915 decision and offer First Amendment
protection to film, as it did some years later. 176 In 1957, she won the Kinsey Institute the
right to import sexually explicit materials for scholarly study. 177 As a monthly columnist
for Publisher's Weekly for decades, she informed the publishing industry about relevant
developments in law, including the changes in the enforcement and meaning of
obscenity. 178 One indicator of Pilpel's prominence within the cultural as well as legal
sphere was her article, "Lady Chatterley and the Courts," which appeared in the highly
respected literary journal New World Writing alongside an early story by Thomas
Pynchon and the first publication of Tillie Olsen's "Tell Me a Riddle." 179
Unlike some legal crusaders against literary censorship, who quailed or
prevaricated when they considered the consequences of their victories—such as her
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former partner, Morris Ernst, who in 1970 decried the use of "the four-letter word, out of
context," as well as "sodomy on the stage and masturbation in the public arena," or
Charles Rembar, who was, in the words of Norman Mailer, "troubled just a hint by the
liberties won" 180—Pilpel remained steadfastly opposed to censorship throughout her
career, without any cavil. In Obscenity and the Constitution, a lecture she gave to
publishing executives in 1973, Pilpel outlined the challenges to free expression imposed
by recent decisions (most prominently, Miller v. California) and argued for a continued
commitment to First Amendment protections, broadly interpreted. "There should be as
free a marketplace for sexual ideas and descriptions," she argued, "as we have now with
reference to other kinds of ideas and descriptions." 181 Speculating on why the court had
recently retreated from the more liberal positions of the 1960s, Pilpel suggested that this
may have come about because "the Court majority consists of middle-aged or elderly
gentlemen of the upper middle class … [who] are not completely comfortable about sex
and therefore objectify their subjective concerns" and who display "conventional middle
class distaste for the vulgar and profane." In contrast, she remarked, "I'm all in favor of
good taste, but I don't think it should be enshrined as a matter of constitutional law." 182
Raised as a Reform Jew, active as an adult in the Ethical Culture Society, and
married to a man who worked for decades for a nonprofit Jewish agency, the Joint
Distribution Committee, Pilpel never posited her own cultural background as a
motivation for her commitment to anti-censorship, or, for that matter, to women's
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reproductive rights. But her writings and comments on the subject often emphasize the
way that prosecutors use "obscenity charges as a means of suppressing views which are
dissident, satirical, irreverent, or merely unpopular," 183 and that "censorship of obscenity
… sets the stage for a censorship or censorious mentality which can pour over from
obscenity to other things we may not like." 184 In other words, the censorship of literature
and the control of women's reproductive health remained related for Pilpel even after the
law sundered them. Given her own personal and professional commitment to the
dissemination of information on contraception—she remarked that birth control had been
crucial for her, personally, in committing both to a career and to motherhood 185—it does
not seem an exaggeration to state that Pilpel's legacy was the dismantling of both prongs
of the 1873 Comstock Act. Even if Pilpel did not conceive of this as a task with particular
Jewish resonance, it seems fitting, especially because of the role a Jewish law firm played
in enabling her career, that the battles started by Goldman and Sanger to deliver
contraception to Jewish immigrants at the turn of the century would be fought and won,
decades later, by another Jewish woman. Pilpel's lifelong insistence on a connection
between the protection of rights to contraception and obscenity in literature reveals
another way in which obscenity could be meaningful to American Jews.
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V. (4) Obscenity and Minority Rights

Just as obscenity mattered to Jewish women because of contraception, and to rich
Jews because of its ability to transform financial into cultural capital, obscenity also
interested many American Jews who identified as Jews because of its relation to the
rights of demographic minorities. Legal debates over free speech in America have often
rested on the question of to what degree a political majority can impose its beliefs and
values on a minority group or, for that matter, on an individual. 186 In a recent overview of
freedom of speech issues, a legal scholar summarizes the argument that "free speech is a
means of protecting the liberty of minorities and minority arguments and ideas" as
follows:

People in the majority are unlikely to encounter legal restrictions on what they
can say [but] people who belong to unpopular social groups, such as ethnic and
religious minorities … cannot look with any assurance to majoritarian institutions
to protect their right to speak as they wish on matters of great controversy and of
great anxiety. … Pluralism goes hand in hand with vigorous protection of the First
Amendment's guarantee of free speech. 187
As members of a religious minority, many American Jews have committed to practices
and behaviors that do not find favor with the majority of Americans, such as Saturday
Sabbath observance or a refusal to eat pork. For this reason, American Jews and Jewish
institutions have regularly defended the civil rights of minorities. 188 At its extreme, this
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sensitivity to the necessity of safeguarding minority culture and rights has manifested
itself in the commitments of American Jews to individualist anarchism, 189 and indeed
Jewish anarchists joined their non-Jewish peers in the protests against the repression of
obscenity and political dissent in the early decades of the 20th century. 190 Yet an
American Jew need not have gone so far as to embrace anarchism to defend the rights of
minority groups. The proximity of the free speech provisions of the First Amendment to
the clause about the "free exercise" of religion has been enough to convince many
American Jews who are simply committed to the maintenance of Jewish religious
traditions and cultural practices that the exercise of speech, thought, and religious
behavior should not be determined by majority rule. For many American Jews, then, the
fight against the criminalization of obscenity has constituted part of their defense of their
freedom to practice and live as one of the country's major non-Christian minority groups.
This reasoning can be observed at work in a legal treatise written by an important
American Jewish legal theoretician, Ernst Freund. An early faculty member at the
University of Chicago Law School and a widely respected scholar, Freund insisted in The
Police Power (1904) that "the idea of a public welfare bought at the cost of suppressing
individual liberty and right is … inadmissible." 191 Following this principle, Freund
asserted that legitimate scientific and artistic expression should not be subject to
189
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censorship, noting that "moral, intellectual and political movements, in which our
constitutions proclaim the principle of individual liberty," must be "exempt" from "police
power." 192 Freund was by no means a radical, at this point in his career, on the question
of obscenity; he acknowledged that while "religion and speech and press are primarily
free," they still should be "subjected to restraints in the interest of good order and
morality"—and he somewhat idealistically observed that "very little difficulty has so far
been encountered in the mutual adjustments of these interests." 193 Yet Freund's general
principle of exempting "'moral, intellectual and political movements" from governmental
control included a sensitivity to the rights of minority groups, including Jews, to maintain
traditions that do not conform to the majority's. Freund opposed a Louisiana court's ruling
denying Jews the right to work on Sundays (pursuant to the Sunday laws that generally
prohibited work on that day) if they observe their Sabbath on Saturdays. Freund asserts
that "such a prohibition creates a special burden" for Jews: under the Louisiana ruling,
Jews who observed the Sabbath would have to close their businesses for two days every
week, rather than the one day of their Christian competitors, at a significant loss of
income. "All laws should scrupulously respect the principle of religious equality," Freund
wrote, which "should be recognized as a constitutional right." 194
Freund remained active in defending freedom of speech in the years after
WWI, 195 and his attention to the balancing of interests between the state and minority
groups may account, in part, for his insistence that art be protected as free speech as a
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First Amendment doctrine began to evolve in the years after WWI. Responding to
Harvard law professor Zechariah Chafee, Jr., whose influential advocacy for freedom of
speech concentrated on political rather than artistic speech, Freund insisted in a letter to
Chafee that "if you consider Freedom of Speech socially as well as politically," then
Theodore Schroeder, author of 'Obscene' Literature and Constitutional Law (1911),
"deserves a place in your bibliography." 196 That the progressive but august Freund
commended the work of Schroeder—the most outspoken and vehement critic of
censorship and the criminalization of obscenity in early 20th-century America—suggests
the degree to which he prioritized a defense of literature and the arts.
Yet defenders of free speech as a defense of minority rights did not typically
extend their efforts to literature in the following decades. After Roger Nash Baldwin
founded the American Civil Liberties Union in 1920, for example, many of its leading
members were not interested in obscenity and were much more concerned with
distancing themselves from the anarchists and libertarians of the Free Speech League.
The ACLU opted not to aid Harry Weinberger in his defense of the Broadway version of
Sholem Asch's God of Vengeance in 1923, for example, though Weinberger was not only
the producer of that controversial show, but also a highly regarded trial lawyer who had
been involved with the Free Speech League and had argued Abrams v. U.S., the most
important free speech case of that period, in front of the Supreme Court. By 1927, the
situation had not dramatically improved, as the acting director of the ACLU wrote to a
Boston librarian, "We cannot go into the 'anti-obscenity' campaign … That is a phase of
free speech we have kept clear of … to avoid complicating our main issues." 197 Samuel
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Walker, a historian of the ACLU, suggests that this reticence resulted from the
"extremely puritanical" inclinations of Baldwin and his closest associates. Thus, as
Walker puts it, "the fight for a broader ACLU attack on censorship," including the
defense of literature, was led by two "highly secularized Jews," Morris Ernst and Arthur
Garfield Hays, who "shared none of the puritanism of the ACLU Protestants." 198 These
two lawyers manufactured trials of Dreiser's American Tragedy and of an issue of
Mencken's American Mercury, of Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness, and, most
famously, of Joyce's Ulysses. But while the Ulysses decision represents the great triumph
against censorship of those years, it established a troublesome precedent with its assertion
that the obscenity of a book must be judged on the basis of the book's effect on the
"homme moyen sensuel," the "person with average sex instincts." 199
At the time, this seemed like a sensible enough refutation of the Hicklin test, but
the problem became apparent when Charles Rembar set out to defend books for Grove
Press in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Of course, from a publisher's or author's
perspective, it was much more reasonable for the question of whether or not a book is
obscene to be decided with regard to the "average person," rather than, as the Hicklin test
demanded, by the work's tendency to deprave or corrupt the most vulnerable members of
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society. That was why Woolsey brought the "average person" to bear, and why, in the
Roth decision of 1957, the court asserted that "the standard for judging obscenity … is
whether, to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the
dominant theme of the material, taken as a whole, appeals to prurient interest." 200
Yet Rembar confronted the problem that some of the books he was asked to
defend, including Tropic of Cancer and William S. Burroughs' Naked Lunch, were too
extreme to find favor with the average person. Contemplating this challenge, Rembar
followed up on an idea in Justice Douglas's dissent in Roth, emphasizing that giving to
the "average person" the power to determine whether a book is obscene and thus fit for
suppression, or not, is a disastrous policy for minority groups. As Rembar puts it, "the
First Amendment is a cheap thing if all it provides is the assurance that one may say what
a current majority is willing to hear." 201 Rembar argued that in the Roth decision

The negation of the Hicklin test expressed in the phrases 'average person' and
'contemporary community standards' does not mean that the rights guaranteed by
the First Amendment are to be determined by conducting a Gallup Poll among the
population at large. The phrases were not meant to limit writers and publishers to
the average person's conception of the kind of writing that ought to be published,
or to limit a minority of readers to the kind of reading that a majority might think
good for them. 202
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As Justice Douglas had pointed out, it had become an accepted tenet by this time that
even if one person in a thousand in America supported a particular political program, it
would be unconstitutional to restrict that person's speech on that subject because it does
not conform to the average thought. Rembar effectively argued that the same should
apply to sex, and Brennan's crucial 1966 formulation, that "a book cannot be proscribed
unless it is found to be utterly without redeeming social value," 203 embraces the
argument: even if only the tiniest minority of Americans finds a book compelling and
worthwhile, how could anyone claim it is "utterly without redeeming social value"? The
result of this approach to obscenity was to grant virtually unlimited protection to speech
precisely because it is the minority's right to speech that is being protected, even to the
extent that the protected speech contradicts the beliefs of the political majority. "It cannot
be stressed too often," Rembar remarked, "that it was the United States Constitution that
saved these books, and not the will of the people." 204
Rembar himself did not ascribe his defense of obscenity as a minority rights issue
to a personal concern for the minority rights of Jews, but one of the most influential First
Amendment lawyers of the next generation, Martin Garbus, does precisely that. In a
memoir, Traitors and Heroes (1987), Garbus explains his remarkable commitment to
First Amendment law—he served as the Associate Director of the ACLU, and, among
other things, defended Lenny Bruce—in terms of his family background. As Garbus tells
the story, his father had been crippled in a pogrom in Poland as a child and lost many
relatives in the Holocaust. Garbus lived through his boyhood in the Bronx, during World
War II, "terrified both by the people who ran this country and by the specters of Nazism
203
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and anti-Semitism." Precisely because of his resulting sensitivity to the precarious
position of minority groups, he staunchly defends free speech. He explains: "The only
alternative to freedom for any group is power. But minority groups will rarely have the
means sufficient to avoid injustice." Thus, in Garbus's view, free speech protects
minorities from the persecution and hatred that led to the Holocaust. "Does an absolute
commitment to the protection of free speech ensure that there will not be another era of
mass killings?" he asks. "Of course not. But on balance there is a better chance of its not
happening again if the government is not given the power to decide what we can say." 205
Garbus makes explicit what many of his colleagues do not, which is that a consciousness
of minority status that comes with his being an American Jew—of being a part of one of
the "minority groups" without "the means sufficient to avoid injustice"—is one key
reason he defends civil liberties generally and freedom of speech in particular. 206
American Jews have not universally felt themselves to be excluded minorities, of
course. Many of the Jewish critics and scholars who have forthrightly advocated
censorship—such as Irving Kristol and Harry Clor—have done so by implicitly or
explicitly claiming an affinity with the values of the American majority and insisting that
those majoritarian values deserve protection. 207 This attitude is captured well in the
testimony that the American Jewish writer Leon Uris gave at a Los Angeles trial of
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Miller's Tropic of Cancer. "We have codes that we live by," Uris testified. "They were
started in Mount Sinai, and we have traditions of ethics. … I believe we have a right to
defend ourselves against this type of garbage [Miller's book] the same way we would any
other ordinary criminal or any pervert walking the streets of Los Angeles. I think we have
a community duty to defend ourselves against this type of thing." 208 Asserting that
"traditions of ethics" unite all Americans—and claiming that these ethics "started in
Mount Sinai," rather than, say, with the Sermon on the Mount—Uris identifies himself as
part of a majority, as a member of a putative Judeo-Christian "we" with a "community
duty" to uphold its values. 209 An embrace of censorship seems eminently reasonable
coming from a member of the majority, concerned with preserving that group's status and
values. 210 But to the extent that other American Jews have continued to identify as
members of a minority group, or kept alive a sensitivity to minority concerns based on
previous experiences of exclusion, they have had a powerful motivation to defend free
speech, including the use of obscenity, as a means for protecting minority rights. 211
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VI. Tsnius, or Yiddish in America

The various stakes of an engagement with obscenity rarely, if ever, operate in
isolation. Over the course of a long career and in many written statements, Morris Ernst,
for one example, seems to have found meaning in his defense of obscenity in all four of
the ways described above, not to mention the vast sums he earned in his legal practice or
the satisfaction he derived from rejecting and then transforming a facet of the legal
system. Attending to a few other American Jews famous or infamous for their uses and
defenses of obscenity clarifies that a determination of the stakes of a particular figure's
engagement with obscenity as a Jew requires a thoughtful treatment of that individual's
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work and life within its historical contexts. To take perhaps the most celebrated example,
we might ask what drove Lenny Bruce's engagements with obscenity.
The answers differ depending on which Bruce routine we listen to, or which
biography we read, but it seems clear that Bruce's attraction to obscenity was part
speaker's benefit, part a defense of minority rights, part rage—and in his famed quip that
"rabbis and priests both s-h-i-t, but only one f-u-c-k-s … You see, in Jewish culture,
there's no merit badge for not doing that," Bruce invokes obscenity to argue, in
Lewisohnian fashion, that a Jewish approach to sexuality is healthier, more natural, and
less hypocritical than its non-Jewish counterpart. 212 It can be argued that Bruce's
obscenity was meaningful to him, as a Jew, in any number of ways. Similar observations
could be made about figures ranging from Bruce's fellow comedians—Belle Barth and
Sarah Silverman leap immediately to mind—to a translator like Isaac Goldberg, a
bookseller like Frances Steloff, a poet like Allen Ginsberg, a publisher like Ralph
Ginzburg, a librarian like Judith Krug, or porn stars like Ron Jeremy, Annie Sprinkle, and
Joanna Angel. 213 What bears emphasis about Bruce's case is that while he shocked and
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appalled many, he was by no means rejected by the Jewish community. On the contrary,
like many modernist authors he benefited from a petition signed by more than a hundred
major cultural figures that affirmed not only his right to produce his art, but also, if less
directly, his individual importance as an artist. What other stand-up comedian could boast
that his work was formally endorsed by a coalition of American Jewish cultural arbiters
as impressive and varied as Bruce's, which included among others Theodor Reik, Bob
Dylan, Saul Bellow, Joseph Heller, Lillian Helman, Norman Mailer, Arthur Miller, Susan
Sontag, Jules Feiffer, Nat Hentoff, Alfred Kazin, Philip Rahv, Harvey Swados, Lionel
Trilling, Richard Gilman, Robert Gottlieb, Irving Howe, William Phillips, Norman
Podhoretz, and Barney Rosset? 214
That the American Jewish community supported Bruce seems to have been highly
meaningful to him. In a performance on "The Steve Allen Show," on May 10, 1959, he
intimated as much with his opening joke. Bruce first quoted two unsympathetic critics,
holding up newspapers and reading aloud from their reviews of his last television
appearance. "The bad taste award should be given to Lenny Bruce, who outshuddered
every other comedian on television this year," one wrote. "But then," Bruce continued,
getting to his punchline, "finally, a newspaper with some integrity came forth."
Brandishing a copy of the Forverts, America's best-known Yiddish newspaper (see figure
2.2), he pretended to quote from it (in English): "Last night, a star was born." The
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audience roared. 215 His implication was, of course, that in Jewish circles, his art met no
resistance—an exaggeration, certainly, but not one without a hint of truth to it.

Figure 2.2. Lenny Bruce using the Forverts as a prop on "The Steve Allen Show."

Picking up on one implication of Bruce's joke, I would like to conclude by
circling back to the topics of hierarchy, censorship, and modesty. The extraordinary
latitudinarianism of American Jewish culture did not, as mentioned above, in and of itself
impel any American Jews to engage with obscenity, nor did being Jewish exempt
American Jews from the penalties that American law imposed on the authors and
publishers of obscenity. What American Jewish latitudinarianism provided was, first, the
security that one's engagements with obscenity would not result in complete alienation
from Jewish communities or culture. Second, American Yiddish culture, for those who
had linguistic access to it, offered reassurance that representational and moral standards
215
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could be maintained in a literary marketplace without state censorship—or, in short, that
a model of modesty, rather than censorship, could work. For if it was not exactly true, as
Bruce's joke suggested, that Yiddish readers unanimously applauded his naughty bits, it
was true that whether his Yiddish-speaking audiences found his work funny or
reprehensible, they had power to express those responses only through their roles as
audience members or cultural professionals, and not through the American courts.
In stark contrast to Russia, where the Tsarist regime and the Soviets censored
Yiddish literature intensely and sometimes brutally, 216 American authorities rarely, if
ever, censored Yiddish publications. I have discovered only two examples of American
Yiddish texts being formally suppressed, both at the high point of the American political
censorship, during and after WWI. Ben-Zion Liber's Dos geshlekhts lebn [The Sexual
Life], mentioned above, was suppressed by the U.S. Postal Service in 1917. Liber claimed
that the text was censored not for its sexual content but because of its socialist politics,
but it seems equally likely that a non-Yiddish-speaking post office employee had flipped
to the back of the book and blanched at the anatomical diagrams that Liber included. In
any case, after Liber protested the suppression with an article in the New Republic, the
Postal Service relented, imposing a few silly emendations on the text and allowing the
book to be mailed. 217 The other case, Abrams v. U.S. (1919), also mentioned above,
concerned anarchist pamphlets published in both Yiddish and English, but it is unclear
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whether the texts would have attracted attention and been vulnerable to prosecution if
they had been distributed in Yiddish only. 218 (The same could be said about the role of
taboo Yiddish words in Bruce's arrests.) 219 I have not discovered a single case in which
the suppression of Yiddish belles lettres was upheld by a U.S. court. Contrary to the
facile suggestion of the editors of The Norton Anthology of Jewish American Literature,
though, that "the First Amendment assured the [Yiddish] press freedom from
censorship," 220 it should be clear that the freedom of expression enjoyed by Yiddish
writers and publishers in America beginning in the 19th century was hardly the American
norm, nor had it anything to do with the First Amendment, which did little to protect
politically and sexually radical publications in English at that time.
Reflecting the differential standards for the two languages, Yiddish texts were
occasionally bowdlerized upon translation into English, or they attracted the censors
when they were not carefully revised. Aviva Taubenfeld has shown that Abraham Cahan
included taboo English words in the Yiddish version of his first novel, Yankl der Yankee
(serialized from October 18, 1895 to January 31, 1896) that do not appear in the English
218
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version, Yekl (1896). Cahan replaced the words "hell" and "damn" (which he rendered
phonetically as English words in the Yiddish text) with dashes in the English version. 221
This move demonstrates Cahan's canniness; he knew what to expect from the two
different linguistic markets. Others were not as careful. In 1920, the NYSSV requested
that Lowell Brentano stop distributing copies of a book of translations of David Pinski's
short stories, Temptations, which Brentano had published the previous year, citing "the
alleged immorality" of the first three stories. 222 Brentano apparently complied with the
request rather than engage in a costly legal defense. 223 More famously, Sholem Asch's
play Got fun nekome occasioned no legal attacks or suppression in its Yiddish iterations
in 1907 or 1908, but when it was translated into English as God of Vengeance and
performed on Broadway in 1923, the producer and actors were arrested for immorality. 224
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What in a Yiddish text passed unnoticed by vice societies and postal censors, and
unenforced by police and the courts, in other words, regularly stirred up considerable
trouble when translated into English. Why the double standard? The simplest explanation
is not, of course, that the government had any special respect for Yiddish freedom of
expression in contrast to its censorious approach to English. More simply, the
government and vice societies did not care to hire Yiddish-speaking censors. 225
Aside from complicating the life of translators and publishers somewhat, the
differential standard of obscenity for Yiddish literary production in America did not lead
to dire consequences. There was no resulting boom in Yiddish literary pornography.
There may have been plenty of shund—trashy Yiddish melodrama—on American stages
and pages, but this genre did not generally compete with Lady Chatterley's Lover or
Ulysses in representing sex explicitly or using taboo words, and, more to the point, shund,
like all literature, operates under constraints imposed by markets and publishers. 226 The
important difference from the English-language situation was that in American Yiddish,
such limits and restraints were imposed not by the government or the postal service, but
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by the authors, editors, publishers, reviewers, booksellers, and audience members—the
direct participants in the "communications circuit" that constitutes literary production. 227
The Yiddish language sphere roiled with debates about what constituted acceptable
literature, but such debates did not reach the courts.
Perhaps the most dramatic marker of the difference between Yiddish and English
literary disputes is Sholem Aleichem's Shomers mishpet [The Judgement of Shomer]
(1888), a classic work of Yiddish literary critique presented in the form of a trial
transcript. Sholem Aleichem attacks the most popular Yiddish novelist of the late 19th
century, Shomer (Nahum-Meir Shaykevitsh), arguing through the voice of a prosecuting
attorney that Shomer "is not truly a Yiddish writer" and that his work does not deserve to
be read. Sholem Aleichem's selection of a literary trial as the form for his critique is
suggestive: especially as "nibul peh" ["obscenity"] is one of the features of Shomer's
prose that Sholem Aleichem repeatedly castigates, it seems likely that he drew inspiration
from the notorious trials of Baudelaire's Les fleurs du mal, Flaubert's Madame Bovary,
and other belles lettres in mid-19th-century France. 228 Unlike those cases, of course, and
the literary trials held in America in the 20th century, Shomers mishpet is only a
metaphor. Influential as the work may have been, unlike Comstock and Sumner, Sholem
Aleichem had no authority to arrest booksellers or confiscate books. All he could do was
attempt to persuade his readers—including the editors and booksellers that enabled
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Shomer's success—that his judgment should be theirs. Shomer was free not only to
respond, but also to continue publishing his work to the extent the market supported it.
"You empty critics can say what you want," he wrote in response to Sholem Aleichem,
"scream in the streets that my novels are foolish, pass verdicts against me as much as
your hearts desire … [but] I will continue to write fairy tales for my readers which, thank
God, are helpful to thousands of people." 229
Similar controversies weren't unusual in American Yiddish. One contretemps, in
1908-1909, focused on the Russian novel Sanin and its translation to Yiddish by Leon
Kobrin and serialization in the Varheyt, one of New York's daily Yiddish newspapers. 230
Another, in the early 1920s, concerned "grobe verter un sheyne literatur" ["vulgar speech
and belles-lettres"] in the poetry of Moshe-Leyb Halpern. 231 Even more controversially,
in the 1930s Sholem Asch began to write a trilogy of Yiddish novels dealing
sympathetically with the lives of Jesus, Mary, and Paul. Many Yiddish readers were
appalled. Abraham Cahan, who had regularly published Asch's work in the Forverts,
refused to publish anything by the author. Mock trials were held and Asch was judged
guilty. Yet thanks to the latitudinarianism of the Yiddish literary market and its frank
competitiveness, Asch soon found a new venue and saw his work in print despite the
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vigorous opposition to him. 232 If not quite rising to the level of the Asch debacle, such
controversies occurred so commonly that they could devolve into absurdity; one
newspaper critic pointed out in 1964 that while under one pseudonym, the writer known
in English as Isaac Bashevis Singer railed against the dirtiness of modern literature, under
another he produced precisely the sort of fiction to which he had objected. 233 Such
literary disputes and controversies were not unique to American Yiddish, of course, but
in American Yiddish the means of suppression internal to the literary system, including
vehement critiques, boycotts, and refusals to publish, were the only forms of literary
suppression available. The police, the post office, the courts, and the customs department
were not, in the cases of Yiddish writing, willing or able to lend a hand.
Attention to this characteristic of the American Yiddish literary market helps to
resolve an odd contradiction in the remarks of two knowledgeable Yiddish critics. One,
Isaac Goldberg, a Harvard PhD in modern languages who energetically promoted
American Yiddish literature in the 1910s and 1920s, observed in 1918 that "the theme of
sex … is treated by Yiddish writers with far greater freedom than would be permitted to
their American confrères. … The Yiddish public will listen to and read, without hiding it,
much of what the American public would affect not to care for, only to read it
surreptitiously." 234 A few years later, Goldberg waxed enthusiastic about "Yiddish sex in
art," noting the vigorous eroticism of American Yiddish writers: "It may flow deep and
strong, as in Pinski; it may seethe and burst all bonds of social restraint, as in Ash; it may
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turn harsh and brutal, as in Kobrin; it may frisk about and tease, as in Hirschbein; it may
blossom as an exotic, as in Opatoshu; but always it is there." 235 Yiddish literature,
according to Goldberg, dealt resonantly and directly with sex. Yet a half-century later, the
poet and critic Yankev Glatshteyn (Jacob Glatstein) asserted that Yiddish had become
"one of the most modest [tsniusdikste] languages in world literature." 236 How could
Glatshteyn, a leading authority on Yiddish literature, have made such a claim?
On the simplest level, the answer is that Glatshteyn's vision of Yiddish literature,
like Sholem Aleichem's before him, was a polemical one. Sholem Aleichem had declared
that Shomer simply didn't count as Yiddish literature, while Glatshteyn implies the same
thing about his rivals, in not so many words. He declares that "Yiddish possesses many
'healthy' vulgar expressions, with sexual insinuations" ["grobe oysdrukn, mit
geshlekhtlekher ontsuherenish"] but claims that the language "bears simply no coarse
expressions—certainly not in the literature—and no writer ventures to break this bridle,
except those who are sure that they write in the first place for the translation market." 237
Any reader familiar with American Yiddish literature should recognize that Glatshteyn's
reference to the "translation market" constitutes a dig at Asch and especially Bashevis
Singer, who was by the time of Glatshteyn's essay famous worldwide because of the
English translations of his work. The truth was emphatically not that Yiddish literature
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"bears simply no coarse expressions"—Bashevis's Der sotn in goray (1935) bears
plenty 238—but that Yiddish literature as Glatshteyn construes it refuses to do so.
In Glatshteyn's attempt to reshape the boundaries of his literary tradition, he
demonstrates that tradition's reliance on tsnius (modesty). As discussed above, since
American Jewish authorities have not regularly been able to impose their beliefs on other
Jews through coercion or legislation, they have relied on discourses of modesty to shift
the burden of choosing proper conduct and speech onto the individual and onto
publishers and literary professionals. Glatshteyn's essay tacitly acknowledges that he
cannot suppress or prohibit Bashevis's work except by convincing his readers to agree
with his judgments about Yiddish literature and what they should read.
What the publishers, editors, lawyers, judges, sexologists, and writers whose
stories have been told in this chapter accomplished was to bring English-language
American culture much closer to this American Yiddish situation—though the vast
majority of them remained ignorant that Yiddish American culture anticipated them and
few would have thought of themselves as promoting modesty. By repealing or
undermining the enforcement of laws that allowed the post office, custom agents, and
vice societies to determine which texts can or cannot circulate, the American Jews who
produced and defended obscenity did not argue that four-letter words or graphic
representations of sexuality should be ubiquitous in our culture. In a sense, they placed
the burden of modesty on individual Americans. To the extent that they have been
successful, it is now the role of readers, publishers, and critics to decide what is and is not
fit for reading. Inevitably some readers disagree with others, and some publishers ascribe
tremendous value to material that others reject as worthless or harmful, but under the
238
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Brennan doctrine, at least, all are free to abide by the standards of their personal modesty.
Isaac Goldberg phrased this well, in one of his many essays on censorship and obscenity:

The Censor … may not always be wrong in wishing to do away with the
object of his disapproval. The wrong lies in his method. He is a King who can do
no wrong. His wish must be law. There is no argument; no discussion. There is
only obedience.
This is obviously preposterous.
Let him believe what he pleases to believe; let him work in the interests of
that belief. But why seek, by law and other compulsion, to tie his opponent hand
and foot? Why deny to ideas different from his own the right to death—or life—in
the open field? 239
This was not, for Goldberg, a sneaky way of foisting perversion on America. He
tended to prudery in his personal affairs, especially when it came to speaking or writing
taboo words. 240 But "what we ourselves do not like, we can abstain from, without visiting
our fears or our dislikes upon others," he wrote. 241 Latitudinarianism and freedom of
expression, as Goldberg understood, does not mean accepting the equal validity of all
positions and beliefs: it means taking the power of taste and decision-making out of the
hands of politicians and officials. In this narrow sense, Irving Howe is correct in his
observation that "over the centuries the Jews had developed a cultural style encouraging
prudishness and self-censorship: there were things everyone knew, had no choice but to
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know, yet only rarely was it deemed proper to speak or write about them." 242 Howe's
passive voice obscures a crucial element of his observation. The people who deemed it
proper or improper to "speak or write about" particularly sensitive "things" in Jewish
culture were, most often, individual Jews—and they did so on the basis of their instincts
and principles about propriety, informed by Jewish tradition as well as a wide number of
factors in their environments and historical contingencies.
In the 1960s, thanks to the interventions discussed in this chapter, the Englishlanguage literary sphere in America became more like the Yiddish-language literary
sphere that thrived in America for decades. That is, it became a communications circuit in
which people continued to disagree about what should be published and discussed, about
how best to represent sexuality, and about which words and images should be displayed
in public; in which some people were motivated to cross boundaries of propriety and to
transgress conventional morality because of their preferences, beliefs, values, and desires;
but in which centralized authorities of state and church very rarely intervened directly in
publishing and literary production with any formal, institutional power.

VII. Lew Rosen, Obscenity, and Jewishness

What, then, of Lew Rosen, the publisher sentenced to 13 months at hard labor for
mailing a copy of Broadway with pictures of naked women covered over with lamp
black—why did he do it? What were the stakes, for him, in that engagement with
obscenity? Was he desperate for money that month? Did he find it funny to undermine
242
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Comstock and his associates? Was he committed to pornography as an aid to sexual
health? Were the pictures representative of trends in the theater that he thought valid as
art? As it happens, the historical record does not offer enough information to answer
these questions with any clarity. It is clear that by the time Rosen's sentence was upheld
by the Supreme Court, he had left the country and moved to London, England. From
there, he contributed a breezy weekly column of literary and cultural gossip and chat to
the Washington Post at least until January of 1902. I have not been able to discover what
happened to him after that, except for one indication he died in 1909. 243
Does it matter, then, that Lew Rosen was Jewish? Was his commitment to
fighting his conviction for obscenity all the way up to the U.S. Supreme Court somehow
related to his ethnic or religious identity? The answer, in this case, is that we do not
know. We can only speculate, because there is no inevitable link between his, or anyone
else's, Jewishness and the use of obscenity, and in Rosen's case not enough historical
evidence is available from which to make a persuasive argument (at least not yet; perhaps
another researcher will turn up sources that I have missed). The brief studies of various
American Jews' involvements with obscenity in this chapter dramatize a number of the
major ways in which obscenity contained meaning and value for various American Jews,
as Jews, but these motivations cannot be ascribed, without further consideration, to any
individual American Jew and certainly not to American Jews as a demographic group or
cultural collective. The chapters that follow focus more intently on literature, closely
examining selected engagements of obscenity by American Jewish writers to reveal, in
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more detail than I have been able to do here, what was at stake for them, and for
American literature as a field of cultural production, in these controversial engagements.
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CHAPTER 3.
Unclean Lips: Taboo Words, Call It Sleep, and the Beginning of the 1960s

"Roth was Jewish. You should think about that."
— Lenny Bruce 1

I. The Moment of Call It Sleep

On September 14th, 1933, Henry Roth completed a draft of the manuscript that
would become Call It Sleep (1935). "The novel is finished," he wrote in his journal,
marking the event. 2 Three months later, on December 6th, Federal Judge John Woolsey
announced his verdict on a case that would have interested Roth, U.S. v. One Book Called
'Ulysses'. Woolsey's hotly anticipated decision would "determine whether James Joyce's
famous novel was 'immoral and licentious,'" as The New York Times put it. 3 Roth had
read Ulysses back in 1925, having borrowed the copy of Sylvia Beach's edition that his
friend and future patron, the NYU English professor Eda Lou Walton, had purchased in
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Paris and smuggled through U.S. customs. Joyce's novel fascinated Roth, 4 and he and
Walton and their literary friends would have known exactly what was at stake in the
Ulysses trial, which received plenty of coverage in the news: would an internationally
acknowledged literary masterpiece, a darling of the critics written by an artist of the first
rank, continue to be suppressed by the U.S. government because it included a few graphic
descriptions of sex and a smattering of taboo (so-called "four-letter") words? 5
We know, now, how Woolsey ruled. But consider Roth's perspective in the
summer of 1933, when he was 27 years old. He may have laughed at the boorishness and
philistinism of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice and its prudish director,
John Sumner, but he could not have been certain that Ulysses would finally, after a
decade, be freed by the courts. As far as Roth and his friends knew, it was possible—if
somewhat unlikely, given Woolsey's liberal reputation—that Ulysses would be declared
obscene once again, meaning not only that no reputable American publisher would print
it and no American bookstore would display it, but also that Joyce's work could still not
be copyrighted and protected from literary pirates. Roth, it should be remembered, had
published virtually nothing at this point in his life. He had no book contract for the novel
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that he had dedicated nearly four years, most of his adult life, to writing. Imagine, then,
the courage, or brazenness, or foolhardiness—depending on one's perspective—required
for Roth to include, in his manuscript, graphic representations of sex and four-letter
words as objectionable as the ones that had turned Joyce's novel into contraband. If Joyce
couldn't get away with obscenity, what made Roth dream that the authorities would allow
the words "shit," "fuck," and "cunt" to stand in the first novel of an unknown like him?
This chapter analyzes Roth's deployment of obscenity, and particularly of taboo
words, and situates that analysis in Call It Sleep's two crucial historical contexts: at the
moment of its composition in the early 1930s, the peak of European modernism's
hegemony in American letters, and at the moment of the book's most significant
reception, in the early 1960s, just as a group of banned modernist texts reemerged as
American bestsellers in a series of interactions between literary culture and law. The
trajectory of Roth's career has been frequently rehearsed by his critics—so regularly, in
fact, that its details have been stylized to the point of distortion even by the most
thoughtful scholars of his work. 6 With the benefit of Steven Kellman's assiduous
biography, Redemption (2006), and Roth's autobiographical saga Mercy of a Rude Stream
(1994-98), the time is ripe for a thoroughgoing examination of Roth's first novel within
its multiple contexts. Close analysis of Roth's taboo words not only facilitates this
6
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revision of a crucial, exemplary case in the dynamics of sexual suppression and
expression in American literary history, but it also dramatically encapsulates elements of
the relationship between Jews and obscenity in American literature.
Roth demonstrates how the marginalization of Jews by the larger culture
inclined—or, we might say, lured—some Jews to the artistic and cultural avant garde.
Roth's life and novel reveal that the Jewish difference that drove this attraction was not
simply one of class or religion. Class and religion mattered, but the crucial Jewish
difference for Roth was sexual deviance. And so the modernism to which he tied his fate
was what we might refer to as obscene modernism: the literary movement that brought
writers including James Joyce, Theodore Dreiser, and Henry Miller into conflict with
anti-vice crusaders. A close reading of Roth's engagement of "dirty words" in his text
clarifies the novel's relation to modernism, and also facilitates a discussion of the place of
Jews and Jewishness in the epochal transformation of American literature in the early
1960s. It likewise elucidates some of the cruelest machinations of the literary circuit,
which can send one litterateur to prison and enshrine another as a classic. Situating
Roth's novel in relation to the obscenity debates of the 1930s and 1960s also enriches our
understanding of why this powerful novel remained obscure for several decades.

II. When Did the 1960s Begin?: The Cases of Sam Roth and Henry Miller

American literature of the 1960s began in the 1920s and 1930s—and not only
metaphorically or ideologically. Aside from any common features of atmosphere or
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temper that can be ascribed in retrospect to these two periods, from a mundane
perspective the most influential novels of the early 1960s had been written thirty years
earlier. 7 D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover and Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer,
in particular, sold millions of copies in the early 1960s and, as literary historians have
acknowledged, marked the beginning of a new era in American literature. 8 Reading
Roth's Call It Sleep after 1964, as most critics and readers have done, has made it too
easy to forget the courage, bordering on foolhardiness, of Roth's engagement with literary
obscenity. Before turning to a close reading of this engagement in Call It Sleep, the
following two sections of this chapter locate that novel in its two historical moments to
establish the stakes of Roth's project. To understand how the literary radicalism of the
1920s and early 1930s was inextricable from the treatment of Jewishness and obscenity,
and how these elements inaugurated the literary scene of the early 1960s, I will sketch the
careers of two literary figures, Samuel Roth and Henry Miller, not often associated with
Henry Roth, although each of them shares one of his names, and, more substantially, both
of their careers mirror his, either in its success or failure.
Samuel Roth might be the most fascinating forgotten figure of 20th century
American letters; he is certainly one of the strangest. Like Henry Roth, he was born in a

7
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small town in the Austro-Hungarian empire. Ten years older than Henry, he arrived in
New York four years before him, in 1903. According to one of the few detailed
biographical sources on Sam Roth's life, he lived for literature as a young man, and spent
two years reading all day at the public library and sleeping on the street at night.9 Roth
may or may not have sold a few of his stories, written under pseudonyms, to H. L.
Mencken's Smart Set in 1914, 10 and that same year, Roth edited his first anthology, New
Songs of Zion, which reprinted poetry from magazines including The Maccabean, The
Jewish Chronicle, and the Young Judean. The collection included verses by Israel
Zangwill and Emma Lazarus, as well as translations of Morris Rosenfeld, Shimon Frug,
and Chaim Nachman Bialik (Roth claims to have translated Bialik's classic "The City of
Slaughter" himself, not realizing that Helena Frank had already done so). Roth aimed to
show, as he remarked in an editor's note, "that here in America, Zionism is a living
movement the substance of which is of the very purest rock of human emotion." 11
Roth earned a fellowship to Columbia University, but soon dropped out to found a
poetry bookshop in Greenwich Village, through which he befriended many emerging and
established writers, including the Yiddish poet and translator Yehoash. Roth's first
collection of his own verse, First Offering: A Book of Sonnets and Lyrics, appeared in
1917. He reached a higher level of visibility and respectability when the ambitious house
of Boni and Liveright published his next collection, Europe: A Book for America (1919),
which was reviewed sympathetically alongside Waldo Frank's Our America (1919) in the
9
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important American Jewish monthly, Menorah Journal. 12 Not all Roth's readers were
impressed—Louis Untermeyer, in The Dial, wrote that his "chief impression" was "that
of an honest, unflinching, and almost inspired triteness" 13—but as his poems and essays
appeared in Harper's Weekly, The Nation, and Poetry, Roth seemed poised for a role,
whether major or minor, in the embrace of literary modernism by American Jews in the
1920s, as a colleague of Waldo Frank, Ludwig Lewisohn, and Anzia Yezierska. 14
Something soon went drastically wrong for Roth, though, and in the few
biographical sketches of his career, this early phase, when he was a promising Zionist
poet, has been entirely overshadowed by the bizarre and unfortunate paths he trod in the
following decades. 15 In the mid-1920s, Roth founded a literary journal, Two Worlds, in
which he included excerpts of James Joyce's "Work in Progress," which would become
Finnegans Wake; later Roth printed expurgated chapters of Ulysses. While Roth claimed
that he had received permission from Joyce, through Ezra Pound, to print the first of
these excerpts (and while Roth's daughter has letters that retroactively support this claim),
the literary establishment collectively condemned him. 16 In 1927, Ludwig Lewisohn and
Archibald MacLeish drafted a protest on Joyce's behalf, and a remarkable international
12
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coalition of 167 writers, critics, and philosophers signed on to it. At the same time, Roth's
local landsmen formed a group, "The Clean Books Committee of the Federation of
Hungarian Jews in America," to accuse him of obscenity, condemning his publication of
Joyce's Ulysses in particular. 17 The criticism rang out loud and clear, as if the collective
discomfort that many modernist writers had been feeling about the rise of Jewish
publishers in New York—and the discomfort that some American Jewish literary types
and businessmen felt about themselves as parvenus—were projected onto "The King of
the Jews," as the headline of a vituperative attack by Waverly Root in transition baptized
Roth. 18 In a letter to Joyce, the British poet Richard Aldington expressed his hope that the
protest would succeed in "the confounding and suppression of Mr. Roth," but
acknowledged that "the skin of the commercial person is hard, and he does not mind
scorn if he can collect money." Aldington's language emphasizes how Roth was
transformed from a minor poet into a "commercial person," a dehumanized caricature of
a stereotypical Jewish publisher who bankrolled modern literary production to attain
prestige, but who, like Shylock, lusted for money first and foremost. 19
Sumner and the NYSSV were astute enough to realize that once a minor,
immigrant publisher had been disavowed by the literary establishment, he was fair game
for harassment and arrest as a pornographer and scurrilous degrader of American culture.
By 1928, Roth's offices were being raided on a regular basis by agents of the NYSSV.
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Probation followed, then further arrests. After a raid on October 29, 1929, in which
Sumner discovered copies of banned books including Lady Chatterley's Lover and
Ulysses, Roth served four months in prison at Welfare Island; that stint was followed by
two months at Moyamensing Prison in Pennsylvania, as punishment for Roth's having
sold a single copy of Ulysses to a resident of Philadelphia. If anything, Roth's sojourn in
prison only increased his commitment to, and involvement in, the literary black market.
By the early 1930s, while Henry Roth was scrawling a novel at Eda Lou Walton's
apartment, Sam Roth was off and running as a full-fledged publisher of banned books,
erotica, and sensational political satires. He blamed Jews, and only Jews, for his
misfortunes, and expressed bitterness and ire against them in passionately anti-Semitic
screeds, 20 but he continued in the business for decades, enduring bankruptcies and long
jail terms and characteristically echoing a resonant phrase from Pirke Avot to explain his
commitment to the publication of obscenity: "There must, under the circumstances, be
someone courageous enough to publish such things. If not I, who?" 21
I present this sketch of Samuel Roth's early career to emphasize the ways in
which it parallels, and diverges from, Henry Roth's: while the two men shared the
immigrant experience and an abiding commitment to Joycean modernism, they
manifested their admiration for Joyce and Ulysses in very different ways, and with
drastically different results. The case of Sam Roth shows that the transgression of legal
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and social standards for obscene literature was hardly a lark for an impoverished
immigrant without savings and a social network to fall back on. But an engagement with
obscenity in those years was not inevitably doomed to failure, either, a point illustrated
well by the contrasting story of Henry Miller's career. And though Miller was not himself
Jewish, his works present Jewishness, art, and obscenity as intersecting categories.
Henry Miller's biography has been frequently recounted, so I will only rehearse
the few facts and passages from Tropic of Cancer that are most illuminating for insight
into Roth's achievement in Call It Sleep. 22 First, it is worth pointing out that Henry
Miller's Cancer, the widely acknowledged apotheosis of obscenity in modernism, was
composed during precisely the same years as Roth's Call It Sleep. Miller recognized that
his use of taboo language rendered his book unpublishable in the U.S.: "America will call
me the lowest of the low when they see Cancer," he wrote, after having arranged for the
book's publication in Paris. 23 Miller's self-consciousness provides another strong
indicator of just how brave or foolhardy Henry Roth's project was, given that he, unlike
Miller and Joyce, had no connection to the publishers, in Paris or elsewhere who operated
outside the legal control of the American and British law of obscenity.
Moreover, as a few critics have noted, Miller's Cancer reflects its author's
complex relationships to Jewishness and to Jews—an intense fascination both positively
and negatively charged, a simultaneous identification and repulsion—and the
inextricability of this "semitic discourse" or "allosemitism" from his embrace of literary
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obscenity. 24 One hardly needs to speculate, or to troll deeply in Miller's prose, to discover
his engagements with Jewishness. At the very outset of Cancer, Miller describes the
social milieu in which he lived and worked during the writing of that book: "Almost all
Montparnasse is Jewish, or half-Jewish, which is worse," he asserts, and then lists
fourteen of his Jewish friends by their (pseudonymous) names, and continues, "The Jews
then are snowing me under. I am writing this for my friend Carl whose father is a Jew.
All this is important to understand." 25 Among other possible reasons, the prevalence of
Jews in Miller's social circle on Paris's Left Bank is "important to understand" because,
like the books written by several other modernists, Miller's transgressive work would
likely not have been published at all without the intercession of Jews. In fact, Miller
depended on the friends he lists for favors and patronage. As he recounts in Cancer,
while composing the book, he even earned cash ghostwriting articles that were apparently
translated and published in the Yiddish press:

a retired fur merchant who had an itch to see his name in the papers … proposed
that I write a series of articles under his name for a Jewish daily in New York. I
had to scout around the Dome and Coupole searching for prominent Jews. …
When I saw my articles in the newspaper I couldn't read them; but they looked
impressive, just the same, especially with the pseudonym of the fur merchant
attached. (187)
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"Impressive," indeed, to publish in a language that Miller neither spoke nor read! Like his
lifelong fascination with Yiddish, this brief anecdote from the pages of Cancer indicates
Miller's intimacy with Jewish intellectuals and writers and their work. 26
Cancer itself, like many other modernist works, was published by a Jewish
entrepreneur and literary enthusiast eager to transgress the bounds of conventional
American and British literary propriety. The publisher in this case was Jack Kahane, who
like Sam Roth aspired to authorship before turning his energy to the publication, in Paris,
of books that had been banned in the U.S. and England as obscene. Kahane had been
raised by Romanian Jewish immigrants in Manchester, England, and the list he built at
his Obelisk Press in Paris eventually included Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness
(1928)—which Knopf had cancelled in the U.S. after pressure from the NYSSV—and a
slim volume of Joyce's verse, Pomes Penyeach; his son, Maurice Girodias, would
continue the family business after WWII , publishing the first editions of Vladimir
Nabokov's Lolita (1955) and Terry Southern and Mason Hoffenburg's Candy (1958),
among other celebrated works, through his Olympia Press. 27 When he encountered
Miller's Cancer in the early 1930s, Kahane realized he had found exactly the book he had
been waiting for: "At last!," he wrote, "I had read the most terrible, the most sordid, the
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most magnificent manuscript that had ever fallen into my hands." 28 Kahane's situation
differed from those of his American counterparts, as interwar French law did not prohibit
the publication of obscene texts as long as they were not written in French. Kahane could
sell obscene English books without incurring the wrath of the authorities. 29
Like many other modernists who depended on Jewish publishers, Miller had a
highly ambivalent attitude toward Jewishness: he remarked in a letter to a non-Jewish
friend that he hoped Cancer would be pirated in America by one of his friends, and not
by "some crummy Jew," and complained that American publishing was run by "a bunch
of kikes." Miller's antipathy was fueled, at least in part, by his tempestuous relationship
with his Jewish wife, June, to whom Miller often referred as "the Jewish cunt." 30 As
Kingsley Widmer phrases it in his study of Miller's oeuvre, "Miller's fascination with
Jewishness contains, like the Jewish heritage, odd mixtures of love and hatred." 31 Indeed,
in Cancer, Miller figures himself as a symbolic Jew driven to create art by Jewish
impulses—and, crucially, he characterizes his own obscene speech as Jewish speech.
Miller construes his artistic project in Cancer as the creation of high art by
crossing all boundaries of propriety, and he envisions this risky art as itself Jewish in
character. "There is only one thing which interests me vitally now, and that is the
recording of all that which is omitted in books" (11), he writes, and later he proposes that
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"art consists in going the full length" (76). These statements, and many others, suggest
the degree to which Miller's project aims to undermine the literary censorship and selfcensorship that was prevalent in England and America during the 1920s. In another
powerful and less frequently quoted passage, also near the beginning of Cancer, Miller
ascribes the courage to fight against anti-intellectualism and censorship, which is his own
most prized attribute as a writer, as a trait particularly characteristic of Jews:

There are people who cannot resist the desire to get into a cage with wild beasts
and be mangled. They go in even without revolver or whip. Fear makes them
fearless… . For the Jew the world is a cage filled with wild beasts. The door is
locked and he is there without whip or revolver. His courage is so great that he
does not even smell the dung in the corner. The spectators applaud but he does not
hear. The drama, he thinks, is going on inside the cage. The cage, he thinks, is the
world. Standing there alone and helpless, the door locked, he finds that the lions
do not understand his language. Not one lion has ever heard of Spinoza. (9-10)
This passage describes quite precisely the predicament of a Sam Roth or Jack
Kahane, who might trot out Spinoza's Tractatus (e.g., "utter failure will attend any
attempt … to force men to speak only as prescribed by the sovereign") as a defense of his
publications, much to the bewilderment of the harassing prudes at the NYSSV. 32 In a
more general sense, Miller represents the field of artistic production as the cage of a
circus performer, and figures "the Jew" as the paradigmatic artist whose commitment to
his craft overcomes fear and threat. The passage is ambiguous about whether the Jew opts
to fight this battle or is thrust into it: the simple predicational statements, "the world is a
cage" and "the door is locked," suggest that the situation has been imposed upon him by
forces outside his control. A few sentences later, by contrast, Miller intimates that the
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Jew only "thinks" that "the cage … is the world," implying his complicity in the
arrangement, and that the Jew's involvement in this dangerous situation results from his
irresistible "desire." Characteristic of Miller's intense ambivalence about Jews, this
contradiction does not detract from the powerful sense of his identification with them,
even if the passage goes on to suggest that the lions overpower the Jew ("A single blow
of the lion's jaw and his cosmogony is smashed") and then digresses elsewhere. What
remains clear is that Miller associates his own fear and fearlessness with that of Jews.
As Widmer phrases it, "Miller longed to be a Jew, to transcend goyische
America." 33 The clearest indicator of this identification appears at the beginning of
Cancer, where Miller asserts that, of all his Jewish friends, "the loveliest is Tania, and for
her sake I too would become a Jew. Why not? I already speak like a Jew. And I am as
ugly as a Jew. Besides, who hates the Jews more than the Jew?" (3). The final lines, about
ugliness and hatred, correspond with Widmer's argument that as blistering as Miller's
private and published anti-Semitic remarks may seem, they result more from a feeling of
identification with Jews than an insistence on irreconcilable Jewish difference. 34 Most
importantly, for the purposes of this chapter, Miller asserts that he "already speak[s] like
a Jew," demonstrating his basic acceptance of the notion that Jews are willing to speak
more obscenities than non-Jews are. That idea circulated widely throughout the literature
and culture of the turn of the 20th century, as discussed in Chapter 2, and was articulated
in precise terms by the demagogue Telemachus Timayensis, who noted that "the average
33
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Jew is disgustingly bawdy in his talk, and interlards his conversation with filthy
expressions and obscene words." 35 Unlike Timayensis, Miller embraces such Jewish
speech as necessary, important, and profound. He engages with obscene Jewish speech in
the most concrete sense, in fact, employing the Yiddishism "putz" to refer to a penis. This
marked the first time the word appeared with this meaning in an English language text, at
least according to the lexicographers at the Oxford English Dictionary, who list Cancer
as the first historical source for putz meaning "penis," "esp. in Jewish usage." 36
Though there is no evidence that the two men knew each other, the names of Sam
Roth and Henry Miller regularly appear nearby each other in histories of literary
obscenity, in connection with the legal developments of the late 1950s and early 1960s in
which one of them triumphed and the other met ruin. Legal and literary historians have
agreed that the transformative Supreme Court obscenity decisions of the 1960s began, in
a very direct sense, in April 1954, when Sam Roth was indicted for 26 counts of
obscenity. In early 1956, a jury found him guilty on just four of these counts, including
one for reprinting Aubrey Beardsley's "Venus and Tannhäuser," and Roth, then 62, was
sentenced to five years in prison and a $5,000 fine. Roth's appeal to the Second Circuit
Court, later in 1956, "was given short shrift," according to Edward De Grazia, though one
of the appellate court judges, Jerome Frank, did contribute an important concurring
opinion, which called for the Supreme Court to reopen the question of the
constitutionality of the Comstock statute under which Roth had been convicted. It does
not seem a stretch to suggest that Frank's opinion on the Roth case reflects, to some
degree, the influence of the judge's Jewish background in, for example, his defense of
35
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minority rights against the will of the majority. "Some few men stubbornly fight for the
right to write or publish or distribute books which the great majority at the time consider
loathsome," Frank wrote. "If we jail those few, the community may appear to have
suffered nothing. The appearance is deceptive." Frank supported his arguments with
quotations from a Jewish psychiatrist—and he is known for introducing psychoanalytic
thought into American legal discourse—and also, uncannily echoing Miller's Cancer
itself, from Spinoza. 37
Spurred on by Frank's opinion, the Supreme Court agreed to examine Roth's case
in 1957. Its decision affirmed his conviction and dispatched Roth to jail—incidentally, to
the same penitentiary, in Lewisburg, where Wilhelm Reich was imprisoned—but by
following up on one aspect of Frank's suggestions about the harmful censorship of
literature, the Roth decision opened the door to the extraordinary liberalization of
37
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obscenity law that followed, so much so that a later commentator could refer to it as "the
celebrated Roth opinion of 1957 that had countered the legacy of Comstock in
America." 38 Frank had titled one section of his opinion with the assertion that "the fine
arts are within the First Amendment's protection." While Justice Brennan's majority
decision upheld Roth's conviction and affirmed that obscenity remained outside of First
Amendment protection, he redefined obscenity, arguing that it could not, by definition,
contain "even the slightest redeeming social importance" (because if it did, it would
deserve protection), and, furthermore, that "sex and obscenity are not synonymous." In
the wake of this crucial decision, as De Grazia puts it, to win their cases for publishers
and authors, "liberal lawyers and judges would only have to locate 'ideas having even the
slightest social importance' in the literary works they acted to free." 39
Soon, cases began to be won following this logic, with crucial consequences for
American literature. First, a famed criminal lawyer named Jake Ehrlich and a couple of
ACLU staffers convinced a San Francisco judge that, under Brennan's statements in Roth,
Allen Ginsberg's Howl could not be proscribed as obscene. Then, in Chicago, Judge
Julius Hoffman, who would later become infamous as Abbie Hoffman's antagonist in the
Chicago Seven trial, ruled similarly in a case on the breakaway University of Chicago
student magazine Big Table, which had printed work by William Burroughs and Jack
Kerouac. Then, most famously, Charles Rembar—a lawyer, literary agent, and cousin of
Norman Mailer—constructed a Roth-based defense of Lady Chatterley's Lover, which he
undertook at Barney Rosset's request in 1959.
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As had been the case in the Ulysses decision a quarter-century earlier, when
Bennett Cerf and Morris Ernst teamed up to free Joyce's novel, the freedom to publish
Lady Chatterley in the U.S. was won finally by a Jewish publisher, Rosset, backed by
inherited money, who hired a Jewish lawyer, Rembar. In the Lady Chatterly case, a
starring role would also be played by a Jewish critic, Alfred Kazin, by then well-known
not only as the author of an influential study of modern American literature, On Native
Grounds (1942), but also A Walker in the City (1951), his elegiac homage to his Jewish
boyhood in Brooklyn. When, during Kazin's testimony, Rembar asked him whether there
was any taboo language in Chatterley that he had "not seen in reputable and publicly
accepted novels of the last several decades," Kazin answered, somewhat cryptically, "I
know of a book which has not been banned and in which each one of these words occur."
While it is of course possible Kazin was referring to some other book, it seems likely that
he had in mind Henry Roth's Call It Sleep, which includes every taboo word that appears
in Cancer (including "fuck," "shit," "cunt" and "putz") and which, just a few years earlier,
he had praised enthusiastically in an American Scholar symposium. 40
Rosset and Rembar won their Lady Chatterley case, and in the following years,
Lawrence's book sold over six million copies in its various editions. 41 They moved on,
next, to publishing and defending Miller's Tropic of Cancer, about which Rosset had
written a term paper when he was a freshman at Swarthmore. 42 Rembar, who served as a
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general legal manager for the many local proceedings against Cancer, advised the ACLU
lawyers who took the cases nationwide to employ a defense based on Roth. De Grazia
singles out the Chicago trial of Cancer as "one of the best examples of this sort of
creative application by lawyer and judge of Brennan's dicta in Roth to allegedly obscene
literature," 43 and the trial also serves as a fascinating ratification of Henry Miller's
statement, in Cancer, that "the first people to turn to when you're down and out are the
Jews," and his description of Jews as "sympathetic souls." 44 If Miller had been
surrounded by Jews in late 1920s and early 1930s Montparnasse, so too was his book at
its Chicago trial: Rosset's edition carried a preface by Karl Shapiro, the Pulitzer Prizewinning poet of V-Letter and Other Poems (1945) and Poems of a Jew (1950), and
almost every important player in the book's defense was Jewish: the plaintiff who
initiated the proceedings against the police who had intimidated booksellers into taking
the book off their shelves was Franklyn S. Haiman, a Northwestern University professor
and future leader of the ACLU; 45 the lawyer representing Cancer was Elmer Gertz; 46 the
witnesses included the Joyce scholar Richard Ellmann as well as Rosset himself; and,
finally, the judge who decided in favor of Cancer was Samuel B. Epstein, son of "the
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dean of the Orthodox rabbis of Chicago," and an associate of Rosset's father. 47 Not
consistently liberal in his opinions, Epstein was under considerable political pressure to
declare Miller's work obscene. Yet Epstein, whose son David was a blacklisted
Hollywood screenwriter, wrote in his decision that "recent history has proven the evil of
an attempt at controlling the utterances and thoughts of our population," 48 alluding to the
McCarthyist purges and possibly to the burning of books in Nazi Germany. Epstein's
decision to free the book was reversed in 1964 by the Illinois Supreme Court, and then
reversed by that court again when the Supreme Court rejected a judgment of obscenity
against the novel a few days later, establishing, in effect, that Cancer could not be banned
in the U.S. Miller's book, in which he "speak[s] like a Jew," became legal largely thanks
to the efforts of a group of Jews in publishing and the law, not to mention Sam Roth
himself, and sold more than two million copies in paperback in the early 1960s.
This brief history suggests how high the stakes were for Henry Roth in his use of
obscenity in Call It Sleep. Like Sam Roth and Henry Miller, Henry Roth followed Joyce
in yoking obscenity to modernism, in the hopes of attaining prestige and a place within
literary modernism. Like them, he pursued this goal desperately and took a significant
risk. As I will argue below, the atmosphere of instability around literary obscenity in the
1940s and 1950s—in which Henry Miller could be widely celebrated, while Sam Roth
languished in prison, and in which publishers could not be sure whether an author would
earn them a huge fortune or land them in jail—helps to clarify how a novel as powerful
and critically acclaimed as Call It Sleep remained unavailable for three decades. First,
though, a reading of Roth's autobiographical tetralogy as a prologue to Call It Sleep
47
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reveals how his project in that novel paralleled those of Sam Roth and Henry Miller in its
engagement with literary obscenity and with the techniques of modernism.

III. Henry Roth's 1990s and 1920s: Mercy of a Rude Stream as Prelude

Morris Dickstein, a shrewd critic of both 1960s culture and American Jewish
writing, has recently argued that "instead of straining to situate [Henry Roth's] Mercy [of
a Rude Stream] as an imperfect sequel to Call It Sleep, we need to understand it as a long,
rambling preamble to the earlier novel, showing us how Roth came to be the troubled
man who would write it." 49 Such a reading of Mercy, as an "autobiographical prelude" to
the earlier novel, sheds light on the relationships between Roth's attitudes towards
Jewishness, sexuality, and modernism. Mercy reveals how Roth projected a sense of his
own sexual guilt onto David Schearl's sexual terrors, and, more specifically, onto the
"dirty words" that appear in Call It Sleep, and that he did so in the hopes that the
modernist engagement with obscenity could purify them, and him.
For readers unfamiliar with Mercy and the related revelations about Roth's life
publicized in the late 1990s and described in Kellman's biography, a brief survey of these
books will explain how Roth described and imagined the development of extraordinary
sexual guilt in a young man, an aspiring writer very much modeled on himself. The four
autobiographical novels of Mercy describe the adolescence and early twenties of Ira
Stigman, whose name suggests the character's guilt. (With characteristic wordplay, Roth's
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choice of name for his protagonist, as Wirth-Nesher points out, echoes "stigma" and puns
bilingually on "I-evil": "ra" means evil in Hebrew.) 50 While we should be careful about
facilely reading this late work marketed as a novel as Roth's autobiography, there is every
reason to credit the majority of Ira's perceptions, experiences, and attitudes as Roth's. 51
Mercy tracks Ira's sexual miseducation, picking up in the summer of 1914, when
the boy is eight years old, around the age of David Schearl at the end of Call It Sleep. 52
That summer, a stranger attempts to molest Ira in a public park. Though a couple of
passersby foil the man's first attempt to touch Ira, he goes on to lead "Ira behind a clump
of trees … [and] began a tranced pumping of the swollen thing he had in his hand—
until—his breath became animal audible—he suddenly grabbed Ira's buttock, and began
squirting a pale, glairy substance against the bark of the tree" (1:57). Horrified and
ashamed by his part in this masturbation, Ira does not report it to anyone, internalizing his
disgust: "everything was steeped in something sinister, sinister, diluted by deliverance
[i.e., by the passerby, who saved him from being raped], but ineradicable, an inescapable
smut" (1:58). As Ira grows older, he regards masturbation as a fundamentally repulsive
act, associating it with this traumatic moment from his childhood. A few years later,
when a friend tries "to show Ira how to 'pull off'" on the roof of a building, Ira refuses,
overcome by memories of that "lanky individual in a pork-pie hat and rusty-neat clothes,
50
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of what he wanted to do to Ira, and of what he did afterward against a tree trunk. … How
could anything be good that was as loathsome as that?" (1:64).
Refusing to masturbate, Ira finds himself in a difficult position as he reaches
puberty and his sexual urges develop. He is horrified, one day, to discover he has an
erection while napping next to, and rubbing up against, his mother (1:104). The solution,
he tells himself, would be to find a girl with whom he can satisfy his desire:

Where could he try it out, when a petzel stiffened into a peg? … that was lousy,
sitting down pulling your own peg, like that rusty bum. It had to be somebody to
pry into: living warm, like Mom's thighs, a girl it had to be, like Rosy S, Louie's
daughter, who showed him she was a girl, with a fire-red slit instead of a petzel.
Who liked it, who wanted it the same way he did, who got the same wonderful
feeling between her thighs he almost got with Mom, when she woke up and
laughed. What girls? Where? (1:117)
This passage affirms Dickstein's argument that Mercy be read as prelude, and not sequel,
to Call It Sleep, as it anticipates the diction ("petzel") of that novel and alludes directly to
its Oedipal tensions. As an awkward and self-conscious teen, Ira does not find sexual
partners, and another trauma occurs when a high school Spanish teacher detains Ira after
class and attempts to masturbate him. Trying, unsuccessfully, to arouse the student, the
teacher asks Ira to "make believe" that he is seeing "a nice big ass … Like your mother's
or your sister's" (1:242-43), linking sexual satisfaction and incest. Once again, Ira cannot
bring himself to report this abuse to an adult, internalizing his disgust: he "already felt
guilty," he recalls, and feared "he might betray something even more heinous than Mr.
Lennard's molestation" (1:249). Masturbation repulses him, because of these two early
experiences of abuse, even into the young man's twenties, when he occasionally
masturbates, as Roth's narrator explains: "having seen when he was eight that rusty
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pervert pull off, his scum dripping from the tree, he just fought it [the urge to
masturbate]; he wasn't going to do it. Nearly every time he did, he felt like cutting his
prick off afterward, as if he'd sunk to something worse than he already was…" (3:53-54).
Ira's case offers a brutal, unusually pointed example of the more general Schopenhauerian
experience in which shame naturally follows lust. 53
As an alternative to masturbation, Ira discovers incest. He develops a method of
mutual masturbation with his younger sister that consists of rubbing his penis against her
inner thighs and vagina without penetration. (Roth's narrator describes this, later in
Mercy, as "the way he used to do it before … Sandwiched it, the way it tickled her, the
way that wouldn't let him go in. … " [2:159].) Then, after a minor windfall enables him
to pay a prostitute for sex, and she exposes him to the mechanics of intercourse, Ira has
intercourse first with his younger sister and, later, with his cousin. For Ira, incest
substitutes for masturbation, gratifying his sexual urges without exposing him to any of
the vulnerability of a relationship with a woman. "He just wanted to get in and get out"
(2:317), the narrator remarks, and Ira berates himself, "You were already incapacitated as
far as passing encounters with mature women were concerned. Is that the truth or not? …
you were incapacitated, as I say: frightened, timid, puerile" (2:380). 54 Incest functions as
the teenager's sole sexual release, and it is also a problematic one.
Indeed, the practice soon increases the "shame and self-loathing" (3:15) Ira
developed after being abused. Horrifying to himself, and seemingly immutable, Ira's
53
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sexuality leads him on to self-defeating behaviors. He declines a scholarship to Cornell,
for example, that would have taken him away from the targets of his lust—and, as the
story is told in Mercy, he sits down to write to the university, informing them of his
decision, just a few hours after having sex with his sister: "fresh from this very Sunday
morning's skulking, nasty lechery gratified on Minnie, he would rather stay home,"
matriculate locally, and continue to seek "sordid gratifications" (2:251). Roth conveys
Ira's self-loathing emphatically, characterizing Ira as "perverted, what else but perverted?
He had fucked his sister, and when he no longer could, his kid cousin. … He ravened, he
lusted for the prohibited, the proscribed… Jesus, no question he was ruined…" (3:120).
The narrative conveys Ira's guilt powerfully through simple repetition, representing it as a
crippling and seemingly irreversible stain on his character: "he couldn't dispel it, budge it.
Guilt, guilt, guilt … Guilt, guilt, and more guilt" (3:115).
Crucially, Ira conflates his overwhelming and ineradicable self-loathing with his
sense of what he calls "his inescapable East Side Jewishness" (3:157). 55 At one point, Ira
records his reaction to his bar mitzvah: "he hated being a Jew; he didn't want to be one,
saw no virtue in being one, and realized he was caught, imprisoned in an identity from
which there was no chance of his ever freeing himself. … He loathed the ceremony; he
loathed himself in it. Becoming a Jew, becoming a man, a member of the community was
55
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a sick mockery, became a sick memory." Why? Ira's usual interlocutor, a voice ascribed
to his computer and named Ecclecias, immediately points out the relevance of these
reactions to Ira's feelings of shame and self-loathing about his incest, which are described
in similar terms throughout Mercy; the third volume is titled, for example, From
Bondage. Ira responds, agreeing, alluding to the incest—only obliquely, because it has
not been revealed yet in this volume of Mercy—and affirming the correspondence: "It
was like a resonance, Ecclesias, a reinforcement within the psyche. As you can see: a self
overt, a self covert, a self candid, a self stealthy" (1:161). Whether the incest reinforces
Ira's sense of his Jewishness within his psyche, or vice versa, is not entirely clear.
At another moment, employing a classically stereotypical image of the Jewish
peddler, Roth's narrator describes Ira as feeling "as if he carried a tremendous pack on the
back of his brain: a pack-Jew carrying a skull crammed with ugly articles he couldn't
display" (3:183). Echoing popular turn-of-the-century texts that Roth may have read as a
child, such as H. Rider Haggard's Benita (1906), Ira envisions himself not only as a
lecher, but as a lecher in stereotypically Jewish guise. 56 It follows that Ira conflates his
sexual transgressions with the sins of all Jewry. "Look at the scum these Jews are," he
remarks, "Why should they not be annihilated? How else could he say it? It was in the
old sense, in the Biblical sense, that they suffered—because they had sinned, because he
had sinned. He had been guilty of abomination" (3:116). Ira's guilt devolves onto all
Jews, and the syntax obscures the relationship between them. Does Ira mean that "they
had sinned, because he had sinned"—that Ira's "abomination" has somehow led other
Jews to transgression? Or does the sentence set up a parallel, in which Ira's
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"abomination" represents or symbolizes the sins of all Jews? In either case, Ira's frequent
characterization of his incest as "sin" and "abomination" (e.g.., 2:209) reveal that he
understands it in the context of Leviticus and of his Jewish identity. 57
As inseparable as Ira's sexual guilt is from his self-perception as a Jew, so too can
neither of these be distinguished from his obscene speech. Losing control of himself,
overwhelmed by shame, Ira at one point unleashes a tirade of taboo speech: "Ira had
suddenly let loose a string of goddamns and fucks…," the narrator notes, "a barrage of
profanity and obscenity," which is the "first manifestation of the flaw, first definite,
tangible manifestation of his emerging neurosis," an exposure of "the loathsome pit
within himself" and "the hideous disfigurement under the mask" (2:211-12). 58 Roth
makes clear that this barrage of four-letter words results from Ira's failure at selfsuppression; and, indeed, at this point in the novel, Roth has not yet explicitly revealed
Ira's incest with his sister, hinting at it but hiding it (to the point that the sister does not
appear as a character until the moment the incest is revealed, thirty pages later). When the
narrative does introduce the incest, it also clarifies the link between Ira's "neurosis" and
"a string of goddamns and fucks." The first textual representation of the incestuous
intercourse, in which Ira shows his sister what he learned about penetration from a
prostitute, emphasizes, more than any other element of the experience, the prevalence of
taboo words in this experience, and their power:
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[Ira's sister] said all kinds of dirty words at first; where did she learn them? After
he showed her how different it was, "Fuck me, fuck me good!" He wished she
wouldn't, though he liked it. He wished she wouldn't, because it incited him,
spurred him on too much. He wished she wouldn't, though he grinned about it
afterward: so prust, as they would say in Yiddish, so coarse: "Fuck me, fuck me
good." It made him come before he wanted to, though he knew he ought to come
fast to be safe, but not so fast as her dirty words made him, that and her crying
out, "Ah, ah, oooh wah, ooowah!" Still, it made him feel proud too, and even
prouder when she almost whooped with rapture, "Oooh, you're a good fucker.
Oooh, don't get off yet!" (2:140)
What dirty words she greeted him with: "Fuck me like a hoor. No, no kisses. I
don't want no kisses. Just fuck me good." (2:142)
Repeating the phrase "dirty words"—one of the phrases that his character, David Schearl,
uses to speculate about taboo language and the nature of the prophet Isaiah's sin in Call It
Sleep—Roth links taboo words to incestuous sex. For Ira, "profanity and obscenity" form
both a crucial element of his incest and an uncontrollable "manifestation" of it. In other
words, taboo words function as metonymy for Ira's illicit sexual activities, which explains
why, when he loses control and spews obscenities in front of a friend, he feels he has
exposed "the hideous disfigurement under the mask."
Roth also suggests that Ira's "disfigurement"—his incestuous urges, as represented
by a tendency to obscene speech—accord with his identity as a Jew. Referring to his
sister's obscene speech as "prust," for example, Roth evokes the earthiness of his Jewish
family and community, as in standard Yiddish, unpretentious and unlearned folk like Ira's
family are generally referred to as "proste yidn," "plain Jews." Throughout Mercy, Roth
reinforces the notion that his obscene speech is rooted in his background and childhood.
Ira explains, "my cussin', my profanity … That's the Harlem street where I was dug up"
(3:379). His Uncle Louie asks, "Do you know the first words you learned to speak in
English? … Goddemfuckenbestit" (1:171): significantly, Ira would have learned these
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first English words during his years "on the homogeneous Lower East Side" (2:65), that
"holistic, Jewish" environment (3:20). Although these references might be read as
suggesting that Ira's tendency to speak obscenely results from his exposure to American
culture (life on a "Harlem street," learning "English"), Roth never suggests that Ira's
incestuous sexuality, or the way that he speaks, result from the influence of his exposure
to America. On the contrary, Ira's understanding of his obscene speech reflects the
conventional belief of that period that Jews speak obscenely. If, unlike Miller and
Timayensis, Roth does not go so far as to claim that the "average Jew" speaks obscenely
and practices deviant sexuality, still, as dramatized by the examples cited earlier, Ira
understands himself not as a sexually deviant American, or resident of Harlem, or man—
but specifically as a sexually deviant, vulgar Jew.
Ira's guilt and self-perception matters, as Dickstein points out, because it clarifies
a central and mostly unasked question about Call It Sleep. Why, exactly, is David Schearl
so guilty and fearful about sex? Many critics of that novel note David's extraordinary
hypersensitivity—David "reacts with extreme revulsion" even to "innocent sex play," and
has an "extraordinarily delicate sensibility"; he is "hypersensitive," or "sensitive to a
fault, fearful, dreamy, and easily traumatized," and has "an unshakeable sense of his own
sinfulness" 59—and Mercy helps to explain this feature of the novel. As Dickstein points
out, "the self-loathing that bedeviled the young man in Mercy, especially his feelings of
sexual guilt, carried over into his writing of Call It Sleep, where it was projected back
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onto his precocious childhood." 60 To this important insight, one must add that Mercy also
describes Ira's discovery of literary modernism as a means of purging this sexual guilt—
which is likewise a crucial realization for a reading of obscenity in Call It Sleep.
Ira discovers that there is only one way for him to assuage the "shame and selfloathing" he attaches to his Jewish upbringing, to his poverty, and to his sexual deviance.
That solution parallels closely what Jonathan Freedman describes as "assimilation-byculture," or a pursuit of the "temple of culture." In Mercy, Roth repeatedly calls it a
"gateway to esteem, to prestige" (3:65-66). 61 Indeed, Mercy provides a vivid portrait of a
young Jew's cathexis to high culture, particularly the nascent and yet already authoritative
field of Anglo-American literary modernism, as a mechanism for self-transformation. As
a child, Ira encounters the luxurious interior of a Fifth Avenue mansion, which makes
him yearn to have "taste" and "manners," "to be that way—not Jewish. Not just rich, but
with that special luster, that style." "Where," he asks himself, "was there a world like that
for him?" (1:196-97). Though Ira has been an intensely committed reader throughout his
childhood years, his first glimpse of his own passageway to the temple of culture occurs
when his well-to-do friend Larry, a highly cultured German Jew who, when they first
meet, Ira imagines must be Protestant, reads him selections from Louis Untermeyer's
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anthology of Modern American Verse (1919) on the street in Manhattan. As he listens to
a bit of Vachel Lindsay's "Congo," Ira feels

the familiar, the commonplace, become puzzling. The street opened up toward
him, throbbing, as if he were at the flaring end of a great horn, overwhelmed by
an unexpected confusing crescendo. Buildings seemed to skew about. Wearisome
perspectives shed their gadding and humdrum crusts. What did it mean? It was
something like the way Larry transformed from gentile to Jew; only this went the
other way. (2:200)
In this scene, Ira listens to a cultured Jewish kid reading from a prestigious literary
anthology edited by a respected Jewish poet, and particularly to an aristocratic nonJewish poet's transformation of faux-African sounds into art. Through these
intermediaries, Ira begins to understand the power of modernism to defamiliarize its
objects (as Roth puts it, "the commonplace, become puzzling") and to elevate the prestige
of its practitioners and subject matter. 62 Just as the practice of modernism could
transform the nonsense sounds of Lindsay's poem into art, it promises to transform Ira
"the other way," from an impoverished Jew into a worldly non-Jew. In other words, as he
later muses, through art, "the cosmopolitan world displaced the parochial one" (3:28).
It is because of Ira's deep entrenchment in his incestuous relationships that he
becomes desperate to attain the "gateway of esteem, of prestige"—a "wide corridor
toward something like salvation, toward something that could lead him from bondage"
(3:286). Pascale Casanova sensibly observes that "Roth describes almost in its raw state
the principle of literary 'transmutation,'" and she remarks that "his economic vocabulary
… reveals the actual mechanisms of littérisation, stripped of the usual literary
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euphemisms." 63 Yet Casanova neglects to note that Ira desires to transform not just
"economic and literary poverty" into literary capital, but his very personal sexual shame.
Roth makes this eminently clear in comparing Ira's "need" to embrace modern literature
with the lesser needs of his Jewish friends and classmates.

Why did he need to? On account of what he himself had become, had done to
himself, damage inflicted on himself, that had never scathed Larry. … It came
back to the same thing, some kind of spasmodic, dumb determination he was
going to find a way out of himself, out of what he had gotten himself into, cost
what it might. Larry didn't have to pay that kind of price. He didn't need to.
Neither did most everybody else, classmates Ira had begun to hobnob with:
Aaron, Ivan, Iz, Sol. They didn't need to either. Ira did. He needed to, and he was
willing to pay the price. That was the only way he could put it into words for
himself. What other way was there? What other gateway? (3:65-66)
It is Ira's sexual guilt that urges him on, this passage clarifies, to a cathexis with high
culture, one fundamentally stronger than those of his Jewish buddies, whether they are
wealthy NYU students like Larry or poor strivers like his CCNY classmates ("Aaron,
Ivan, Iz, Sol"). As Roth's autobiographical novel describes the situation, Ira's
extraordinary sexual situation—the experience of abuse that has led him to abuse others
in a way that has deeply informed his sense of self, or, as he puts it, "what he himself had
become"—compels Ira's desperate pursuit of a purifying "way out of himself"—both as a
sexual deviant and as a Jew. He realizes that the technique for doing so consists of
"put[ting] it"—his sexually tinged self-loathing—"into words," into literature.
More than any other literary work, Joyce's Ulysses provides Ira with a sense of
how transformation-through-culture can be accomplished. Though he admits to a great
deal of confusion and incomprehension upon first reading of the novel in 1925, Ira
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discovers in Ulysses what he so fervently "need[s]." Noting particularly the sexual and
scatological inclusions that resulted in Joyce's book being censored, Ira comes to
recognize the immanent value of his own distasteful childhood memories:

If Bloom knew the hour when his wife cuckolded him, what did that compare to
Ira's knowing the equatorial hour on Sunday morning when Mom and Pop were
gone? And worse, worse than anything Bloom ever suffered: that agonizing
afternoon when murder flapped bat wings over his plane geometry text, because
Minnie hadn't menstruated. And talk about the nastiness of the diurnal—talk
about the absolute vertigo of furore of a chance weekday break, what was looking
up a statue's buttocks compared to that… or the colossal jape of compassionate
Mamie's sentimentally "forcing" a greenback on him, a buck, right after he had
hoisted her drippy kid daughter, Stella, on his petard. Hell, of nastiness, of
sordidness, perversity, and squalor—compared to anyone in Ulysses, he had
loads, he had droves, he had troves. But it was language, language, that could
magically transmogrify the baseness of his days and ways into precious
literature… (3:74)
In Ira's analysis, his guilt-inducing, unusual sexual practices, "worse than anything
Bloom ever suffered," constitute, in a literary context, an unusual treasure. 64 Through
Ira's introduction to Joyce, his most terrifying moments—knowing his parents were
having sex "on Sunday morning"; contemplating the murder of his sister, when he feared
he had impregnated her; accepting small gifts from his aunt after seducing her daughter—
become resources for the creation of "precious literature." The passage even models
Joyce's formal influence, in the rhyming wordplay of "loads," "droves," and "troves" to
describe Ira's "nastiness," "sordidness," "perversity," and "squalor." While "loads" and
"droves" are ambivalent colloquialisms meaning "a large quantity," in neither a positive
nor negative sense—in the 19th century, "loads" often figured in phrases like "loads of
64
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fun," but it also commonly appeared as "loads of trouble"—the final term, "troves" is
"short for TREASURE-TROVE … in sense 'a valuable find.'" 65 As Roth proceeds through
off-rhyme from word to word, then, Ira's potentially troublesome possessions transform
into treasures, demonstrating on the level of diction how "language … could magically
transmogrify" "baseness" into something "precious." In its modeling of the wordplay
found in Joyce's work, this passage vivifies Roth's claim that "the Ulysses demonstrated
to [Ira] not only that it was possible to commute the dross of the mundane and the sordid
into literary treasure, but how it was done. It showed him how to address whole slag
heaps of squalor, and make them available for exploitation in art" (3:73). 66
Joyceian wordplay is one of the crucial modernist techniques Ira discovers
through which literature can mitigate his self-loathing by transforming its objects into
prestigious and respected art. The furious mixing of registers typical of Joyce, T.S. Eliot,
and modernism generally, is another. Ira first attends to this artistic model early in Mercy,
listening to a modern performance of Romantic music:

When did [Ira] begin to recognize and enjoy that—that blend of pure and … and
nasty? Yeah, yeah, instead of the one or maybe the other by itself. Like a
dissonance in music maybe that repelled him at first, a perverse dissonance, like
Wagner, like The Meistersinger when he first heard Mischa Elman play it in
Izzy's house, and was so fond of it afterward. … But wasn't it something, Jesus,
wild, when you joined the two together: sardonics? (2:291)
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As in his mediated exposure to Lindsay's "Congo," in this passage Ira reflects upon his
encounter of Wagner, that paragon of high art anti-Semitism, through a performance by a
world famous Jewish prodigy, played on the phonograph at the house of one of his poor,
music-loving Jewish friends. 67 He finds himself enjoying the "perverse dissonance," the
"blend of pure and … nasty" that he discerns in the music itself and in its circulation.
Ira discovers in Joyce, and in T. S. Eliot's poetry, how this technique works on the
page, but it is Henry Miller who offers the most apposite contemporary description of the
mixing of registers in Cancer, the book in which Miller claims to "speak like a Jew." 68
Miller alludes to Walt Whitman in a tour de force passage that expounds an artistic credo
linking the energetic juxtaposition of levels of discourse that fascinates Ira, and
characterizes modernism generally, with Miller's quintessential concern of speaking the
unspeakable: "I love everything that flows," Miller writes,

even the menstrual flow that carries away the seed unfecund. I love scripts that
flow, be they hieratic, esoteric, perverse, polymorph, or unilateral. I love
everything that flows … the violence of the prophets, the obscenity that is ecstasy,
the wisdom of the fanatic, the priest with his rubber litany, the foul words of the
whore, the spittle that floats away in the gutter, the milk of the breast and the
bitter honey that pours from the womb, all that is fluid, melting, dissolute and
dissolvent, all the pus and dirt that in flowing is purified … (258)
Juxtaposing the ancient and the modern, sacred and profane—"hieratic" and "perverse"
writing, "priest" and "whore"—Miller declares that it is precisely the convergence
between these opposites, the recognition of their inseparability, that constitutes modern
67
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literature. In this sense, he shares in Eliot's and Joyce's poetics. 69 Moreover, in a gesture
that exhibits continuities between his work and Roth's, Miller asserts that "in flowing"—
in this enthusiastic mixture of what Roth calls "pure" and "nasty"—"pus and dirt [are]
purified." For Miller "obscenity"—the supposedly Jewish use of taboo words being one
form of the obscenity he embraces—"is," or at least can be, transformed into "ecstasy."
Miller finally made good on this program, gaining recognition not only as an artist, but as
a bestselling American one, while Sam Roth's engagements with obscenity and high art
foundered miserably, earning him prison terms and financial ruin. Turning to Call It
Sleep itself, the following section explores how the engagement with taboo words in that
novel constitute Henry Roth's own gambit for sexual purification. With taboo words
standing metonymically for sexual guilt, Call It Sleep figures modernism as the
alchemical solvent that promises to purify, and thus redeem, both character and author.

IV. "Dirty Words" in Call It Sleep

The plot of Call It Sleep is familiar enough that I will rehearse it only very briefly
here: David Schearl arrives in New York City as a toddler, and he grows up in Brooklyn
and then on the Lower East Side in a Yiddish-speaking family beset by extreme tensions.
Adoring his mother and fearing his father, he wonders about the mysteries of the adult
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world—death, faith, and sex primary among them—and discovers mostly complexities
and terrors. David suffers beatings at his father's hand, learns that his mother had a nonJewish lover before immigrating, and imagines that he might be the product of that
miscegenation. As his fears develop, he pieces together bits of theology and eschatology
from Jewish and Christian sources, learning to associate cleanliness and purification with
light. After an especially explosive confrontation with his father, David escapes to the
streetcar tracks a few blocks from his house, and thrusts a metal milk dipper into the
casing that houses an electrified rail. In so doing, he produces the massive spark that he
hopes will provide the cleansing light he needs, and nearly dies by electrocution. Such a
summary cannot do justice, of course, to the richly detailed world Roth creates, to the
masterful symbolic structure he constructs, or to the linguistic complexity of his prose.
These characteristics, more than its plot, have earned the book plaudits as the finest
available specimen of proletarian fiction, American Joyceianism, and American Jewish
fiction. 70 My reading of the novel models itself on a handful of excellent studies that
attend scrupulously to Roth's linguistic and symbolic techniques and analyze the patterns
within the narrative as providing a record of David's "semiotic initiation." 71
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The crucial role of "dirty words" in this "semiotic initiation" becomes clear
through a close reading of one scene that most critics of Call It Sleep have appreciated as
central to the novel's project: the one in which David, in cheder, has Isaiah 6 read to him,
introducing him to the crucial ritual of purification he will later enact. In the scene, Reb
Pankower, David's melamed, glosses the biblical passage in Yiddish, rendered into
English in Roth's narrative. Notably, Roth does not produce or reproduce a literal or
standard translation of the Tanakh, but elaborates upon the original for the sake of his
narrative. For example, Pankower's gloss explains that "Isaiah saw the Almighty in His
majesty and His terrible light," adding the phrase "His terrible light," nothing even
resembling which appears anywhere in this chapter of Isaiah, but which functions in
Roth's novel to connect this passage more directly to the "integrative motif" of light and
darkness. 72 (David thinks, "Clean? Light?" [227], relating cleanliness to light, and
anticipating his pursuit of the purifying power of an electrical spark.) Similarly,
Pankower has the angel tell Isaiah "You are clean!": a very loose and simplified
translation of Isaiah 6:7, in which the angel declares " ְו ַחטָּאתְ ָך תְּ ֻכפָּר,"[ " ְוסָר עֲוֹנֶָךand thine
iniquity is taken away, and thy sin expiated"] that introduces another of the crucial terms
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("clean") that Roth has been deploying throughout the novel. 73 Compare the original and
King James versions of Isaiah 6:5 to Pankower's gloss:

שׂפָתַ י ִם
ְ  ְטמֵא- וּבְתוְֹך עַם,שׂפָתַ י ִם אָנֹכִי
ְ - כִּי אִישׁ ְט ֵמא,נִדְ מֵיתִ י-לִי כִי-וָא ֹ ַמר אוֹי
 ָראוּ עֵינָי-- ַה ֶמּלְֶך י ְהוָה ְצבָאוֹת- אֶת, כִּי:אָנֹכִי יוֹשֵׁב
King James edition:
Then said I: Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean
lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips; for mine eyes
have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.
Call It Sleep:
Woe me! he cried, What shall I do! I am lost! … I, common man, have
seen the Almighty, I, unclean one have seen him! Behold, my lips are
unclean and I live in a land unclean … (227)
Pankower's gloss emphasizes Isaiah's description of himself as "unclean": while the
Torah only has Isaiah call himself "a man of unclean lips," Pankower's version assumes
that "unclean lips" metonymically represent Isaiah's entire person; the prophet, in this
retelling, refers to himself as "I, unclean one." The difference between a tainted mouth
and a tainted person surely matters, especially to a sensitive child like David; and, in fact,
David does not immediately accompany Pankower on the metonymic slide that equates
"lips" with "I." At first, he focuses on the precise wording of the text wondering "Why
wasn't it clean, anyway?" (230), with this "it" evidently referring to Isaiah's mouth, and
not to Isaiah himself, who would be referred to as "he." David quickly answers his own
question in the most literal, childish way: "He didn't wash it, I bet" (230). But within a
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few paragraphs, which represents a few seconds of his stream-of-consciousness, David
has moved on from that simple idea to the realization that Isaiah's problem was more than
physical dirt. "He said dirty words, I bet," David muses (231). This is a sensible insight
for the child. Roth has carefully introduced "dirty words" into the text of the novel up to
this point, as we will see, demonstrating both how David comes to learn them and why
the boy understands them as linked with sex and grievously sinful.
As critics have noted, the novel records David's encounters with the tremendous
power of language. Indeed, in the oft-quoted scene in which he learns a couple of slang
terms for genitalia ("knish" and "petzel"), David receives an almost textbook lesson on
speech act theory. 74 In the following exchanges with Annie, the experienced neighbor
who leads David into a closet and initiates him into sex play, the boy learns that his
words have a mysterious power. The conversation begins with David telling Annie that
they cannot play any games until Annie's brother Yussie returns, and I quote it at some
length to exhibit how David learns language, and its power, by parroting her. She replies:

"Yes, we can."
"Wot?"
"Wotcha want."
"I don't know wot."
"Yuh know wot."
"Wot?"
"Yuh know," she said mysteriously.
That was the game then. David congratulated himself on discovering its rules so
quickly.
74
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"Yea, I know," he answered in the same tone of mystery.
"Yea?" she peered at him eagerly.
"Yea!" he peered at her in the same way.
"Yuh wanna?"
"Yea!"
"Yuh wanna den?"
"Yea, I wanna."
Annie leads David into a closet, and the conversation continues. She tells him:

"Yuh must say, Yuh wanna play bad? Say it!"
He trembled. "Yuh wanna play bad?"
"Now, you said it," she whispered. "Don' forget, you said it."
By the emphasis of her words, David knew he had crossed some awful threshold.
(53)
Learning language by repeating Annie's words, David stumbles into a speech act. The
utterance of the words "Yuh wanna play bad?" constitutes David's illocutionary act, the
crossing of an "awful threshold." Annie informs David that anything that they do ("put
yuh han' in my knish," she commands a moment later), has been summoned by David's
own speech, intentionally or not.
Through this exchange, David discovers that even the most innocuous words
contain sexual meanings he does not want them to have. Later, sitting in a police station
and musing guiltily about his encounter with Annie, he thinks, "Everything shifted.
Everything changed. Even words. Words, you said. Wanna, you said. I wanna. Yea. I
wanna. What? You know what. They were something else, something horrible!" (102).
Simple words, "I wanna," can, David realizes, lead to "horrible" and frightening
circumstances, if one isn't careful with them. The closet scene is a masterful
dramatization of a child's realization of the important truth that language, in and of itself,
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tends to transgression if not carefully regulated—an insight not incidentally related to the
period in which Roth wrote, during which a lapse in self-censorship could easily lead to
prosecution, harassment, loss of copyright, and jail.
The sharpest example in Call It Sleep of how David struggles to control
language's transgressive potential is the word "shit." This is a brilliant gesture by Roth,
for while defecation constitutes an inevitable, regular practice for children, and the
tactile, visual, and olfactory perception of feces is one of the few universal human
experiences, the most common and traditional word for "feces" and "defecation" was
taboo in American literature at the time. While sex remains a mystery to many children
for at least some portion of their lives, and while celibacy exists as a practice, the
suppression of the word "shit" is a pure and—following Roland Barthes's observation that
"when written, shit does not have an odour"—a virtually senseless practice. 75
Throughout the course of the novel, Roth skillfully demonstrates how David
learns the word "shit" and its Yiddish equivalent. The word is first spoken in the novel, in
English, by David's neighbor Yussie, who "mutter[s]" it "sullenly" in response to his
sister, Annie: "Aa, shit on you" (49). The next time David hears it, again in English, the
word is spoken by an adult carriage driver, who says, "Now wouldn't dat give yuh de
shits?" (60). The word's third appearance is more complex: it is reproduced in the text in
English, but represents Yiddish speech. David's aunt Bertha asks his father, "How long is
it since you shit on the ocean?" (151). The actual word she speaks would presumably be
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the standard Yiddish verb, ""קאַקן/"kakn" (in its past participle, "" געקאַקט/"gekakt.") 76
David knows how to relate the Yiddish "kakn" and the English "shit," too; the novel
explains—presumably as a service to Roth's readers who do not understand Yiddish—
that "'kockin,' as David learned long ago, was a Yiddish word meaning to sit on the
toilet" (160). And from listening to his father's angry responses to Bertha, David also
learns that his aunt's speech is sinful and wrong, as Albert refers to it as "fishwives' lip"
(151), a "vile mouth," and a "filthy, clapping tongue," and proclaims that "a million bathtubs couldn't clean her" (188-89). The last phrase foreshadows David's realization that
Isaiah must have spoken very dirty words to become so unclean.
Through these condemnations of Bertha's speech and presumably other,
unrepresented lessons about proper and improper speech, David learns to repress taboo
words even in his own thoughts. As H. W. Boynton observed in a 1935 review of the
novel, "though [David] learns to speak filth, it is always with a sense of sin, and this
becomes in time an obsession." 77 The first time David himself employs the word "shit"
occurs in a stream-of-consciousness passage, the language of which is indeterminate. The
novel regularly translates spoken Yiddish into English, but also includes free indirect
discourse in English, so this could be either English or Yiddish or some combination:

Funny, birds were. In the park on Avenue C. Eat brown. Shit green. On the
benches is green. On the railings. So how? Don't you? Apples is red and white.
Chicken is white. Bread, watermelon, gum-drops, all different colors. But—Don't
say. Is bad. But everybody says. Is bad though. … (174)
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In a brief dramatization of how unnatural language taboos can be, observation of nature
leads David to contemplate his own biology, when he encounters the bizarre
impermissibility of describing excretion. Birds eat brown-colored food, and their feces
are green, he notices, while he, by contrast, eats red, white, and multicolored foods, and
his excrement turns out brown. By this point, David has internalized enough of the
language taboos that operate in his family and society that he stops himself from
articulating this simple observation, cutting himself off with the words, "Don't say. Is
bad." Unfamiliar with any of the acceptably Latinate or scientific synonyms that could be
substituted as euphemisms for "shit," David recognizes that "everybody says" "shit" and
"kakn"—his aunt, Yussie, non-Jewish adults on the street—but still recognizes his
responsibility not to utter, or even cognitively countenance, what he refers to a moment
later as "bad words" (174). One critic has pointed out that for David, "excretion and sex
are so evil that even thinking words that describe them is sinful"; 78 yet David's feeling
about these words is not a personal eccentricity. Rather he submits to a taboo imposed by
his society on him, and equally on Roth by American law. Even if David—or Jake
Barnes, or Lily Bart, or any of the characters of early 20th century American fiction—felt
comfortable speaking or thinking the word "shit," it would have been a crime for the
authors of the novels in which these characters appear to represent that comfort.
Throughout the novel, David discovers a few other "dirty words." He hears a
shopkeeper call someone "bestit" (91), and his aunt and melamed both use the Yiddish
verb "pishn" (which the narrator translates to "piss" [157, 216]). It is "shit," though, once
again, that becomes central to David's thinking in the scene in which Pankower glosses
Isaiah 6, and which helps David to understand why exactly Isaiah's lips were unclean.
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Indeed, one of David's classmates speaks the word "shid" (229)—"shit," slightly
accented, that is—just a moment after Reb Pankower translates a line from Isaiah 6:1
(" ִכּסֵּא ָרם ְונִשָּׂ א-אֲ דֹנָי יֹשֵׁב עַל- )" ָו ֶא ְראֶה ֶאתmore or less accurately as "Isaiah saw God. And God
was sitting on his throne, high in heaven" (226-27). As David ponders this image, his
knowledge of the meaning of "kockin" and the word "shit" lead him to a series of
thoughts that trouble him deeply: "Some place Isaiah saw Him, just like that. I bet! He
was sitting on a chair. So he's got chairs, so he can sit. Gee! Sit Shit! Sh! Please God, I
didn't mean it! Please God, somebody else said it! Please—" (230).
Here, once again, Roth demonstrates how language has an inherent tendency
toward transgression (as Wirth-Nesher observes, in the manuscript draft of this scene,
Roth notes that "recklessness … is indispensable to a gift of tongues"), and how troubling
that instability becomes for David. 79 The passage also reveals that David's internal
monologue, at least at this moment in the novel, occurs in English, contrary to WirthNesher's generalization that David's thoughts "are experienced in Yiddish." 80 The
transformation of the innocent "sit" to the sinful "shit" through their near homophony
relies on the English words. The Yiddish equivalents, "zitsn/zetsn" (to sit) and "kakn" (to
shit), would be difficult to confuse. Furthermore, as Kellman explains, the "post-alveolar
pronunciation of 's'—almost as if it were 'sh'—was a shibboleth that stigmatized and
handicapped Ashkenazic Jews" in the early 20th century, and "Roth's own sister, Rose,
would be denied employment in the New York City public schools for this reason." 81 So
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the threatening intrusion of the taboo word here depends both on David's rendering of
Reb Pankower's Yiddish translation of Hebrew into his own English stream-ofconsciousness and on the particular challenges in the Americanization of Ashkenazic
Jewish speech, which rendered "sit" and "shit" phonetically indistinguishable for many
speakers. In exhibiting this frightening linguistic slip, the passage demonstrates a crucial
source of David's terror: his recognition of just how close at hand the prohibited "dirty
words" lurk, and how unavoidable they are for him. Even in print, only a single letter
distinguishes the innocent "sit" from the sinful "shit"—and just two letters separate "shit"
from the catch-all corrective "Sh!" Most revealing here is the vehemence of David's
suppression of his "fleeting obscenity," as we might anachronistically refer to it. 82 He
pleads with God that he didn't "mean it," returning to his earlier realization that "words
… were something else, something horrible!" At around the same time that Ferdinand de
Saussure was first lecturing on the arbitrariness of the relationship between the signifier
and the signified, David struggles with the arbitrariness of language, in a context where
the penalties for linguistic transgression could be dire. 83
This linguistic misstep must be on David's mind a few moments and paragraphs
later, when he answers his own question about why Isaiah's lips were unclean. Fresh from
his second self-repression of the word "shit," David understands Isaiah's "unclean lips" as
they relate to his own struggle with words, and, in doing so, encounters a typical
the origin story of the modern term "shibboleth," in which a mispronunciation of the "s" and "sh" sounds
was used to distinguish Jews from non-Jews, see Judges 12:6.
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challenge facing anti-obscenity crusaders: how can one demonstrate what is obscene in a
text or speech without on some level or other reproducing that text or speech, and thus
disseminating it? 84 "He said dirty words, I bet," David thinks, and then thinks first of the
dirty word he knows best, the one he has repeatedly had to censor in his own thoughts,
before expanding the series: "Shit, pee, fuckenbestit—Stop! You're sayin' it yourself. It's
a sin again! That's why he—Gee! I didn't mean it" (231). In analyzing what he imagines
to be Isaiah's grievous sin, David mimics the proscribed behavior, and turns himself into
one of the prophet's "people of unclean lips." As the passage continues, David
conjectures—very much in line with what the NYSSV and other purity crusaders would
have wanted him to think—that obscenity constitutes a special category of speech act that
degrades and defiles the person who uses it. "But your mouth don't get dirty," he muses.
"I don't feel no dirt. (He rolled his tongue about) Maybe inside. Way, way in, where you
can't taste it" (231). Bewildered by the abstraction of obscenity—the fact that saying
"shit" or "fuckenbestit" does not produce physical dirt or harm—David, like generations
of anti-smut crusaders, assumes that obscenity must then have the power to defile him in
some vague but fundamental way. He asks himself, "What did Isaiah say that made his
mouth dirty? Real dirty, so he'd know it was?" (231), wondering what words Isaiah spoke
to require the radical purification visited on him by a coal-bearing angel.
As the novel continues, David becomes increasingly self-conscious about sin, and
not only in relation to sex and language. In a frequently discussed scene from the novel,
for one example, David lights the gas on Sabbath for an old woman, a task that he
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realizes is, technically, sinful (though she tells him he is "not old enough to sin"—that is,
that because he is not yet bar mitzvah, or at the age of adulthood, he is exempt from the
halakha, or Jewish laws) (237-38). David experiences a qualm about this—"something
made his heart heavy" (238)—and arriving at home, he overhears a few boys discussing
sin in greater detail, as one claims it is a "double sin" to rip newspaper on the Sabbath if
that newspaper is printed in Hebrew characters (238-39). Yet, reacting to these prompts,
David's resulting thoughts about sin quickly turn back to sex and language, via God.
Indeed, in the paragraph that follows, David wonders if God, whom he associates
with light, might not be able to perceive him and his sinfulness in the dark ("Maybe He
won't get mad"). David asks himself, "What's real dark?" and this thought leads quickly
back to David's sexual concerns, which are the most powerful sins David knows. "Real
dark. Gee! That time—Annie—closet. Cellar—Luter. Sh! Don't! Gee! Sin it was" (240).
In moments like these, David's struggles to contain "dirty words" are regularly marked by
his self-censoring "Sh!" His conjectures about sin and frightening memories become
unspeakable, even unthinkable, not only because actions themselves would be sinful, but
because representing them with words in speech or thought would itself be a sin. 85
Gazing up at smokestacks a few pages later, David associates shapes naturally: "Like
forks they stick up. Like for—Fu— Sh! Was good today. Look other place" (247). Based
on what we can assume is vague knowledge that penises "stick up" for sexual intercourse,
David almost slips here and thinks the word "fuck," the most threatening and forbidden
of the basic English taboo words, not only in the years of David's childhood, but also in
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the 1930s, when Roth was writing the novel. 86 David represses his own speech
characteristically: he disavows the taboo word with "Sh," reminds himself not to ruin his
success at keeping his thoughts and speech clean ("Was good today"), and then tries to
distract his thoughts ("Look other place"). As such, the passage reflects what Michael
Holquist has called "the paradox of censorship," studies of which have often pointed out
that humans will inevitably fail to fulfill a command such as "Don't think the word
'fuck,'" which is a sort of cognitive impossibility. 87 To construe the problem in
convoluted language that reflects the paradox: how can David avoid thinking taboo words
without thinking of them at the moment when he thinks he shouldn't think them?
As David encounters more obscene speech, including repetitions of the words he
already knows and new specimens (e.g., "bullshit" [249], "hosschit" [251]), he reaches
the point at which he can no longer effectively stem the tide of obscene speech within
himself. His self-censorship fails. He continues to fear the sexualized words "play bad,"
stopping himself from uttering them ("You mean you wanna do—yuh wanna play—"
[326]), but he has less success repressing "shit." Having overheard a kid say "Aaa, shit"
(264), David reproduces that exact expression in his stream of consciousness, letter-forletter, when he imagines himself falling during one of his rambling, fearful internal
monologues. "Aaa, shit—slipped," (278) he thinks, without apology or a silencing "Sh!"
Contemplating the spot from which a few neighborhood kids spied on his mother and saw
her naked body, he lets slip the words "Son-of-a-bitch" (329), again without any sign of
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guilt. And as the novel approaches its climax—as David's guilty attraction to Christianity
mounts, coupled with his confusion and shame about his parents and sexuality
generally—obscene speech figures powerfully, centrally, in the novel's discourse. Having
revealed to Reb Pankower his tortured fantasy about his genealogy (i.e., that the woman
he calls his mother is really his aunt, that his biological mother is dead, and that his father
was an organist in Europe [368-69]), David cannot restrain his inner monologue:

A strange chaotic sensation was taking hold of him—a tumultuous, giddy
freedom, a cruel caprice that made him want to caper, to skip, to claw at his
hands, to pinch himself until he screamed. A secret wanton laughter kept arising
to his lips, but never issued, gurgled in his throat instead with a gurgle of pain. …
"Fugimbestit! Fugimbestit!" The pressure of his frenzy, too great to be contained
seethed from his lips. (370-71)
This tirade represents the failure of David's self-censorship; whereas he had succeeded,
earlier, in stopping himself from saying "fuck," here he unleashes the entire taboo phrase
"fugimbestit!"—in which Roth substitutes a "g" for the "ck" of "fuck" (just as Mailer
would do, at Charles Rembar's suggestion, a little more than a decade later), and renders
"bastard" phonetically. That term resonates, of course, with David's imagined genealogy
and guilt. Pankower refers to David as a "bastard" (presumably, he speaks the Hebrew
and Yiddish mamzer, which Roth renders into its English equivalent in the text) just a
few pages earlier (369). Fascinatingly, Roth's description of David's tantrum evokes three
discourses: the disdainful language of the anti-obscenity crusaders, who would not be
surprised to hear of a child falling into a "frenzy" because of exposure to obscenity; the
text of Isaiah, and its concern with unclean "lips"; and the modernist literary cacophony,
which promises both "strange chaotic sensation" and "tumultuous, giddy freedom."
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David's fit continues, embracing the Joycean linguistic play that David selfcensored, earlier, when he cut off the aural association of "Sit Shit" with the repressive
"Sh." In his frenzy, by contrast, David gleefully switches the vowel of "Fox" to form
"fix" and then "fux," the latter being a homophone for the taboo "fucks"; similarly, he
rhymes "Hee," the sound of his laughter, first with the Hebrew "V y'hee" ["and will be"],
then with the innocuous "wee," and finally with "pee," one of the "dirty words" David
earlier imagined Isaiah must have said along with "shit" and "fuckenbestit" to make his
lips unclean. He continues to imagine that he will expose his penis ("Take id oud! See!
Look!") to "all de goils," and rejects his own silencing "Sh!" with a more aggressive
rejoinder, "Shattop! Wot I care" (371). He then turns attention to non-Jews, whom he
describes as "Goy sonn'vabitch!" (371) and of whose "goy-beads" he says "no good
shitten them!" (378). 88 These explicit representations of David's exuberant utterances of
taboo words—hardly a trivial textual feature, either for David or Roth, at a time when
printing such words were grounds for a novel's suppression and a publisher's arrest under
U.S. law—signal that the novel approaches its programmatically modernist climax, in
which Roth presents a wide range of taboo words, equaling Ulysses and even Tropic of
Cancer in their variety and vehemence and exceeding by far, in this regard, any other
uncensored or unbowdlerized American novel until that time. 89
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In its climactic Chapter XXI, as many critics have noted, Call It Sleep juxtaposes
images and language sacred and profane, evoking Biblical prophecy but resonating even
more forcefully with literary modernism and particularly with Miller's call for writing
that is at once "hieratic, esoteric, perverse, polymorph, [and] unilateral." The crowd's
taboo exclamations include "cunt," "gash," "fuck," "fuckin'," "balls," "ass," "pecker,"
"putz," "prick," "shit," and "jerkin' off," as well as the culmination of the novel's
treatment of the word "shit," in an evocative and exuberant phrase, as "shit-hemorrage
[sic]." This taboo language appears in and around discussions of graphic sexuality and
blasphemy, such as Mary the prostitute's anecdote about finding a used condom on a
plate when she was a young waitress (411), and O'Toole's fundamental profanity, "Shit
on de pope" (413). Self-consciously modeled on both Joyce and Eliot—the layout
suggests that Roth composed the section as a combination of blank verse and prose—this
set piece incorporates taboo words as a crucial element in its modernist poetics, also
including elaborate Joycean wordplay and, of course, a furious mixing of registers.
Words that if spoken aloud, even today, might be offensive or vulgar, take part, in Call It
Sleep, in the larger project of modernist defamiliarization and representation. These
words are, as Miller would have it, "the pus and dirt that in flowing is purified."
The novel bestows a kind of purification upon David, in oblique and lyrical
language: after his electrocution, the boy experiences a version of Isaiah's initiation in
which a coal ("one ember") is extended to him ("Nothingness beati- / fied reached out its
hands"). Afterwards, not another taboo word appears in David's thoughts. This
purification mirrors, or stands for, the purification that the author hoped to achieve for

and italics to render breaks, pauses, and emphases in thought) would have made any typographical
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himself. 90 The promise Roth saw in modernism was that after having written and
published a book like Call It Sleep, no longer would he be the type of poor Jew who
"speak[s] like a Jew," in Miller's phrase. Having channeled his sexual guilt into David
Schearl, and transformed them in the process into modern art, he would no longer suffer
from them. Critics have continued to debate whether the novel's ending implies a
redemption or failure for David, whether his return to his parents' home represents a
newfound comfort in his environment or an acceptance of his disillusionment, but such
arguments miss the point. 91 A reading of the novel after Mercy and attending to its
engagement with obscenity and modernism clarifies that the muted ambiguity of the
novel's close is intrinsic to Roth's project, both because such ambiguity is a selfconsciously modernist gesture and thus an end in itself, and because David's redemption
simply isn't the goal of Call It Sleep. The point of the book, as Kellman and Dickstein
would agree, was the redemption of Henry Roth. And among the primary means of that
redemption was Roth's denuding taboo words—and the transgressive sexual acts,
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excretory functions, and genitalia that they represent—of their fearsome linguistic power,
through their incorporation into a modernist literary project.

V. Modernism and Beyond: Roth and Roth and Roth

The history of literary obscenity is rife with ironies. Some of these ironies are, at
least in retrospect, amusing: Anthony Comstock, the architect of sexual censorship and
prudery in 20th century America, is said to have been revealed by his posthumously
examined diaries as a compulsive masturbator, for example. Other ironies are bitter, or
even tragic; Sam Roth spent years in a federal prison in the early 1960s, while publishers,
having hired sharp lawyers who could exploit the legal decision that bore Roth's name,
earned fortunes selling the very products he had been jailed for distributing. Henry Roth,
meanwhile, suffered thirty years of bizarre and grisly penury. To read his descriptions of
slaughtering waterfowl in Maine is to understand just how distant from literary celebrity
Roth found himself. 92 Strangely, though, the critical acclaim and fortune he eventually
received—and the redemption that the novel was written to achieve—might have reached
him earlier, and more fully, if his novel had been suppressed as obscene.
Indeed, trials and censorship controversies have been among the major means
through which modernist authors established their reputations. In The History of
Sexuality, Foucault explains how easily critics and artists slip into the convenient pose of
the sexual revolutionary, and how that pose validates their efforts:
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we are conscious of defying established power, our tone of voice shows that we
know we are being subversive, and we ardently conjure away the present and
appeal to the future, whose day will be hastened by the contribution we believe
we are making. Something that smacks of revolt, of promised freedom, of the
coming age of a different law, slips easily into this discourse on sexual
oppression. Some of the ancient functions of prophecy are reactivated therein. 93
Foucault's description, down to the allusion to "prophecy," efficiently captures the tone of
many of the modernist authors whose subversions of literary propriety earned them a
place in the canon of modern culture, including Lawrence, Joyce, and Miller, and their
critics. Complementing Foucault's crucial insight, Celia Marshik has recently shown, as
mentioned above, that "in the context of British modernism, censorship was repressive
and also had productive effects. Individual texts were enhanced as a result of the threat of
censorship, and this threat enabled writers to construct public personae—such as that of
martyr (as in the case of Rossetti) or enfant terrible (as in the case of Joyce)—that
exercise a strong hold on the imaginations of readers even today." 94 Treating the
American case, Loren Glass has meanwhile demonstrated how obscenity trials in the
United States served "as a mechanism … whereby the champions of high modernism in
the academic, journalistic, and publishing community could establish and affirm the
authority of their aesthetic standards." 95 All of these analyses echo the ancient
observation by Tacitus that "banned writings are eagerly sought and read" 96—with the
additional proviso that, in the age of mechanical reproduction, such writings are read
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even more eagerly immediately after the celebrated lifting of the ban establishes them as
not only revolutionary, but replete with "redeeming value." Sam Roth reminds us that
there was a lot to lose, playing the game of literary obscenity, while Henry Miller
demonstrates just how much one could win.
Published on February 15, 1935, Call It Sleep appeared at an inauspicious
moment in American literary history, given its particular project and technique. Not
primarily, as Kellman suggests, because of the effects of the Depression on the book
industry and a relative indifference to Jewish writing at that time 97—but rather because
the Ulysses decision remained so fresh in everyone's memories. Only half a year earlier,
on August 7, 1934, Woolsey's celebrated 1933 decision had been affirmed by the Second
Circuit Court of New York, in an eloquent decision by Judge Augustus Hand. 98 Hand
observed that Ulysses, "has such portentous length, is written with such evident
truthfulness in its depiction of certain types of humanity, and is so little erotic in its result,
that it does not fall within the forbidden class" 99—and he could have been describing
Roth's novel with the same words. As if they were writing directly in response to Hand's
decision, Call It Sleep's reviewers frequently remarked upon the book's use of taboo
words, but also its portentous length, its truthfulness, and its emetic, rather than erotic,
effects. Frequently explicit comparisons to Ulysses strengthened the sense that Call It
97
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Sleep needed to be understood in relation to Joyce's recently freed novel. 100 An
unsympathetic New Masses staff reviewer complained, for example, not only that "the
sex phobias of [Roth's] six year-old Proust are over-emphasized" but also that "the book
is too long by at least two hundred pages," while the book was defended in the same
publication as having shown "honestly and greatly exactly what that experience [of a
working-class childhood] consisted of." 101 Writing in the New York Times, H. W.
Boynton dealt with the novel's obscenity directly, noting that Roth's readers

are spared nothing of what [David] hears and sees. In this and other connections
the book lays all possible stress on the nastiness of the human animal. It is the
fashion, and we must make the best of the spectacle of a fine book deliberately
and as it were doggedly smeared with verbal filthiness. 102
Boynton's concession to "fashion"—the one represented by the recent Ulysses decision,
and that book's resulting popularity, no doubt—suggests how difficult it would have been
for the NYSSV to mount a case against Roth in 1935. As Boynton wrote, "you find
yourself conceding, against all qualms, the rightness as well as the (you would have said)
unspeakable grossness of [the book's] human ingredients."
The impact of the Ulysses decision on Roth's career can be glimpsed in a letter
written by Maxwell Perkins, the famed editor at Scribners who a few years earlier had
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infamously blanched at Hemingway's use of taboo language and bowdlerized it. 103 In a
letter dated July 29, 1935, Perkins predicted that publishing Henry Roth "would make no
end of trouble for me on account of his contempt for conventional restraint—much worse
than any one we have published. Still," Perkins continued, "I wrote encouragingly and
sent for [his next] book. We are publishers after all." 104 In one breath, Perkins affirms that
Call It Sleep is "worse" in terms of its "contempt for conventional restraint" than
Hemingway, or any other writer he had edited, had been, and he shrugs his shoulders.
The atmosphere of tolerance in which even a cautious editor like Perkins could accept
Roth's obscenity is the same one that would prevent the NYSSV from mounting a
campaign against the novel. Indeed, the president of the NYSSV admitted in 1935 that
"we cannot, in this age, when former notions of propriety and decency have so radically
changed, attempt to take restraining steps which might not meet with broader views now
taken by our courts. … Times have changed and we must change with them." 105
This was a loss for Roth: an attack by the NYSSV might have spurred authors,
publishers, and literary critics to join together to defend the merit and importance of his
work, valorizing and publicizing it. At the same time, until the Roth decision in 1957,
publishers could not be entirely sure that they would not be prosecuted for a book like
Call It Sleep. The uncertainty about Lady Chatterley's Lover, and the Supreme Court's
upholding of a ban on Edmund Wilson's Memoirs of Hecate County (1948) reminded
them that anything less than Ulysses itself could not be guaranteed legal freedom.
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As Kazin seems to have noted under oath, unlike Ulysses, Lady Chatterley, and
Cancer, Roth's debut novel has never been censored or tried. When it reappeared in the
early 1960s, it did so not under the banner of daring modernism triumphant over prudish
Victorianism, like those books, but as a contribution to the postwar white ethnic revival
influentially analyzed by Matthew Frye Jacobson. 106 Kellman's biography dutifully
chronicles the events that led up to the reappearance of Call It Sleep in 1960, and its
phenomenal sales as a paperback in 1964, including the efforts of Harold U. Ribalow and
Peter Mayer to rescue the novel from obscurity at a moment when Roth had no interest in
or hope of doing so. Kellman's careful recounting of this process demonstrates that the
transformation of the novel into a classic was the work of a coalition of Jewish critics
(i.e., Fiedler, Kazin, Howe), publishers, and literary journalists. While I contend that it is
worthwhile to reconsider Call It Sleep as an obscene novel, I do not mean to suggest that
those readers were wrong to receive Call It Sleep as a Jewish book. It's clear by now that
arguments about whether Call It Sleep should be read as fundamentally or essentially a
proletarian, psychological, or ethnic novel reveal more about the arguers' narrow views of
literature than about Roth's deliberately overdetermined book. On the contrary, my
reading of Roth's daring and productive treatment of obscenity proposes the
inextricability of the novel's engagements with literary modernism and with Jewishness.
Mention the name "Roth" and the word "obscenity" to a lawyer or law student
nowadays, and she'll know, as Lenny Bruce did, that the Roth you mean is the 1957
Supreme Court case that led to the decriminalization of literary obscenity. Say these same
words to a reader of contemporary American fiction, and she'll know you're talking about
106
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the author of Portnoy's Complaint (1969). Both Sam Roth's and Philip Roth's names
appear, at least briefly, in just about every study of literary obscenity, whether written by
lawyers, historians, or literary scholars. Henry Roth's name never has. The point of
recuperating the latter Roth into this history is not only to recover a lost chapter of
American literary history, though that seems a worthwhile goal. It also asserts how
deeply the questions of obscenity and Jewishness resonated in American modernism.
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CHAPTER 4.
Other Fucker or Motherfucker: Philip Roth, Adele Wiseman, and Obscene Allegory

I. The New Possibilities of Literary Obscenity

The judicial decisions of the 1950s and 1960s discussed in the previous chapter
culminated in the U.S. Supreme Court's emphatic statement, in its March 21, 1966,
decision in Memoirs v. Massachusetts, that "a book cannot be proscribed as obscene
unless found to be utterly without redeeming social value." 1 While this formulation might
seem simply to have shifted the burden from defining "obscenity" to defining "utterly,"
"reedeming," "social," and/or "value," in practical terms the result was clear: as Justice
White phrased the issue in his dissent, "obscene material, however far beyond customary
limits of candor, is immune [from prosecution] if it has any literary style, if it contains
any historical references or language characteristic of a bygone day, or even if it is
printed or bound in an interesting way." 2 White wasn't pleased, but this was the truth.
In effect, this development decriminalized the two types of literary expression
previously forbidden as obscene: in the words Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield
1
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had used to explain why he felt that Tropic of Cancer was not fit for transmission by
mail, these were (i) "descriptions in minute detail of sexual acts" and (ii) "filthy,
offensive and degrading words and terms." 3 In Canada, the legal developments were
considerably less definite, but because of the close interrelations between American and
Canadian publishing, and the significant overlap in legal policies toward literary
obscenity, Canadian writers found themselves by the mid-1960s in virtually the same
positions as their American peers. 4 Unlike previous generations of writers in English in
the U.S., Canada, and Europe—unlike Henry Roth, Henry Miller, D. H. Lawrence, James
Joyce, Radclyffe Hall, Vladimir Nabokov, and their lesser-known peers in the first half of
the twentieth century—novelists in Canada and the U.S. could now use any word, and
describe any imaginable sexual interaction in whatever terms they chose, without risking
fines or jail time, postal suppression, or forfeiture of copyright protection. 5
The question facing writers immediately became, what exactly can one
accomplish with obscenity? Answers came fast and furious. 6 You could, for one thing,
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still earn a quick buck: racy paperbacks, which had already been appearing in massive
numbers throughout the decade, could now venture even racier descriptions of sex. 7 More
interestingly, though, one could now write "Fuck the draft" (or rap "Fuck tha Police");
one could, in other words, exploit obscenity to foment political dissent or to express
social protest. 8 A couple of Jewish writers, Norman Mailer and Raymond Federman,
found obscenity helped them to establish their bona fides as Americans: Mailer observed
that he "never felt more like an American than when he was naturally obscene," while
Federman, a French immigrant, noted that it "takes years before you can say fuck you
like an American." 9 Second-wave feminists put obscenity to work in elaborating their
political programs, too: authors from Germaine Greer to Eve Ensler seized on the word
"cunt," for example, as an aid in the articulation of their visions of feminism. 10
The point here, simply put, is that taboo words like "fuck" and "shit" have
manifold uses, and likewise literary representations of sex can be sweet or sad, funny or
offensive, persuasive or repulsive. In an environment where there is no legal restraint on
these forms of expression, it is up to cultural producers—writers, publishers, critics, and
7
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readers—to determine what their uses can be. To point this out is to echo literary and
cultural critics who have analyzed the literature of this period, beginning with Kate
Millet's assertion in Sexual Politics (1970) that "sex has a frequently neglected political
aspect." 11 As Richard Ellis has more recently argued, with more perspective on the
period's developments, "whereas previously [before the mid-1960s] censorship had been
at the core of the political controversy, eroticism and its uses now [by the late 1960s]
assumed center-stage in a clear process of 'politicisation' of the erotic." 12
This chapter focuses on two novels composed during the momentous changes of
the 1960s in which Jewish writers, one American and one Canadian, seized upon the
newly available obscenity as a means for exploring signal problems in modern Jewish
culture. The connections between these two very different books—Philip Roth's
Portnoy's Complaint (1969) and Adele Wiseman's Crackpot (1974)—are manifold: both
were meticulously and repeatedly drafted throughout the 1960s, and both were
represented by star literary agent Candida Donadio. More importantly, both books
brilliantly play out allegorical tropes that have been common features of Jewish
narratives for millennia, and both select obscenity as their primary means of doing so.
As several scholars have noted, Jewish stories about individuals' sexual desires
have often been written and read as commentaries on relations among Jews, and between
Jewish and non-Jewish communities. Briefly treating ancient, modern, and specifically
North American narratives, this chapter demonstrates how the allegorical representation
of sex, and particularly sex with non-Jewish partners, has been a consistent feature of
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Jewish storytelling. Situating Portnoy and Crackpot within this long allegorical
tradition—with the new latitude of representation allowing them a more thorough, and in
Wiseman's case one could say radically traditional, probing of those tropes—the chapter
argues that not only the so-called shikse and sheygets, but also masturbation and motherson incest, can fruitfully be read in these texts as allegorical tropes addressing
fundamental challenges and exigencies of modern Jewish "communal reproduction." 13

II. The Shikse as Allegory

Among the various figures of sexual allegory that appear in traditional Jewish
culture, the one that resonates most in modern Jewish literature is doubtless the so-called
shikse, or non-Jewish woman. 14 According to Biblical scholars, narratives in the Torah
dealing with the relations between Jewish men and non-Jewish women, including
Jezebel, Cozbi, Ruth, and Samson's Philistine lover, can be read as commentaries on the
potential and actual communal relationships between Israelites and other groups. 15 Tikva
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Frymer-Kensky, for one prominent example, argues that "Crucial national issues of
survival and self-definition were raised every time a woman was 'taken in marriage.' The
biblical stories about marriages to outside women and their consequences were the
natural vehicle with which Israel expressed and explored the dimensions of this perennial
issue." When it comes to narratives of marriage in the Torah, Frymer-Kensky observes,
"there can be no doubt that the personal is political." 16
This insight helps to explain the genesis of the epithet "shiksa" (or "shikse"),
employed widely in Yiddish and English to refer to non-Jewish women. 17 The word's
etymological origin is the Biblical Hebrew ( שקץsheketz), which is translated into English
as "'unclean creature', reptile; abomination, detestation, uncleanliness." 18 In the
elaboration of dietary laws in the Torah, this word denotes creatures unfit for
consumption, like shellfish and insects, and Leviticus 7:21 limns the consequences of
consorting with such objects for Israelites involved with Temple sacrifice: "Should a
person touch … any unclean abominable creature [שׁקֶץ ָטמֵא
ֶ - … ] ְבּכָלthat person shall be
cut off from his kin." 19 The perspective implicit in the modern term "shikse,"then, is that
just as detestations taint the ritual purity of a Jew and require that he be "cut off from his
kin," so too would a non-Jewish spouse, sexual partner, and mother for his children
assimilation through intermarriage") and Cozbi (a Midianite whose presence in her Israelite lover Zimri's
tent is "an act of war, designed to destroy the Jewish people at the highest level."). Christine Benevenuto,
Shiksa: The Gentile Woman in the Jewish World (New York: St. Martin's Press, 2004), 52, 67.
16
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irreversibly detach him from the Jewish community. Early rabbinic literature frequently
promotes such a vision of non-Jewish women (sometimes specifically because of their
association with nonkosher food; a story in Avot de'Rabbi Natan, for example, has Rabbi
Akiva rejecting two non-Jewish women sent to seduce him, explaining, "I was overcome
by their breath because of the forbidden meats they ate.") 20 The Talmud does not mince
words, moreover, in establishing that it is specifically intercourse with non-Jewish
women in and of itself that threatens Jewish identity at its embodied core: in B. Eruvin
19a, we learn that "our father Abraham" will prevent Jewish sinners from ending up in
Gehenna [hell] "except such an Israelite as had immoral intercourse with the daughter of
an idolator, since his foreskin is drawn and so he cannot be discovered." 21 According to
this text, a Jew who has slept with a non-Jewish woman can no longer be identified as
Jewish, even by a prophet with superhuman faculties of perception. Less literally, other
ancient and rabbinic Jewish narratives use non-Jewish female characters to represent the
potential for the attenuation of Jewish identity.
Allegorical representations of the non-Jewish woman as an embodiment and
transmitter of non-Jewish culture, consonant with this etymological and textual history,
recur in a variety of modern Jewish narratives. I. L. Peretz's classic Yiddish ballad,
"Monish" (1888), with what S. Niger called its " אַלעגאָריזם... "דירעקטער און אומדירעקטער
["direct and indirect allegorism"], provides one excellent example: explicitly introduced
with a parable (" מ י ר זענען פֿיש/ "[ "די װעלט איז א יםThe world is a sea / We are fish"]) that
20
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announces its allegorical intentions, Peretz's poem relates the tale of a prodigy, the pride
of his pious generation, who is tempted away from Jewish tradition and into sin by a
golden-haired temptress named Marie who represents the lure of western culture. 22
The Nobel laureate S. Y. Agnon's Hebrew fable, "Ha-Adonit v'ha-Rokhel" ["The
Lady and the Peddler"], first published in Hebrew in 1943, provides an even more
powerful example of the continuity between ancient and modern Jewish narrative
traditions in their engagement with this allegorical trope. Agnon's story centers on
Joseph, who while peddling in an unidentified wooded region arrives at a lady's manor.
He sells this woman a hunting knife and takes his leave, but, having lost his way in the
woods, returns. The lady, Helen, permits him to sleep in her barn, and within days Joseph
and Helen have established an intimate relationship. They cohabit comfortably for some
time, though Joseph finds it strange that Helen never eats anything in his presence, and
she mentions, chillingly, that she has had more husbands than she can count, all of whom
have been murdered. One night, Joseph is seized by an impulse to recite a prayer
outdoors. When he returns to his room, he finds his bedding shredded and Helen
"sprawled on the floor with a knife in her hand." The narrator then reveals that "it was her
practice to eat the flesh of her husbands whom she slaughtered and to drink their
blood." 23
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The allegorical referent of Agnon's story should be obvious enough. As Robert
Alter explains, the narrative "was written at the very moment when Hitler was murdering
millions of Jews, by a writer who had grown up in the German-language cultural sphere
where assimilation had been considered a beckoning adventure." 24 In Baruch Kurzweil's
words, Agnon's story explores

 בעיית ההתבוללות ונסיון לתיאור "סמלי" של המשבר בתקופתנו,יחס של עם ישראל לאומות העולם

[the relations between the people of Israel and the nations of the world, the
problem of assimilation and the attempt at a "symbolic" description of the
destruction in our age]. 25
Helen's name evokes, of course, ancient Greece—the classic example of a society that
threatened Jewish identity because of its allure. Meanwhile, Agnon links his fiction to
traditional texts through overt allusions to the stories of Joseph and Potiphar's wife and to
Samson and Delilah, two narratives likely to inform any traditional Jewish treatment of
the attractions and dangers of a non-Jewish woman. 26
Somewhat less learned but nonetheless revealing iterations of this trope pervade
the texts of American Jewish fiction. In fact, to posit sexual relationships between Jews
and non-Jews as the most consistently invoked plot point in this literary tradition would
be a substantial understatement. Between them, Frederic Cople Jaher and Adam Sol
Schocken, 1966), 92-102. The story was originally published in Jacob Fichman's collection Ba'sa'ar [In the
Storm] (Tel Aviv: Agudat ha-sofrim ha-Ivrim, 1943).
24
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catalog nearly three dozen examples of novels or short stories by American Jews that
concern themselves primarily or substantially with interfaith relationships. 27 This is
barely the tip of an iceberg, as readers of American Jewish fiction will recognize.
Why do Jewish writers tell the shikse or sheygets love story again and again? The
simplest and most plausible explanation for this trend is that, as in Agnon's fable and in
ancient texts, American Jewish writing has employed narratives of intercultural
romance 28 as a means of addressing central questions about identity, continuity, and
communal reproduction that have been posed simultaneously by Jewish sociologists,
theologians, and other communal leaders. 29 This suggestion contradicts the casual and
pervasive assumption that Jewish writers' obsessions with the shikse and sheygets reflect
27

Frederic Cople Jaher, "The Quest for the Ultimate Shiksa," American Quarterly 35:5 (Winter 1983): 51842; Adam Sol, "Longings and Renunciations: Attitudes toward Intermarriage in Early Twentieth Century
Jewish American Novels," American Jewish History 89:2 (June 2001): 215-30. Sol and Jaher discuss or at
least mention in this context Henry Harland/Sidney Luska, Mary Antin, Elias Tobenkin, Ezra Brudno, John
Cournos, M. E. Ravage, Fanny Hurst, Bruno Lessing, Ludwig Lewisohn, Edna Ferber, Sidney Nyburg,
Anzia Yezierska, Ben Hecht, Saul Bellow, Joseph Heller, Philip Roth, Sholem Asch, Jerome Weidman,
Bernard Malamud, Budd Schulberg, Richard Stern, Herbert Gold, Leslie Fiedler, Myron Brinig, Norman
Katkov, Alan Lelchuk, and Gerald Rosen; Jaher also notes that Woody Allen's Annie Hall (1977), and The
Heartbreak Kid (1972), based on Bruce Jay Friedman short story, are the best-known films that treat this
subject. Other examples mentioned by Jenna Wiessman Joselit in The Wonders of America: Reinventing
Jewish Culture, 1880-1950 (New York: Macmillan, 2002), 43-54, include Leah Morton's I am a Woman—
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cases, "interracial" applies much more accurately (and I have retained that term in the moments when it is
most germane). I use "intercultural" not to underemphasize the stakes of such relationships or their
genealogical and reproductive resonances, but to avoid a general reinscription of Jewish racial otherness.
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For a dated but nonetheless useful introduction to the massive and ever-growing sociological,
theological, and psychological literature on this issue, see Jaher, 518n2. It would be difficult to find a recent
volume of a Jewish sociological journal, like Contemporary Jewry or the Jewish Journal of Sociology, that
does not touch on the question of intermarriage in one or more of its articles; Eric H. Cohen's "A
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of writing is Karen McGinity's Still Jewish: A History of Women and Intermarriage in America (New
York: New York University Press, 2009).
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their personal desires. In some cases, authors were as likely to pursue a non-Jewish
partner in real life as their were in fiction. Norman Mailer, for one, famously chased nonJewish women voraciously, trying out the "whole spectrum of possible shikse types," as
Cynthia Ozick put it; Mailer himself cheerfully acknowledged this. 30 But what about a
novelist like Mailer's college classmate and friend, Myron S. Kaufmann, who told me
that he "never dated a girl who was not Jewish"—and yet devoted more than 600 pages of
his neglected 1958 bestseller, Remember Me to God, to dissecting the affair between a
Jewish Harvard undergraduate and a Radcliffe blue-blood? 31 Evidently, for Kaufmann, as
for a host of his colleagues, narratives of interfaith relationships have provided
unparalleled opportunities for exploring the dimensions of Jewishness in fiction. 32
Novels themselves explicitly endorse such a hermeneutic. Ludwig Lewisohn's
The Island Within (1928) has its shikse memorably describe her failed marriage to Arthur
Levy abstractly, as "an argument … against mixed marriages"—rather than, say, the
result of two people's psychological and sexual incompatibility. 33 Further back in
American Jewish literary history one finds an even more obvious statement to this effect.
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Cynthia Ozick, "Ethnic Joke," Commentary (November 1970), 108. For Mailer's assessment of his wives
and how "one appropriated a culture with a wife, at least so far as one loved a wife," see Armies of the
Night, 170. Jonathan Freedman's "Arthur Miller, Marilyn Monroe, and the Making of Ethnic Masculinity,"
in Klezmer America: Jewishness, Ethnicity, Modernity (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 94139, provides an extraordinarily fine analysis of the role a real non-Jewish woman could play in the
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See my interview with and essay about Kaufmann, "Regatta Land," Nextbook.org (September 12, 2007)
<http://www.nextbook.org/cultural/feature.html?id=680>; and Kaufmann's novel, Remember Me to God
(Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1957).
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Jaher states this effectively: "Belletristic treatment of this subject usually takes the form of an extended
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attractions to and for Jewish males deploy a variety of traditional perceptions, symbols, stereotypes, and
fantasies of Christian women and Jewish men to make interfaith courtship emblemize the experience and
concerns of a people long engaged in a desperate struggle for survival" (519).
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Ludwig Lewisohn, The Island Within (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1928), 346.
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The Jewish protagonist of Ezra Brudno's The Tether (1908), David, falls in love with a
Baptist girl, Mildred, and though the novel details the couple's courtship expansively,
Brudno's narrator eventually explains that "instead of a personal matter, [David's] love
for Mildred presented itself to him in the form of a general question, a problem to be
solved—the problem that had faced his race in all lands and at all times." 34 Rather than
an individual romantic dilemma, in other words, the affair is understood—even by the
character himself—as an allegory for the challenges facing the Jewish community.
Responding to novels like these, Leslie Fiedler noted in a foundational 1958 essay
that it is not surprising that the American Jewish novel

must be a problem novel, and its essential problems must be identity and
assimilation. … What is unexpected is that these problems be posed in terms of
sexual symbols. … it is in the role of passionate lover that the American-Jewish
novelist sees himself … and the community with which he seeks to unite himself
he sees as the shikse. 35
Fiedler, with characteristic perspicacity, put his finger on this critical feature of the genre
even before the boom of the late 1950s and 1960s that would come to define American
Jewish fiction for decades to come—and which confirmed, over and over, the wisdom of
his insight. 36 Fiedler is mistaken only in incorrectly gendering this reading: in fact,
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Brudno, The Tether (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1908), 273. It's fascinating, derekh agav, that after
the relationship dissolves, David becomes a Zionist, but while attending a Zionist Congress in Switzerland
finds the movement hopeless, too, and finally, in despair, loses his mind and dies—making him an
interesting precursor of Alexander Portnoy, whose failure to find happiness with shikses similarly impels
him, as will be discussed below, to consider and ultimately reject Zionism.
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Leslie Fiedler, "Genesis: The American-Jewish Novel Through the Twenties," Midstream 4:3 (Summer
1958): 27-28.
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I am not the first critic to have read Portnoy's Complaint, in particular, through Fiedler's insight; Allen
Guttmann, having roughly summarized Fiedler's view, asserts that "whether or not the argument holds for
Abraham Cahan and Ludwig Lewisohn, none can doubt that Alexander Portnoy's sexual adventure is
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American Jewish women have written shaygets novels just as frequently (and just as
allegorically) as their male counterparts wrote shikse novels, beginning with Emma
Wolf's Other Things Being Equal in 1892. 37 Matrilineal descent and its consequences
notwithstanding, the sheygets has proved every bit as useful as the shikse in providing an
allegorical figure for Jewish writers, and he is deployed in nearly identical ways.
By the 1960s and 1970s, writers may have been consciously responding to
Fiedler's trenchant analysis when they trotted out shikses and shkotsim 38 in their fictions.
It is not inconceivable that Roth or Wiseman, in particular, had internalized this insight
from Fiedler's foundational essay. But as the history sketched above makes clear, the use
of exogamy as an allegorical trope has been available to storytellers and critics, Jewish
and non-Jewish, for centuries. With or without reading Fiedler, Jewish writers in virtually
every modern generation have rediscovered allegorical exogamy for themselves.39

freighted with social significance" (61). Guttman does not, however, develop the insight much further.
"Philip Roth and the Rabbis," in Philip Roth, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: Chelsea House, 1986), 53-62.
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Emma Wolf, Other Things Being Equal (Chicago: A. C. McClurg, 1892). See also Ann R. Shapiro, "The
Ultimate Shaygets and the Fiction of Anzia Yezierska," MELUS 21:2 (Summer 1996): 79-88.
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I can speak to this point from personal experience: long before I had read widely on this subject, one of
my first published short stories, which appeared in the Harvard Advocate in June 1999, adapted this
trope—quite naively and with limited success, I'd be the first to admit—to address the fraught situation of
Montreal's Jews. One could also trace this trope through a series of 1980s novels about Jewish women and
their lovers or husbands from other American minority groups, including Susan Fromberg Schaeffer's
Mainland (New York: Linden Press/Simon & Schuster, 1985), Lore Segal's Her First American (New
York: Knopf, 1985), and, later still, Binnie Kirshenbaum's A Disturbance in One Place (New York: Fromm
International, 1994) and Allegra Goodman's Paradise Park (New York: Dial, 2001). Lara Vapnyar's
Memoirs of a Muse (New York: Pantheon, 2006) is perhaps the clearest example of an engagement with
this trope by a member of the current generation of young post-Soviet writers; Vapnyar pairs a young
Russian immigrant with an established Jewish American writer so as to explore the relations between the
post-Soviet immigrants and their second-, third- and fourth-generation American predecessors.
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III. Sexual Allegories without, and then with, the Sex

The importance of Portnoy's Complaint and Wiseman's Crackpot in a discussion
of Jewish sexual allegories is that they were among the first and most resonant texts in
English to engage this allegorical hermeneutic after the transformation of American and
Canadian obscenity laws in the 1960s. Earlier, legal or social restraints had limited
writers' opportunities: if the attraction between the Jew and the shikse or shaygets
represents the assimilationist drive, wouldn't coitus between a Jew and a non-Jew stand,
fascinatingly, for the apotheosis of that urge? Yet Jewish authors in North America could
not legally describe that resonant interaction prior to the 1960s.
Agnon's "The Lady and the Peddler," published in Mandate Palestine and thus at
least technically subject to obscenity statutes derived from British law, 40 serves once
again as an example of how even the most obvious of allegorical fictions shied away
from sexual explicitness. Agnon describes his characters' intimacy as follows: "[Joseph]
stayed in the lady's room, and slept in her husband's bed, while she waited upon him
[ ]משמשת לפניוas though he were her lord." 41 The English translation deemphasizes the
sexual implication here, but Helen's "wait[ing] upon" Joseph is unmistakably suggestive
of sexual relations in the original Hebrew: Agnon plays on the frequent Talmudic use of
" "משמשתas a euphemism for intercourse. 42 Consistent with traditional Jewish sources,
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On Israeli obscenity law at the time of the publication of Agnon's story, see Nitsa Ben-Ari, Suppression
of the Erotic in Modern Hebrew Literature (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2006), 46. Note that BenAri argues that obscenity laws were not enforced in Mandate Palestine or early Israel with any real zeal,
and that "'cleansing' Hebrew formal literature of erotica was more of a self-censorious process" (73).
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Agnon, 204-05.
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See Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Bavli and Yerushalmi, and the
Midrashic Literature (New York: Chorob, 1926), 1601-02.
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Agnon also substitutes food for sex, alluding to intimacy without offending propriety:
"Every day [Helen] prepared [Joseph] a feast from all that she had." 43 These innuendoes
and double entendres are as far as Agnon was willing or able to go, at least in this
particular story, towards presenting allegorically resonant interracial sex.
Similarly oblique approaches to the representation of intercourse were legally
necessary in American Jewish texts before the 1960s. In Mary Antin's memoir The
Promised Land (1912), the author's sexual relationship with a non-Jewish man is
skillfully elided; in its place, Antin relates in substantial physical and psychological detail
her first experience chewing and swallowing "a pink piece of pig's flesh"—like Agnon
employing, according to at least one available reading, the well-worn substitution of food
for sex. 44 Anzia Yezierska seizes on much less concrete metaphors, and more stilted
language, to describe the sexual intimacy of the interracial lovers at the center of her
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Agnon, 205. As one context for Agnon's (and Antin's, and Roth's) associations of food with sex, it is
worth noting that, as Sacha Stern points out, the Talmud specifically prohibits non-Jewish food and drinks
more than once explicitly because they are presumed to lead to (or symbolize?) marriage with non-Jews.
See the discussions in B. Avodah Zara 31b, 35b, and 36b.
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A page before she describes her fateful nonkosher meal, Antin describes herself as a person "whose heart
is heavy with revelations it has not made. … That part of my life which contains the climax of my personal
drama I must leave to my grandchildren to record." Antin has one obvious secret—her marriage to a nonJewish man—and the "climax" she refers to is undoubtedly this marriage (and perhaps its sexual
component), with her intimate acceptance by a non-Jewish American standing as the fulfillment of her
quest for Americanization. A couple of pages after the description of the trayf meal, Antin writes,
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sexual relations that various commentators, and the Talmud itself, have related to the dietary laws. The
Promised Land (New York: Penguin, 1997), 195, 200, 303, 287. Isaac Rosenfeld's "Adam and Eve on
Delancey Street," Commentary 8 (1949): 385-87, articulates the specific link between kosher taboos and
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one of Roth's many readers who note that "Eating and sex … are parallel activities in Portnoy's
Complaint." Hermione Lee, Philip Roth (London and New York: Methuen, 1982), 14.
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novel Salome of the Tenements (1923): "It was as if their spirit had found expression at
last," she writes, "through the flesh merging their hearts into one consuming flame of
love." 45 This mess of mixed metaphor and cliché conveys the vaguest idea of sex with
only a slight hint of concreteness or specificity, in the word "flesh." 46
Other writers dodged the issue. Sholem Asch's Yiddish novel Ist River (1946)
narrates the courtship of Irving Davidowsky and Mary McCarthy in three brief glimpses:
first she's " און באַדעקט אים מיט קושן,"אײנגעקנאָטן אין אים און אָטעמט מיט איר הײסן אָטעם
["pressed close to him, breathing her hot breath on him, covering him with kisses"]; then,
in passing, their " "באַציאונגis mentioned (which the novel's English translator renders as
"affair," though literally it would be the even flatter and more euphemistic "relation");
and soon, with no further ado, Mary announces to Irving that she's ""טראָגעדיק
["pregnant"], without any reference to the activities that may have led her to this state. 47
Even Lewisohn, though he was deeply committed to sexual openness in his writing,
wasn't any more explicit than Asch or Yezierska in representing the physical intimacy of
Arthur Levy and his non-Jewish virgin lover, Elizabeth, in The Island Within: 48
45

Anzia Yezierska, Salome of the Tenements (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1995), 107.
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To be fair, the word "flesh" did have powerfully sexual connotations in the 1920s: in 1927, the critic and
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only materiality, but sex." Goldberg, The Sexual Life of Man, Woman, and Child: Notes on a Changing
Valuation of Behavior, Big Blue Book No. B-46 (Girard, Kansas: Haldeman-Julius Co., 1927), 12.
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Sholem Asch, Ist River (New York: Elias Laub Publishing, 1946), 223, 239, 246; English translations
from East River, translated by A. H. Gross (New York: Putnam, 1946), 189, 203, 210.
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As Ralph Melnick tells it, Lewisohn insisted "that he needed to live 'among people whose minds were
free on the central subject of his preoccupations (the problem of sex, of human relations … the actual
experiments in life) … .'" Melnick, The Life and Work of Ludwig Lewisohn, Volume 1: A Touch of
Wildness (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998), 349; see also, on Lewisohn's resistance to sexual
repression, Lewisohn's memoir Upstream: An American Chronicle (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1922),
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The world of reality was drowned for the hour in another world that was magical
and mad and overwhelmingly tangible, too .... He was not surprised that she went
back to his apartment with him, nor that she entered, nor at her white, scared face,
nor at her utter yielding, nor at her straining to him, nor at her sweet ways or
beauty of body …. Then the magic snapped …. She sat on the edge of the bed,
wrapping a silk coverlet about her, her face haggard with pain and a touch of
brooding horror. "Is that all?" 49
The ellipses, it should be noted, all belong to Lewisohn, as do the oblique and
euphemistic phrases. They signal Lewisohn's struggle to describe a sexual experience in
concrete detail. Elizabeth's "utter yielding," "straining," and "sweet ways" all refer
obliquely to sexual behaviors or actions; and her "beauty of body" is, of course, an
allusion to the arousal Levy experiences in seeing her naked. But nothing here conveys
the "overwhelmingly tangible" nature of sexual contact, instead referring repeatedly to
the opposite of concrete experience, "magic." Later Lewisohn's reader learns that
Elizabeth is pregnant with Arthur's child, and the conversation touches on whether or not
Arthur "had taken proper precautions" without, of course, clarifying what exactly
constitute precautions for swinging interracial couples of the WWI era. 50 While such
elisions of sex are explicitly endorsed in the Talmud—recall that in B. Shabbos 33a, R.
Hanan b. Rabbah insists that although of course everyone knows why "a bride enters the
bridal canopy," it is still a punishable offense to speak "obscenely" about what follows—
the recourse to innuendo, florid language, asterisks, ellipses, and well-placed paragraph
breaks to euphemize intercourse in fiction was hardly unique to Jewish writers. Ellipses
claimed that he wrote a novel that was completely destroyed by the New York Society for the Suppression
of Vice, on the grounds of obscenity. See Up Stream, 145.
49
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serving this purpose were so widely recognizable that Philip Wylie's 1928 novel Heavy
Laden could jokingly interrupt a love scene with the exclamation, "Now, damn you, take
your row of dots!" 51 When the law changed in the 1960s, however, a handful of Jewish
writers reacted with particular alacrity, and, in doing so, reached massive audiences. 52
In Portnoy's Complaint, in particular, the allegorical tradition adumbrated above
collides with the new linguistic opportunities of the late 1960s. (Not to the exclusion of
the earlier tactics, of course: as many critics have noted, the substitution of food for sex
and vice versa in Portnoy remains rampant.) 53 Portnoy's famous obsession with shikses
clearly constitutes Roth's deliberately obscene rewriting of the allegory of exogamic
desire as representing communal affiliation. One needn't scour Roth's archive for proof of
this contention, either, as Portnoy all but shouts it from the rooftops:

O America! America! it may have been gold in the streets to my grandparents, it
may have been a chicken in every pot to my father and mother, but to me, a child
whose earliest movie memories are of Ann Rutherford and Alice Faye, America is
a shikse nestling under your arm whispering love love love love love! 54
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In a sharp reading of this passage and other related moments in the novel, Sam Girgus
cites Annette Kolodny to contextualize Portnoy within an allegorical tradition in which
America has been represented as a "feminine pastoral image," and then asserts that the
novel's "Gentile women … are not merely Americans; they embody America." 55 As if
stating outright that "America is a shikse" did not render this allegory quite clear enough,
it seems worthwhile to remark that Portnoy's opening exclamation here seems to be a sly
evocation of John Donne's Elegy 19, "To His Mistress Going to Bed," in which the poet
compares his lover to the newly discovered continent:

License my roving hands, and let them go
Before, behind, between, above, below.
O my America! my new-found-land,
My kingdom, safeliest when with one man manned,
My Mine of precious stones, my empery,
How blest am I in this discovering thee! 56
Whereas for Donne's speaker the analogy of woman-as-country serves to concretize
sensual desire ("before, behind, between" being a fairly precise description of where a
lover might want to place his "roving hands"), Roth works the allegory forcefully in the
other direction, intensifying it with the obscenity that is available to him. 57 In one of the
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Sam B. Girgus, "Portnoy's Prayer: Philip Roth and the American Unconscious," in Asher Z. Milbauer
and Donald G. Watston, eds., Reading Philip Roth (London: The Macmillan Press, 1988), 129, 130.
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Reprinted in Clay Hunt, Donne's Poetry: Essays in Literary Analysis (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1954), 17.
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See Hunt's standard reading of this passage as "a detailed parallel between the lover's sexual advances
and the discovery and political subjugation of a new land" which "dramatizes vividly not only the lover's
passionate excitement but also his exultant sense of power in his sexual mastery of his mistress." Notably,
Hunt emphasizes that the conceit itself is "one of the commonplaces of Elizabethan love poetry"—he cites
examples in Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare—but that Donne's particular achievement is that he "works
this routine material to sharp concreteness in the treatment of both the metaphor itself and the sexual
experience it describes, which is presented with an almost anatomical precision." Hunt, 20-21. Roth's subtle
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book's most frequently cited passages, Portnoy remarks: "I don't seem to stick my dick up
these girls, as much as I stick it up their backgrounds—as though through fucking I will
discover America. Conquer America—maybe that's more like it" (235). Here, it is
literally "fucking" that is the means of discovery and conquering, and which has
consequences for Portnoy's communal affiliations, and Portnoy's "dick" is the medium
through which he embarks on his adventures of identity and disaffection. To invoke
another one of Portnoy's enthusiastically obscene phrases, his obsession is not with sex in
and of itself, but with "the cunt in country-'tis-of thee" (236)—the sexual figuration of
communal and political identifications. With obscene language made available in the
1960s, then, Portnoy's Complaint extends the allegorical tradition found throughout the
history of Jewish narrative and applies it strikingly to the American Jewish experience.
Many readers of Portnoy's Complaint have recognized what Roth is up to when it
comes to the allegorical resonances of Portnoy's shikses. Portnoy's "relations with women
approximate those with society," one critic notes; another explains that "'The Pumpkin,
'The Pilgrim,' and 'The Monkey' [are] all the forbidden shiksa in her respective guises as
Middle-American wholesome, old New England establishment, and blue-collar exhillbilly." 58 And, of course Roth's book, like any outstanding work of literature, doesn't
deserve to be read reductively as allegory. Much of Portnoy's charm inheres in the texture
of cultural detail and linguistic rhythm it captures, neither of which can be justified or
sufficiently appreciated by a purely allegorical analysis. Yet, Roth himself has

allusion here would be picked up a decade later, for a substantially similar purpose, in the title and epigraph
of Johanna Kaplan's excellent novel O My America! (New York: Harper and Row, 1980).
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acknowledged his allegorical intentions, noting that his method in Portnoy was "to
ground the mythological in the recognizable"; the Portnoys were the "legendary Jewish
family dwelling on high, whose squabbles over French-fried potatoes, synagogue
attendance, and shiksas were, admittedly, of an Olympian magnitude and splendor, but by
whose terrifying kitchen lightning storms were illuminated the values, dreams, fears, and
aspirations by which we mortal Jews lived somewhat less vividly down below." 59
It is by no means unfaithful to the text's spirit to note, moreover, how strikingly a
cliché of American ethnic relations could be rewritten through the use of obscenity. It
was no news to American Jews by 1969, for example, that the entrenched Protestant elite,
despite their rhetoric of tolerance and equality, often couldn't embrace the embodied
presence of Jews, especially when it came to social intimacy in country clubs and other
prestigious institutions. 60 But the scene in which Portnoy's representative WASP, Sarah
Abbott Maulsby, gags on his erect penis—"It's getting big. I'll suffocate," she cries
(240)—extends this critique in terms completely inappropriate for a social scientist. "My
father couldn't rise at Boston & Northeastern," Portnoy rants, making the metaphor as
explicit as possible, "for the very same reason Sally Maulsby wouldn't deign to go down
on me!" (238). By reframing an evident dynamic of social life in sexual terms, Roth
transforms it into something both hilarious and deeply resonant; the scene lampoons both
59
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the discrimination itself and, less overtly, the tepid protests of social scientists who
describe it. Roth's scene makes out the fear of Protestants with their closed country clubs
and preferential promotions as the ultimate in absurdity—has anyone ever actually been
suffocated by an erect penis?—while clarifying just how deeply it hurts to be rejected in
such social situations on the basis of one's Jewishness. Contrary, then, to Jane Gerhard's
reading of Portnoy's emphasis on fellatio as "the height of narcissistic liberation" and "the
ultimate replacement for the masturbating hand," in this scene the graphic representation
of oral sex serves to concretize and riotously vivify an analysis of American ethnic
relations in a way that would have been impossible under pre-1960s obscenity statutes. 61

IV. The Allegorical Resonances of Other "Libidinal Investments"

If Portnoy's shikses can be read as allegorical figures, why not read his other
potential and actual sexual partners the same way? Several influential critics have
endorsed just such reading strategies. In the 1980s, Frederic Jameson infamously
proposed that in fictions of the Third World, "psychology, or more specifically, libidinal
investment, is to be read in primarily political and social terms." 62 The central questions
raised by Jameson's statement—which cultures count as "Third World," and why should
this reading strategy apply only, and inevitably, to narratives produced by or about
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them? 63—can be side-stepped here, seeing as how other critics have applied similar
approaches to U.S. literary sources with no less plausibility. 64
Werner Sollors' typological readings of fictions by Charles Chestnutt and
Abraham Cahan in his classic study, Beyond Ethnicity, provide a particularly apposite
example. Explicating his emphasis on "consent" and "descent" in his analyses of
American literature, Sollors notes that in a wide range of narratives, "American identity is
often imagined as volitional consent, as love and marriage, ethnicity as seemingly
immutable ancestry and descent." 65 Applying this insight, Sollors convincingly reads
Cahan's Yekl and Chestnutt's "The Wife of His Youth" as confronting protagonists with
alternatives of cultural identification personified in the choice between two potential
wives or sexual partners. The option in these two fictions is not between a sexual partner
within the protagonist's ethnic group and another outside of it (like a shikse), rather
between a partner linked to descent and the "old world"—in Cahan's case, Eastern
European Jewry, and in Chestnutt's, the American South—and another suggestive of
consent, or the "new world" of urban, modernizing America. Like Jameson, Sollors offers
a reminder that the allegorical hermeneutic with which we can read the non-Jewish
women of the Torah and of modern Jewish fiction can just as sensibly be applied to
narratives in various traditions: it may be an old Jewish trope, but it is by no means
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exclusively Jewish. And crucially, Sollors' and Jameson's readings also suggest that an
allegorical reading can be fruitful not only with regards to the representation of exogamic
romance, but to all the varying possibilities of what Jameson calls "libidinal investment,"
which I take to mean any form of sexual desire for an object or person, whether
consciously recognized or sublimated. 66 Just as Portnoy's attraction to and rejection of
three representative shikses can be read as the author's playful commentary on the
relations between Jews and established American communities, then, so too can his
sexual relations with a sabra and his hand be understood as figures allegorizing his
relation to various segments of the Jewish community.
Portnoy's sabra would be difficult, in fact, to read otherwise: no more
sympathetically drawn, and no less allegorical than the shikses, the Israeli, Naomi, is a
so-called "ideological hunk of a girl" (258), and, indeed, she is more "ideological hunk"
than "girl." Within minutes of meeting her, Portnoy is contemplating marriage (259),
parodying the intense attraction of post-1967 Zionism to American Jews, seeming, as it
did, to offer a dramatic solution to the instabilities of Jewish identity and an antidote to
the depredations of assimilation personified in Roth's text by shikses. 67 Portnoy's passion
for Naomi is clearly a reaction to the threat of assimilation; as he remarks, in a sentence
66

It might be added here that Sollors does not mention that "wife of his youth" stories appear, with added
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Roth added after the relevant section was excerpted in Esquire in 1967—as if to
emphasize even more forcefully the political resonances of Portnoy's shiksaphilia—"We
are not a family that takes defection lightly" (58). A Zionist perspective bubbles up
throughout the novel, as in a piece of advice Portnoy remembers his Uncle Hymie
offering him: "The only place for a Jew to live is among Jews, especially … when
children are growing up with people from the other sex" (52). 68 But it is Naomi who
represents Zionism as an ideology Portnoy might embrace, as a strikingly endogamic
corrective to his failed attempts at exogamy. The scribbled notes that Roth made while
planning and drafting this novel suggest how deeply he considered positioning Zionism,
in the person of Naomi, as the effective solution of Portnoy's problems. One snippet in
one of Roth's notebook reads, "ends in Israel—return," while a second reads, "In Israel—
here don't have to fight the goy. The issue is resolved." 69
Roth apparently decided that Naomi and Zionism would not be Portnoy's answer;
at least in this allegorical fiction, Zionism would not be proclaimed the salvation of the
American Jew, counter to much post-1967 ebullience. Finally ready for commitment—
"Be my wife," he begs Naomi, "Mother my children" (263)—Portnoy discovers to his
dismay that, aside from Naomi's complete antipathy to his overtures, he "can't get a hardon in this place": he's "Im-po-tent in Is-rael" (268). Roth doesn't leave his readers
guessing as to what might cause this case of the "most prevalent form of degradation in
erotic life," either, but spells it out as if copying directly from Karl Abraham's neglected
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1913 essay "On Neurotic Exogamy," which reports on the type of Jewish neurotic who,
like Portnoy, "takes flight from women who typify his mother." 70 Portnoy reports of
Naomi that "in physical type she is, of course, my mother" (259), later calling her a
"mother-substitute" and "offspring of the same pale Polish strain of Jews" as "the lady of
[his] past," i.e., his mom (266). That Naomi the Zionist resembles (or "is"!) Portnoy's
mother likewise accords well with standard analyses of the role of mothers in American
Jewish culture. According to one not very plausible psycho-mythological reading—
Margaret Mead quoting Erik Erikson and Martha Wolfenstein—"the mother's body is
intensified in importance because of the lack of one's own soil, and the mother's body
becomes motherland." 71 More convincingly, Paula Hyman has shown that American
Jewish mothers in postwar America assumed responsibility for "Jewish survival broadly
conceived." 72 Since the Jewish Mother had come to represent the passing on of
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Jewishness, 73 an embrace of one's Jewish identity in form of Zionism naturally meant
embracing one's mother: the endogamic alternative to Portnoy's exogamic misadventures
smacks, as all endogamy on some level does, of incest. And, as Freud would predict—in
the 1912 essay that is the most fundamental intertext of Roth's novel—the "culmination
of the Oedipal drama" (266) for Portnoy is not, as in Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, copulation
with his mother, but as in the cases of Freud's patients, "psychic impotence." Zionism, in
this allegory, means forgoing the insider-outsider positioning of Diasporic life that has
been celebrated by theorists of Jewishness since at least the early 20th century, in favor of
an incestuous and suffocating Jewish community. 74 Portnoy can't do it.
Ruling out both exogamy and endogamy—and concluding on an ambivalently
manic note—Portnoy's Complaint famously reserves its protagonist one sexual
experience, the one that has always been most associated with the novel by its readers:
masturbation. If an allegorical reading of Portnoy's "libidinal investments" in shikses and
a sabra stands, then his masturbation might similarly be read as representing a path
It's worthwhile to emphasize, also, against the all-too-persistent misreadings of Portnoy's
Complaint as Roth's mean-spirited autobiography, that Roth's novel, including its biting portrait of a Jewish
mother, was a fictional construct deliberately designed to handle a set of themes and not a report on life;
Hyman's lumping of Roth in with "Jewish men [who] displaced their self-hatred … [and] directed their
critique at Jewish women" implies that she might read Portnoy, as others did, as a document of Jewish selfhatred (157). Among other evidence that this is not the case—that Roth is, in fact, an excellent analyst of
self-hatred and not a sufferer from that condition—are the sweet letters Roth's parents sent him as the
novel's fame spread. These letters display the kindness and rapport between Roth and his parents, and
convey the Roths' amusement that people would ever confuse the Portnoys for themselves ("People who
don't even know us insist you have a sister"), as well as their support for their son's fictional project ("So
you ask how we are bearing up. Nothing but Nachos [i.e., nakhes, pride]"). Letter from Herman and Bess
Roth to Philip Roth, March 15, 1969, Philip Roth Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., Box 30.
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between the Scylla of exogamy/assimilation and the Charybdis of endogamy/Zionism. As
Maurice Charney notes (punning unconsciously?), Portnoy's masturbation is "intimately
related to incestuous impulses toward his mother and sister" 75—yet unlike sex with
Naomi, which proves impossible in the text because of its incestuous resonances,
masturbation remains viable even when it verges on incest (as when Portnoy ejaculates
into his sister's bra [22]). Portnoy's masturbation, like the fictional ideology Roth would
dub "Diasporism" later in his career, depends on fantasies and unconscious urges both
endogamic and exogamic, though it never, in and of itself, impels Portnoy to act in a way
that could lead to reproduction. 76 While the text suggests a nascent consciousness of
Diasporism in Portnoy—he identifies with Holocaust victims as "Diaspora Jews just like
myself" (265), and proclaims that he is a "patriot," "only" in a place where he doesn't
"feel at home!" (271), a fair description of the Diasporist philosophy—and while it is
easy to hear a masturbating Diasporist's manifesto in the offing in Portnoy's speeches
("Just leave us alone, God damn it," he pleads, "to pull our little dongs in peace and think
our little selfish thoughts" [122]), it doesn't seem necessary to rest too much weight on a
reading that ultimately just demonstrates that there is more at stake in Portnoy's
compulsive masturbation than what is typically found in a bawdy teen comedy. Roth's
later novels on Zionism and the Diaspora, The Counterlife (1986) and Operation: Shylock
75
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(1993) elaborate his thoughts on these subjects in brilliant and bewildering detail. Yet it
seems worth emphasizing that when A. B. Yehoshua, a leading Israeli novelist and
cultural critic, proclaimed to an interviewer in March 2003 that "Diaspora Judaism is
masturbation," he was simply echoing the well-known but not entirely understood trope
that constitutes the core of Roth's most widely read novel. 77

V. Jewish Feminist Pornography: Adele Wiseman's Crackpot

So far, this chapter has explored how in Portnoy's Complaint, Roth employs
obscenity to expand a suite of allegories that had been common throughout Jewish textual
history, in which sex stands in for communal reproduction or for what Fiedler called
"identity and assimilation." In doing so, Roth enlivened some conventional analyses of
American Jewish culture, but he did not present a vision of Jewish life, allegorical or
literal, that was radical in its implications. Psycho-sexual and political and personal
confusion: that's the picture Portnoy paints of American Jews. And it is a valid, if
exaggerated, portrait, consistent with the one conveyed in Karl Abraham's "On Neurotic
Exogamy." But the novel's sudden conclusion—which excises a chapter Roth drafted in
fragments and then "discarded"—signals Roth's unwillingness to play out his family
romance to its logical, and uncomfortable, extreme. 78 Mother-son intercourse, to be
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specific, is one avenue of potential allegorical resonance that Roth leaves unexplored.
This is, as a passing remark by Werner Sollors suggests, a lost opportunity.
In his discussion of Chestnutt's "The Wife of His Youth" and Cahan's Yekl,
Sollors notes that "we might have expected Ryder's and Yekl's choice to be one between
parent and spouse (to make it a pure case of descent versus consent)." 79 Who could
argue? It would be a striking fictional effect indeed if Yekl were forced to choose not
between two unmarried women, or between his wife and a new girlfriend, but between a
young American girl and his own mother as his potential sexual partners. Jewish
protagonists had faced such a choice, between their mothers and shikses, before,
certainly—Jackie Robin, in The Jazz Singer (1927), is one well-known example—but
never had sexual intercourse with a character's mother been a viable narrative or
representational possibility. It would have been illegal to represent parent-child incest
explicitly when Cahan and Chestnutt were writing, in the Jazz Singer, or at any time up to
1966. In fact, the very term that succinctly captures this potential relation, "motherfucker," was among the most proscribed words in the English language, and one of the
very last to make its way into literature. 80 By the late 1960s, though, thanks to the
developments in obscenity law, it had become legal, if not socially advisable, to describe
in explicit terms even such an unconventional "libidinal investment" as mother-fucking.
Peter Tarnopol is confronted by his wife-to-be, Maureen, with the news that she is two months pregnant.
My Life as a Man (New York: Penguin, 1985), 186.
79
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This critique—that Roth did not, in Portnoy, stretch himself quite far enough—is
not the usual one leveled at this controversial novel. The most lasting critiques of
Portnoy's Complaint have also not been those that labeled it as anti-Semitic propaganda
(as Marie Syrkin, Irving Howe, Robert Kirsch, and others did), but rather those that have
protested the representation of women in the novel as patriarchal and misogynist. That
Portnoy is, and should be, anathema to feminists quickly became a critical
commonplace. 81 A reading of the characters in Portnoy as deliberately allegorical figures
helps to explain why "no woman in a Roth novel could ever be confused with a threedimensional figure who might walk off the page into real life," as one critic complained,
and it suggests that Roth's caricatures are not necessarily reason enough to dismiss the
novel as hopelessly misogynist. 82 But I remain sympathetic with a feminist critique of
Portnoy to the extent that there is no reason that the allegorical ethnic subject needs to be
gendered male. While women were often excluded from participating in literary activity
in earlier periods, it is one of the salutary achievements of literary modernity that the
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story of ethnic and minority groups need not constantly be allegorized as the story of a
man's selection of his sexual partner, with women playing passive, if crucial, roles.
One response to this critique of Roth would be that, as mentioned above, women
have written sheygets novels—in which the male characters, as flat, cartoony
representatives of particular communities, are selected or rejected by a female
protagonist—almost as frequently as men like Roth have written shikse novels like
Portnoy. 83 But worthy as they are of our attention, books like Emma Wolf's Other Things
Being Equal, Edna Ferber's Fanny Herself, and Anzia Yezierska's Salome of the
Tenements do not satisfactorily resolve this problem simply by gendering the allegorical
ethnic subject female. They reproduce the traditional semiotic structure with the genders
reversed. Several novelists responded to Portnoy in exactly this way, none more
prominently than Erica Jong, whose Fear of Flying has not inaccurately been described
as "the female answer" to Portnoy. 84 Jong's Jewish heroine, Isadora Wing, selects her
lovers from various communities, and can certainly be read as representing a particular
experience of American Jewish life in enthusiastically obscene terms. But, as Susan
83

It is true, of course, that the shikse novels written by Jewish men have tended to attract more attention
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Suleiman has argued, Jong's novel ultimately adds up to "merely the usurpation of old
narrative structures and the old words by new speakers"—a women's version of a man's
obscene novel, just as Emma Wolf's and Anzia Yezierska's shaygets novels could be read
as women's iterations of men's shikse novels (or vice versa). As Suleiman argues, such
usurpation is at most an "important … first step" towards radical feminist fiction. 85
Adele Wiseman's Crackpot addresses both of these concerns: it drives the
allegorical tradition to its extreme, and does so in a pioneering work of radical feminist
fiction that takes the further step, as Suleiman construes it, of "inventing … new
structures, new words, a new syntax that will shake up and transform old habits of
thought and old ways of seeing." 86 One might go so far as to suggest that if, as Suleiman
claims, the "continuing popularity" of Fear of Flying signals that the novel does not
"imply a genuine threat to existing ways of seeing and being between the sexes," the
extraordinary difficulties Wiseman had in placing her novel with a publisher, and the
continued sense that it has not received its due from critics and readers, may reflect the
radically "unsettling" quality of a novel that inverts the Oedipal myth by narrating it from
the perspective of the mother, and portrays the sexual intimacy between a woman and her
son as a profoundly ethical and necessary, if heartbreaking, act. 87
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The inordinate difficulty Wiseman had in placing Crackpot with a publisher came
as a surprise to her, and for good reason. Wiseman conceived Crackpot in 1961, in New
York, around the time of the first crucial obscenity cases in both the U.S. and Canada that
heralded the upcoming legal developments, and she drafted the book repeatedly
throughout the ensuing decade. 88 She must have been aware that these legal advances
would substantially improve her chances of publishing a novel that is pornographic in the
etymological sense (i.e., it is writing about a prostitute), and obscene in the modern legal
sense (i.e., inter alia, it includes more than a dozen instances of the word "fuck").
Given the legal situation, Wiseman had no cause to fear that Crackpot would be
suppressed because of its obscenity, and she had, at the same time, every reason to be
confident that the manuscript would receive sympathetic attention. Her first novel, The
Sacrifice (1956) had been published to considerable critical acclaim in Canada, the U.S.,
and England, generating more pre-publication sales, according to one source, than any
Canadian novel in history. 89 For that debut, Wiseman won the Governor General's Award
for Fiction, Canada's most prestigious literary prize; was granted residencies at Yaddo
and the MacDowell Colony, the two most prominent American artists' colonies; and
received a Guggenheim fellowship based on recommendations from an astonishing group
of Jewish cultural and literary authorities: Saul Bellow, David Daiches, Irving Howe, and
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Meyer Levin. 90 Wiseman's second novel did not promise to be any less a success than the
first: drafts of Crackpot had been praised by Margaret Laurence, herself a major
Canadian author, and by Malcolm Ross, one of the country's most famous literary
impresarios. 91 Mordecai Richler, who had made an international name for himself with
novels like The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz (1959) and Cocksure (1968), solicited
an excerpt from Crackpot for a 1970 anthology of contemporary Canadian fiction he
edited. 92 Moreover, Wiseman's book was submitted to publishers by perhaps the most
prominent literary agent in the U.S. at the time, Candida Donadio, who represented an
astounding list of American writers, among whom were included the most impressive of
American Jewish novelists. Wondering if she might represent Wiseman, Donadio wrote
that her clients included "Algren, Bellow, Malamud, Welty, Roth, Heller, Pynchon,
Bruce Friedman, Wallace Markfield, John Cheever, Harvey Swados, etc.etc and of course
Hannah Green" (the last of whom Wiseman had befriended years earlier at Yaddo and
who had suggested to Donadio that she contact Wiseman). Crackpot was not a case of an
agent being disappointed by her client's follow-up to a successful debut, either: Donadio
agreed to represent Crackpot after reading an excerpt from the novel ("I LOVE IT," she
wrote), but without having yet read The Sacrifice. 93 In short, Crackpot was submitted for
consideration to publishers with the highest possible pedigree and expectations. It came
as a shock, then, when the U.S. publisher of The Sacrifice, Viking, rejected Crackpot
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summarily in 1968, and as a startling disappointment when, over the next several years,
twenty-five other major publishers in the U.S., Canada, and England also passed on it. 94
These rejections of a celebrated novelist's sophomore project, while surprising,
are not difficult to explain. As Panofsky and Marcia Mack have pointed out, and as
Wiseman herself seems to have agreed, Crackpot is a radical feminist departure from,
and rewriting of, the fairly conventional, patriarchal themes of The Sacrifice 95—and I
would add to this analysis the fact that Crackpot happens to be a work of obscene radical
feminism (as opposed to Jong's Fear of Flying, which I would classify as an obscene
novel by a woman, or even an obscene feminist novel, but not radical fiction). 96
Somewhat suggestive in this regard was Wiseman's experience with Longmans Canada, a
publishing house that in 1970 offered her a contract for Crackpot on the condition that
she submit to revisions to be suggested by Phyllis Grosskurth, an English professor at the
University of Toronto whose views of literature, according to Grosskurth's own
recollection, Wiseman considered "very prudish." 97 Even if not every rejection rested on
the novel's engagement with obscenity—Grosskurth, for one, claims that Longsman main
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objection was to the book's length 98—it demonstrates the unconventional character of
Crackpot that this book inspired concerns about propriety at a time when, as a lawyer
pointed out in the oral arguments of Cohen v. California (1971), seven out of the ten
bestselling U.S. novels of 1969 contained the word "fuck." 99 Finally released in 1974 by
McClelland and Stewart—then, as now, among the most prestigious of Canadian
publishing houses—through the intercession of the founder's son, the book received
mixed reviews, but was celebrated by at least a few reviewers as a creative triumph from
a major talent. The book was called "one of the more important novels in recent
literature" by a radio critic, while an early academic respondent characterized the novel
as "the most alive, daring, and tempestuously human literary creation in Canadian
storytelling." 100 Crackpot did receive, however, at least one scathing review that baldly
reflected the reactionary response to Wiseman's book that publishers may have feared;
the reviewer, E. G. Mardon, expressed "horror and disgust" in finding Crackpot
"pornographic," "a modern Canadian version of the notorious Fanny Hill." 101 That
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Crackpot unsettled publishers and disturbed a reviewer so deeply testifies to what Tamara
Palmer calls "Crackpot's complex and profoundly radical nature," as well as Wiseman's
commitment to writing "what was hardest and most important to [her]." 102

VI. "A Sheltered Workshop": Wiseman and Obscenity

I do not mean to suggest that Wiseman was an innocent victim of censors. Like
Roth, she knew what she was getting into when she wrote an obscene novel. 103 Her
memoirs make clear that the power of obscenity in literature and speech was among her
earliest literary insights. In her "Memoirs of a Book-Molesting Childhood" (1986),
Wiseman recalls discovering a pornographic poem written by her brother when she was
"nine or ten." Wiseman asserts that the effect on her was not "corruption," but rather that
her "early exposure to schoolboy porn and the curiosity it excited was more like finding a
sheltered workshop." This evocative phrase, "sheltered workshop"—Wiseman's own
version, it appears, of what Virginia Woolf famously called a "room of one's own"—
suggests that pornographic verse inspired in her the possibilities of composition. That
Wiseman devotes two pages of her short memoir of childhood reading to this single
"crudely hectic piece of doggerel" (while dispensing with "the Dr Doolittles, the Bobbsey
boldly admitted that when he refers to "community standards," he means no more and no less than his own
personal inclinations.
102
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(and other) Twins, the Oz books, Pooh, Heidi, the Swiss Family Robinson, the works of
Louisa May Alcott, Gene Stratton Porter" in a single sentence) strikingly emphasizes
what she refers to as her "ongoing response" to it. 104
In a more general sense, Wiseman remembered herself as being "sinfully
precocious in this matter of wanting to read books they considered too old for me," and
she became conscious, early on, of how important it would be to use taboo words in her
own writing if she wanted that writing to be of the highest caliber: 105

There were certain words that had such strong feelings attached to them that I had
a hard time using them. But I knew that if I was going to be a writer I would have
to have the whole world of words at my disposal, in spite of how my upbringing
had taught me to feel about them. … So I stood in front of the mirror and
practised saying "shit" out loud, "shit shit SHIT", trying not to cringe inside. I still
get a little twinge when I hear or use certain words, though publicly I can
certainly pass for a familiar. 106
This self-description of Wiseman's "training" (23) is fascinating enough as a declaration
of the importance of taboo words to a novelist, but two other points bear emphasizing.
First, the passage has an uncanny retrospective quality: when Wiseman was a teenager, in
the 1940s, it would have been relatively difficult for a young woman of her age to get her
hands on a novel with the word "shit" in it, like Ulysses or Call It Sleep or Tropic of
Cancer. This passage, then, if accurate—and not a retrospectively embellished
memory—suggests that Wiseman had a precociously avant garde vision of the literature
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she would one day write. The persistence of euphemism in Wiseman's recollection is also
noteworthy: she repeats the phrase "certain words" to avoid spelling out exactly which
words these were. And though she was writing in the 1980s, when she does offer a
concrete example, she chooses "shit," and not the more dramatically offensive "fuck,"
suggesting that she does still feel a bit uncomfortable using that word, even though the
instances of "fuck" outnumber those of "shit" in Crackpot at a ratio of about two to one.
Given Wiseman's attention to taboo words and their euphemisms in her memoirs,
it should not be surprising that they not only appear, but are explicitly discussed, in
Crackpot (as in Portnoy's Complaint, where Portnoy admits, "Sure, I say fuck a lot …"
[124]). As the novel's protagonist, Hoda, grows up in North Winnipeg, she quickly learns
"the bad language of the natives [i.e., Protestant Canadians]" and curses in response to
the disapproval of teachers and other children: "When they said nasty things … you could
say hot things like 'fuck you' under your breath." After a fight with children who won't
play with her, Hoda sobs, "I hate you fuck you I won't play with you either." 107 She
knows that these words have unusual powers; when a couple of the prim Evangelical
Christians who are teaching her blind father to weave baskets in the basement of their
church visit Hoda's house, she knows not to say such things to them: "She would have
died … rather than say 'fuck' or 'shit' in their hearing" (94). She manages to offend them
nonetheless, however, as she doesn't realize that "hell" would be equally disturbing to
them (92). What Wiseman illustrates, in these brief scenes, is the education of a child in
taboo language. Hoda learns taboo words without quite knowing what they mean, and she
is also "learning caution" (58), i.e., when not to use them. Crackpot can be described, in
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Roth's terms, as a novel that raises "obscenity to the level of a subject," 108 in that the
novel closely tracks Hoda's education as a user and enactor of obscenity. 109
Crackpot also raises "obscenity to the level of a subject" on a linguistic level, as
Wiseman's prose deploys both taboo words and euphemisms to represent Hoda's
developing consciousness. As various men in Hoda's community initiate her into sex,
Wiseman carefully marshals euphemistic pronouns to signal the covertness, the
hiddenness, of her gradually acquired sexual knowledge. Follow, for example, the
referents of the pronoun "it," which I italicize in the following passage. At this juncture,
Hoda has her first sexual interaction with an older man, the neighborhood butcher, Yankl,
who provides scraps of meat for her poor family in exchange for a particular act:

Yankl himself didn't seem to think it mattered much afterwards, and when she
was behind the counter with him he acted as though it was just something that
happened to happen while something else important, like cleaning the counter top,
was going on, even though he really showed he liked her when he was coaxing
her. He didn't even look at her when she did what he'd begged her for, and talked
rapidly about all kinds of different things as though he were talking to himself,
and rubbed vigorously at the hollowed-out wooden chipping block, and kept
glancing angrily at the door, so that every now and then when he said "hard" in a
sharper voice, if it weren't for the particularly urgent sound of it she wouldn't have
known he was giving her an order. She never talked to anyone about it, of course,
because Yankl said it was a secret. His wife wouldn't like it if she knew he was
giving meat scraps away, because she liked him to bring them home; but if
someone had asked her Hoda couldn't honestly have said that she minded the feel
of it; on the contrary, though it disturbed her when it went down like that,
suddenly, after all that. But Yankl liked it so it must be all right. Anyway it was
worth it to have him for their friend. (107, italics added)
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In the space of a page, and without clarification, the word "it" appears fourteen times,
referring to Yankl's voice, to Hoda's act of masturbating Yankl, and to Yankl's penis
itself; muddying the waters even further, the same word occurs more than once as a
grammatical place-holder with no particular referent (i.e., "if it weren't for the particularly
urgent sound…"). That Hoda does not have a term for what she is doing conveys her
innocence, and the grammatical vagueness here also—crucially, if the reader is to
identify with Hoda—defamiliarizes manual sex to the point where it can be at least
considered as something other than the callous and revolting sexual abuse of a child. The
act may be repulsive, and even Hoda has a vague sense of wrongdoing—"she really was
not quite sure it was completely all right" (107)—but, on the other hand, Hoda enjoys
bringing pleasure to Yankl, whom she pities as a lonely, angry man ("she felt sorry for
him" [108]). Additionally, as is made clear in the quoted passage, "the feel of it"—the
sensation of masturbating Yankl—is much less unpleasant than what Hoda endures at
school as "a grossly fat adolescent" (89) and at home. Only years later, as an adult, does
Hoda realize that Yankl's act exploited her naïveté, and, when she does, the narrative
offers a considerably less euphemistic retelling of the same scene (277). 110
The euphemistic representation and graphic retelling of Hoda's liaison with Yankl
offer one example of how Wiseman employs euphemism throughout the novel, not to
obscure the narrative action but to impress upon the reader Hoda's essential innocence.
110

The issue of whether Hoda has been harmed by Yankl comes up when Hoda learns from her wealthy
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How does Hoda know that "three big boys from the dumb class" like her? Because "they
kept talking like that about her things" (108). Some of these boys "did that" with Hoda's
friend Seraphina, while "the other girls … said it was a bad thing to do, even though they
kept talking about it and who did it and read those poems the boys passed around"
(108). 111 Hoda longs for a boy to "put his hands on her that way" (109). "It" and "that"
and "things," in these passages, express obliquely what U.S. and Canadian obscenity
standards before the 1960s prevented authors from representing directly. Displaying the
sort of precocious insight one expects in a novel about an unusual child, Hoda is aware of
the strangeness of euphemisms being used to discuss such fundamental and important
aspects of human experience as sex and the relationships that arise around it: "It always
seemed funny to Hoda that you had to love each other in such strange disguises" (109).
It is a dispute about obscenity—a disagreement about what can be said in
public—that drives the plot of Crackpot, too: the confrontation with authority that pushes
Hoda out of school and into intercourse with a classmate, starting her on the path that
leads to her becoming a prostitute, has almost nothing to do with sex itself and everything
to do with the alleged obscenity of a Jewish story. Hoda's censorious teacher, Mrs.
Boltholmsup, stands for institutional authority: her internal monologues introduce the
words "obscene," "unclean," and "profane" into the novel's discourse, and she views her
poor immigrant students as "gross creatures" who are sexual freaks because of their
ethnic heritage: "It's where they come from," she thinks, "those backward places …
Really, I sometimes think that's all there is to them, all they think about" (128-29). In the
novel's fourth chapter, this teacher informs Hoda's class that, as an exercise in "Oral
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Expression" (which has been, not coincidentally, one of the major motifs of Hoda's
life), 112 each student will present a short speech about "some special aspect of himself
that he considered most interesting, like a hobby or a dream or an event that had most
affected him" (129). For Hoda, this means that "the time had come to reveal herself at
last" (131)—she will offer a full accounting of her family history and receive the
admiration and acceptance that she deserves, but has not yet been given by classmates or
teachers. The story she wants to tell is the one that her father recounts to her, repeatedly,
and is the subject of the first chapter of Wiseman's novel. In short: Hoda's father was
blind and her mother had a slight hunchback, so they were married off almost by force in
their shtetl according to the folk wisdom that such a marriage curries favor with God and
prevents a plague from spreading and a pogrom from engulfing the town. 113 In her
father's gam zu l'tovah telling, these tragedies, and the death in infancy of the couple's
first child, comprise their extraordinary good fortune, as they led to Hoda's birth (14). 114
When her turn in class arrives, Hoda relays this family history to her classmates
and teacher without a single taboo word or graphic description of sex: "You have to get
112
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two very poor people who can't help themselves … ," she explains, "And you have to
take them to the graveyard, the Jewish graveyard. … and they get married, right there in
the graveyard, with everyone watching" (138). From Miss Boltholmsup's perspective,
however, Hoda's description is the very definition of obscenity:

What did [Hoda] mean by "married"? What exactly did she mean? … Suddenly
[Miss Bolthomsup] knew exactly where Hoda was leading, saw in disgusting
detail the whole obscene picture, the wretched couple of cripples copulating in the
graveyard while a bearded, black-robed, fierce-eyed rabbi stood over them,
uttering God knows what blasphemies … Miss Bolthomsup was positively sick to
the stomach with the vividness of it. (138)
To describe people "copulating" in "disgusting detail"—especially if a few "blasphemies"
are thrown in for good measure—is precisely, according to a century's worth of legal
precedent, to transgress the standards of obscenity. The irony, of course, is that "the
whole obscene picture" is not painted by Hoda, but supplied by Miss Bolthomsup's
imagination, as if to furnish a precise illustration of a point made about obscenity by the
free speech pioneer Theodore Schroeder, that "obscenity and indecency are not senseperceived qualities of a book, but are solely and exclusively a condition or effect in the
reading mind." 115 Indeed, there is no way that Hoda could tell her family's story without
offending her teacher if the words "very poor people … get married" are going to be
heard as "cripples copulating"; her history is, then, inevitably obscene. Moreover, since
Hoda knows these stories from her pious father, and since they constitute her knowledge
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of Jewish culture—one critic has called them her "personal holy scripture" 116—their
being interpreted here as obscenity resonates powerfully with an infamous line from the
Talmud, "Whoever teaches his daughter Torah teaches her obscenity." 117
The teacher criticizes Hoda at length ("you have to know what not to talk about
… some things are best to remain buried in the past" [139, 141]) and dismisses her, and it
is in the wake of this fiasco that Hoda has sexual intercourse for the first time. Having
been dismissed as a vulgarian despite her refined intentions and because of her Jewish
story, Hoda takes comfort in the punning, slang-heavy speech of a few of the disaffected
neighborhood boys, and encourages one of them to initiate her into sex. Hoda
understands this explicitly as an act of rebellion against her teacher's unfair standards:
"To hell with Miss Bottoms-Up," she thinks, "… To hell with any of them who didn't like
her. … Nobody was going to tell her what to do. If she wanted to she'd even fuck them
all!" (150). This sudden appearance of the word "fuck"—referring to sex for the first time
in the novel—signals that Hoda's transformation is a linguistic, as well as physical, one.
For Hoda, saying "fuck" and fucking are related, if not identical; Wiseman suggests that
Hoda's insistence on speaking "fuck" matters even more to her than the act of sex itself
(which she still doesn't understand: "Had she really done it? What was it she had done? Is
that what it was?" [150]). Having been censored unfairly, Hoda speaks and acts
obscenely, and this experience is the beginning of her prostitution—another example of
the ancient truism that prohibition and transgression feed off of each other. 118
116
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More even than Portnoy (or Fear of Flying), then, Crackpot is a novel about
obscenity: it tells a story about how a child learns linguistic taboos and breaks them, and
about the motivations for and consequences of their enforcement and transgression. That
the novel "accommodates, even privileges, the viewpoint of the prostitute …," Marcia
Mack suggests, "goes a long way toward explaining Canadian critics' difficulty in
responding to the work"; 119 and I would add that in privileging Hoda's perspective,
Wiseman created in Crackpot a fiction that is more pornographic (in the etymological
sense) and more radical than the mainstream feminist novels of the early 1970s. 120 Given
the typical emphasis on the experiences of middle- and upper-middle-class white women
in those novels, Crackpot's radicalism could also be located in its investment in
kabbalistic imagery and Jewish culture generally, or in Hoda's poverty, commitment to
communism, and class consciousness. 121 Nowhere was the book more revolutionary, or
more disturbing to some of its readers, though, than in its emphasis on incest.

prevented her from marrying (Genesis 38). The crucial difference seems to be that Tamar's foray into
prostitution is brief and well-planned, while Hoda's is impulsive and more or less permanent.
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prostitutes in 19th-century French literature, see Maurice Samuels, "Metaphors of Modernity: Prostitutes,
Bankers, and Other Jews in Balzac's Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes," Romanic Review 97:2 (March
2006): 169-84.
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VII. "Like the world in miniature": Wiseman's Allegorical Motherfucker

Crackpot's plot climaxes, in the book's eleventh chapter, with Hoda's decision to
have sex with her son. The boy, David, has been raised in an orphanage. His nickname
Pipick (from the Yiddish for "bellybutton") derives from his dissevered connection with
his mother: having delivered the baby herself, alone, Hoda "gnawed" through the
umbilical cord, leaving him with a bellybutton of unusual size and shape (211, 234). 122
Pipick does not know that Hoda, the neighborhood whore, "a legend in the district … the
girl who had broken in just about every mother's son of them" (198-9), is actually his
mother, nor does Hoda realize who Pipick is when he visits her. They have sex once; an
overexcited virgin, Pipick ejaculates prematurely ("he'd barely crossed the threshold
when he tripped his load" [330]), but he lingers on in Hoda's home after her other
customers have left, hoping she will offer him a second opportunity. As he talks to her,
she realizes that he is the son she abandoned years earlier and has often observed from a
distance. Understanding this, Hoda reacts violently when Pipick tries to initiate coitus a
second time: she "fetche[s] him a wallop that sen[ds] him thumping off the mattress and
smack up against the wall" (342). She begs him not to sleep with her—asking him, "What
do you want stale old sold meat for?" (350)—without letting on what she has realized.
Divine': Harlot as Hebrew Goddess in Adele Wiseman’s Crackpot," The Student Journal of Canadian
Jewish Studies (2008) <http://web2.concordia.ca/canadianjewishjournal/pdf/JulieFinalDraft.pdf>.
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As Greenstein puts this, "his informal tag is Pipick because of his odd lump of navel—a curious knotted
tail testifying to his origins" (113). Wiseman's Pipick bears no relation to "Moshe Pipik" in Philip Roth's
Operation Shylock: A Confession (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993) as far as I can tell.
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Saying "I'm old enough to be your mother" is the closest she comes to revealing their
kinship, for fear of traumatizing him (347-49). Unfortunately, Pipick desperately desires
to have sex again—he yearns to prove his virility and compensate himself for his earlier
embarrassment—and he receives Hoda's rejection as cruelty of a piece with his lifelong
humiliation: "Why don't you tell me, 'You're a freak; I don't want to fuck you!'," he asks
her, drowning in his self-pity. "No one wants to fuck a freak, even if he pays you!" (351).
Hoda hates to see the boy suffer—she has committed herself to a life of prostitution in
part because of her unwillingness to spurn the advances of pathetic, lonely men, and her
relation to Pipick means that she cares even more about him than about any stranger—
and the novel's crisis finally boils down to her dilemma: "What was it she herself had to
do?" (349).
What purpose is served by Wiseman's representation of this disturbing conflict
over mother-son incest, which more than any other element of the novel horrified the
book's least sympathetic reviewer? In his review of Crackpot, E. G. Mardon singles out
the "'incest' scenes" as being "especially" "obscene," and regards Wiseman's novel
generally as a text that plumbs the darkest depths of social and sexual experience purely
for the sake of disgusting, disturbing, and shocking its readers. 123 Not to dignify Mardon's
reactionary vituperation with a response it does not merit, but to address the concerns of
more sympathetic readers of the novel who still find the scene troublesome or odd, this
chapter will conclude by proposing an allegorical reading of Hoda's incest, and situating
it as a radical feminist response to the narrative traditions sketched above.
First, it is noteworthy that like Portnoy, "The Lady and the Peddler," and The
Tether, Wiseman's novel subtly alludes to an allegorical hermeneutic in which family
123
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relations stand for socio-political ones. Hoda's teacher describes the first World War, for
example, as a "family quarrel" (51) between the English, Germans, and Russians, and
when Hoda relays this concept to her mother, she's informed that as Jews, she and her
family "belong to another branch altogether" (53). Hoda's fascination with the Prince of
Wales concretizes this allegory. Hoda fantasizes that she and the prince will fall in love,
breaking off their affair only because of the impact their relationship would have on the
masses: "Only when Daddy wept because she was marrying a gentile, and his mother the
Queen begged him to prevent the civil war that was threatening, did they give each other
up … and he promised to be good to the Jews forever, though his heart was broken"
(178). This fantasy reproduces the formula of the classic shaygets novel—for instance,
Yezierska's Salome of the Tenements, in which the protagonist's attractions compel her
non-Jewish beau to want "To save—together—our East Side" (77), though she finally
rejects him—while evoking the formula's powerful precedent, Megillat Esther, in which a
Jewish girl's ability to attract a powerful non-Jew produces salvation for the entire
community, thereby justifying, retroactively, her distressing exogamy. 124 The novel's
suggestion that Hoda has no intention of "letting it go too far with Morgan," the boy who
initiates her into sex, because "he was neither a Jew nor … a prince" (147) exhibits the
strong impression that such stories have made on her. At one point the novel notes that
Hoda concerns herself "with very personal things on the one hand, and with large,
universal political and humanitarian problems on the other" (294), which can be read as
an indicator of Wiseman's self-conscious participation in a literary tradition in which
124

See Rashi on Esther 2:11: "It did not happen to this righteous woman that she should be taken to the bed
of a gentile but (for the reason) that she is destined to arise and bring salvation to Israel." Rabbi Avraham
Schwartz and Rabbi Yisroel Schwartz, trans., The Megilloth and Rashi's Commentary with Linear
Translation (New York: Hebrew Linear Classics, 1983), 13.
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"very personal things" can matter, at least partly, precisely because they symbolize, and
offer insights into, "large, universal political and humanitarian problems."
Wiseman similarly identifies Pipick as a potentially allegorical figure; like
Chestnutt's and Cahan's protagonists in Sollors' reading, Hoda's son can be understood as
the representative ethnic subject whose actions stand allegorically for the social and
political direction of his community. Hoda's reference to Pipick as a "prince, to save the
Jews" in the note she leaves with him at the Jewish orphanage, and the name the boy is
given by the staff of that institution, David Ben Zion (234), both loosely link him to
Jewish messianic hopes. 125 Pipick also tellingly refers to himself at precisely the moment
before his first unknowing sexual intercourse with his mother as being "like the hero of a
goddam book" (329): an allegorical representative of a Jew. He's aware of his role, if not
entirely pleased with the situation: "It was as if," David thinks at one point, "they really
wanted and needed somebody to hang all kinds of scraps of thoughts and ideas and hopes
onto, things they wanted for themselves, and sometimes things they didn't want for
themselves, their nightmares, so they hung you with them" (368). Having "thoughts and
ideas and hopes" projected onto one's choices is exactly what happens to "the hero of a
goddam book."
The first radical twist that Wiseman applies to the traditional allegory, however, is
precisely to displace Pipick—the typical young man (or woman) in the process of
choosing a sexual partner, who serves as representative ethnic subject—from the central
role as protagonist, and to replace him with his mother, who represents not the ethnic
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individual, but the ethnic community. 126 The book's primary concern is not with David's
sexual practices, but Hoda's. To her, sex is a means of intense personal connection and a
"gift" that she can give to everyone. According to her father's advice, "When you
discover you have a gift, it means you have been given a gift, and it also means that you
should give your gift" (60). Hoda's gift, in all three senses, is sex. She recognizes that by
being generous with her body, she can set a precedent of ethical behavior: "If she wasn't
going to be nice when her turn came," she reasons, "how could she blame other people
when they were mean? Somebody had to start off being nice, at least a little" (152).
Hoda's approach to sex thus constitutes a sort of utopian cosmopolitanism; she refuses to
reject anyone who genuinely wants to have sex with her in a peaceful and respectful way,
whether he is rich or poor, Jew or gentile, healthy or ill. 127 Yet this practice never
undermines Hoda's identity as a Jew: in contrast to the typical hero of a sheygets or shikse
novel—or the hypothetical Jew in the Talmud who is rendered physically non-Jewish
because of sexual intercourse with a non-Jewish woman—Hoda's Jewishness is the
unshakeable product of her history. In an unpublished and undated essay on the subject of
"Jewishness," Wiseman once wrote:
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It could, in fact, be argued that Hoda's prostitution aligns her with Yiddish language and culture, given
the availability of a Jewish representational tradition that figured Yiddish as a harlot and Hebrew as a
respectable lady. See Naomi Seidman, A Marriage Made in Heaven: The Sexual Politics of Hebrew and
Yiddish (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 35, 45.
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Along these lines, Michael Greenstein proposes apropos of Crackpot that "the sexual activities of a
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dislocated and ostracized." Michael Greenstein, Third Solitudes: Tradition and Discontinuity in JewishCanadian Literature (Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989). It is only fair to point out that
Wiseman could have, but didn't, allow Hoda to welcome women as well as men as sexual partners,
privileging heterosexuality in her text in the same way that other feminist novels of the early 1970s did.
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The tone of my felt Jewishness is so positive that no alternate model with which
life has presented me has ever looked even tempting, in spite of the possible perks
attached, and notwithstanding my real affection, and even, in some cases, love,
for some alternate model practitioners. Conversely, my sense of myself as a Jew
and of the value of that identification has never wavered in spite of the fact that I
have occasionally found myself in absolute disagreement with and even enraged
by some of the stances, whether considered official or otherwise, taken by other
Jews. … I don't wear my Jewishness; I am my Jewishness.128
Hoda herself embodies this theory of Jewishness, in that her Jewishness also "never
waver[s]," despite her "love" for non-Jews; she embraces both Jews and non-Jews while
remaining steadfastly Jewish. At no moment in the text is there any suggestion that she
could ever be anything other than Jewish. By positioning Hoda, with her hundreds of
sexual partners, at the center of this allegorical narrative, Wiseman eschews the
pernicious either/or logic that propels most novels of exogamy: to wit, either you are a
Jew and sleep with a Jew, or you sleep with a non-Jew and are therefore not Jewish.
Hoda's capaciousness leads sensibly to the second radical twist that Wiseman
applies to the traditional allegory, one that pushes further than Roth had gone: Hoda
chooses to fuck her son. She deliberately commits what has been called "the most
abhorrent act," and the novel emphasizes her consciousness of her agency in making this
choice: "When they did it by accident, before she knew, that was nothing, just a dirty
trick. But knowing, if she chose to do it again, it was for a reason" (352). 129 She has sex
with him not just once, but as many times as he can afford to pay her (366). And
Crackpot endorses, rather than rejects, Hoda's choice; in the following chapters, Hoda
secures a job that is more comfortable for her, as hostess at a kibitzarina, and even finds a
husband, a Holocaust survivor named Lazar whom she can rejuvenate. Far from being
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punished for this incest, Hoda receives every conceivable reward—except proximity to
Pipick, whom the novel dispatches to WWII and does not later reintroduce.
The novel's toleration, even endorsement, of mother-son incest demands to be
read allegorically, not only because the narrative fits so perfectly into the Jewish narrative
tradition adumbrated above, and not simply in response to the markers of allegorical
intention in the text. Also, studies of human sexuality have shown that mother-son incest
is quite rare in practice, unlike the woefully common phenomena of father-daughter and
sibling incest, which have received considerably more attention by both social scientists,
novelists, and literary critics. The rareness of actual, as opposed to imagined, mother-son
incest suggests that Wiseman was almost certainly not, in Crackpot, responding to a reallife story she had heard (as she responded to a newspaper account of a murder in crafting
her first novel, The Sacrifice), but rather employing the plot device that best served the
narrative, aesthetic, and political requirements of the novel. 130 In Crackpot, Wiseman
writes back to the wave of Jewish mother jokes and tales of smothering Jewish mothers
that crested in the 1960s, and to the ambivalence at the center of Portnoy, answering
them by following their logic through to its conclusion. Crackpot offers a decided
embrace of the Jewish mother and of the Jewish communal reproduction that she
represents. 131
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In doing so, Wiseman's novel diverges sharply from almost all previous literary
treatments of incest. Peter Thorslev argues brother-sister incest was "made sympathetic"
or even "idealized" as "a metaphor for human perfectability" in Byron and Shelley, while
Marc Shell reads brother-sister incest more broadly as a sympathetic symbol for the
revolutionary ideal of "universal siblinghood" in a dizzying array of texts. 132 Fatherdaughter incest has typically provided the counterpoint to such utopian images. As Karl
Zender phrases it, father-daughter incest has been understood to stand allegorically for
the "hierarchical and patriarchal structures of episcopal and secular authority" or "the
tyrannical power of the ancien régime": sensibly, representations of the rape or sexual
abuse of a girl by her father evokes the abuse of authority. 133 According to Anne Dalke's
study of incest in American novels before 1830, meanwhile, both father-daughter and
sibling incest "symboliz[e] … the absence of a well defined social system." 134 In general,
a survey of incest in literature and its critical reception reveals that while the Oedipal
myth has exerted enormous influence over modern fiction, it is quite difficult to track
down novels or stories that feature specific, explicit acts of mother-son incest. And it is
almost impossible to find one that, like Crackpot, conforms to the structure of an incest
tragedy—in Shell's terms, this is an incest story with "a protagonist who mates with
someone he wrongly believes not to be kin"—but which disavows the "tragic recognition
and Sons: The Expense of Chutzpah," in Irving Malin, ed., Contemporary American Jewish Literature:
Critical Essays (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1973), 156-74.
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scene" that "shows an act thought to be chaste to be incestuous," and instead represents
the continuing sexual interactions between mother and son in a positive light. 135 Mardon,
Wiseman's unsympathetic reviewer, had good reason to be shocked by Crackpot and its
"'incest' scenes," then, in that they are virtually unprecedented. 136
Crackpot's incest, read into the tradition of Jewish sexual allegory, resembles, to
some degree, sibling incest as analyzed by Shell and Thorslev more than typical literary
father-daughter incest, in that it conveys Wiseman's utopian vision of what a Jewish
community could be and how it could reproduce itself.
If, according to an allegorical reading, David represents the paradigmatic ethnic
subject whose choice of exogamy or endogamy stands for the success or failure of Jewish
communal reproduction, Hoda, as his mother, represents what Sollors calls "descent": the
traditional Jewish community, which is genealogically and historically Jewish. Such an
allegorical scheme is, of course, completely consistent with the representational patterns
found in modern Jewish literature, and particularly with those of American Jewish culture
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in the 1960s. 137 As Hyman notes, Jewish writers concerned about "assimilation and
identity" in the decades after WWII, "linked the Jewish mother to two elements of Jewish
identity that constrained masculine behavior and especially the Jewish man's free choice
of sexual partner: the psychosocial, ethnic aspects of identity, as manifested in the family,
and the religiocultural dimensions of Jewishness as expressed in the female sphere of the
home." 138 As Riv-Ellen Prell phrases it, the stereotype of the Jewish Mother in this period
"personified … an American Jewish culture in transition"; the figure "marked difference"
and was parochial." 139 As early as 1967, Zena Smith Blau anticipated such readings,
arguing that "the well-known ambivalence of the Jew toward his mother … is part and
parcel of his ambivalence about remaining a Jew," while, Alain Finkielkraut, writing in
1980, agreed with all these analyses, capturing the phenomenon in an admirably succinct
formulation: "Juif, de nos jours, on l'est plus que jamais par la mère" ["Whether one is a
Jew, in our time, is more than ever determined by the mother"]. 140
Hoda, as a Jewish mother, embodies Jewish continuity as these analyses predict.
She aspires to "achieve a proper, loving friendship with [Pipick] in which she could work
for him as she did for Daddy, and teach him their stories, and protect him and help him
avoid all those traps that she knew were waiting for him in life" (363). She wants to
mother him, aid his progress, and—crucially—expose him to the Jewish culture she
137
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knows, in the form of her father's "stories": precisely the "Torah" that, in its transmission
from Danile to Hoda was transformed—at least in the mind of Hoda's teacher—into
obscenity. The chain of Jewish knowledge dramatized in Crackpot, with Torah passing
from Hoda's father to Hoda to her son, accords perfectly with the sociocultural pattern
described by Hyman, Finkielkraut and others, in which mothers displaced fathers as the
primary conveyors of Jewish identity after WWII. Simply put, Hoda being a mother is
not at all incidental; if she'd been a father, a story about the sexual relationship between
her and her child would reflect an entirely different perspective on Jewish continuity. 141
In the novel, sex is one of the ways, perhaps the "only" way, that Hoda can
connect with Pipick: "he was fragile and she held him tenderly, and tried in the only way
she knew how to make up for all the harm she had done" (353). Indeed, she feels that her
sexual connection to him may allow her to pass on to Pipick her father's stories, which
constitute her personal connection to the Jewish past (Pipick "must learn what was
important in the stories still," Hoda feels [362]): as Panofsky has argued, "Hoda reclaims
her son through incest." 142 In presenting this dynamic, in which mother-son sex is part
and parcel of, or a resonant symbol for, the potential for Jewish communal reproduction,
Wiseman concretizes the challenge of endogamy—that is, the taint of incestuous
insularity that marrying in, and figuratively embracing the culture of one's own group to
the exclusion of others, carries with it. This is a real obstacle that shikse and shaygets
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novels like Fanny Herself, Salome of the Tenements, and The Island Within never quite
acknowledge, even as they didactically reject exogamy.
By taking mother-son incest seriously and by embracing it, Crackpot extends
Roth's exploration of the family romance in Portnoy. In Prell's analysis, "the Jewishness
represented by the Jewish Mother/Wife offered a parochial, suffocating identity of
excess" (and, not incidentally, "parochial," "suffering," and "excess" provide a perfect
description of Hoda); without rejecting that overwhelming and frightening Jewish
identity, Crackpot dramatizes, more sympathetically than any previous portrait of the
American Jewish mother, what would be required for a Jewish child to embrace it. 143
Crackpot declares it an unavoidable necessity for Pipick, or any Jew, to follow Freud's
advice that in order "to be really free and happy in love" a man must "come to terms with
the idea of incest with mother or sister," only slightly modified: in order to be really free
and happy as a Jew, a man must come to terms with the idea of incest with his mother. 144
Importantly, it is not the "universal siblinghood" usually symbolized by brother-sister
incest that Wiseman proffers as a model for progressive Jewish communities—the
revolutionary, universalist idea that all humans are siblings is not Wiseman's primary
concern—but rather mother-child incest that allegorizes the desire for generational
continuity even at the cost of isolationism, exclusivity, and inwardness. 145
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Pipick more or less vanishes at the end of the novel—after taking the blame,
magnanimously, for a sexual scandal at the orphanage for which he was not responsible,
he runs away, and eventually joins the army—and this suggests that he, very much like
Portnoy, cannot join the Jewish community, which would be allegorized by his
acknowledging his mother and their sexual intercourse. The novel does suggest that
Pipick will one day return to Winnipeg (382), and Hoda fantasizes, at the end of the
book, about "reveal[ing] the truth to a young man of the world on whom, at twenty-three,
it could not possibly have the shattering effect it might have had on him at fifteen" (403).
In the novel's dreamlike concluding passage, moreover, David reappears to pronounce an
obscure but positive judgment on his mother ("She occupies her past; she inhabits her
life," he says [427]), and then to be included in Crackpot's final image of community.
Unlike Roth's novel, which ends with Portnoy's alienation and grief and emphasizes the
protagonist's alienation from his inheritance, Crackpot ultimately focuses on Hoda and on
her reconstitution of a Jewish community on her own terms. She has created a
community through the kibitzarina and her Holocaust survivor, Lazar, one that is neither
wholly predicated on descent nor on consent, but created through a fluid mixture of both
forms of affiliation: in Hoda's vague but affirmative vision, Hoda, Lazar, Danile, and
Pipick "would all be stirring the muddy waters of the brimming pot together" (427). Not
based exclusively on geneaology—indeed, it counters the notion of a racial Judaism, in
which identity is determined purely by a relationship to one's ancestors 146—neither does
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Hoda's community eschew geneaological relationships. She would, Wiseman makes very
clear, welcome Pipick back whenever he is ready to rejoin her. While Pipick's
disappearance signals that Portnoy's anxieties continue to afflict the individual ethnic
subject in Wiseman's novel, that does not undermine the strength of the Jewish
community envisioned in it. Wiseman's vision, frankly utopian, is of a Jewish community
generous and resilient enough not to be troubled by the temporary disaffection of its
Pipicks and Portnoys—not, in other words, wholly dependent on geneaological
reproduction—yet always prepared to gather them back into its ample bosom.
One cannot expect, of course, that the model of Jewish community Wiseman
represents through Hoda and her incest would be easy for Jewish traditionalists to
embrace, but it is not coincidentally parallel to the one that appealed to radical young
Jews in the years leading up to Crackpot's publication. During the crucial paragraph that
represents the second, and knowing, intercourse between Hoda and Pipick, the narrator
retrospectively relates that in their first encounter, "Hoda had spread herself out before
him like the whole world in miniature" (353), and this phrase perfectly captures the
vision of a potential North American Jewish community that Wiseman expresses in the
character of Hoda: "miniature," and thus limited in scope, but sharing in the wide

suggests, Jewishness is 'nearly empty of any content other than itself'" (292-93). Many of Michaels'
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their denial of culture as very often a matter of consent. At times, this line of reasoning becomes downright
offensive; to pose the rhetorical question, as Michaels does, "What makes Jewish history your history
unless your grandparents were Jews?" (138) is callously to dismiss the experiences of converts to Judaism.
This line of racial thinking undermines Kramer's account of Jewish literary history in excluding from the
category of Jewish literature any texts written by non-Jews, like George Eliot or John Updike, whose books
have engaged in a meaningful way with the lives of Jews (see Kramer, 340).
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possibilities of the "whole world." 147 It is a vision of community strikingly similar to the
ones being worked out by the young Jews who founded havurot (i.e., prayer fellowships)
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, precisely while Donadio shopped Wiseman's novel
around to publishers. Uncannily, Arthur Waskow echoed the central tropes of Wiseman's
novel in 1971—well before Crackpot's publication—arguing that in the 1960s, "the
melting pot … shattered," and calling for "the building of a new society and the
dismantling of the old, with loving care," with "the other peoples of the Earth … rising
alongside us." 148 While this rhetoric might evoke the universal siblinghood that Shell
argues has often been represented as sibling incest, the havura movement was in fact a
return to Jewish affiliation by young Jews who had been allied with the New Left but
disheartened by its antipathy to Jewish causes and concerns, not least among which was
Zionism. 149 Note that Waskow refers to Jews as "us" and to "other peoples" as separate
constituencies; this is not an image, as Wiseman's is not, of universal siblinghood. As
Prell observes in her study of the Jewish counterculture and the havurot, that as "Havurah
members wove together tradition and innovation as essential components of an authentic
Judaism," they shunned simple accounts of Jewishness as passing geneaologically from
parents to children. Such countercultural Jews "sought their mythological past, one that
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Compare Wiseman's comment that "in metaphor, what you have is a … very compressed figure for all
of the world," quoted in Mack, 139.
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Arthur Waskow, "Judaism and Revolution Today" Judaism 20:4 (Fall 1971), reprinted in Jewish
Radicalism (New York: Grove Press, 1973), 11-28. 15, 18.
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See Riv-Ellen Prell, Prayer and Community: The Havurah in American Judaism (Detroit: Wayne State
University Press, 1989), 86-87.
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would inform, though not control, their present and future … [and] yearned for continuity
even as they separated themselves from their parents' and grandparents' lives." 150
Wiseman's novel constitutes a model for how communities like this might
function, in its studious attention to history and theology and its unflagging commitment
to rewriting and reshaping Jewish traditions according to its own politics. The following
passage describes Hoda's exemplary response to her father's stories, which have stood
throughout the novel as her primary connection to the Jewish past, as her Torah, which
she begins to listen to again after her sexual encounter with Pipick:

If she had hoped to hear those stories once again as a child hears, she was
disappointed. But she was not aware of such a hope, nor of the disappointment of
being barred from a return to innocence. She simply felt the old stories, felt her
emptiness filled with resonance, transformed to resonance. She saw the old
stories, saw through the old stories, saw beyond the old stories to what the man
her father was and what the woman her mother must have been; she heard the
stories and knew them all, and gathered them back into herself and knew herself
as well, not as she had once known herself, in a sudden, comprehensive flash of
revelation, a simultaneity of multiple Hodas, but as she flowed in the sequence of
her days. (362)
Eschewing a conservative desire to "hear those stories once again as a child hears," to
recreate precisely her past experience, Hoda seeks a more creative and intense
engagement with them. The careful Biblical mimicry of this passage—the repetition,
parataxis, and faux-archaic phrasing of "flowed in the sequence of her days," for
example—and the emphasis on the repurposing (seeing "through" and "beyond") of "old
stories" anticipates some of the formal gestures of second-wave feminist literature and
theology that would be produced in the later 1970s, especially as undertaken by feminist
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Prell, Prayer and Community, 71.
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Jewish women. 151 Tellingly, Wiseman selects the same verb to capture Hoda's comfort in
her multiplicity that Robert Greenblatt did, in a polemic on his place in the Jewish
counterculture published in 1971: "I am a Jew, an American, a Revolutionary," he wrote,
"I am all three at once because each flows out of and merges into one life history." 152
Considering when Crackpot was drafted—years before the women's movement garnered
national attention in 1969 and 1970, and even before the first countercultural havurah
was founded in 1968 153—Wiseman's perspicacity is stunning. As a response to crises of
"identity and assimilation," i.e., the conflicts between Jews' desires to remain Jewish and
their desires to integrate into non-Jewish social and political communities, Hoda's
openness to incest with her son allegorically represents the path pursued by feminists and
the countercultural havurah movement, but with a more nuanced understanding of one
major challenge facing progressive Jews than some in these groups had.
Can Jews remain Jewish, and reproduce Jewishness in their offspring, without
affirming retrograde standards of what exactly it means to be Jewish (a vision of Jews, as
Deborah Dash Moore has suggested, as a "tribe"), and without isolating the Jewish
community from the wider North American population and its causes? 154 Yes, Crackpot
insists, though the book remains adamant through its representation of incest that this
communal reproduction will perforce involve the community's uncomfortable demand
151

Greenstein is one of the critics who have noted the "parodic echo of Genesis" in Crackpot's epigraphic
opening (110). E. M. Broner's 1978 novel, A Weave of Women (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston) is
perhaps the best example of a more widely recognized feminist classic that mimics the syntax and diction
of (standard translations of) Jewish scriptures.
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that individuals embrace endogamy, that they love their own before any other. Wiseman's
novel promises that even a Portnoy and a Pipick could find lasting love, as did Sonya
Vrunsky and Arthur Levy and all the other protagonists of the shikse and sheygets novels,
but that to do so, they must "come to terms with the idea of incest."

VIII. Allegory and Intrepretation

By no means does every work of literature with a masturbating hero tell a story
about the Diaspora, nor can every novel featuring mother-son incest be read as figuring
communal continuity. Writers themselves warn us of the dangers of too facilely reading
their novels as allegories. 155 Jameson, too, offers a reminder that reading such allegories
into fiction need not undercut, but should rather strengthen, our attention to the narrative
content of a text, to the stories explicitly being told: it is the "optional" or "floating"
nature of allegorical structures that prevent robust narratives like Portnoy and Crackpot
from being reducible to didactic fables. Discussing a Spanish novel, Jameson explains
that "we can … convert the entire situation of the novel into an allegorical commentary
on the destiny of Spain, but we are also free to reverse its priorities and to read the
political analogy as a metaphorical decoration for the individual drama, and as a mere
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Wiseman, for example, has Pipick reflect about the myths that have collected around him, suggesting
her awareness of the ways that creative exegesis ("made-up stuff") has a tendency to undermine one
function of literature, which is to communicate particular and plausible human stories: "Made-up stuff
attracted more made-up stuff, and he began to wonder whether it would matter to anybody if the real person
disappeared altogether, for all they knew him, or cared, or for that matter if he never even emerged, but
remained smothered under everybody's make-believe, including his own" (369).
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figural intensification of this last." 156 Such a flexible hermeneutic approach is the one I
want to endorse here, and it is thoroughly supported throughout traditional Jewish textual
practice: Jews have traditionally modeled such flexible hermenutics in interpreting their
sacred texts on four levels of meaning—pshat [simple meaning], drash [interpretation],
remez [allusive meaning], and sod [esoteric or mystical meaning]—with each of these
levels of meaning enhancing, rather than undermining, the others. 157 Reading a concern
for communal dynamics into Portnoy's rantings or Hoda's prostitution may only intensify
a concern for these characters as characters and for their experiences in themselves.
Yet I hope that attention to the allegorical resonances of these fictions, and to
their roots in the Jewish tradition, will help readers to understand why a novel about a
masturbating sex fiend and an incestuous prostitute have been celebrated, by several
critics, as among the most crucial texts in the North American Jewish literary canon. 158
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That Roth and Wiseman could tell such stories in explicit terms without risking jail time
or loss of their copyrights was a privilege conferred on them by the historical moment in
which they lived and wrote (and, equally, by the Jewish and non-Jewish defenders of
literary freedom of expression discussed in previous chapters). That they invented rich
and deeply resonant ways to capitalize on these opportunities is a mark of their brilliance.
Thanks to their books, and many others less fruitfully engaged with Jewish history and
culture, by the mid-1970s readers had become adjusted to seeing what had previously
been defined as obscenity in the pages of the most respectable literature. Obscenity had
become literary. The next chapter examines how the very literariness of obscenity, in the
hands of Jewish artists, could be used to "literarize" a genre, comic books, consistently
associated with children, an audience thought to be simple-minded and non-literary.

York: The Free Press, 2000), 384—one of only three works of fiction published in English after 1970 to be
so honored—though, oddly enough, Wiseman goes entirely unmentioned in the main text of that work.
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CHAPTER 5.
Graphic Novels and Dirty Pictures: Will Eisner, Jules Feiffer, and the Littérisation of
Comic Books through Obscenity

I. The Rise of the Graphic Novel

In December 2006, Time magazine deemed Alison Bechdel's memoir Fun Home
the best book pubished that year, selecting it for this honor over works by highly
esteemed novelists including Cormac McCarthy, Richard Ford, and David Mitchell. 1 By
March 2007, the literary scholar Nancy K. Miller was summarizing Fun Home, at length,
in PMLA, alongside autobiographies by Joan Didion and Amos Oz. 2 Endorsed by both
the mainstream of the popular literary press and the house organ of academic literary
criticism, Bechdel's extraordinary memoir was an immediate, unqualified, and undeniable
literary success. No one seemed to mind that it was a comic book.
This state of literary affairs, in which a comic book could be considered fit
reading for intelligent adults in America, as such books have been in Europe and Japan
for several decades, 3 has a relatively short history. It was as recently as the late 1970s that

1

Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2006). "10 Best Books," Time (December 17,
2006) <http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1570801,00.html>. I mention Bechdel's book
here as an exemplary graphic novel, but not as Jewish one; her family was Roman Catholic.
2

Nancy K. Miller, "The Entangled Self: Genre Bondage in the Age of Memoir," PMLA 122:2 (March
2007): 537-48.
3

Manga has been widely read by and marketed to adults since the decades after World War II; in the mid1980s, the circulation of a biweekly manga magazine for adults was reported to be more than a million, and
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a number of Jewish artists employed obscenity to foment what we can call the
littérisation of the comic book, which would eventually enable Bechdel's achievements
and the growth of a massive American industry devoted to the production of similar
works. Pascale Casanova defines littérisation as "any operation … by means of which a
text … comes to be regarded as literary by the legitimate authorities." 4 Such littérisation
matters, of course, because the designation of cultural productions as literature has almost
always determined authors' eligibility for prizes, teaching positions, critical attention, and
even sales; if it had been dismissed as non-literary a priori, Bechdel's memoir may still
have achieved success, but it would not have been a contender for the honors it won and
the critical acclaim it has received. 5 Richard Brodhead, who has produced exemplary
studies of littérisation in the late 19th-century, refers to his scholarship as a "history of
literary access," and his language emphasizes that no writing or art is automatically or
inevitably what he calls "high-literary"; to accrue prestige, cultural productions must

there were eighteen monthly magazines for adult women readers. Frederick L. Schodt, Manga! Manga! The
World of Japanese Comics (Tokyo, New York: Kodansha International, 1986), 13, 17. On the development
of album comics for adults in France and Belgium in the 1980s, see Bart Beaty, Unpopular Culture:
Transforming the European Comic Book in the 1990s (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 24-27.
4

Unlike Casanova, I am not interested here in the literary inequalities between languages, but between
forms, but her terms are still relevant; my use of "literariness," which I intend to mean "the quality of being
literary," later in this chapter, is likewise a direct borrowing from Casanova. Casanova, The World Republic
of Letters, trans. M. B. DeBevoise (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004), 135-36.
Raymond Williams offers a crucial etymology of "literature"; the sense with which this chapter is
concerned is the one according to which "most poems and plays and novels are not seen as literature; they
fall below its level, in a sense related to the old distinction of polite learning; they are not 'substantial' or
'important' enough to be called works of literature." Williams, "Literature," Keywords:A Vocabulary of
Culture and Society, revised and expanded edition (London: Fontana Press, 1988), 183-88.
5

For an example of how the "literary" designation is crucial in one organ of the book trade, see Janice
Radway, A Feeling for Books: The Book-of-the-Month Club, Literary Taste, and Middle-Class Desire
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 66-72. Michael Chabon's recent polemics in
favor of breaking down the boundaries between "genre fiction" and "literary fiction"—see particularly
"Trickster in a Suit of Lights: Thoughts on the Modern Short Story" in Chabon's Maps and Legends:
Reading and Writing Along the Borderlands (San Francisco, California: McSweeney's, 2008), 13-26—are
perhaps the best recent evidence of the cultural capital that continues to this day to be reserved for the sort
of writing that manages to earn the designation of "literary" for itself.
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successfully secure higher positions in the literary field. 6 As Lawrence Levine and Paul
DiMaggio have demonstrated in classic analyses of cultural hierarchy, even those cultural
productions now most powerfully imbued with prestige, including Shakespearean drama,
opera, and classical music, did not possess such prestige inherently, but were endowed
with it through a series of historical developments. 7 The littérisation of comic books, in
its potential to transform reading habits and critical practices, portends to be one of the
most important developments in American literature for the 21st century. This chapter
aims to reveal the crucial role that obscenity, as a trope and as a formal device, played in
the littérisation of the comic book form wrought by Jews in the late 1970s, and to explore
what it means that American Jews, in particular, led this development.
As the form under discussion here is the comic book or graphic novel, a brief note
about nomenclature—which will be revisited later on—is necessary. Virtually every
critic who has written about comic books in the past decade has acknowledged that this
category of cultural production experienced a dramatic shift in its status over the past
quarter-century. Scholars have fruitfully analyzed this transformation of the field as a
result of changes in the production, distribution, and economics of comics, and as
necessitating new, more sophisticated reading practices from its audiences. 8 Frequently,
such studies have marked this cultural development, and their analysis of it, through
6

Richard Brodhead, Cultures of Letters: Scenes of Reading and Writing in Nineteenth-Century America
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 9, 109-10.

7

Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988); Paul DiMaggio, "Social Structure, Institutions, and Cultural
Goods: The Case of the United States," in Social Theory for a Changing Society (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1991), 133-55.
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The most useful of these studies—the most attuned to the changes in the way comics are produced and
consumed, and the relations between these developments—is Charles Hatfield's Alternative Comics: An
Emerging Literature (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2005). On the latter, see also Hillary Chute,
"Comics as Literature: Reading Graphic Narrative," PMLA 123:2 (March 2008): 452-65.
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nomenclatural innovation, applying a new term to their object of study. Names for
literary comic books have consequently proliferated: "art comics," "adult comics,"
"alternative comics," "graphic narrative," "graphic fiction" and "sequential art" are a few
of the more or less reasonable suggestions that have not caught on widely; "graphic
novel" is the awkward one that has stuck. Without ignoring the manifest problems with
this term, this chapter employs the term "graphic novels" to refer to literary comic books
(and not to the manga, superhero adventures, and other genre fiction also widely
marketed under that rubric). 9 Focusing on pioneering works by Will Eisner and Jules
Feiffer, and complementing a growing body of work on the development of sophisticated
comics in the last quarter century, this chapter offers a detailed account of one heretofore
unstudied technique through which disreputable comic books became respectable graphic
novels, which is a paradigmatic case of littérisation through obscenity by American Jews.

II. Comic Books and the Literary

Not every artist or writer wants his or her work to be considered literary, and this
is especially true for the creators of comic books. Quite the contrary: whether because

9

On "sequential art," see Will Eisner, Comics and Sequential Art (Tamarac, Florida: Poorhouse Press,
1985), and Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (Northampton, Massachusetts:
Kitchen Sink Press, 1993), 2-23. For "art comics," see Douglas Wolk, Reading Comics: How Graphic
Novels Work and What They Mean (New York: Da Capo Press, 2007), 29-36. For "graphic narrative," see
Chute. For "graphic fiction," see Ivan Brunetti, ed., An Anthology of Graphic Fiction, Cartoons, and True
Stories (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), 10. For "adult comics," see Roger Sabin, Adult Comics:
An Introduction (New York, London: Routledge, 1993). For "alternative comics," see Hatfield. The
problems with the term "graphic novel" are discussed in most of these sources, most insightfully by Chute,
Wolk, and Hatfield. For a breathless, informative survey of the field of the graphic novel at the time of
writing, see Shirrel Rhoades, "Graphic Novels Find the Bookstores," in Comic Books: How the Industry
Works (New York, Peter Lang, 2008), 209-25.
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they did not think it was possible, or because they dismissed literary prestige as a
potential corruption, the vast majority of comics creators before the 1980s never thought
about their work as literature, not only because of the connotation of that term with verbal
rather than pictoral communication, but also because of its connotation of cultural
prestige. 10 As Feiffer phrases it in an essay on Golden Era superhero comics, "There are
certain inherent privileges in second-class citizenship. Irresponsibility is one. Not being
taken seriously is another. Junk, like the drunk at the wedding, can get away with doing
or saying anything because, by its very appearance, it is already in disgrace. It has no
one’s respect to lose; no image to endanger." 11 Most comics creators were happy to have
an outlet for their talents, the loyalty of an audience, and a steady income, and to leave
prestige of cultural prizes and course syllabi to novelists and poets. Eisner and Feiffer
were the unusual participants in this genre who unreservedly desired to produce
prestigious comic books, a nascent form they both referred to in the late 1970s as the
"graphic novel." 12 Fascinatingly, these two artists embarked at virtually the same moment
on pioneering projects in this field. The results were published as Eisner's A Contract

10

Wolk raises the important issue that referring to comics as "literary" obscures their generic uniqueness, in
that it underemphasizes their visual aspect (14).
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The Great Comic Book Heroes (Seattle, Washington: Fantagraphics Books, 2003), 73.
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The term "graphic novel" famously appeared on the trade paperback edition of Eisner's A Contract with
God. Feiffer, on the other hand, did not use the term "graphic novel" in printed sources—Tantrum is
referred to, on its dust jacket and in early reviews, as a "novel-in-cartoons"—and in an interview on August
29, 2008, he told me that, "I don't think I ever used the phrase graphic novel, except ironically or
pejoratively, because I've always hated the term. A novel-in-cartoons is what I considered it." Yet the term
does appear in Feiffer's handwritten notes for a speech he gave in late 1979 and 1980, without any
indication of irony: "'Tantrum' is a combination of the cartoon form, the play form, & the screenplay form,"
he scribbled. "Therefore it is called a novel. A graphic novel. Let me tell u a little about it." See Box 56,
Jules Feiffer Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. It seems probable that
Feiffer's opposition to the term developed in the mid-1980s, as it became more popular.
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with God (1978) and Feiffer's Tantrum (1980), and despite the authors' having
collaborated in the 1940s, they seem to have come to these projects independently. 13
Both projects were self-conscious attempts to literarize the comic book form.
Eisner, who believed he coined the term "graphic novel" when pitching Contract to book
publishers, famously emphasized, in speeches he gave in the following decades, that he
seized on these words specifically in the hopes they would assist him "to develop …
viable literature in this medium." 14 And, in fact, beginning in the 1940s, and until his
death, he continually selected the words "novel" and "literature" to capture what he hoped
to achieve in the medium of comics. 15 Feiffer's handwritten notes for a speech promoting
Tantrum in 1980 clarify what Eisner meant when he referred to "literature":

All my life victim
13

Will Eisner, A Contract with God and Other Tenement Stories (New York: Baronet, 1978); Jules Feiffer,
Tantrum (New York: Knopf, 1979). Several recent academic articles provide introductions to Contract by
Jewish Studies scholars; see Jeremy Dauber, "Comic Books, Tragic Stories: Will Eisner's American Jewish
History" AJS Review 30:2 (2006): 277-304; Laurence Roth, "Drawing Contracts: Will Eisner's Legacy,"
The Jewish Quarterly Review 97:3 (Summer 2007): 463-84; and Susanne Klingenstein, "The Long Roots of
Will Eisner's Quarrel with God," Studies in American Jewish Literature 26 (2007): 81-88. For the best
introduction to Feiffer's career, though it emphasizes his work as a playwright almost to the exclusion of his
long-form comics, see Stephen Whitfield, "Jules Feiffer and the Comedy of Disenchantment," in Sarah
Blacher Cohen, ed., From Hester Street to Hollywood: The Jewish American Stage and Screen
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), 167-82.
On the personal and working relationship between Eisner and Feiffer, see Jon B. Cooke, "Jules
Feiffer: His Early Years with Will Eisner" Comic Book Artist 2:6 (November 2005): 117-21. Feiffer
remarks, "We maintained, not so much a friendship, because we were never friends … but I knew he was
interested in me, I knew he liked me, with mixed feelings, and I felt the same way toward him" (121).
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Conflicting ambitions.
1. 2 b cartoonist
other, 2 b writer.
Cartooning was fun
Writing was prestigeous
Feiffer's notes go on to say that he "learned all about [the] seriousness of writers" from
the interviews in the Paris Review, which he "devoured." He jokingly describes the life of
the writer who is typically featured in Paris Review interviews, lampooning it down to
the "lunch with student acolytes from Harvard, Duke + UCLA all doing phds on him."
With characteristic acuity, Feiffer then put his finger on exactly what he, and Eisner,
lacked in their careers as successful creators of comics, and why they dedicated
themselves to Tantrum and A Contract with God: "I had the ambitions of a cartoonist &
class pretentions of s.w. [serious writer]," Feiffer noted. "4 20 yrs or more I suspected I
knew the answer 2 this dilemma Write a cartoon novel." 16 Prestige, class pretentions,
attention in respected journals and from earnest doctoral candidates: this is a veritable
laundry list of markers of cultural capital. Eisner and Feiffer hoped to yoke the trappings
of literary prestige to the form of the comic book, just as Shakespearean drama had been
transformed from a popular entertainment to a refined art a century earlier. Feiffer had
already received literary recognition when he wrote novels, plays, and screenplays, but,
having stuck to comics, Eisner mostly had not. Both decided in the mid-1970s that the
time was ripe for comic books that no one could approach as anything but literature.
The question was how to accomplish this. Knowing as well as they did the history
of comics, and particularly their own extraordinary contributions to the field, Eisner and
Feiffer would have understood that technical brilliance—such as the extraordinary title
16

Box 56, Jules Feiffer Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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design and layout innovations of Eisner's The Spirit, or the unparalleled draftsmanship of
Winsor McCay's Little Nemo in Slumberland—would not suffice to set a comic apart as
literary art. Neither, apparently, would the mystifying absurdism of George Herriman's
Krazy Kat, or the sophisticated irony of Charles Schultz's Peanuts. Though Herriman and
Schulz had been acclaimed by critics of art and literature, neither had been firmly
embraced by the institutions of American literary prestige and success; in his speech
notes, Feiffer singles out Schultz, in particular, as the "Most successful Amer. cartoonist
in history," noting drolly that even he doesn't live the life described in Paris Review
interviews. Cartoonists—makers of one-panel Op-Ed or New Yorker cartoons—and
occasionally the creator of a thoughtful newspaper comic strip, like Feiffer himself,
garnered general regard, but this tended to be the same respect paid to successful
journalists and not the sacralization bestowed on literary authors. 17 The obstacle to the
littérisation of comic books, as Eisner and Feiffer would have recognized, was not a lack
of skill or humor or insight on the part of creators, but rather the persistent dogma that
comic books are best suited for children and halfwits, and thus cannot be literary.
Or, to put the point another way, the barrier to the littérisation of the comic book
was the form's status as what Levine calls "shared culture"—"the property of many
groups, the companion to a wide spectrum of other cultural genres"—which has the
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As will be discussed in the following paragraph, it is the accessibility and popularity of journalistic
works, and likewise of one-panel cartoons, that disqualify them from elite prestige. Comparing journalism
to literature in terms of prestige, Pierre Bourdieu remarks that journalism is one of "the seemingly most
heteronomous forms of cultural production," having already explained that by "the most heteronomous
cultural producers" he means "those with least symbolic capital." Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural
Production: Essays on Art and Literature (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 45, 41. See also
Kate Campbell, "Introduction: On Perceptions of Journalism," in Kate Campbell, ed., Journalism,
Literature, and Modernity: From Hazlitt to Modernism (Edinburgh University Press, 2004); she notes that
"for approximately a century, journalism tended to make up the devalued, diametrically opposing column
on which literature's identity was based—roughly speaking, a factual, conventional, heavy-handed
commercial practice, the antithesis of literature's integrity and creativity" (1).
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consequence, in Levine's formulation, that "their power to bestow distinction [is]
diminished." Newspaper comics, and even comic books, attracted plenty of adult readers,
but they were "shared" between children and adults and thus they bestowed little
distinction on their audiences. What had happened to "Shakespeare, opera, art, and
music," according to Levine, is that "they were in effect 'rescued' from the marketplace,
and therefore from the mixed audience." 18 In these examples, the audiences that needed
to be excluded were immigrants and the poor; in the case of comics, it was primarily
another culturally disempowered and disrespected group: children. Eisner's official
biographer emphasizes this when he notes that in the mid-1970s Eisner decided that he
"would only return to the medium [of comics] if he could find a subject that would appeal
to an adult readership." 19 Feiffer, again in his speech notes, acknowledges the same
dynamic when he refers to Tantrum as a book that "looks like it's for children, but [is] for
grownups." The problem, though, was precisely that comic books had always looked like
they were "for children."

III. Comic Books and Immaturity

18

Levine, 231.

19

Bob Andleman, Will Eisner: A Spirited Life (Milwaukie: M Press, 2005), 288. Eisner often connected the
literary audience for the graphic novel with an adult audience: "There is an audience for this material [i.e.,
graphic novels]. Along comes Art Spiegelman with Maus and has an audience that consists of adults. Jules
Feiffer, shortly afterwards [sic], did a thing called Tantrum, which was addressed to adults. And so, we
now have, today, the graphic novel." Jon B. Cooke, "Will Eisner: The Creative Life of a Master," Comic
Book Artist 2:6 (November 2005): 44.
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Why did comic books once look—and to some people, why do they still look—a
priori, like they are meant for children? The simplest answer is that despite copious
protestations to the contrary, printed narratives emphasizing images over words have
always been associated with people who cannot read comfortably, specifically young
inexperienced readers and partially or wholly illiterate adults. 20 As the recent Norton
Anthology of Children's Literature explains, picturebooks ("in which pictures dominate
the verbal text") "are the form of literature that more than any other is designed
specifically for children." 21 Of course, such consignment of all texts with pictures to
audiences of children grossly underestimates the appeal of images to humans.
Senseless as it was, an automatic association of children and illustrated narratives
determined the reception of comic strips as they developed in American newspapers in
the 1890s and afterwards. Social reformers critical of the comics assumed that children
were the strips' primary audiences; a contributor to the Ladies' Home Journal in 1909
famously called the Sunday comics supplement "an influence for repulsive and often
depraving vulgarity so colossal that it is rapidly taking on the dimensions of nothing short

20
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of a national crime against our children." 22 Repulsive as the comics might be in this
reformer's view, adults were simply not endangered by them; only children were. Despite
numerous adults who asserted themselves members of the comic strips' audience—such
as Gilbert Seldes, who in 1924 called Herriman's Krazy Kat "easily the most amusing and
fantastic and satisfactory work of art produced in America to-day"—and despite
demographic studies revealing that the majority of adult Americans read comic strips
regularly, this association lived on into the so-called Golden Era of comic books. 23 As
Eisner later recalled, "Between 1940 and the early sixties the industry commonly
accepted the profile of the comic book reader as that of a '10-year-old from Iowa.'" 24
In the 1940s and 1950s, the German Jewish psychologist Frederic Wertham
infamously argued that "the basic ingredients of the most numerous and widely read
comic books" are "violence," "sadism," and "cruelty"; he also presented the less
tendentious claim that "comic books are most widely read by children." 25 No one could
refute the validity of this pronouncement, but the industry reforms enacted in response to
Wertham's campaign ignored the substantial audience of adults who also read comic
books. Publishers might have acknowledged an audience ranging in age, sorted comic
books into age-appropriate categories, and marketed them accordingly (i.e., the strategy
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undertaken in later years by the film and video game industries). Instead, the Comics
Code, established in 1954 by the industry's leaders to defuse Wertham's protests, targeted
its self-censorship on the absolute elimination of "Crimes," "horror," and "Illicit sex
relations" from comics so as to protect young readers. 26 The publishers implicitly
acceded to Wertham's notion that comic books are and should be read only by juveniles,
and in response they created a powerful mainstream comics industry that severely limited
creators' freedom to produce works for adult readers. For comparison's sake, imagine a
film industry in which the only movies that could be produced, released, or sold were the
ones rated "G" or "PG" under the current ratings system. 27
Eisner and Feiffer were not the first comics creators to embrace obscenity as a
reaction to the stultifying effects of the Comics Code. The underground comix tradition
of the 1960s and 1970s, which developed in response both to the self-censorship of the
mainstream and to the larger cultural currents of the period, also did so, but because of its
vigorous antipathy to mainstream culture, it came to be associated with unliterary "young
people"—not quite the children presumed to read picturebooks and comic strips, but
adolescents and immature post-adolescents. Although the underground creators asserted,
with "Adult Only" banners on the covers of their comic books, that their work was not for
children, and though scholars have rightly credited them as having "established the idea
of comics as a form for adults," comix were often dismissed by literary authorities as a
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"Comics Magazine Association of America Comics Code, 1954." Reprinted in Nyberg, 166-69.
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Of course, the films produced under Hollywood's Hays code give some sense of what this would look
like.
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junky phenomenon for an immature audience.28 It didn't help that they were cheaply
produced and sold inexpensively in head shops, or that the underground creators were in
their twenties, often fresh out of the colleges where they had cut their teeth on campus
humor magazines. Robert Crumb, who became "synonymous …. with the underground
as a whole," was all of 27 at the height of the comix boom in 1970. 29 Both opponents and
supporters of the comix regularly invoked the phrase "young people" to characterize the
genre's audiences, as in a 1971 Los Angeles Times article quoting critic Jacob Brackman
to the effect that "comix will come to define where large numbers of young people stand
in relation to our maniac culture." 30 In their heyday, the comix were an important
indicator of young people's taste, then, but not part of the world of letters; Crumb wasn't
exactly a regular on the Pulitzer Prize shortlist, and it is difficult to imagine him having
been offered a teaching position at Yale or Stanford in those years. To establish their
work as literature, Eisner and Feiffer needed to distance themselves from the perceived
immaturity of the comix and to slough off the association with childhood that dogged
comic strips and books throughout their history in North America. 31
28
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IV. Children and the Law of Obscenity in the 1970s

By the mid-1970s, the laws of literary obscenity in the U.S. had undergone a
stunning transformation. While the court's decision in Miller v. California in 1973 took a
significant step backwards from the carte blanche that had been offered to writers by the
statement that "a book cannot be proscribed as obscene unless found to be utterly without
redeeming social value" in 1966's landmark Memoirs v Massachusetts, the proliferation
of hardcore and softcore pornography in the intervening years drew reformers' attention
away from literary obscenity. What censor could get worked up by Nabokov or Philip
Roth when Hustler was peddling photographs of intercourse on the newsstands? The
ubiquity of obscenity in contemporary print and visual culture, with Henry Miller's
novels available at any bookstore and Deep Throat smashing box office records at
neighborhood movie theaters, meant that four-letter words and descriptions of sex were
no longer an exciting or dramatic feature to include in a novel. What obscenity could still
accomplish, however, was to establish a work's address to adults.
In Ginsberg v. New York (1968), the Supreme Court clarified that while its recent
decisions had made the police or postal censorship of novels, magazines, and films for
sexual explicitness nigh impossible, these decisions did not imply that explicit material
could be freely distributed to children. The Ginsberg case involved a Long Island

about Gilbert Shelton, I knew about Bill Griffith, and I knew about Robert Crumb. … Art Spiegelman
wrote like a dream… still does, so I am far more interested in his work." Cooke, "Jules Feiffer," 121.
Feiffer is mentioned as one of the "major influences" on comix creators in Dez Skinn, Comix: The
Underground Revolution (New York: Thunder's Mouth Press, 2004), 13.
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stationery store owner who had sold "girlie magazines" to a teenage boy. Delivering the
majority opinion, which upheld the conviction, Justice Brennan noted that while the
magazines in question were "not obscene for adults … the State has power to adjust the
definition of obscenity as applied to minors." In other words, as Justice Fortas concurred,
"what is not obscene for an adult may be obscene for a child." In a characteristically
extreme dissent, Justice Douglas noted sagely that the ridiculous and pernicious Anthony
Comstock himself had found in the protection of youth a widely sympathetic justification
for his censorship campaigns—as reflected in the title of his book Traps for the Young
(1883)—and so, Douglas argued, it would be a senseless step backwards to censor art in
the name of protecting children. Douglas's was not a popular position, though; even
Fortas in dissenting had signed on with Brennan's general proposition that the state can
and should "make proper and careful differentiation between adults and children." 32
Most Americans seem to have agreed. In the same year that the Ginsberg decision
was handed down, the Motion Picture Association of America began to rate movies in
terms of appropriateness by age, their "primary objective" being the protection of
children from smut—and they drew the strictest line almost exactly where the court had
in Ginsberg, at seventeen-year-olds. 33 According to film historian Jon Lewis, this ratings
system "did not save Hollywood, at least not all on its own and not right away," but it
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also did not inspire major protests against the industry: moviegoers, and even XXX
filmmakers, tended to agree that children require special protection. 34
Even while arguing for freedom of expression and against the enforcement of
obscenity laws, newspaper editorialists in the 1970s regularly endorsed the principle of
the Ginsberg holding; in a piece arguing for "decriminaliz[ing] the distribution of explicit
material" in the Los Angeles Times, for example, the Los Angeles city attorney reiterated
that "it is proper for criminal sanctions to be retained for distribution of obscenity to
minors." 35 The same newspaper's editorial board put the point clearly again in 1978,
arguing against the enforcement of obscenity laws in general but noting that "Common
sense dictates that children should be protected from obscenity." 36 The Supreme Court
ratified such "common sense" perspectives repeatedly at the end of the decade. In FCC v.
Pacifica Foundation (1978)—famous as the trial of George Carlin's "Seven Dirty Words"
routine that established the constitutionality of television and radio censorship by the
FCC—the court emphasized that its "narrow" decision was intended primarily to keep
four-letter words from being heard by children. 37 Meanwhile in Pinkus v. United States
(1978), the court reminded anyone who might have forgotten that "children are not to be
included … as part of the 'community' as that term relates to the 'obscene materials'
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proscribed" in various state statutes enacted in the wake of Miller. 38 Again and again the
court hammered home a message that most Americans were very pleased to hear: there is
a differential standard of obscenity for children and adults, with children deserving extra
protection. 39 If a novel or a film featured any graphic sex, in other words, a legal and
social consensus held that children should be barred from seeing or reading it.
It was not coincidental, then, that obscenity cropped up in comics at the same
moment as they were being turned into literature. As Levine notes, "exoteric or popular
art is transformed into esoteric or high art precisely at that time when it in fact becomes
esoteric, that is, when it becomes or is rendered inaccessible to the types of people who
appreciated it earlier." 40 By including obscenity in their work, Eisner and Feiffer could
ensure to the fullest extent of the law that their comic books would be "inaccessible" to
children and young teens: since these comics included graphic representations of sex it
would, in fact, be a crime in most states to sell them or give them to any person under
eighteen years of age.
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Of course, the same could be said of many of the underground comix; what must
be emphasized in a discussion of Eisner and Feiffer is that the underground creators had
emphatically rejected the promise of literary prestige in favor of an unrelenting shattering
of taboos that included an embrace of both overtly racist imagery and hardcore
pornography. Crumb recalled: "You had to break every taboo first and get that over with
… y’know, doing racist images, any sexual perversion that came into your mind … ." 41
As such the underground continued the tradition of Tijuana Bibles or Tillie-and-Mac
books, exuberantly pornographic parodies of newspaper comics that had been produced
cheaply and published illegally from the 1930s to the 1960s, as well as the obscene
doodles that anecdotal evidence suggests have long appeared in young boys' notebooks. 42
The gleefully pornographic and largely misogynistic images of spurting erections and
bulging breasts that one finds throughout the underground comix (e.g., figures 5.1 and
5.2) disqualified them from literary prestige along with sui generis productions like
Harvey Kurtzman and Will Elder's Little Annie Fanny—a satirical strip whose cultural
critiques were undermined by its pandering to the visual tastes of Playboy's readers. 43
Both Feiffer and Eisner had had plenty of opportunities to draw pornography. But Feiffer,
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a longtime contributor of comic strips to Playboy, never embraced the visual emphasis on
women as sex objects that suffuses Little Annie Fanny. And while Eisner's work always
eroticized the female form, he had been courted both by the producers of Tijuana Bibles
and underground comix and in neither case did he represent intercourse graphically or
produce deliberately pornographic comics. 44 To achieve literariness, Eisner and Feiffer
would tread a fine line: they would create comics obscene enough to exclude children
according to Ginsberg, but not so pornographic as to repulse literary critics and the other
arbiters of high culture. The next three sections of this chapter describe the tactics
through which Eisner and Feiffer established this balance in their work.

Figure 5.1. Detail from R. Crumb, “Honeybunch Kaminski The Drug-Crazed Runaway,” Uneeda Comix
(1970). Reprinted in Patrick Rosenkranz, Rebel Visions, 180.

44
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Figure 5.2. Detail from Art Spiegelman, “Jolly Jack Jack-Off,” Gothic Blimp Works #7 (1969). Reprinted
in Rosenkranz, 104.

V. Distinguishing the Graphic Novel I: Explicit Sexual Frustration

Distinguishing between sexual obscenity and hard-core pornography has been
notoriously difficult for the law, but Eisner and Feiffer independently arrived at the same
approaches for doing so, demonstrating how much better artists implicitly understand the
workings of the obscene than judges do. First, they employed a tactic that had a
precedent, as David Beronä has demonstrated, in the "wordless novels" of the 1930s and
1940s, which Eisner has often acknowledged as inspirations for Contract. 45 They
represented sexual failure and frustration: previously prohibited visual images appear, but
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in narrative contexts of disappointment, deceit, and despair that eschew the idealizations
of pornotopia. 46 So prevalently does sexual failure figure in these works, in fact, that they
resemble "The Most Prevalent Form of Degradation in Erotic Life" or Ulysses much
more than an issue of Hustler—and that is precisely the point: obscenity in Contract and
Tantrum does not pander or titillate, then; it establishes these works' seriousness as art. 47
A few examples will clarify how explicitness in Eisner's Contract emphasizes
sexual failure and frustration. In "The Street Singer," one of the four stories included in
the collection, a washed-up diva offers to promote a male beggar's singing career in
exchange for sexual attention. The narrative explicitly records the diva's seduction of
Eddie, the singer; both of the characters are represented naked, with their buttocks clearly
delineated, during intercourse. The story does not emphasize their sexual pleasure,
though, but the relationship's breakdown when, the following day, Eddie forgets the
diva's address. So, rather than a fantasy of sexual exchange come true, "The Street
Singer" offers a tale of botched exploitation. Similarly, in "Cookalein," a longer and more
complex story in Contract set at a Jewish summer resort—a kokhaleyn (literally, "cookalone") was a cabin with a kitchen included, a popular form of accommodation in the
Catskills in the interwar years—the sexual escapades turn out to be disillusioning
experiences. Characters who have seduced each other under false pretences discover the
sad truth at the moment of physical intimacy. When Willie, a 15-year-old claiming to be
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19, is seduced by a married woman, Missis Minkis, their coupling ends abruptly before it
has begun; Willie's premature ejaculation is represented in an abstract but evocative
dialogue bubble containing a set of weakly wavering lines, and he has to admit his
inexperience (see figure 5.3). In another plotline, a young couple named Benny and
Goldie court while pretending to be a "rich manufacturer" (148) and an heiress "from the
dress business" (150), respectively. It is while petting in the woods that they discover that
neither one of them has any money. Benny then attempts to rape Goldie, tearing her
clothes—but even this violent attempt for sexual satisfaction fails: Herbie, a medical
student who cares for Goldie after the incident, informs Benny that he "didn't even
penetrate" and that he is "sick … I mean, sexually" (175). Throughout Contract sexual
desire—adulterous, violent, and based on deception—leads to disappointment and
disaster rather than fruition or satisfaction.

Figure 5.3. Detail from Will Eisner, A Contract with God (161).

Feiffer's "novel-in-cartoons" similarly presents nudity only at narrative moments
of sexual frustration or failure. In Tantrum's first chapter, during an introductory montage
of scenes limning the depression of the protagonist, Leo Quog, one panel depicts him
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gazing distractedly at the exaggerated curves of a secretary's clothed body (5). Though
the panel's emphasis on her breasts, waist, and buttocks suggests Leo's desire, that desire
is at best ambivalent (Leo muses, "No danger, no mystery"), and it is in any case
associated with the fully-clothed, non-obscene female form. Two pages later, Feiffer
depicts Leo's wife Carol in their bed naked, a nipple and the cleavage of her buttocks
clearly delineated (see figure 5.4). In this panel, Carol reaches out to Leo lovingly while
he cowers, turned away from her, his eyes wild and unfocused. Feiffer's illustration of
Carol's naked body does not function as titillation for Leo or for the reader—indeed, her
bare breast and nipple disturbingly echo, in size and shape, her unmet eye—but rather
signals Leo's isolation and inability to derive sexual satisfaction from his marriage.

Figure 5.4. Detail from Jules Feiffer, Tantrum (7).
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Tantrum's plot focuses on Leo's transformation, in response to his depression, into
a two-year-old: a literal rendering of the midlife crisis as infantile regression, and a comic
book-style elaboration of Feiffer's extremely popular one-act play, "Crawling Arnold"
(1963). 48 The climax of this narrative occurs when the two-year-old Leo approaches the
sexual contact he has been pining for, and when Feiffer, narrating this approach,
represents genitalia explicitly again. The infant Leo, having insinuated himself with his
brother's buxom secretary, joins her for a bath. In preparing for it, she undresses, exciting
Leo's desires; he gazes up at her bare chest wide-eyed and expectant. In the bathtub, she
proceeds to wash his "face," "arms," and "chest," but as her hands descend lower on his
body her dialogue breaks off (" … then we wash—"). At this moment, the narrative
premise collapses, denying Leo the sexual satisfaction that he desires. Leo reverts to adult
form, and dashes naked away from the bathtub. As he does, his limp penis and his
testicles dangle prominently at the center of a page, clearly visible despite Feiffer's
typically sketchy lines (see figure 5.5). As in Eisner's Contract, the explicit representation
of genitals functions here in the context—and, in this case, as an emphatic icon—of
sexual failure.
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Crawling Arnold (New York: Dramatists Play Service, 1998). The premise of Tantrum can also be
understood as an inversion of Feiffer's longform comic, "Munro" (1959), in which a four-year-old is
inducted into the army. "Munro," in Feiffer: The Collected Works 2 (Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 1989),
19-70.
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Figure 5.5. Detail from Tantrum (165).

An emphasis on sexual failure is, of course, absolutely inimical to pornotopic
fantasy. Under the standard established in the famous Ulysses case, it would be hard to
imagine any hommes moyen sensuels becoming aroused while reading either of these
comic books. 49 Yet there is no question that by drawing genitalia, Eisner and Feiffer were
treading close to a line recently established by the courts. In a case regarding the film
Carnal Knowledge (1971), for which Feiffer wrote the screenplay, Justice Rehnquist had
49

See United States v. One Book Called "Ulysses" (1934) and United States v. One Book Entitled Ulysses
by James Joyce (1934) in Censorship Landmarks (New York and London: R. R. Bowker & Co., 1969), 94101.
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a few years earlier stated that since "the camera does not focus on the bodies of actors
during scenes of 'ultimate sexual acts,' nor are the actors' genitals exhibited during those
scenes," the film cannot be considered "patently offensive 'hard core' sexual conduct"
(which it would need to be in order to be declared criminally obscene under the 1973
Miller standard). 50 Contract and Tantrum do not cross Rehnquist's line, as they represent
their characters' genitals not during "scenes of 'ultimate sexual acts,'" but scenes of the
failure of ultimate sexual acts—of, in other words, attempted sex. Feiffer, who followed
the Carnal Knowledge case very closely, knew that his comic book for adults just barely
skirted this definition of "'hard core' sexual conduct," and he knew from Lenny Bruce's
1964 trial, and from his experiences with syndication, that the four-letter words he
included in Tantrum would not have been printable in his newspaper work. 51 Eisner
would likewise have been aware at least that in Contract he was representing interactions,
and drawing body parts, that would never have been acceptable in his newspaper comics
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Jenkins v Georgia 418 U.S. 153 (1974).
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In Feiffer's testimony in Lenny Bruce's 1964 obscenity trial, he was asked about his avoidance of fourletter words in "Sick, Sick, Sick" and "Feiffer," his strips produced for the Village Voice and syndication:
Kuh: … have you, in all these years, found it necessary in any of your cartoons to use, and my
apologies for using these words, "cocksucker," "motherfucker," "fuck," "shit," "piss"?
Feiffer: At the moment, Mr. Kuh, I'm working on a novel …
Kuh: No, please answer my question first, Mr. Feiffer. In eight years of "Sick, Sick, Sick," now
called "Feiffer," have you found it necessary to use any of those words?
Feiffer: I've found it at—I've found at times that I thought, not those words but other strong words
might—would have been necessary, had I been able to get them in a newspaper, yes.
Unfortunately, I also know what you can and cannot get in newspapers, so I haven't gotten them
in.
Quoted in Martin Garbus, "The People Against Lenny Bruce," in Ready for the Defense (New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1971), 81-142. For more evidence of Feiffer's awareness of debates about obscenity and
their relation to comic books, see his Village Voice strips from December 31, 1958, and August 20, 1964,
reprinted in Feiffer, The Explainers (Seattle, Washington: Fantagraphics Books, 2008), 112, 415.
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supplements. 52 With their use of obscenity to describe sexual failure, they ensured that no
one could ever think of Contract or Tantrum as intended for children.

VI. Distinguishing the Graphic Novel II: Anti-Pornography

The explicit images of penises and breasts, of rape and seduction, in Contract and
Tantrum ensured that these comic books could not be sold to, read by, or thought of as
appropriate for children, while the plots of sexual failure in which these explicit images
appeared distinguished these books from the underground comix considered adolescent
trash. Eisner went further, though, in distinguishing his work from the underground's
productions, in that his graphic novel critiques the enthusiastic sexual displays that had
proliferated in the work of comix artists and in the culture at large.
Eisner critiques excessive representation of sexuality both on the level of plot and
in his own visual style. In "The Super," the second of the four stories in Contract, Eisner
tells a story of sexual impropriety: Mr. Scuggs, the lonely superintendent of 55 Dropsie
Avenue, papers his walls with pornographic posters and pin-up calendars; a ten-year-old
tenant named Rosie notices Scuggs' lecherous gaze and offers him a glance at her genitals
in exchange for a nickel. After briefly lifting her dress, the precociously malevolent Rosie
poisons Scuggs' dog, steals his cash box, and then threatens to expose him as a pervert.
Soon, Scuggs has been characterized as a "sex maniac" by an unidentified tenant (116)
52

As mentioned above, Eisner was very familiar with the taboo-breaking content of the comix, thanks to
his business relationship with Denis Kitchen; the new covers and panels he created for Kitchen's Spirit
reprints and Kitchen's anthology Snarf reflect his awareness of, and his discomfort with, the explicit sexual
images and exuberant violence of the comix. See Snarf 3 (Princeton, Wisconsin, Kitchen Sink Enterprises,
1973) and The Spirit, 1-2 (Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Kitchen Sink Enterprises, 1973).
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and someone summons the police. Rather than face arrest as a child molester, and life
without his dog, Scuggs shoots himself. The story, then, is a simple fable about how
addiction to pornography leads directly to death.
Even more revealing, though, is the way Eisner tells this story. Reflecting his
abhorrence of Scuggs' desires, Eisner represents the super's lust while keeping its objects
deliberately off-scene. Eisner crops his frame at Rosie's waist, for example, as she lifts
her dress, illustrating Scuggs in the act of looking rather than the object of his gaze (see
figure 5.6). These panels provide a classic example of closure in comics, as described by
Scott McCloud, in which "nothing is seen between the two panels, but experience tells
you something must be there"—and here the image withheld is specifically the taboo
object of Scuggs' lust. 53 Though his style is otherwise notable for its clarity and precision,
Eisner renders the pin-up posters on the super's walls abstractly and indistinctly (105,
107-10), again ensuring that the objects of Scuggs' desire remain decidedly unavailable as
titillations for the reader. The story's concern with the dangerous power of sexual
spectacle is thus mirrored in Eisner's management of obscenity within the narrative.
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Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (New York: HarperPerennial, 1994), 66.
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Figure 5.6. Detail from Contract (111).

A similar dynamic obtains in "Cookalein," in which one of Eisner's youngest
characters asks another, "Wanna watch the grown-ups doin' dirty things?" (167), one of
the clearest references to Eisner's concern with the relations between children, adults, and
obscenity. Throughout "Cookalein," the spectators of "dirty things" encounter highly
disturbing images rather than the erotic or arousing ones they may expect. Instead of a
titillating display of adult coupling, the two young children who spy on "grown-ups"
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from the bushes witness Benny's attempted rape—not only a brutal and criminal act, but
one that does not achieve sexual fruition (seeing as how Benny "didn't even penetrate").
Though they are thrilled for having indeed witnessed something "dirty," the spectacle
does not inspire them to further their own sexual exploration, and it is not clear that they
even understand what they have seen (172). Even more powerfully, after Willie's
premature ejaculation, Missis Minkis's husband Irving appears, slaps her twice in the
face, and then the couple proceeds to copulate enthusiastically while a stunned Willie,
naked but for a blanket, looks on in wide-eyed terror (see figure 5.7). Far from the sexual
pleasure that Willie hoped to enjoy, he sustains a lasting trauma: he bites down on a
blanket to silence himself as he watches their sexual display. And his silence is
permanent: he never speaks again in the story, which ends with him isolated on the fire
escape of his family's apartment (179-80). Especially considering Eisner's
acknowledgment that "Willie's story … is essentially autobiographical" (xix), this scene
can be read as dramatizing Eisner's deep unease with the pervasive display of graphic
sexuality that he would encounter in 1960s and 1970s culture.

Figure 5.7. Detail from Contract (164).
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Like Eisner's characters, all of his readers become, intentionally or not, spectators of
graphic sexuality, and all of the exhibitions provided remain emetic, rather than
aphrodisiacal, in intention and effect; Eisner's stories and drawings consistently associate
the desire to view explicit sexuality with, in the words of his characters, the "sick" and
the "dirty." Eisner also includes a brief critique of the other form of obscenity defined by
the law of the 1960s, i.e., four-letter words; one character admonishes another for uttering
the word "sex": "Shhah," she rebukes him, "Don't use dirty words!" (159). While it would
be silly to simply equate this character's perspective with the author's, it is revealing that
Eisner himself avoids "dirty words," limiting his vocabulary throughout Contract to tame
expletives such as "shaddap" and "bum" (84-85).
Feiffer does not critique sexual display as Eisner does, but the fact that Tantrum
ends happily with Leo and his wife Carol scampering off in the bodies of two-year-olds
suggests obliquely the narrative's eschewing of the pornographic gaze in favor of
presexual innocence. In both graphic novels, the artists represent sex as a crucial
phenomenon of contemporary life without shying away from explicit imagery but
rejecting the pornotopic, whether implicitly or explicitly. Feiffer reported as much to an
interviewer just after the publication of Tantrum: "What I was interested in," he said,
"was … dealing with sexual life as one knew it to be." 54

VII. Distinguishing the Graphic Novel III: Maturity and Parenthood
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Henry Allen, "The Ever Dissenting Cartoonist at 50: Still Drawing on Bronx Angst," Washington Post
(November 17, 1979): B1.
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While neither Contract nor Tantrum can be characterized as strictly
autobiographical, Eisner and Feiffer treat issues of fatherhood that dramatize their
expectation of reaching an audience of middle-aged readers. Throughout his book, Feiffer
focuses on Leo's resistance to adult duties—when Carol reminds him he has
"responsibilities," he says, "Don't say that word! I hate it! I hate it!" (75). Later he advises
a fellow baby, "Don't mature! Mature people do the shit work!" (107). While these jokes
may be typical of Feiffer's oeuvre, the graphic novel diverges sharply from most of
Feiffer's earlier work—and particularly from his closest model for Tantrum, the one-act
play "Crawling Arnold," in which he first explored the joke of regression to infancy as a
rejection of adulthood—in its emphasis on Leo's paternity. 55
Leo's teenaged son and daughter surface early on, as a source of his depression
(6). He later complains, "At forty-two I hardly ever got my way. My kids got their way
much more than I" (51). When he returns home briefly from his adventures as a twoyear-old, Carol informs him not of her own reaction to his disappearance from her life,
but of the ways his abandonment has affected their kids—"Your daughter is dealing
hashish. … Your son has impregnated the girl next door" (68-69)—suggesting that his
neglect of his responsibility to the family has impacted primarily their children. Though
55

In his newspaper strips, Feiffer frequently satirized overbearing parents either implicitly or explicitly
from a child's perspective—see the December 17, 1958, June 30, 1960, September 20, 1946, and July 2,
1964 strips for examples (reprinted in The Explainers, 109, 191, 314, 408)—but it is truly rare to find
Feiffer strips that sympathize or identify with the challenges of parenthood. A few proto-Tantrum examples
do exist, of course: one strip from November 15, 1962 jokes about how motherhood prevents a woman
from achieving her professional ambitions ("I had grown up to be the one thing I never wanted to be—a
mother"); the December 19, 1963 strip shows children plotting to punish their parents for buying the wrong
Christmas presents; and the September 29, 1962 strip lampoons a father's disempowerment by his children.
Reprinted in The Explainers, 322, 380, 529.
Parenthood is not much of an issue, either, in Feiffer's two novels, Harry the Rat with Women and
Ackroyd; in neither is the protagonist a father, and when a parent-child relationship is discussed, as in the
relationship between Otis Kaufman and his daughter in Ackroyd, the novel stays faithful to the child's
perspective and not the parent's. See Harry, the Rat with Women (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963) and
Ackroyd (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1977). In "Crawling Arnold," the regressed title character is 35
and single, while in Tantrum Leo is 42, married, and the father of two children.
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he ignores them through most of the action that ensues, Feiffer returns to Leo's children
in the final pages: as Leo and Carol, both now represented as two-year-olds, toddle armin-arm toward a redemptive sunset, the children call to them from a third-story window.
"But what about the children, Leo?" Carol asks, and Leo replies, closing the novel on a
note of freedom, "We'll send 'em a check" (182-83). The most disabling stresses of
adulthood, as Feiffer humorously represents them, are the demands made by one's
children. That Leo solicits his parents' assistance early on, to no avail (21-42), suggests
that the crisis animating Tantrum is Leo's struggle to accept that he is now a parent and
no longer a child.
Eisner's title story, "A Contract with God," also concentrates on paternity; it opens
on "the day Frimme Hersh buried Rachele, his daughter" (7). Eisner noted that he
intended this story to explore "the subject of man's relationship with his God" (xvi) as
expressed in the concrete terms of a legal contract. Frimme's contract takes material
form—vaguely reminiscent of the Biblical tablets of the law, Frimme etches it on a
stone—but Eisner never renders that text legibly, nor does he quote from it, and so the
precise terms of Frimme's contract remain obscure. The story implies, however, that the
crux of Frimme's contract has almost nothing to do with Judaism 56 and everything to do
with his being a father: Frimme interprets the appearance of an abandoned baby on his
doorstep as "part of his pact with God" (20), and the death of that child prompts Frimme
to announce that God "violated [their] contract" (24). When, after abandoning his religion
and living a dissolute life, Frimme has a new contract with God drawn up, he
immediately imagines, as tears well in his eyes, that this new agreement will allow him to
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As Susanne Klingenstein rightly points out, individual contracts with God are not a feature of traditional
Jewish culture (85); Eisner is not drawing upon halakha, but possibly on a folk tradition.
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become a father again (51). In other words, Frimme's contracts are precisely coterminous
with his fatherhood. Even aside from the revelation that Eisner based Frimme's story on
the loss of his daughter, Alice, to leukemia (xvi), Frimme obviously suffers a type of
tragedy—the death of a child—that is unique to parents. In differing respects, then, both
Tantrum and Contract concern themselves with struggles endemic to parenthood. One
cannot reject the duties of fatherhood, as Leo does, or suffer the loss of one's child, as
Frimme does, without having been a parent in the first place. 57
Of course, parenthood had been a regular motif in newspaper comic strips since
the 1920s, and, more importantly, the age and experience of a literary work's protagonist
do not determine the age of its audiences: novels featuring parents are not read
exclusively by parents any more than novels about African-Americans are read
exclusively by African-Americans. Moreover, many undeniably literary novels,
throughout the twentieth century, have featured children as their main characters. Still,
the central attention to the crises of parenthood in Eisner's and Feiffer's pioneering
graphic novels reflects these creators' artistic and imaginative responses to their own
experiences as middle-aged fathers, as well as their hope of appealing to a mature
audience—of parents rather than children—that would empathize with such conflicts. It's
not an accident that a search through the massive stacks of underground comix will turn
up dozens of acrimonious portraits of the conflict between teens and their abusive or
insensitive parents, but precious few sensitive engagements with the challenge of raising
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On Eisner's struggles with his children, see Jon B. Cooke, "Just My Will: An Interview with Ann Eisner,"
Comic Book Artist 2:6 (November 2005): 54.
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a teenage child. 58 Through a combination of their careful use of obscenity formally and
within their plots, and in the stories of adulthood they chose to tell, Eisner and Feiffer
strenuously distinguished their work from the underground comix, the mainstream comic
book industry, and the newspaper comic strips.

VIII. Literary Comic Books as "Graphic" Novels

The strategies used by Eisner and Feiffer produced results immediately—
Tantrum, in particular, was reviewed alongside novels in literary journals and trade
publications 59—and since the rise of the graphic novel to prominence, Contract and
Tantrum have certainly received some of the credit they deserve for pioneering in that
field. Eisner is always mentioned in histories and bibliographies of comics and graphic
novels, and although Feiffer has often been ignored, Tantrum is occasionally mentioned
as an important early contribution. 60 Without overstating the quality of Eisner's and
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For an example of the former, see Joel Beck's "Father and Son, 1972," Teenage Horizons of Shangrila #2
(1972), reproduced in Rosenkranz, 176.
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See, e.g., Russell Davies, "The Cradle Falls," Times Literary Supplement (May 16, 1980): 552; Joseph
Epstein, "Too Much Even of Kreplach," The Hudson Review (Spring 1980): 97-110; and "Tantrum,"
Publisher's Weekly 216 (July 23, 1979): 154.
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Histories and bibliographies of the graphic novel that feature Contract as a pioneering graphic novel and
ignore Tantrum completely include Aviva D. Rothschild, Graphic Novels: A Bibliographic Guide to BookLength Comic (Englewood, Colorado: Libraries Unlimited, 1995); Francisca Goldsmith, Graphic Novels
Now: Building, Managing, and Marketing a Dynamic Collection (Chicago: American Library Association,
2005); Roger Sabin, Adult Comics: An Introduction (London and New York: Routledge, 1993) and Comics,
Comix, and Graphic Novels: A History of Comic Art (New York, London: Phaidon, 1996).
Scott McCloud refers to Tantrum as one of the "inspired and innovative comics of our century"
that "have never received recognition as comics, not so much in spite of their superior qualities as because
of them" (18). Paul Gravett, in Graphic Novels: Everything You Need to Know (New York: Collins Design,
2005), mentions Tantrum briefly and devotes several pages to Contract, 38-41, 146. Steven Weiner's
Faster Than a Speeding Bullet: The Rise of the Graphic Novel (New York: Nantier, Beall, Minoustchine,
2003), highlights both Eisner and Feiffer, 17-20, 22-24. Weiner also includes both Contract and Tantrum in
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Feiffer's books—they are hardly the finest graphic novels ever published, nor are they
even the sharpest work done by these authors—what bears emphasizing here is the
precise nature of their contribution, in contrast to other pioneering graphic novels
typically mentioned by both fan-historians and academic scholars as inaugurating this
literary tradition. All of these pioneering works, like Eisner's and Feiffer's, attempted to
establish an address to a sophisticated audience of adults; but they used different
techniques to do so, and in some cases were less invested than Eisner or Feiffer in literary
recognition. Whereas Eisner and Feiffer seized on obscenity as a means for literarizing
their work, the other creators relied on violence or postmodernism to distinguish their
work from children's comics.
Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns (1986), for one crucial example, brought
ultraviolence to the superhero genre, stripping a classic Golden Era hero, Batman, of both
the simplifications of the Comics Code and of the camp silliness ascribed to the character
by the 1960s Batman sitcom. While Miller is rightly credited in histories of the graphic
novel as a pioneer of the form, both in terms of the quality of his work and its reception
in bookstores and the mainstream press, it is nonetheless important to note that his
contribution was to reinvigorate an established genre within the mainstream comic book
industry, what Pierre Bourdieu would call a "field of large-scale production," rather than

his The 101 Best Graphic Novels (New York: Nantier, Beall, Minoustchine, 2001), 26-29. Respected
comics creator Neil Gaiman calls Tantrum his "all-time favorite graphic novel" in an essay titled "Read it
Kid, It's Good for You," Entertainment Weekly 760 (April 16, 2004): L21. Eisner himself asserted in 1990
that "Feiffer's graphic novel 'Tantrum' … is perhaps the most remarkable of all the efforts in modern years."
"Getting the Last Laugh: My Life in Comics," The New York Times (January 14, 1990): BR26.
It's important to mention that to the extent that a collection of comic book-style stories, for adults,
published by a mainstream book publisher in a format standardly used for literary fiction counts as a
graphic novel, Feiffer had actually been publishing graphic novels since 1959, when the collection
Passionella first appeared (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959). The distinctions that can be made between
Passionella on the one hand and Contract and Tantrum on the other is that the former was a collection of
stories that had appeared in serials, while the latter were originally produced for publication as books.
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to establish a new position in the literary field, i.e., "the field of restricted production." 61
Miller's violent comics—as well as the many imitations and adaptations of them now
rampant throughout the comics and movie industries—returned the comic book to its preCode fascination with gore and pain, a development enabled by the shift to the direct
market for comic books in the 1980s, but they have certainly not led the charge of comic
books into American literary prestige. 62 And, on the subject of nomenclature, a
newspaper reporter has noted, "Some people call what Frank Miller creates graphic
novels. But Miller himself proudly calls them 'big fat comic books.'" 63
The other pioneering graphic novel that tells a superhero story, Alan Moore and
Dave Gibbon's Watchmen (1987) shucks off the legacy of the Comics Code and of
unsophisticated audiences with a different tactic than Miller's. 64 The book marvelously
deconstructs the conventions of a classic pop culture genre, undermining its premises and
expanding its resonance with all the tricks of postmodernist fiction. 65 Moore's gift for
pastiche, parody, and contrapuntal narrative structure suggest debts to great literary
innovators, from Joyce to Nabokov, and his refininement of a lowbrow genre into
61

Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, 39; for an introduction to these terms, see Randal
Johnson's introduction to the volume, "Pierre Bourdieu on Art, Literature and Culture," 15-16.
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On the economics of the comic book industry as it privileged and determined the boundaries of superhero
comics, see Mark C. Rogers, "Beyond Bang! Pow! Zap!: Genre and the Evolution of the American Comic
Book Industry," PhD dissertation, University of Michigan, 1997.
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Quoted in Rhoades, 210.
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Moore doesn't embrace the term "graphic novel," either: "It's a marketing term … it was one that I never
had any sympathy with … ." Quoted in Rhoades, 216.
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The curators of a museum exhibit on superheroes and contemporary fashion have recently grouped
Watchmen with Dark Knight Returns, remarking that "through their concatenation of Postmodernist
preoccupations, Dark Knight and Watchmen are conscious attempts to elevate the cultural prestige of comic
books." There's room for argument about whether Dark Knight Returns fits this description, but Watchmen
certainly does. "The Postmodern Body," Superheroes: Fashion and Fantasy, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art (from May 7 to September 1, 2008), text reproduced online at
<http://www.metmuseum.org/special/superheroes/postmodern.asp>, n/p.
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complex narrative art has more in common with Jean-Luc Goddard's or Paul Auster's
self-conscious revisions of the hardboiled detective story than with Miller's ultraviolent
take on Batman. In fact, though the differences between them are significant, one could
say that Watchmen approached the problem of comics' association with children in
almost exactly the same way—i.e., through the gate of high-prestige intellectual
postmodernism—as Art Spiegelman did in Arcade, RAW, and, most famously, Maus.
Beginning with his editorship of Arcade, in 1975, continuing with his founding of
RAW in 1980, and culminating in Maus, first published as a book in 1986, Spiegelman
did more than anyone to bridge the gap between the energy and inventiveness of the
underground comix and prestigious institutions of high culture. With extraordinary talent
and a never-flagging sense of irony and self-critique, Spiegelman brilliantly imported the
core techniques of literary postmodernism and art into the arena of comics. He abandoned
or sharply undermined the straightforward telling of linear narratives, insisted on pastiche
and parody as central to his project, and integrated history—both formal and social—into
his work in equal measures with a madcap silliness. Visually, as Douglas Wolk points
out, the Arcade and RAW group of creators "incorporate a lot of distortion and avoid
conventional prettiness." 66 Maus was the culmination of these efforts, certainly, and it is
no coincidence that the author of Maus had always published the least predictable comics
in Arcade and RAW, and insisted in all of his publications on the reintroduction of lost
classics from the archive. Spiegelman was and continues to be the leading proponent of
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postmodernism in comics, and he was clear from the beginning about his desire for the
difficulty and strangeness of his work to interpolate a sophisticated "adult" audience. 67
Maus, as everyone already knows, succeeded: it gained shelf space in bookstores
for graphic novels; it inspired a whole generation of graphic novelists; its success at
Pantheon made possible the investment in graphic novel publishing by traditional book
publishers in recent years. A list of the literary honors bestowed on Maus could stretch on
for pages, from the Pulitzer, to a passionate embrace by the literary academy, to
recognition by the press. If anyone, anywhere, dares to suggest that a comic book cannot
be literary, just give them Maus!
Without in any way impugning the literariness of the world's most
hypercanonized graphic novel, it is worth mentioning the irony that Spiegelman's adult
masterpiece has become fit and sometimes assigned reading for many teenagers and
children. The relative absence of obscenity from Maus means that despite the horrifying
violence it contains and the conceptual complexity of both its narrative strategies and
representational choices, the book can be and has been mistaken as appropriate even for
middle school students. 68 Note Spiegelman's profound dismay at discovering that the
central conceit of his innovative graphic novel—"the specific use of mice to
sympathetically portray Jews combined with the concept of cats as anti-Semitic
oppressors"—had been taken on by an animated film for children, revealing that the
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For the deliberate avoidance of obscenity in Spiegelman's work see, e.g., Maus I: A Survivor's Tale: My
Father Bleeds History (New York: Pantheon, 1986), 15.
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premise, in and of itself, did not necessitate a sophisticated audience. 69 It is equally
telling that Stephen Weiner, a children's librarian who has written enthusiastically about
Contract and Tantrum in two book-length surveys of the graphic novel field, strongly
recommended Maus and Eisner's Fagin the Jew but not Contract or Tantrum when he
contributed to The English Journal, which is aimed at an audience of "English language
arts teachers in junior and senior high schools and middle schools." 70 Another children's
librarian, Michele Gorman, has warned her colleagues in School Library Journal that
"there are several critically acclaimed graphic novels essential for building a core adult
collection but inappropriate for your library's children or young adult section"—but then
recommended both Maus and Miller's The Dark Knight Returns enthusiastically for
younger readers, reporting with regards to Miller's ultraviolent graphic novel, "I've never
met a reader who didn't love this book, especially preteen and teenage boys." 71
Some of the comics that supposedly weren't "just for kids anymore," then, and
specifically the ones that relied on strategies other than obscenity for distinguishing
themselves from traditional comics, have turned out to be acceptable reading for
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children. 72 Eisner and Feiffer themselves went on to produce work that most observers
would consider significantly more appropriate for children, but it seems unlikely that
anyone would confuse Contract or Tantrum with this later work. 73 Perhaps revealing his
self-consciousness about the effectiveness of obscenity for ensuring an adult audience,
Eisner regularly told a story about what happened when Brentano's bookstore shelved
Contract alongside reprints of newspaper comic strips in 1978. A father complained to
the manager: "You have a comic book that shows a naked lady in with the Beetle Bailey
books! … I don't want my kid being exposed to that kind of stuff." 74 And unlike those
employed by Miller, Moore, and Spiegelman, the tactics for establishing an adult
audience that Eisner and Feiffer chose have not weakened with time.
A brief look at the work of another Jewish comics creator, Harvey Pekar,
reinforces this analysis. Pekar self-published his American Splendor comic books
beginning in 1976, and his series wasn't collected in book form until 1986, and then only
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as a paperback—so in a sense Pekar's literary ambitions weren't as evident from the start
as those of Eisner and Feiffer, who would've been disappointed to see their graphic
novels printed in any format other than between the cloth covers of literary fiction. But
from the first self-published issue of his comic, in the spring of 1976, Pekar was already
anticipating what Eisner and Feiffer would produce in book form just a few years later;
and, because the comics he wrote were illustrated by R. Crumb and other well-known
comix artists, they serve, like Spiegelman's, as a bridge between the underground comix
and the literary sensibilities of the nascent graphic novel. Pekar knew what he was doing,
too: in an autobiographical story published in the fourth issue of American Splendor, in
1979, he states his ambitions, paralleling Eisner's and Feiffer's similar pronouncements
from this period and in effect predicting the development of the literary graphic novel:

The guys who do that animal comic an' super-hero stuff for straight comics are
really limited because they gotta try t'appeal to kids. Th' guys who do
underground comics have really opened things up, but there are still plenty more
things that can be done with 'em. They got great potential. You c'n do as much
with comics as the novel or movies or plays or anything. Comics are words and
pictures; you c'n do anything with words and pictures! 75
This insight, expressed in Pekar's characteristically casual diction, not only mirrors
Eisner's and Feiffer's ambitions for their graphic novels, but also anticipates the opening
salvo of Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics. 76 It is not a coincidence, then, that
Pekar's comics embrace a perspective on sex very similar to the one found in Contract
and Tantrum: that is, the same willingness to depict sex explicitly, coupled with an
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emphasis on sexual confusion, failure, and strangeness (as in, for example, Pekar's early
stories "How I Spent My Summer Vacation: 1972" and "Love Story.") 77 Like Eisner and
Feiffer, and unlike Spiegelman, Moore, or Miller, Pekar created in American Splendor a
comic book that no one could mistake as kids' stuff—and when a publisher agreed to
gather his comics into a book, the resulting anthology received an enthusiastic review,
replete with comparisons to Raymond Carver, by none other than famed book reviewer
Michiko Kakutani of The New York Times. 78 And, like Eisner's and Feiffer's, Pekar's
early obscene comics still have not been recommended to children.
An awareness of the role obscenity played in establishing the graphic novel's
literariness in the work of Eisner, Feiffer, and Pekar might productively be reinscribed
into the commonplace, if troublesome, name given to the form. Eisner hoped that the
term "graphic novel" would lend legitimacy to book-length comics, and historians have
mostly understood the term accordingly. What has not typically been remarked upon is
the phrase's currency in American literary circles at least since the mid-19th century. By
1856 "graphic" could be taken to mean, among other things, "explicit, esp. in the
depiction of sex or violence," 79 and the term was often used to refer to novels with
explicit content: in 1879, The Washington Post reported that the Russian government
objected to Ivan Turgenev's "graphic novels." 80 "Graphic novel," in this historical usage
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as a noun with a modifying adjective, differs grammatically from the contemporary use
of the term as a compound noun, of course, but for whatever reason many people
continue to recall the older or more literal sense of the phrase when they hear about
graphic novels today, especially because of the powerful contemporary association of the
word "graphic" with its occasional prefix "porno-." Both editor Charles McGrath and
librarian Aviva Rothschild have reported such confusion; Rothschild writes, "When I told
noncomics readers that I was compiling a bibliography of graphic novels, the invariable
response was, 'You're doing a bibliography of pornographic fiction?'" 81 Such
misunderstandings amuse knowledgeable comics readers, of course, because in recent
years, publishers have successfully marketed superhero tales, poignant memoirs,
historical fictions, and war reportage as graphic novels, but only in rare cases erotica. 82
Etymology is, in this instance, by no means a clear indicator of meaning: the
"graphic" in "pornographic" stems from the Greek graphos, that is, "writing" (as in
"writing about prostitutes"), which has little to do with either of the senses of "graphic"
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that are invoked in McGrath's and Rothschild's stories. 83 And those who discuss the
origins and usefulness of the term "graphic novel" have generally avoided mentioning its
obscene connotation, possibly because they assume artistic legitimacy and graphic
explicitness are intrinsically contradictory.84 As in American modernism as analyzed by
Loren Glass and British modernism analyzed by Celia Marshik, though, an engagement
with obscenity was itself central to the artistic and cultural project of the graphic novel.85
Thus, while Eisner and the publishers who have embraced the term did not intend it as
such, and while strict etymology does not demand it, maybe it is not just a terminological
joke to suggest that we keep obscenity in mind when discussing graphic novels.

IX. Jews, the Literary Field, and the Invention of the Graphic Novel

If an engagement with obscenity was one significant technique through which
lowbrow comic books were transformed into literary graphic novels, why was it that
Jews, in particular, put this tactic to work in the late 1970s? Eisner thrusts his Jewish
identity forward in A Contract with God, beginning it with images of a stereotypically
religious Jew and sprinkling Yinglish throughout the collection. The very font in which
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Eisner renders the word "God" in the title of the book evokes classic Hebrew script,
kitschily but unmistakeably, with its pointed serifs and thick, curved strokes. Eisner
himself remarked in the introduction to the 1984 Yiddish translation of the title story,
"["[ "]אַז[ זײנען די בילדער פֿון 'אַן אָבמאַך מיט גאָט' במילא געװען יי ִדישעthat] the pictures in 'A
Contract with God' were, of necessity, Jewish"]. 86
Feiffer, by contrast, does not identify any of the characters in Tantrum as Jewish;
as is true throughout most of his oeuvre—including his Village Voice strips, his fiction,
and screenplays—he universalizes the narrative and downplays its rootedness in any
personal experience, whether Jewish or otherwise. 87 "It's everybody's story," the book
jacket of Tantrum proclaims. When the book's protagonist returns to the "old
neighborhood" to see his parents, his memories are not of Passover seders or Yiddish
conversations, but of how his father "got drunk one Christmas and tried to burn down the
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house"—hardly a stereotypical Jewish experience. 88 Yet even though his work has mostly
avoided explicitly Jewish characters or settings, readers and critics have still perceived
Feiffer as a Jewish writer; in Vincent Canby's review of the film Carnal Knowledge, for
example, he noted that "although neither [of the main characters are] … identified as
Jewish, the style of their language and the style of their introspection come from a school
of American writing whose authors (Feiffer, as well as Bellow, Roth, Gold, Friedman)
have successfully transformed a quite specific, ethnic urban experience into dreams and
nightmares that are, rather grandly, all-American." 89 Feiffer himself may have
encouraged such a reading of ethnicity into his work, when it was not already explicit,
with his joke in The Great Comic Book Heroes that Eisner's characters in The Spirit
"were … identifiable by that look of just having got off the boat. The Spirit reeked of
lower middle-class: his nose may have turned up, but we all knew he was Jewish." 90
What does it mean, then, that Eisner and Feiffer—along with Spiegelman and Pekar, two
other pioneers of the literary comic book—were Jewish? If it wasn't simply coincidence
that Eisner and Feiffer seized on obscenity to elevate comic books to a higher level of
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literary prestige, surely it must reveal something about these projects that both men were
self-identified Jews born and raised in New York—mustn't it?
In order to answer this question, it is worthwhile to juxtapose it to a very similar
one that has been raised, repeatedly, about the dawn of the superhero in American comic
books. NPR's David Bianculli expressed the general curiosity, while interviewing Mark
Evanier on Fresh Air about his biography of Jack Kirby: "So many of the key figures in
the Golden Age of comics … they're all Jewish. Why so many, and why so influential?" 91
Several books have been devoted to answering these questions, as have a couple of major
museum exhibitions. 92 Unfortunately, these books and exhibits, and most of the many
newspaper and magazine articles that have discussed the issue, have indulged in the most
lamentable tactics of Jewish cultural studies: essentialism and group psychology. These
studies and essays trot out one silly generalization and implausible reading after another:
science fiction appealed to Jews because they were "targets of prejudice"; the Fantastic
Four are Jewish in that they are a family and "family is the very heart of the Jewish
community"; the destruction of Superman's planet Krypton rewrites the Kabbalistic
shevirat ha-Kelim. 93 Of course, midrashic or allegorical readings of Jewishness into non-
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Jewish or ecumenical stories constitute a venerable tradition, but it is crucial not to
confuse such deliberately anachronistic or esoteric literary interpretations with the history
of culture. As this dissertation has argued repeatedly vis-à-vis obscenity, there is nothing
inevitable about Jews participating in the creation of comic books, and despite the
tendency of cultural theorists from Freud to Martin Jay to slide back into such ethnic
essentialism, there is nothing fundamentally Jewish (or anti-Jewish) about visual culture
or telling stories with pictures. 94 As Laurence Roth declares, sensibly, "the graphic novel
… is no more Jewish than the novel is Spanish or English or Russian." 95
Essentialism and simplistic psychological readings aside, then, the Jewish role in
the creation of the superhero comic book, and in the genesis of the literary graphic novel
in the 1970s, can be explained by following Brodhead's program for a "history of literary
access." Sensible observers of the creation of the superhero comic books have insisted
that the preponderance of young Jewish men in that industry was caused by
socioeconomics, the exclusion of Jews from related industries, and some measure of
historical accident—and certainly not an essential or mystical link between Jews qua
Jews and supernatural adventure stories. For the purpose of this chapter, what bears
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emphasis is that most of the young Jewish men who created superhero comics would
have preferred to be working in higher prestige arts. In one of the more reliable histories
of the Golden Era, Gerard Jones makes this clear: "Rough-edged Jewish kids knew they
had a steep hill to climb if they wanted to become 'high-class' illustrators" for magazines
and advertising agencies, he writes, "not only because of editors' prejudices but also
because of the costs of the training, studio lighting, and live models needed for that
perfect sheen." 96 Stan Lee echoes this point, discussing his pseudonym and early
aspirations as a writer:

My birth name was Stanley Martin Lieber, a name I loved and was very proud of.
In fact, I seem to remember practicing signing that name over and over again, as
if trying to create the perfect signature for the day when I'd have to give out my
autograph after I had written The Great American Novel. When I entered the
comics field in 1940, comics were not held in high regard at that time—and that's
putting it mildly. Not wanting my name to be sullied by them, I used the pen
name of Stan Lee, leaving Stanley Martin Lieber for the great novel to come. 97
Lee was not just an accidental comics writer and editor, then, but a novelist manqué. Just
as Eisner and Batman creators and artists Bob Kane and Jerry Robinson would have
preferred jobs in advertising or magazine illustration, where they could have earned
higher wages and accumulated cultural capital, Lee would have most liked to write for
Maxwell Perkins or William Shawn. 98 But because of the dynamics of literary access in
their time, what they ended up doing was making comics for disreputable printers, while
96
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a smaller number of wealthier or luckier Jews made the connections necessary to seize
opportunities in the fields of literature, advertising, and magazine illustration. The comics
creators didn't sink quite as low as the smutmongers aptly described as "pariah
capitalists" by Jay Gertzman, but they certainly occupied an analogous if not identical
position to the generation of young Jewish publishers who, as Jonathan Freedman puts it
in The Temple of Culture, "because they were positioned outside the cultural dominant
and excluded from its traditional culture industries … were able in subtle and not-sosubtle ways to change the substance of the industry they entered and, through it, the very
texture of American culture itself." 99
The creation of the graphic novel in the late 1970s, then, can be understood as a
striking result of the shift of one group of Jews in New York publishing in the years after
World War II, paired with the legacy of another group in the creation of comics.
Knowing that Eisner and Feiffer are Jewish tells us very little, in fact, about the work
they produced (even when it comes to the explicitly Jewish subject matter handled in
Contract), about their use of obscenity, or even about their psychological links with
Judaism or Jewish history. It tells us much more about the changed opportunities and
positioning of Jews in American publishing and literary circles at the time.
To put it simply, by the mid-1970s, Jewishness was literary in the United States.
American Jewish writers wrote books with or without Jewish themes and won every
literary prize, including, for example, the top prize in the O. Henry Awards in 1971,
1974, 1975, 1976, 1978, and 1980, and Nobels in 1976 and 1978. E. L. Doctorow's $2
million advance for the paperback rights to Ragtime in 1975 was the largest such
99
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agreement signed that decade. 100 The heads of many of the most venerated publishing
firms were Jewish; no longer minor or marginal, the firms started by Jews in the interwar
years had expanded, and Random House, in particular, had grown by 1975 into a
company with revenues of almost $100 million annually. 101 Many of the other
participants in the system of literary production, from the book reviewers to the buyers
and agents, were also Jewish. If the proportion of Jews on the faculties of English
literature departments did not rise as rapidly as it did in law schools and history
departments, Jews still accounted for 13% of the English professors "in the better
universities" by the mid-1970s. 102
Though Truman Capote's petulant claims of a "Jewish Mafia," "a clique of New
York-oriented writers who control much of the literary scene" weren't accurate, 103 there
was truth to Edward Hoagland's amiable recollection that "a new establishment" of Jews
in American literature had been created in the 1950s. 104 That a novel about a Catholic
boy's experiences growing up in Iowa could go to press with the absurd title Memories of
a Non-Jewish Childhood (1971) suggests how widely this sense of Jewish dominance of
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the literary field had spread. 105 The same year, in a playful self-interview in the New York
Times, ostensibly conducted by Henry Bech—the fictional Jewish novelist who is the
protagonist of the stories collected in his Bech: A Book (1970)—John Updike explained
that the Bech stories "had not so much been about a Jew as about a writer, who was a Jew
with the same inevitability that a fictional rug-salesman would be an Armenian." 106 As
much as this can be read as Updike's satire of Capote's paranoia, the joke contains more
than a grain of truth. In the 1970s, to write as a Jew, or to write about Jewish life, was not
a liability or an obstacle to one's literary access, prestige, or marketability. Leslie Fiedler
called it "the great take-over by Jewish-American writers of the American
imagination." 107 In short, in the years between 1920 and 1970, American Jews had
transformed themselves into central players in the American culture of letters.
How exactly this came to pass cannot be fully sketched here; the available literary
histories of the American Jewish literary boom offer a jumping off point for
understanding this crucial development, though scholars have only begun to treat the
mechanics of the publishing industry and the crucial relationships between Jewish
publishers, authors, critics, and readers. 108 What's most important for the history at issue
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2001). Theodore L. Gross at least notes one aspect of the phenomenon, in his remark that "universities …
have provided the most compatible setting for the Jewish-American renaissance" in The Literature of
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here is that by the late 1970s, when Eisner and Feiffer decided to create literary comics to
be published as original hardcover books, the ascent of Jewishness to high literary
prestige in the United States was already a fait accompli. When, in his speech notes,
Feiffer kidded about his envy for the lifestyle of a serious writer, he was not imagining
that life. He was friendly with Philip Roth, Bernard Malamud, and any number of other
authors who had been hailed throughout the 1970s as the leading American literary
practitioners, and who received the sort of adulation that Feiffer described. 109 The editor
who suggested that Feiffer write The Great Comic Book Heroes was E. L. Doctorow,
who went on to publish The Book of Daniel (1971) and Ragtime (1975) and be hailed as a
leading American Jewish author. Feiffer himself had won some prestigious awards, of
course, just never for his longform narrative comics. Eisner's comparison of his own
output to that of the American Jewish literati was explicit, at least in retrospect: "I've read
The Adventures of Augie March," he told an interviewer late in his life. "I want to tell you
that Bellow is doing nothing more than what I'm doing. As a matter of fact, his reach in
that book is no wider than my reach in the books I've done. He got a Nobel Prize from
that. I've been selling the same pretzel on the same street corner." 110 The comparison isn't
random; Bellow and Eisner had been born two years apart and raised in considerably
similar circumstances. Any writer or artist, in any field, might have been jealous of

American Jews (New York: The Free Press, 1973), 176. Jonathan Freedman's The Temple of Culture is the
best model for how necessary a study of publishing and wider cultural history is as a supplement to more
traditional literary analysis in the particular case of the American Jewish literature produced after WWII, as
Freedman sensibly relates the phenomena of Jewish writers' successes in this period with parallel
developments in academia and the publishing industry.
109

See also Feiffer's newspaper strip from January 10, 1963, in which he has his semi-autobiographical
stand-in, Bernard Mergendeiler, mention that he "say[s] names … like 'Bellow' and 'Malamud' and 'Albee'"
to women to "to show them that I wasn't a lot of hot air." Reprinted in The Explainers, 332.
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Bellow's massive international fame and prestige, but it is hardly surprising that an artist
from a background as similar to Bellow's as Eisner was would have been.
Eisner and Feiffer created their first comics at a time when, as Jews, they would
have faced obstacles in the more prestigious fields for which they had inclinations and
talents. They pioneered the graphic novel three and a half decades later, when their
Jewishness was not only no longer an obstacle to cultural prestige, but a significant aid in
obtaining it. As Bourdieu would have it, "The propensity to move towards the
economically most risky positions, and above all the capacity to persist in them (a
condition for all avant-garde undertakings which precede the demands of the market),
even when they secure no short-term economic profit, seem to depend to a large extent on
possession of substantial economic and social capital." 111 Feiffer testifies to the relevance
of this proposition to the situation of the nascent graphic novel in the late 1970s, noting
that he had thought about a cartoon novel for decades but had been put off by his own
"laziness" and "fear," and the lack of "real precedents in form": "all seemed very
risky." 112 The fact that what changed his mind was his fiftieth birthday suggests the truth
of Bourdieu's insight that reserves of economic and social capital often undergird artistic
innovation. Not only were Eisner and Feiffer financially secure when they embarked on
their pioneering graphic novel projects, but they also possessed the cultural capital
conferred on them by their decades of work, and the advantages, in terms of literary
access, conferred by their connections with Jews in the literary establishment. 113
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Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 67.
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Box 56, Jules Feiffer Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Eisner recalled of the mid-1970s: "By then, I had a few coins in my pocket and so I was able to afford to
spend the whole year doing something without worrying about whether or not I'm going to have enough
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This took very different forms for the two authors, and I do not mean to suggest
that Jewishness guaranteed them any advantages: Eisner's work could just as easily be
rejected by Oscar Dystel, the Chairman and CEO of Bantam Books, as Feiffer's could be
accepted by his old friend Robert Gottlieb, who was the Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of
Knopf. 114 But the fact that Eisner could even arrange a meeting with Dystel—who, as it
turns out, was born in the same Bronx where Eisner grew up, lived for a time on the
Lower East Side with six other people "in an apartment that should have accommodated
no more than five people," and had parents who met in a garment factory—distinguished
him from the vast majority of underground comix artists.115 The publisher who did agree
to print and sell Contract, Norman Goldfine, was an old friend of Eisner's, having worked
with him on various commercial publishing projects, including The Complete World
Bartender Guide (1977). In a recent interview, Goldfine remembered being pleased to
help Eisner with a comic book that evoked both Eisner's childhood and his own: "[These
were] all experiences which I went through growing up as a Jew in New York City… I
grew up in a tenement in Brooklyn. I used to go up to the Jewish Catskills, in what was
referred to as a kokhaleyn, a Jewish bungalow colony." 116

bread to eat. So I decided I would start what I later called a 'graphic novel'… ." Jon B. Cooke, "Will Eisner:
The Creative Life of a Master," Comic Book Artist 2:6 (November 2005): 43.
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Gottlieb has recalled coming up with a book idea in the mid-1970s: "I thought, I am a Jew who knows
nothing about Jewishness. I grew up in an atheist household; I never attended anything. I thought that
Chaim [Potok] could write a very popular and useful book that might instruct someone like me." The result
was Potok's Wanderings (1978), and Gottlieb's comment reflects not only an attention on his part to his
Jewishness, but also his sense of the marketability in the 1970s of a book about Jewish history and culture.
See Philip Gourevitch, ed., The Paris Review Interviews (New York: Picador, 2006), 349.
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Contract and Tantrum were, unsurprisingly, received as contributions to the field
of American Jewish writing. In one of the first published reviews of Contract, Dennis
O'Neil compared the graphic novel favorably to "the stories of Bernard Malamud, Philip
Roth, and Isaac Singer [sic]." 117 A decade before Tantrum appeared, meanwhile, the Los
Angeles Times' staff book reviewer, Robert Kirsch, remarked of Portnoy's Complaint that
"all of it is better told in a Feiffer cartoon." 118 In a review in the Times Literary
Supplement—which had previously reviewed nine of Feiffer's books—Russell Davies
compared Tantrum not just to Kafka, but also to Philip Roth's The Breast and to Woody
Allen's movies. 119 It is telling that Joseph Epstein included Tantrum in a survey of recent
literary fiction in 1980 that was titled "Too Much Even of Kreplach"—borrowing an
idiom from Isaac Bashevis Singer—and in which Epstein sardonically noted, among
other wry observations, that sex and Jewishness were so common as to be unsurprising in
the American literature of the late 1970s. 120 That critics, including Epstein, were
skeptical about the form of the graphic novel is to be expected; more noteworthy is that
when they did evaluate Eisner's and Feiffer's graphic novels as literary works, they
considered them in relation to and alongside works of American Jewish literature.

X. Eisner and Feiffer as Pioneers
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There is no essential or transhistorical link between Jews and the graphic novel
any more than there is such a link between Jews and the superhero (or, for that matter,
between Jews and stand-up comedy or Hollywood films or pastrami). Yet Jewishness
matters in the story of the graphic novel because it was one of the crucial conditions that
structured the positioning of comic books in the literary field, first in the 1930s and then
again in the late 1970s. Eisner and Feiffer pioneered the graphic novel, and Eisner turned
to Jewish subject matter, at a time when their Jewishness aided this littérisation.
Eisner and Feiffer did not create extraordinarily successful graphic novels. It is no
accident that Contract and Tantrum did not achieve the sort of recognition that
Spiegelman did with Maus or that Alison Bechdel has much more recently with Fun
Home, the graphic novel (in the sense of "literary comic book," though it happens to be
nonfiction, and also in the sense that Bechdel represents sexuality explicitly) that within
the first year of its publication had been named the best book of the year by Time
magazine and featured prominently in PMLA. Eisner's and Feiffer's works constitute only
the awkward prehistory of the genre; it makes sense to speak of them as pioneering, and
to continue to read them, not because they are excellently realized works—sharp and
insightful critiques of Contract, particularly, have proliferated alongside an ever-growing
cult of Eisner appreciation 121—but because of what they started, and how they did it.
They were the context for Maus, for the first book-length American Splendor, and for the
vast range of literary fiction in the form of comic books that has followed. They
121

See, e.g., Klingenstein; Laurence Roth justly notes: "Contract, while visually inventive and
accomplished, is by no means a success in terms of its drafting of literary narrative strategies for service in
the graphic novel. A good number of characters in the book, primarily the sexually voracious women and
the nebishy men, fail to transcend stereotype, while the action sometimes veers toward melodrama and the
plots too often take O. Henry as their model—the twist ending becomes a kind of narrative tic." 467-68.
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forcefully excluded children from the audience for comic books, and that was a major
step toward littérisation. And they should remind us of the role that Jewish culture
makers and Jewish subject matter could play in littérisation in the 1970s.
It makes sense, meanwhile, to end this particular study of Jews and obscenity in
American literature with the graphic novel not because 1980 was the last time that there
would be intriguing or compelling intersections between Jewishness and obscenity in
North American literature and culture—it certainly wasn't—but because Eisner's and
Feiffer's embrace of obscenity to drag comics into the literary circles of their Jewish
peers signals the investment of Jewish obscenity in American literature with prestige.
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CHAPTER 6.
Conclusion: Obscenity Now

Charles Rembar declared the "End of Obscenity" in the late 1960s, but no
thoughtful observer of American law and culture, Rembar included, can credit that claim
as anything more than polemical overstatement. 1 Obscenity does not end, in the abstract
sense that transgressions of social, literary, and linguistic conventions will always be
possible. Even obscenity in Rembar's much narrower and more concrete sense of the
term, which has been the subject of this dissertation—that is, explicit representations of
sex and uses of taboo words—continued to occasion debates in the U.S. long after the
freeing of Fanny Hill from postal and customs censorship in 1966. As Chapter 5
described, obscenity acquired new meaning in the following decade, as graphic
representations of sex themselves became conventional in literary fiction, and as
legislators and anti-vice crusaders shifted their focus to new fronts in the century-old
American war on smut. In the first decade of the 21st century, as I researched and wrote
this dissertation, obscenity in literary fiction only rarely stimulated genuine controversy
in the U.S., but in more popular cultural forms—television shows, films, and the internet,
for example—the old debates renewed themselves with impressive regularity, and
American Jews continued to produce obscenity in dramatic and resonant ways. In
concluding this project, I will briefly discuss one recent example of American Jewish
1

Charles Rembar, The End of Obscenity: The Trials of Lady Chatterley, Tropic of Cancer, and Fanny Hill
(New York: Random House, 1968).
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popular culture and one very recent legal decision, exploring in broad strokes the
complex ways in which obscenity continues to matter to American Jews as Jews, and,
equally, how obscenity and Jewishness remain intertwined in American law.
The first example comes from Larry David's television series Curb Your
Enthusiasm. David created Seinfeld, the iconic and much-discussed television series that
represented the New York Jew as genial American everyman in the 1990s. 2 In his more
recent work, David attends even more explicitly to the complications and mores of
contemporary American Jews; episodes have dealt with issues in Jewish life ranging from
the difficulty of procuring tickets to High Holiday services at enormous urban
synagogues to the considerably more arcane halakhic question of the prohibition of an
Orthodox Jewish woman sitting next to a man on a ski lift after the sun has set. In the
final episode of the third season of the series, first aired on November 17, 2002, David
engages with obscenity in an unusual way. Early in the episode, the show's protagonist, a
fictionalized version of Larry David himself, notices that a number of students at a local
high school have shaved their heads. He's informed that one of the teenagers lost his hair
due to chemotherapy, and that "a lot of the boys in the senior class as a show of solidarity
have shaved their heads." Moved by this, David remarks, "Maybe one day I'll get a
chance to do something good for somebody like that."
His opportunity is not far off, of course. The episode and season conclude with
the grand opening of a restaurant in which David has invested, and the event proceeds
smoothly at first, with all of Larry's friends and family in attendance. Suddenly, in the
middle of the meal, the chef, who suffers from Tourette's syndrome and cooks in a

2

For a study of Seinfeld and its relation to Jewish culture, see John Stratton, Coming Out Jewish:
Constructing Ambivalent Identities (London: Routledge, 2000), 282-314.
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kitchen open to the entire restaurant, involuntarily shouts a string of taboo words: "Fuckhead, shit-face, cocksucker, asshole, son-of-a-bitch." A strained silence descends, and
David flashes back to the high school students and their show of solidarity. Acting on
their example, he decides to support the chef by mimicking his behavior. He screams,
"Scum-sucking, motherfucking whore!" After a moment, his friends and loved ones
follow suit. They speak a barrage of taboo words gleefully shorn of syntax or semantic
content aside from their inherent offensiveness, probably without precedent on American
television: "Cock, cock, jizzum, grandma, cock … Bum, fuck, turd, fart, cunt, piss, shit,
bugger, and balls … Dammit, hell, crap, shit … Fellatio, cunnilingus, French kissing,
rimjob." David's father on the show is played by the veteran American Jewish comedian
Shelley Berman, who published a novelty book in 1966 that lampooned the inanity of
obscenity standards; in the book, Berman notes that taboo words, which he calls
"FILTHYS," "may even find acceptance … if written by an established author, or a dead
one. I, being neither established or dead at this moment of writing, would feel plainly
presumptuous setting forth a comprehensive list of FILTHYS, a fact that I frankly regard
as a rotten shame." 3 The Curb episode redresses this lost opportunity. Before the scene
ends, Berman chimes in, adding a set of Yinglish taboo words—"Shmuck, putz, tukhislekher"—to the episode's "comprehensive list of FILTHYS," soon after which all the
dialogue blurs into a joyful babble and the camera zooms in on Larry's satisfied face. 4
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Shelley Berman, Shelley Berman's Cleans and Dirties (Los Angeles: Price, Stern, Sloan, 1966), 66.

4

Curb Your Enthusiasm: The Complete Third Season, directed by Robert B. Weide et al, DVD (Home Box
Office, 2005).
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David and the episode's director, Robert Weide, were likely thinking of Lenny
Bruce as they planned and shot this scene, 5 but the climactic collocation of taboo words
also parallels Henry Roth's Call It Sleep, which, as discussed in Chapter 3, builds to a
similar crescendo of "dirty words." Like Roth's, the Curb episode's scene offers a
blending of obscene voices, a chorus of profane American speech. Yet what in 1935 was
shameful, vulgar, and dangerous—a cacophony that could be unified only through the
techniques of high modernism—recurs as sweet, harmonious comedy in 2002. What
could be less threatening than Shelley Berman, at the age of 76, calling out "tukhislekher" ["ass-licker"] to no one in particular? While little David Schearl and his creator
needed the power of modernity and modernism—the massive electrical spark, the
wordplay of James Joyce, and the blank verse of T. S. Eliot—to purify dirty words and
assuage their sexual guilt, in Curb, the dirty words themselves constitute the shared
culture that links Americans of all sorts, including prominently among them, a Yinglishspeaker who represents old fashioned, if not quite traditional, Jewishness. Larry David
presents himself as willing to "speak like a Jew," in Henry Miller's sense, with no
hesitation, and in so doing, he helps his community to avoid shaming a peer with a
genuine inability to control the words he speaks. As if answering the prophet Isaiah,
David ends the season, drinking in the linguistic chaos he has created, genuinely proud to
be "a man of unclean lips … in the midst of a people of unclean lips."
The pride and pleasure David takes in the presentation of obscenity on television
is not, of course, shared by all Americans. Indeed, at issue in one contemporary legal
debate is the degree to which the presentation of obscenity on television can be punished.

5

Before his work on Curb, Weide was known for writing and directing a well-regarded documentary,
Lenny Bruce: Swear to Tell the Truth (Home Box Office, 1998).
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In November 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments in Fox v. FCC, which
concerns the question of whether or not the Federal Communications Commission was
justified in changing a policy and imposing large fines on television stations for "fleeting
expletives" spoken during live broadcasts—that is, taboo words spoken in an
unpredictable way in unscripted programs. 6 The controversial expletives were the old
standbys, "fuck" and "shit" (or, as the court insists on itself referring to them, the "FWord" and the "S-Word") which, as Chief Justice Roberts noted, shock listeners because
of their "associat[ion] with sexual or excretory activity." 7 In its decision, announced on
April 28, 2009, the court upheld the new fines on administrative rather than constitutional
grounds. Whatever the final result of this particular case—and depending on how the 2nd
Circuit and Supreme Court eventually rule on the First Amendment grounds, the results
could transform American popular culture, in one direction or the other—the debate
offers a reminder that some forms of American culture still owe at least as much to
Anthony Comstock's influence as they do to Lenny Bruce's.
Most relevant to the discussion at hand was a casual remark included in the
court's published ruling. Writing for the majority, Justice Antonin Scalia rebutted a point
argued in Justice Breyer's dissenting opinion about how "small-town broadcasters" would
suffer unduly under the court's decision, because of the high costs of the equipment they
would need to purchase to bowdlerize fleeting expletives instantly during live broadcasts.
These "small-town broadcasters" would likely not suffer, Scalia counters, because their
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"down-home local guests probably employ vulgarity less than big-city folks" or the "foulmouthed glitteratae from Hollywood." 8 Obscenity, Scalia declares somewhat
astonishingly, is a "big-city," "Hollywood" problem, not one affecting "down-home,"
"small-town" Americans. Scalia does not, of course, go so far as to propose that the one
demographic group characteristically associated both with "big-city" life and with
"Hollywood"—American Jews—tend to speak more obscenely than other Americans, but
if he had wanted to, he could not have a better illustration of his hypothesis than Curb's
fictional Larry David, a Los Angeles Jew and Hollywood insider whom it would be
difficult to imagine setting foot even momentarily outside of his metropolitan habitat.
To be fair, the celebrities whose speeches occasioned this particular legal case,
Cher and Nicole Ritchie, are non-Jews, and it was of them, presumably, that Scalia was
thinking (as evidenced in the female gender of "glitteratae"). Still, Scalia's quip relies on
some of the same stereotyped associations according to which Telemachus Timayensis
could fulminate against the Jews who spew "filthy expressions and obscene words" and
whose "number is daily increasing … in every one of the large cities in America," 9 and
John Sumner could argue that the nation's "literati" should be considered "abnormal" and
thus unsuited to testify as to literary merit in obscenity cases. 10 I do not mean to impute
intentional or considered anti-Semitism to Justice Scalia's remarks, but following the lead
of Ann Pellegrini and Janet Jakobsen, it seems worthwhile to point out that the tropes on
which Scalia relies reproduce, and not for the first time, precisely the essentialisms that
8
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once fueled American anti-Semitism. 11 Scalia's remark thus furnishes an excellent
illustration of Jonathan Freedman's insight that contemporary American populism
frequently peddles antique American stereotypes that have been denuded of their original
specificity. 12 The language of the decision suggests that alongside David's notion of
obscenity as an American lingua franca spoken fluently by American Jews, a vision
manages to persist, at least in the writing of certain influential thinkers, of a coterie of
urban outsiders foisting perversion on simpler, "down-home" Americans.
Both of these examples suggest ways that obscenity continues to signify in
particular ways for American Jews. Today—as in the 1890s when Lew Rosen mailed out
copies of Broadway, and in the 1920s when Horace Liveright defeated the Clean Books
Bill, and in the 1970s when Adele Wiseman published her novel about a Jewish
prostitute—obscenity can be used for any number of disparate purposes by individual
artists and cultural agents. American Jews will continue to engage with obscenity, argue
for and against it, parody it and lionize it, as long as doing so gratifies them, aligns with
their religious, social, and political principles, or helps them to achieve their personal and
communal goals. Obscenity remains an area in which beliefs about sexuality, law,
intimacy, and culture converge and conflict, so it seems likely that American Jews will
have reason to do so for the foreseeable future. In attending, in this project, to a number
of cases in which obscenity has mattered to American Jews, I have avoided suggesting
that obscenity has always mattered to them or that it always will. Nonetheless, I propose
11

Janet R. Jakobsen and Ann Pelligrini, Love the Sin: Sexual Regulation and the Limits of Religious
Tolerance (New York: New York University Press, 2003), 39-41.
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that consideration of these interactions enriches our understanding of contemporary
obscenity debates and of the conflicts and achievements of American Jewish culture.
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